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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Les Journées de géométrie algébrique d'Orsay se sont déroulées du 20 au 26 

juillet 1992, dans le bâtiment de Mathématiques de l'Université Paris-Sud; elles 

ont réuni près de 300 participants. Leur objet était de faire le point sur l'état 

des connaissances en géométrie algébrique complexe, en mettant en lumière les 

perspectives de recherche qui semblent les plus prometteuses. 

Dans ce but, les conférences du matin étaient centrées sur 4 grands 

thèmes de la géométrie complexe : systèmes linéaires, fibres vectoriels, cycles 

algébriques, variétés de dimension 3 . L'après-midi, des conférences plénières 

d'une heure ainsi que des conférences de 45 minutes en parallèle ont permis 

d'aborder des sujets plus spécialisés. 

Nous espérons que ces Actes reflètent la vitalité du sujet telle qu'elle nous 

est apparue lors de ces journées. 

Les Journées de géométrie algébrique d'Orsay ont été organisées dans le 

cadre du Projet européen Science "Geometry of Algebraic Varieties" (AGE)1 , 

et ont donc bénéficié, directement et indirectement, du soutien de l'Union Eu

ropéenne (qui s'appelait encore Communauté Européenne). Nous avons d'autre 

part reçu un soutien financier important du Conseil Général de l'Essonne. Nous 

tenons à remercier chaleureusement ces deux institutions, sans l'aide desquelles 

ces Journées n'auraient probablement pas vu le jour. Nous remercions l'Univer

sité Paris-Sud et le C.N.R.S. qui ont également contribué au succès de cette 

manifestation. 

Les organisateurs, 

A . B E A U V I L L E , O . DEBARRE, Y . LASZLO 

1 Contract S C I - 0 3 9 8 - C ( A ) . 
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RÉSUMÉS DES EXPOSÉS 

V. BATYREV : Quantum cohomology ring of toric manifolds 

We compute the quantum cohomology ring Q H * ( P s , C ) of an arbitrary d-

dimensional smooth projective toric manifold P s associated with a fan S . The multi

plicative structure of Q H * ( P s , C ) naturally dépends on the choice of an élément (p in 

the ordinary cohomology group H * ( P s , C ) . We check several properties of the quantum 

cohomology rings Q H * ( P s , C ) which are supposed to be valid for quantum cohomology 

rings of a wide class of Kâhler manifolds. 

A. BUIUM : A finiteness theorem for isogeny correspondences 

Let Y be a curve in the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties of a 

given dimension. An isogeny correspondence on Y is by définition an (irreducible) curve 

Z C Y x Y such that for any point (y', y") of Z the abelian varieties corresponding to y' 

and y" are isogenous. There are plenty of curves Y which carry infinitely many isogeny 

correspondences ; the union of ail thèse Y 's is dense in the complex topology of the moduli 

space. However, we prove that for "most" curves Y there exist only finitely many isogeny 

correspondences. Here "most curves" mean "ail curves belonging to a dense open subset of 

the space of ah curves in the moduli space", where the space of curves is given a suitable 

topology, called the Kolchin topology, defined using algebraic differential équations. 

F. CATANESE, P. FREDIANI : Configurations of real and complex polynomiaîs 

The présent paper is devoted to the combinatorial descriptions of the connected 

components of certain open sets of the space of real or complex polynomiaîs of a fixed 

degree. One instance is the open set of generic real polynomiaîs (i.e. with distinct critical 

values). Describing the connected components of the open set of real lemniscate generic 

polynomiaîs (i.e. with critical values with distinct non-zero absolute values), we give in 

particular a géométrie proof of the equality between the number of connected components 

of the space L,n of complex lemniscate generic polynomiaîs of degree n + 1 and the number 

of connected components of the space of real monic polynomiaîs of degree n + 1 with n 

distinct real critical values, the lemniscate configurations occurring from real polynomiaîs. 

L. CHIANTINI, C. CILIBERTO : A few remarks on the lifting problem 

We start with a projective variety X in Pr and afamily W of projective subvarieties 

of Pr , parametrized by the space B , such that for any f G B the corresponding fibre W* 

of W is contained in some /i-plane L< and W* D X fl Lt ; we assume that the Lt 's for 

variable t fill an open dense subset of the corresponding Grassmannian. We give conditions 

on the degrees of X and Wt which imply that the varieties Wt glue together to give 

a variety W (containing X ) such that W* = W H L< for ail t. The proofs are based on 

the elassical differential theory of "foci" introduced by C. Segre. Our results generalize the 

theorems of Laudal and Gruson-Peskine, which deal with the case X is a curve in P3 . 
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I. D O L G A C H E V , M . K A P R A N O V : Schur quadrics, cubic surfaces and rank 2 vector 

bundles over the projective plane 

Let S C P3 be a smooth cubic surface. It is known that S contains 27 lines. Out of 

thèse lines one can form 36 Schlàfli double-sixes, i.e., collections { / i , / Ô } , { / J , l ' 6 } of 12 

lines such that each /,• meets only V-, j ^ i and does not meet lj,j ^ i . In 1881 F. Schur 

proved that any double-six gives rise to a certain unique quadric Q , the Schur quadric, 

characterized as follows : for any i the lines /, and /[ are orthogonal with respect to Q . 

The aim of the paper is to relate Schur's construction to the theory of vector bundles 

on P2 . In fact, we show that the whole theory of Hulek of rank 2 vector bundles on P2 with 

odd Ci can be given a "géométrie" interprétation involving some natural generalizations of 

cubic surfaces, double-sixes and Schur quadrics. 

R. D O N A G I : Décomposition of spectral covers 

A G-principal Higgs bundle over a variety X (with values in an arbitrary line 

bundle on X ) détermines a family of spectral covers Xp of X , one for each irreducible 

représentation p of G . We show that each of the Pic(Xp) is isogenous to the sum, with 

multiplicities, of a finite collection of abelian varieties, obtained as isotypic pièces for the 

action of the Weyl group W on P ic (X) , where X is the cameral, or W-Galois, cover of 

X , independent of p . The pièce Prym(X), corresponding to the reflection représentation of 

W , is distinguished : it occurs in Pic(Xp) for each p (this characterizes Prym for classical 

G but not for exceptional groups such as G2 , EÔ ) , and is essentially the moduli space 

of Higgs bundles with spectral data X . Various Prym identities are recovered as the case 

X = P1 , G simply laced, studied previously by Kanev. 

L. EIN, R. LAZARSFELD : Seshadri constants on surfaces 

Let L be an ample line bundle on a smooth projective variety X of dimension n . 

Demailly has introduced the Seshadri constant e(L,a?) of L at x , which roughly speaking 

measures how positive L is at x . For example, if L is very ample, then e(L, x) > 1 for 

ail Ï G X . We study thèse invariants in the first non-trivial case, when X is a smooth 

surface. We prove (somewhat surprisingly) that in this case e(L, x) > 1 for ail except perhaps 

countably many x G X , and moreover if L • L > 1 then the exceptional set is finite. On the 

other hand, simple examples due to Miranda show that e(L,:r) can take on arbitrary small 

positive values at isolated points. The paper also contains some related examples and open 

problems. 

D. EISENBUD, M . G R E E N , J. HARRIS : Some conjectures extending Castelnuovo 

theory 

We propose a séries of conjectures concerning the Hilbert functions of points (or 

more generally zero-dimensional subschemes) in projective space. We begin by extending 

the results of Castelnuovo and others on points in uniform position, and then consider 

the corresponding problem without the hypothesis of uniform position. A spécial case is a 
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RÉSUMÉS DES EXPOSÉS 

conjectured extension of the classical Cayley-Bacharach theorem. We prove this conjecture 

in projective space Pr for ail r < 7 . Finally we make a conjecture extending Macaulay's 

theorem on the Hilbert function of graded rings, and discuss its relation to the previous 

conjectures. 

H. ESNAULT, M . LEVINE : Surjectivity of cycle maps 

Let X be a smooth proper complex variety. We consider the cycle map from the 

Chow ring to the ring of the Deligne cohomology. If this cycle map is injective (modulo 

torsion), then it has to be surjective as well, and the groups rP(X, /Cp+i) are generated by 

constant functions on codimension p cycles (modulo torsion). This generalizes Jannsen's 

results concerning the cycle map with values in the Betti cohomology. 

H. ESNAULT, V . SRINIVAS, E. V I E H W E G : Decomposability of Chow groups 

implies decomposability of cohomology. 

Let X be a smooth proper complex n-dimensional variety. We consider the cup 

product map from the product of the Chow groups (modulo torsion) 

CHni(V) <g> • • • <g> CHn"(V) -> CHn(X) , 

i=r 

where E m = n and V is a non empty Zarisky open set in X . If it is surjective (modulo 
i = l 

torsion), then the corresponding map from the "edge" Hodge groups 

H"1(X, Ox) ® • • • ® Hn'(X, Ox) -+ H N ( X , Ox) 

is surjective. We give variants and discuss some problems. 

D. M O R R I S O N : Compactifications of moduli spaces inspired by mirror symmetry 

We study moduli spaces of nonlinear sigma-models on Calabi-Yau manifolds, using 

the one-loop semiclassical approximation. The data being parameterized includes a choice 

of complex structure on the manifold, as well as some "extra structure" described by means 

of classes in H2 . We formulât e a simple and compelling conjecture about the action of the 

automorphism group on the Kâhler cone, which would enable the construction of a partial 

compactification of the moduli space using Looijenga's "semi-toric" method. We then explore 

the implications which this construction has concerning the properties of the moduli space 

of complex structures on a "mirror partner" of the original Calabi-Yau manifold. 

C. VOISIN : Miroirs et involutions sur les surfaces K3 

On construit une série d'exemples de "symétrie miroir" en considérant des variétés 

de Calabi-Yau du type (E x S)/(j,i), où S est une surface K3 munie d'une involution i 

agissant par (—1) sur H2'°(S), et E une courbe elliptique munie d'une involution j telle 

que E/j = P1 . On utilise les travaux de Nikulin pour construire l'involution miroir sur 

H2(S ,Z) , et le théorème de Torelli pour construire l'application miroir holomorphe 

( ( E x S)/0',0, « ) — > ( (E ' x S ' ) / ( J V ) , «') • 
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Quantum Cohomology Rings of Toric Manifolds 

Victor V. Batyrev 

1 Introduction 

The notion of quantum cohomology ring of a Kahler manifold V naturally 
appears in theoretical physics in the consideration of the so called topological 
sigma model associated with V ([16], 3a-b). If the canonical line bundle Ky of 
V is negative, then one recovers the multiplicative structure of the quantum 
cohomology ring of V from the intersection theory on the moduli space T\ of 
holomorphic mappings / of the Riemann sphere / : S 2 = C P 1 —* V where A 
is the homology class in H2(V, Z) of / ( C P 1 ) . 

If the canonical bundle Ky is trivial, the quantum cohomology ring was 
considered by C. Vafa as an important tool for explaining the mirror symmetry 
for Calabi-Yau manifolds [15]. 

The quantum cohomology ring QH^V, C) of a Kahler manifold V, un
like the ordinary cohomology ring, have the multiplicative structure which 
depends on the class cp of the Kahler (1, l)-form corresponding to a Kahler 
metric g on V. When we rescale the metric g —• tg and put t —• oo, the 
quantum ring becomes the classical cohomology ring. For example, for the 
topological sigma model on the complex projective line C P 1 itself, the classi
cal cohomology ring is generated by the class x of a Kahler (1, l)-form, where 
x satisfies the quadratic equation 

x2 = 0, (1) 
while the quantum cohomology ring is also generated by a:, but the equation 
satisfied by x is different: 

x2 — exp(-
( 
( 

A 
cp), (2) 

S. M. F. 
Astérisque 218** ( 1993) 9 



V. BATYREV 

À is a non-zero effective 2-cycle. Similarly, the quantum cohomology ring of d-
dimensional complex projective space is generated by the element x satisfying 
the equation 

d+l 

x ^ — exp 
(- ( 

( 
A 

ip). (3) 

The main purpose of this paper is to construct and investigate the quantum 
cohomology ring QH*(P%, C) of an arbitrary smooth compact d-dimensional 
toric manifold PE where cp is an element of the ordinary second cohomology 
group iJ 2 (Ps, C) . Since all projective spaces are toric manifolds, we obtain a 
generalization of above examples of quantum cohomology rings. 

According to the physical interpretation, a quantum cohomology ring is a 
closed operator algebra acting on the fermionic Hilbert space. For example, 
the equation (3) one should better write as an equations for a linear operator 
X corresponding to the cohomology class x: 

Xd+l = exp(- ) 
) 

y 
(p)ld. (4) 

It is convenient to define quantum rings by polynomial equations among 
generators. 

Definition 1.1 Let 
h(t, x) — E Cn(t)x

n 

be a one-parameter family of polynomials in the polynomial ring C[x], where 
x = {x{}iei is a set of variables indexed by J, t is a positive real number, J\f 
is a fixed finite set of exponents. We say that the polynomial 

h°°(x) = T. n 

is the limit of the family h(t,x) as t —• oo, if the point {c£°} n €j\/- of the 
(| AT | — l)-dimensional complex projective space is the limit of the one-
parameter family of points with homogeneous coordinates {cn{t)}neM-

Definition 1.2 Let Rt be a one-parameter family of commutative algebras 
over C with a fixed set of generators { r , } , t 6 R>o- We denote by Jt the ideal 
in C[a:] consisting of all polynomial relations among { r , } , i.e., the kernel of 
the surjective homomorphism C[x] —* Rt. We say that the ideal J00 is the 
limit of Jt as t —• oo, if any one-parameter family of polynomials h(t, x) G Jt 
(as in 1.1) has a limit, and J°° is generated as C-vector space by all these 
limits. The C-algebra 

R°° = C[x]/J°° 

will be called the limit of Rt. 
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QUANTUM COHOMOLOGY RINGS OF TORIC MANIFOLDS 

Remark 1.3 In general, it is not true that if J°° = limf_KX>Jf, and Jt is 
generated by a finite set of polynomials {hi(t, x)..., /&*(£, # ) } , then J°° is 
generated by the limits { h 1 8 ( x ) . . , h8f>(x)}. The limit ideal J°° is generated 
by the limits hf>{x) only if the set of polynomials {hi(t,x)} form a Grobner-
type basis for Jt. 

In this paper, we establish the following basic properties of quantum coho
mology rings of toric manifolds: 

I : If (p is an element in the interior of the Kahler cone K(P<z) C i? 2(Px;, C), 
then there exists a limit of QH^{PE C) as t —• oo, and this limit is isomorphic 
to the ordinary cohomology ring iJ*(Px;, C) (Corollary 5.5). 

II : Assume that two smooth projective toric manifolds P ^ and PE 2 are 
isomorphic in codimension 1, for instance, that Ps 1 is obtained from PE 2 

by a flop-type birational transformation. Then the natural isomorphism 
H2{P^C) = i J 2 (Ps 2 ,C) induces the isomorphism between the quantum 
cohomology rings 

QH;(PEI,C)^QH;(PE2,C) 

(Theorem 6.1). We notice that ordinary cohomology rings of Ps 1 and Ps 2 are 
not isomorphic in general. 

Il l : Assume that the first Chern class ci(Ps) of P^ belongs to the closed 
Kahler cone K(P^) C # 2 ( P E , C). Then the ring Q # * ( P S , C) is isomorphic 
to the Jacobian ring of a Laurent polynomial f<p{X) such that the equation 
f(p(X) = 0 defines an affine Calabi-Yau hypersurface Zf in the d-dimensional 
algebraic torus (C*)d where Zf is mirror symmetric with respect to Calabi-
Yau hypersurfaces in Px; (Theorem 8.4). Here by the mirror symmetry we 
mean the correspondence, based on the polar duality [6], between families of 
Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric varieties. 

The properties II and III give a general view on the recent result of P. 
Aspinwall, B. Greene, and D. Morrison [3] who have shown, for a family of 
Calabi-Yau 3-folds W that their quantum cohomology ring QH*(W, C) does 
not change under a flop-type birational transformation (see also [1, 2]). 

IV: Assume that the first Chern class ci(Ps) of Ps is divisible by r, 
i.e., there exists an element h E i ? 2 ( P s , Z ) such that ci(Pu) = rh. Then 
Q ^ ( P E , C) has a natural Z/rZ-grading (Theorem 5.7). We remark that the 
ring QH*(Px, C) has no Z-grading. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2-4, we recall a definition 
of toric manifolds and standard facts about them. In Section 5, we define 
the quantum cohomology ring of toric manifolds and prove their properties. 
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V. BATYREV 

In Section 6, we consider examples of the behavior of quantum cohomology 
rings under elementary birational transformations such as blow-ups and flops, 
we also consider the case of singular toric varieties. In Section 7, we give an 
combinatorial interpretation of the relation between the quantum cohomol
ogy rings and the ordinary cohomology rings. In Section 8, we show that 
the quantum cohomology ring can be interpreted as a Jacobian ring of some 
Laurent polynomial. Finally, in Section 9, we prove that our quantum coho
mology rings coincide with the quantum cohomology rings defined by sigma 
models on toric manifolds. 

Acknowledgements. It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful discussions 
with Yu. Manin, D. Morrison, Duco van Straten as well as with S. Cecotti and 
C. Vafa. I would like to express my thanks for hospitality to the Mathematical 
Sciences Research Institute where this work was conducted and supported 
in part by the National Science Foundation (DMS-9022140), and the DFG 
(Forschungsscherpunkt Komplexe Mannigfaltigkeiten). 

2 A definition of compact toric manifolds 

Toric varieties were considered in full generality in [9, 11]. For the general 
definition of toric variety which includes affine and quasi-projective toric vari
eties with singularities, it is more convenient to use the language of schemes. 
However, for our purposes, it will be sufficient to have a simplified more clas
sical version of the definition for smooth and compact toric varieties over C. 
This approach to compact toric manifolds was first proposed by M. Audin [4], 
and developed by D. Cox [8]. 

In order to obtain a d-dimensional compact toric manifold V', we need a 
combinatorial object E, a complete fan of regular cones, in a d-dimensional 
vector space over R. 

Let JV, M = Horn (AT, Z) be dual lattices of rank d, and iVR, M R their 
R-scalar extensions to d-dimensional real vector spaces. 

Definition 2.1 A convex subset a C NR is called a regular k-dimensional 
cone (k > 1) if there exist k linearly independent elements vi,...,Vk G N 
such that 

a = {fiiVi + • • • + /î jfc | /i; G R, //* > 0} , 

and {vi, . . . , V j b } is a subset of some Z-basis of N. In this case, we call 
V1 • • • 5 vk £ N the integral generators of a. 

1 2 



QUANTUM COHOMOLOGY RINGS OF TORIC MANIFOLDS 

The origin 0 G Nu we call the regular 0 -dimens ional cone. By definition, 
the set of integral generators of this cone is empty. 

Definition 2.2 A regular cone a' is called a face of a regular cone a (we write 
a1 -< a) if the set of integral generators of a' is a subset of the set of integral 
generators of a. 

Definition 2.3 A finite system E = {<7i,... , a s } of regular cones in iV R is 
called a complete d-dimensional fan of regular cones, if the following condi
tions axe satisfied: 

(i) if a G E and a' -< cr, then cr' G E; 
(ii) if cr, cr' are in E, then a fi cr' -< a and a f! cr' -< cr'; 
(iii) iV R = a f 1 U . . . U ( 7 s . 

The set of all fc-dimensional cones in E will be denoted by E w . 

Example 2.4 Choose d+ 1 vectors v \ , . . . , v<i+i in a d-dimensional real space 
E such that E is spanned by v\,..., vj+i and there exists the linear relation 

vi + h Vd+i = 0. 

Define N to be the lattice in E consisting of all integral linear combina
tions of V1,....v+d+1 Obviously, Nn = JB. Then any fc-element subset i" C 
{ v i , . . . , v d + 1 ] (fc < d) generates a fc-dimensional regular cone cr(I). The 
set E(d) consisting of 2d+1 — 1 cones cr(J) generated by J is a complete d-
dimensional fan of regular cones. 

Definition 2.5 (cf.[5]) Let E be a complete d-dimensional fan of regular 
cones. Denote by C?(E) = { v i , . . . , vn} the set of all generators of 1-dimensional 
cones in E (n = Card E ^ ) . We call a subset V = {v^,..., Vip} C G(E) a prim

itive collection if {VÍX, . . . , V{P} is not the set of generators of a p-dimensional 
simplicial cone in E, while for all k (0 < k < p) each fc-element subset of V 
generates a fc-dimensional cone in E. 

Example 2.6 Let E be a fan E(d) from Example 2.4. Then there exists the 
unique primitive collection V = G(E(d)). 

Definition 2.7 Let Cn be n-dimensional affine space over C with the set of 
coordinates z \ , . . . , z n which are in the one-to-one correspondence Z{ <-» v¡ with 
elements of C?(E). Let V = { v ¡ 1 } . . . , V{p} be a primitive collection in C?(E). 
Denote by A('P) the (n — ̂ -dimensional affine subspace in Cn defined by the 
equations 

*«•! = ••• = Zi, = 0. 

1 3 



V. BATYREV 

Remark 2.8 Since every primitive collection V has at least two elements, 
the codimension of A(V) is at least 2. 

Definition 2.9 Define the closed algebraic subset Z(E) in Cn as follows 

Z(E) = u 
V 

A (P) 

where V runs over all primitive collections in G(E). Put 

t/(E) = Cn \ Z(E) . 

Definition 2.10 Two complete d-dimensional fans of regular cones E and 
E' are called combinatorially equivalent if there exists a bijective mapping 
E —• E' respecting the face-relation "-<" (see 2.2). 

Remark 2.11 It is easy to see that the open subset 17(E) C Cn depends 
only on the combinatorial structure of E, i.e., for any two combinatorially 
equivalent fans E and E', one has 17(E) ̂  17(E'). 

Definition 2.12 Let i?(E) be the subgroup in Zn consisting of all lattice 
vectors A = ( A i , . . . , An) such that X\V\ H h Ant?n = 0. 

Obvioulsy, -R(E) is isomorphic to Zn~d. 

Definition 2.13 Let E be a complete d-dimensional fan of regular cones. 
Define D(E) to be the connected commutative subgroup in (C*)n generated 
by all one-parameter subgroups 

ax : C * - ( C 7 \ 

*-+(*Al,...,*An) 

where A G i?(E). 

Remark 2.14 Choosing a Z-basis in i?(E), one easily obtains an isomorphism 
between D(E) and (C*)n-d. 

Now we are ready to give the definition of the compact toric manifold Ps 
associated with a complete d-dimensional fan of regular cones E. 

Definition 2.15 Let E be a complete d-dimensional fan of regular cones. 
Then quotient 

PE = (E)/D(E) 

is called the compact toric manifold associated with E. 
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Example 2.16 Let E be a fan E(d) from Example 2.4. By 2.6, £7(E(d)) = 
c<m \ { ° } - By the definition of E(d), the subgroup i?(E) C Zn is generated 
by ( 1 , . . . , 1) G Z d + 1 . Thus, D(E) C (C*)n consists of the elements ( t , , , t ) 
where f G C*. So the toric manifold associated with E(d) is the ordinary 
d-dimensional projective space. 

A priori, it is not obvious that the quotient space PE = £7(E)/D(E) always 
exists as the space of orbits of the group D(E) acting free on 17(E), and that 
PE is smooth and compact. However, these facts are easy to check if we take 
the d-dimensional projective space P^(d) as a model example. 

There exists a simple open covering of U(E) by affine algebraic varieties: 

Proposition 2.17 Let a be a k-dimensional cone in E,[vi1,. . . , t; ,^} the set 
of generators of a. Define the open subset U(a) C C n by the conditions 
Zj 0 for all j £ {¿1, . . . , ifc}. Then the open sets U(a) (a G E) have the 

properties: 

i 
U (E) = u 

eZ 

U (o); 

(ii) ifo< a', then U(a) C £ 7 ( 0 ; 
(iii) for any two cone o\,(J<i G E, one has U ( G \ ) fl U(G2) = U(aiCi 02); in 

particular, 
/7(E) = u U(a). 

<T(EE(<0 

Proposition 2.18 Let a be a d-dimensional cone in E ^ , { t^ , . . . , V{d} the 
set of generators of a. Denote by w^,..., U{d the dual to v,^,..., V{d Z-basis of 
the lattice M, i.e, (t>ljb, t^) = <5*,/; where (*,*) : N x M —+ Z is the canonical 
pairing between lattices N and M. 

Then the affine open subset U(o) is isomorphic to Cd x (C*)n~d, the action 
o/D(E) on U(a) is free, and the space of D(E)-orbits is isomorphic to the 
affine space U<r = Cd whose coordinate functions • . . , x^ are the following 
Laurent monomials in z\,..., zn : 

X ? = z-u uii 
' ' ' Zn 

dfggg 
, . . . , * 5 = zx 

dsggg 
• ' ' Zn 

sdgqfg 
. 

The last statement yields a general formula for the local affine coordi
nates x\,..., xZ of a point p G Ua as functions of its homogeneous coordinates 

z\,... ,zn (see also [81). 
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Compactness of P^ follows from the fact that the local polydiscs 

£>, = {* GET, : | a ? R | < l , . . . , | a : 5 | < l } , a E(D) 

form a finite compact covering of P E . 

3 Cohomology of toric manifolds 

Let E be a complete d-dimensional fan of regular cones. 

Definition 3.1 A continuous function (p : iVa —» R is called Yt-piecewise 
linear, if (p is a linear function on every cone a E E . 

Remark 3.2 It is clear that any E-piecewise linear function (p is uniquely de
fined by its values on elements V{ of G ( E ) . So the space of all E-piecewise linear 
functions PL(J2) is canonically isomorphic to R n : cp —• (<p(vi),..., (p(vn)). 

Theorem 3.3 The space P L ( E ) / M R of all Y-piecewise linear functions mo
dulo the d-dimensional subspace of globally linear functions on Nn is canon
ically isomorphic to the cohomology space i f 2 (Ps , R). Moreover, the first 
Chern class c i(Pu) ; as an element o / f l " 2 (Ps ,Z) ; is represented by the class 
of the Yt-piecewise linear function a% E P L ( E ) such that ctx(vi) = • • • = 
an(vn) = 1. 

Theorem 3.4 Let i?(E)R be the H-scalar extension of the abelian group i?(E). 
Then the space .R(E)R is canonically isomorphic to . /^(PE, R). 

Definition 3.5 Let (p be an element of P £ ( E ) , A an element of i?(E)R. Define 
the degree of A relative to ip as 

degJA) = 
n 
E 
T=l 

A,-¥>(v,-). 

It is easy to see that for any (p E M R and for any A E J?(E)R , one has 
deg^(A) = 0. Moreover, the degree-mapping induces the nondegenerate pair
ing 

deg : P L ( E ) / M R x i ? ( E ) R - R 

which coincides with the canonical intersection pairing 

tf2(PE,R)x ff2(PE,R)->R. 
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Definition 3.6 Let C M be the polynomial ring in n variables z l i • • • ? Zn. 

Denote by SP(E) the ideal in C[z] generated by all monomials 

n 
ijep 

zj, 

where V runs over all primitive collections in (7(E). The ideal 57?(E) is 
usually called the Stenley-Reisner ideal of E. 

Definition 3.7 Let iti,... ,114 be any Z-basis of the lattice M. Denote by 
P(E) the ideal in C[z] generated by d elements 

N 

E 
»=1 

(Vi,Ul)Zi,..., 

n 
E 
«=1 

(vi, vd) zi 

Obviously, the ideal P(E) does not depend on the choice of basis of M. 

Theorem 3.8 The cohomology ring of the compact toric manifold P E is canon
ically isomorphic to the quotient of C[z] by the sum of two ideals P(E) and 
5i?(E) : 

JT(P E , C) 2 C[z]/(P(E) + SP(E)). 

Moreover, the canonical embedding H2(P^,C) H*(P^,C) is induced by 
the linear mapping 

PL(E) ®R C -+ C[z], <p*-> 

n E 
1=1 

(pi{Vi)Zi. 

In particular, the first Chern class o/Ps is represented by the sum zi + --+zn. 

Example 3.9 Let P E be d-dimensional projective space defined by the fan 
E(d) (see 2.4). Then 

P(E(d)) = < (*i - zd+i), . . . , ( * < , - zM) >, 5P(E(d)) = < 
d+1 

n 
i=l 

Zi>. 

So we obtain 

C[zu *„+1]/(P(E(d)) + SR(Z(d)) S C[x]/xd+1. 
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4 Line bundles and Kahler classes 

Let 7r : £7(E) —• PE be the canonical projection whose fibers are principal 
homogeneous spaces of D(E). For any line bundle C over PE , the pullback 
%*C is a line bundle over U(E). By 2.8, w*C is isomorphic to Ou^y Therefore, 
the Picard group of PE is isomorphic to the group of all D-linearization of 
CV(E)? or to the group of all characters \ : D(E) —> C*. The latter is 
isomorphic to the group Zn/M where Zn is the group of all E-piecewise linear 
functions <p such that tp(N) C Z. 

Proposition 4.1 Assume that a character x is represented by the class of an 
integral H-piecewise linear function cp. Then the space i7°(PE,£x) of global 
sections of the corresponding line bundle Cx, is canonically isomorphic to the 
space of all polynomials F(z\,..., zn) G C[z] satisfying the condition 

F(tx*zu...,tx"zn) = t deg *xF(zu...,zn) 

for all A G E(E), t G C*. 
The exponents (rai , . . . , mn) of the monomials satisfying the above condi

tion can be identified with integral points in the convex polyhedron: 

&<P = {(a?i, . . . ,&„ )€ R>o : deg A = \lXl + . . . + Anxn, A G i?(E)} 

Definition 4.2 A E-piecewise linear function cp G PL(E) is called a strictly 
convex support function for the fan E, if <p satisfies the properties 

(i) cp is an upper convex function, i.e., 

cp (x) + cp (y) > c) (x+ y) ; 

(ii) for any two different d-dimensional cones o\, o<i G E, the restrictions 
(p\a and ip\a, are different linear functions. 

Proposition 4.3 / / ip is a strictly convex support function, then the polyhe
dron A^ is simple ( i.e., any vertex of A^ is contained in d-faces of codimen-
sion 1), and the fan E can be uniquely recovered from Acp using the property: 

A^ = {xe MR : (vi9x) > -<p(vi)}. 

Definition 4.4 Denote by K(E) the cone in # 2 ( P E , R ) = PL(E)/MR con
sisting of the classes of all upper convex E-piecewise linear functions ip G 
PL(E). We denote by if°(E) the interior of i f (E), i.e., the cone consisting of 
the classes of all strictly convex support functions in PL(E). 
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Theorem 4.5 The open cone i f 0 (E) C fl*2(Ps,R) consists of classes of 
Kahler (1,1)-forms on PE, i.e., K(E) is isomorphic to the closed Kahler cone 
of PE 

Next theorem will play the central role in the sequel. Its statement is 
contained implicitly in [12, 13]: 

Theorem 4.6 A Y-piecewise linear function <p is a strictly convex support 
function, i.e., (p £ iT°(E), if and only if 

nvh) + -. - + (p[yih) > (p(vh + • • • + vih) 

for all primitive collections V = {v^,..., Vik} in C?(E). 

5 Quantum cohomology rings 

Definition 5.1 Let <p be a E-piecewise linear function with complex values, 
or an element of the complexified space PL(E)c = PL(Y) ® R C. Define the 
quantum cohomology ring as the quotient of the polynomial ring C[z] by the 
sum of ideals P(E) and QJT,): 

Q # ; ( P S , C) := C[*]/(P(E) + Q„(E)) 

where Q^,(E) is generated by binomials 

exp ( 
n 

E 
1=1 

a>i<p(vi) 

) 
) 
) 

n 

n 
¿=1 

zi z 
j = exp ( 

n 

E 
j=1 

bMvj) 
) 
) 
) 

n 

n 
7=1 

z • 
7 

running over all possible linear relations 

n 

E 
¿=1 

üiVi = 

n 

T, 
j=l 

bjvj, 

where all coefficients a,- and bj are non-negative and integral. 

Definition 5.2 Let V = {vij,........., vki C G (E) be a primitive collection, op 
the minimal cone in E containing the sum 

vp = vi1 + ....+ vik; 
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Vji,.......vji generators of a-p. Let / be the dimension of a?. By 2.3(iii), there 
exists the unique representation of v-p as an integral linear combination of 
generators v ^ , . . . , Vjx with positive integral coefficients c i , . . . , q : 

vv = civh H Vcivjn 

We put 

Ey(V) = exp(ip(Vil + . . . + - v?K) - (p(vik)) 

= exp(ci<p(yh) + • • • + Q^(^,) - (p(vh) - . . . - ^(vjj). 

Theorem 5,3 Assume that the Kahler cone K(YJ) has non-empty interior, 
i.e., Ps is projective. Then the ideal Q^T,) is generated by the binomials 

BV{V) = zij.....zik - E cp(P) 
3i ... zc.1 

ji, 

where V runs over all primitive collections in G(E). 

Proof. We use some ideas from [14]. Let </> be an element in PL(E) repre
senting an interior point of K(E). Define the weights ui,..., cjn of zi,..., zn 

as 

Ui = <j>(Vi) (1 < i < n). 

We claim that binomials B^V) form a reduced Grobner basis for Q^(E) 
relative to the weight vector 

u = (uu...,un). 

Notice that the weight of the monomial z^ • • • Z(k is greater than the weight of 
the monomial zc> • • • z C l because 

<£K) + • • • + </>(vik) > (t>{vh + • • - + vik) = cx<j)(vh) + . - • Ci^iVj,) 

(Theorem 4.6). So the initial ideal init^B^V)) of the ideal (B^V)) gen
erated by BpCP) coincides with the ideal Si?(E). It suffices to show that 
the initial ideal init^Q^T,) also equals 5i?(E). The latter again follows from 
Theorem 4.6. • 

Definition 5.4 The tube domain in the cohomology space H 2 (Ps , C): 

KÇ£)c = K(Z) + iH2\PE,R) 

we call the complexified Kahler cone of P^. 
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Corollary 5.5 Let (p be an element of H2(P?;, C), t a positive real num
ber. Then all generators Bt(p(V) of the ideal Q^,(E) have finite limits as 
t —• oo if and only if ip G K(Y,)c- Moreover, if (p E l f (E)c , then the limit of 
QiJ^Px;, C) is the ordinary cohomology ring JH"*(PE,C). 

Proof. Applying Theorem 4.6, we obtain: 

lim 
t->oc 

BUV) = zh ' ' ' zik • 

Thus, 
lim 
t—•oo 

Qt<pÇZ) = SRÇ2). 

By Theorem 3.8, 
lim 
¿—•00 

Q # , ; ( P S , C ) = i r (ps,c). 

Example 5.6 Consider the fan £(d) defining d-dimensional projective space 
(see 2.4). Then we obtain 

QH (PS, C ) S C[x]/(xd+1 - exp(-deg^A)), 

where A = ( 1 , . . . , 1) is the generator of i?(E(d)). This shows the quantum 
cohomology ring QH*(CPd, C) coincides with the quantum cohomology ring 
for CPd proposed by physicists. 

It is important to remark that the quantum cohomology ring QH*(Pxi C) 
has no any Z-grading, but it is possible to define a Z^-grading on it. 

Theorem 5.7 Assume that the first Chern class CI(PE) is divisible by r. 
Then the ring <5i?*(Ps, C) has a natural Z/rZ-grading. 

Proof. A linear relation 

n 

E 
¿=1 

CLiVi = 

n 

E 
Ì = l 

bjVj 

gives rise to an element 

A = (ax - 61,. . . , an - bn) G i?(S). 

By our assumption, 

deg AE T= 
n 

E 
1=1 

Q>i — 

n 

E 
j = l 

bj 
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is the intersection number of CI(PE) and A 6 i?2(Pio C ) , i.e., it is divisible by 
r. This means that the binomials 

exp ( 
n 

E 
2=1 

qi cp(vi) 
) 
) 
) 

n 

n 
1=1 

I exp 

( 
( 
( 

E 

;=i 

bj cp(vj) 
n 

n 
i = l 

6i 
3 

are Z/rZ-homogeneous. 

Although, the quantum cohomology ring QH*(P^ C ) has no any Z-grading, 
it is possible to define a graded version of this quantum cohomology ring over 
the Laurent polynomial ring C[z0, z0-1] 

Definition 5.8 Let <p be a E-piecewise linear function with complex values 
from the complexified space PL(E)c = PL(S) ® R C . Define the quantum 
cohomology ring 

QfÇ(P E ,C[*o,V]) 

as the quotient of the Laurent polynomial extension C[z][zo, z0 J by the sum 
of ideals Q v ? j Z o (E) and P(E): where Q ^ 0 ( £ ) is generated by binomials 

exp ( 
n 

E 
.¿=1 

aMvi) 
( 
( 
( 

z0'-Eni =1ai) 
n 

n 
¿=1 

za — exp ( 
n 

E 
i =1 

bjip{vj) 
) 
) 
) 

z0 
(-Ei=i»>) 

n 

n 
/=1 

z • 3 

running over all possible linear relations 
n 

E 
1=1 

üiVi = 
n 

E 
j=l 

bjVj 

with non-negative integer coefficients at- and bj. 

The properties of the Z-graded quantum cohomology ring 

Q # ; ( P E , C [ W D 

are analogous to the properties of QH* (P=,C): 

Theorem 5.9 For every binomial B^V), take the corresponding homoge

neous binomial in variables Zq,z1. . . , ZN 

BVM{V) = zh..-zih-Ev(V) zi f 
ef 

... Z3iZ0 
(*-ELi*) 

Then the elements B<piZo(V) generate the ideal Q<piZo(E), and Kahler limits of 

QHU(PZ,^C[z0,z0-1^h)]),t^oo 

are isomorphic to the Laurent polynomial extension H*(Px, C)[zq, Z0

 x] of the 
odinary cohomology ring. 
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Finally, if the first Chern class of P e belongs to the Kahler cone, i.e., c*e G 
PL(E) is upper convex, then it is possible to define the quantum deformations 
of the cohomology ring of P e over the polynomial ring C[^o]. 

Definition 5 . 1 0 Assume that c*e G PL(E) is upper convex. We define the 
quantum cohomology ring QH*(Px, C[zq]) over C[zo] as the quotient of the 
polynomial ring C[ZQ, Z \ , . . . , zn] by the sum of the ideal P(E)[zo] and the ideal 

C[z0,z1,............, zn] Uqcp, z0 (E) 

Theorem 5 . 1 1 The ideal 

C [£o>2i , . . . ,Z n ]nQp,z 0 

(E) 

is aenerated by homoqeneous binomials 

B cp, z0(P) = zh...Zh-Ey{V) zf1ji ... zc?z\ Ji c 
(*-EUi^) 

where V runs over all primitive collections V C G(Yi). (Notice that convexity 
of # e implies k — E U I ^ > O . ) 

Kahler limits of the quantum cohomology ring 

Q t f * ( P S , C [ z 0 ] ) , t —• OC 

are isomorphic to the polynomial extension 

F R ( P S , C ) f o ] 

of the odmary cohomology ring. 

6 Birational transformations 

It may look strange that we defined the quantum cohomology rings using 
infinitely many generators for the ideals Q ^ E ) and Q^ Z o (E) , while these 
ideals have only finite number of generators indexed by primitive collections 
in G(E). The reason for that is the following important theorem: 

Theorem 6 .1 Let Ei and E2 be two complete fans of regular cones such 
that G(Ei) = G(Yi2), then the quantum cohomology rings QH^P^^C) and 
QHp(P%2,C) are isomorphic. 
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Proof. Our definitions of quantum cohomology rings does not depend on 
the combinational structure of the fan E, one needs to know only all lattice 
vectors v i , . . . ,vn E G(E), but not the combinatorial structure of the fan E. 
• 

Since the equality G(Ei) = G(E 2 ) means that two toric varieties PE1 and 
PE 2 are isomorphic in codimension 1, we obtain 

Corollary 6 .2 Let P ^ andP^ be two smooth compact toric manifolds which 
are isomorphic in codimension 1, then the rings QH*(Pi, C) and QH*(P2l C) 
are isomorphic. 

Example 6 . 3 Consider two 3-dimensional fans Ei and E2 in R 3 such that 
G(Ei) = G(E 2 ) = {vu . . . , v 6 } where 

vi = (1,0,0), v2 = (0,1,0), V3 = (0,0,1), 

v4 = ( -1 ,0 ,0) , vb = (0, - 1 , 0 ) , v6 = (1,1, - 1 ) . 

We define the combinatorial structure of Ei by the primitive collections 

Vi = {vuvA}, V2 = {v2,vb}, V$ = {v^,v6}, 

and the combinatorial structure of E2 by the primitive collections 

P'1 = {vhv4}, V2 = {v2,v*>}, V3 = {vuv2}, 

P'4= {v3,v5,v6}, P'5 = { v3, v4, v6}. 

The flop between two toric manifolds is described by the diagrams: 

d 

vi< >V2 

df 

= 

df 

Vi< >V2 

# 6 
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The ordinary cohomology rings i ? * ( P S l , C ) and i J*(P S 2 ,C) are not iso
morphic, because their homogeneous ideals of polynomial relations among 
z i , . . . , ze have different numbers of minimal generators. There exists the 
polynomial relation in the quantum cohomology ring: 

exp(v?(t>i) + (p(v2))ziz2 = exp(v?(v3) + (p(v6))zsze. 

If <p(vi) + (f(v2) < ^(^3) + ^(^6)5 then we obtain the element z^zq G £i?(Ei) 

as the limit for t<p, when t —• 00. On the other hand, if (f(v\) + <p(v2) > 
^(^3) + 92(^6)5 taking the same limit, we obtain z\z2 G 5i?(E2). 

Let us consider another simple example of birational tranformation. 

Example 6.4 The quantum cohomology ring of the 2-dimensional toric va
riety F\ which is the blow-up of a point p on P 2 is isomorphic to the quotient 
of the polynomial ring C[#i, #2] by the ideal generated by two binomials 

xi(xi + x2) = exp(-^ 2 ) i x2 = exp(-(/>i)xu 

where x\ is the class of the (—l)-curve C\ on F\, x2 is the class of the fiber 
C2 of the projection of F\ on P 1 . The numbers (f)\ and <j>2 are respectively 
degrees of the restriction of the Kahler class <p on C\ and C2. 

Remark 6,5 The definition of the quantum cohomology ring for smooth toric 
manifolds immediatelly extends to the case of singular toric varieties. How
ever, the ordinary cohomology ring of singular toric varieties is not anymore 
the Kahler limit of the quantum cohomology ring. In some cases, the quantum 
cohomology ring of singular toric varieties V contains information about the 
ordinary cohomology ring of special desingularizations V of V. For instance, 
if we assume that there exists a projective desingularization t/> : V —• V 
such that %j)*Kv = fcv- Then for every Kahler class cp G H2(V, C) , one has 

dimcQiW C) = d imc iT(V, C) . 

7 Geometric interpretation of quantum rings 

The spectra of the quantum cohomology ring SpecQi7*(Px;, C) , and its 
two polynomial versions 

SpecÇ#! (P E ,C [ z 0 ,* 0

- 1 ] ) , SpecQ#;(P E ,C[z 0 ]) 

have simple geometric interpretations. 
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Definition 7.1 Denote by 11(E) the (n — d)-dimensional affine subspace in 
Cn defined by the ideal P(E). 

Definition 7.2 Choose any isomorphism N = Zd, so that any element v £ 
N defines a Laurent monomial Xv in d variables X\,... ,Xd- Consider the 
embedding of the d-dimensional torus T(E) S (C*)d in (C*)n: 

(Xi,... ,Xd) —> (Xv\...,XVn). 

Denote by ©(E) the (n — d)-dimensional algebraic torus (C*)n/T(E). 

Definition 7.3 Denote by Exp the analytical exponential mapping 

Exp : g G 

where G is a complex analytic Lie group, and Q is its Lie algebra. 
For example, one has the exponential mapping 

Exp : PL(E)c -* (C*)n 

lû I—» (Ecp(vi) ,....., e cp ( vn) 

which descends to the exponential mapping 

Exp : #2(PE,C)-+e(E). 

Proposition 7.4 TheT^-orbitTcp(E) o/¿/*e point Exp(cp) e (C*)n ¿5 c/o5ed; 

and its idea/ is canonically isomorphic to Q^(E). 

Corollary 7.5 77¿e scheme SpecQ-ff^(Ps, C) ¿s ¿fee scheme-theoretic inter
section of the d-dimensional subvariety T^(E) C Cn and the (n — d)-dimen
sional subspace 11(E). 

Definition 7.6 Let Ñ = Z © iV. For any v e N, define {; G iV as £ = (1 , v). 
Define the embedding of the (d + l)-dimensional torus T°(E) = (C*)d+1 in 
(C*)n+1: 

(XQ , X i , . . . , Xd) - * (XQJ X 
iI,......., Xvn ). 

The quotient (C*)n+1/T°(s) is aSain isomorphic to 0 (E) . 

Proposition 7.7 The ideal of the T°ÇE)-orbit 

T ; ( E ) C C* X cn 

of the of the point (1 , Exp ((f)) € (C*)n+1 is canonically isomorphic to Q^0(E) . 
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Corollary 7.8 The scheme SpecQi/*(P E , C[z0, Zq]) is the scheme-theoretic 
intersection of the (d + 1)-dimensional subvariety T°(E) C C* x C" and the 
(n — d+ I)-dimensional subvariety C* x 11(E) C C* x C n . 

Similarly, one obtain the geometric interpretation of QH^,{P^ C[zo]), when 
the first Chern class of P^ belongs to the Kahler cone i f (£ ) . 

Proposition 7.9 The scheme SpecQ-ff*(Ps, C[z0]) is the scheme-theoretic 
intersection in C n + 1 of the (d + 1)-dimensional T°(E)-orbit of (l,Exp(<p)) 
and the [n — d+ 1)-dimensional affine subspace C x 11(E) C C n + 1 . 

The limits of quantum cohomology rings have also geometric interpreta
tions. One obtains, for instance, the spectrum of the ordinary cohomology 
ring of PE as the scheme-theoretic intersection of the affine subspace 11(E) 
with a toric degeneration of closures of T(E)-orbits Ty>(E) >£ C n . Such an 
interpretation allows to apply methods of M. Kapranov, B. Sturmfels, and 
A. Zelevinsky (see [10], Theorem 5.3) to establish connection between ver
tices of Chow polytope (secondary polyhedron) and Kahler limits of quantum 
cohomology rings. 

8 Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces and Jacobian rings 

Throughout in this section we fix a complete d-dimensional fan of regular 
cones, and we assume that P = PE is a toric manifold whose first Chern class 
belongs to the closed Kahler cone K(E), i.e., a := a% is a convex E-piecewise 
linear function. 

Let A = A A , the convex polyhedron in M R (see 4.1). For any sufficiently 
general section S of the anticanonical sheaf JCy1 on P represented by homo
geneous polynomial F(z), the set Z = {tt(z) E P : F(z) = 0 } in P is a 
Calabi-Yau manifold (ci(/C^ 1) = ci(P)). 

Since the first Chern class of P in the ordinary cohomology ring i?*(P, C) 
is the class of the sum (z\ + h z n), we obtain: 

Proposition 8.1 The image of if*(P, C) under the restriction mapping to 
H*(Z, C) is isomorphic to the quotient 

ir(P,C)/Ann(z! + . . . + z n), 

where Ann(zi H h zn) denotes the annulet of the class of (z\-\ h zn) in 
H*(P,C). 
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In general, Proposition 8.1 allows us to calculate only a part of the ordinary 
cohomology ring of a Calabi-Yau hypersurface Z in toric variety P. If the 
first Chern class of P is in the interior of the Kahler cone K(Y,), then Z is 
an ample divisor. For d > 4, by Lefschetz theorem, the restriction mapping 
# 2 ( P , C ) H2(Z,C) is isomorphism. Thus, using Proposition 8.1, we can 
calculate cup-products of any (1, l)-forms on Z. 

Definition 8.2 Denote by A* the convex hull of the set G(E) of all genera
tors, or equivalently, 

A* = {v E NK I a(v) < 1}. 

Remark 8.3 The polyhedron A* is dual to A reflexive polyhedron (see [6]). 

Theorem 8.4 There exists the canonical isomorphism between the quantum 
cohomology ring 

QH;(P,C) 
and the Jacobian ring 

C[Xt\...,XÌ1]/(Xldfj dXi, ...,X# V/dXd) 

of the Laurent polynomial 

fv(X) = -1 + 
n 

dsds 

1=1 

expivivi))-^. 

This isomorphism is induced by the correspondence 

Zi -+ XVi/exp(<p(vi)) (1 < % < n). 

In particular, it maps the first Chern class (z\ + ... + zn) of P to f<p(X) + 1. 

Proof. Let 
U : C| [zh...,zn] ^C[X?,...,Xd=1?] 

be the homomorphism defined by the correspondence 

Z i - f X ^ / e x p ^ ) ) . 

By 2.3(iii), H is surjective. It is clear that Q^(XI) is the kernel of 7i. On the 
other hand, if we a Z-basis {u\,..., Ud} C M which establishes isomorphisms 
M = Zd and iV = Z d , we obtain: 

W(P(E)) = < Xtff/dXu1 .. .,Xddf/dXd > . 
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Definition 8.5 Let Sa* be the affine coordinate ring of the T°(E)-orbit of 
the point ( ! , . . . , ! ) G C n + 1 (see 7.6). 

Definition 8.6 For any Laurent polynomial 

f(X) = a0 + 
n 

1=1 
diXVi, 

we define elements 
Fq,Fu . . . ,Fd E Sa* 

asFi = dX0f(X)dX0j (0<i< d). 

Remark 8.7 The ring 5a* is a subring of C[X 0 , X f \ . . . , Xf1]. There exists 
the canonical grading of 5a* by degree of Xq. 

It is easy to see that the correspondence 

Zq — • — Xq, 

zt^XoX^/iexv&ivi))) 

defines the isomorphism 
C [ W ) S 5 A . . 

This isomorphism maps ( -* 0 + *iH zn) to F0. 

Theorem 8.8 ([7]) Let 

Rf = SA*/<F0,Fh...,Fd>. 

Then the quotient 
RflAnn {X0) 

is isomorphic to the (d— 1)-weight subspace Wd-iHd~l(Zf, C) in the cohomol
ogy space Hd~l(Zf,C) of the affine Calabi-Yau hypersurface inT(E) defined 
by the Laurent polynomial f(X). 

For any Laurent polynomial f(X) = ao4 Eni = 1 a{XVi, we can find an element 
(f e PL(S)c such that 

df 
do 

= exp(-(p(vi)). 

A one-parameter family tip in PL[E) induces the one-parameter family of 
Laurent polynomials 

ft(X) = -l + 
n 

E 
»=i 

exp (-cp(Vi))Xvi 

Applying the isomorphism in 8.7 and the statement in Theorem 5.3, we 
obtain the following: 
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Theorem 8 .9 Assume that cp is in the interior of the Kahler cone if (£) 
Then the limit 

RfJ Ann(X0) 
is isomorphic to 

i ?*(P ,C) /Ann(^ + . . . + 2 n ) . 

The last statement shows the relation, established in [3], between the toric 
part of the topological cohomology rings of Calabi-Yau 3-folds in toric varieties 
and limits of the multiplicative structure on (d—l)-weight part of the Jacobian 
rings of their mirrors. 

9 Topological sigma models on toric manifolds 

So far we have not explained why the ring Qi?*(Ps ,C) coincides with the 
quantum cohomology ring corresponding to the topological sigma model on V. 
In this section we want to establish the relations between the ring Q-ff£(Ps, C) 
and the quantum cohomology rings considered by physicists. 

In order to apply the general construction of the correlation functions in 
sigma models ([16], 3a ), we need the following information on the structure of 
the space of holomorphic mappings of C P 1 to a d-dimensional toric manifold 
p s . 
Theorem 9 .1 Let I be the moduli space of holomorphic mappings f : C P 1 —• 
PE- The space X consists of infinitely many algebraic varieties T\ indexed by 
elements 

A = (A i , . . . ,A„)e fJ (E) , 

where the numbers A,- are equal to the intersection numbers deg C P i ifO(Zi) 

with divisors Z{ C PE such that 7 r ~ 1 ( Z L ) is defined by the equation z\ = 0 in 
U(Y,). Moreover, if all A; > 0, thenZ\ is irreducible and the virtual dimension 
ofl\ equals 

d\ = d i m c I A = d + 
n 

E 
»=i 

A,-. 

Proof. The first statement follows immediatelly from the description of the 
intersection product on PE (3.5). 

Assume now that all A,- are non-negative. This means that the preimage 
F-1 (Zi) consists of A,- points including their multiplicities. Let TY. be the 
tangent bundle over P^. There exists the generalized Euler exact sequence 

0 df dfdfg = Op(zo e • • • © oP(zn) — > dsfg — > 0. 
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Applying /*, we obtain the short exact sequence of vector bundles on CP1. 

0 nn-d 

CPA 
0 C p i ( A i ) 0 - - - E 0 C p i ( A n ) F FE O . 

This implies that ^ ( C P 1 , /* JFE) = 0, and /i^CP1, f*Fx) = d+ Ai + • • • + An. 
The irreducibility of 1\ for A > 0 follows from the explicit geometrical 

construction of mappings f E Iy : 
Choose n polynomials / i( tf) , . . . , fn(t) such that deg /,•(<) = A,- (i = 1,... , n). 

If all | A |= Ai + • • • + An roots of {/,•} are distinct, then these polynomials 
define the mapping 

g : C 17(E) C Cn. 
The composition -kog extends to the mapping / of CP to Pu whose homology 
class is A. • 

Definition 9.2 Let 
$ : J x CP1 -> PE 

be the universal mapping. For every point x G CP1 we denote by $x the 
restriction of $ to I x a;. Choose the cohomology classes z\ = [ZJ , . . . , zn = 
[Zn] of divisors Z i , . . . , Zn on Ps in the ordinary cohomology ring H*(Pj:). 
We determine the divisors WZl,..., WZfl on T whose cohomology classes are 
independent of choice of x G CP1 as follows 

wZi=(YI)-1x(zi)={fei\f(x)ezi}. 

The quantum cohomology ring of the sigma model with the target space 
PE is defined by the relations 

Wa1 Wa2 .............Wak = E 

xewain-nWak 

exp(-deg^A), 

where a,- are cycles on Ps and Wai = (I)-1 x (ai) and the intersection W a1 n---n 
Wak on the moduli space X is assumed to be of virtual dimension zero. 

Theorem 9.3 Let PE be a d-dimensional toric manifold, (p G H2(P^^ C) 
a Kahler class. Let A0 = (Aj , . . . ,A^) be a non-negative element in i?(E), 
Q G fl"2d(Ps,C) £/ie fundamental class of the toric manifold P^. Then the 
intersection number on the moduli space I 

(Wa)-(WXl)x'-(Wz2) Y2 ....(WZn) .AS 

vanishes for all components 1\ except from A = Ao- In the latter case, this 
number equals 

exp(-deg^A). 
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Proof. Since the fundamental class Q is involved in the considered inter
section number, this number is zero for all T\ such that the rational curves in 
the class A do not cover a dense Zariski open subset in PE- Thus, we must 
consider only non-negative classes A. Moreover, the factors (WZi)

x<* show that 
we must consider only those A = ( A i , . . . , A n) E -R(E) such that A,- > A?, i.e., 
a mapping / E 2A is defined by polynomials / 1 , . . . , / n such that deg > A,-. 

There is a general principle that non-zero contributions to the intersection 
product 

(Wai -Wa2 Wai)x 

appear only from the components whose virtual R-dimension is equal to 

E 

¿=1 

deg a¡. 

In our case, the last number is d + Aj + . . . + \ „ . Therefore, a non-zero 
contribution appears only if A = A0. 

It remains to notice that this contribution equals exp(—deg^Ao). The last 
statement follows from the observation that the points f-1 (zi) C C P 1 (i = 
1,..., n) define the mapping / : C P 1 —• PE uniquely up to the action of the 
d-dimensional torus T = PE \ (Z\ U • • • U Z n ) , and the weight of the mapping 
/ in the intersection product is f CP 1 F* (cp). 

Corollary 9.4 Let Z\ be the quantum operator corresponding to the class 
[Zi] E iJ2(PE,C) (i = l , . . . , n ) considered as an element of the quantum 
cohomology ring. Then for every non-negative element A E -R(E), one has the 
algebraic relation 

Zl1 o • • • o Zl" = exp(-deg^A) id. 

It turns out that the polynomial relations of above type are sufficient to 
recover the quantum cohomology ring Qif^PE, C): 

Theorem 9 . 5 Let A ^ ( S ) be the quotient of the polynomial ring C[z] by the 
sum of two ideals: P ( S ) and the ideal generated by all polynomials 

fîA = ^ A l . . . ^ - e x p ( - d e g ^ A ) 

where A runs over all non-negative elements of i?(E). Then A^(S) is isomor
phic to Q # * ( P E , C ) . 

Proof. Let ify(E) be tne ideal generated by all binomials B\. By definition, 
J3p(E) C Qp(£). So it is sufficient to prove that Q^(S) C ^ ( E ) . 
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Let 
n 

E 
<w 

aw = 

n 

E 
<ww 

bjVj 

be a linear relation among v\,..., vn such that a,-, bj > 0. Since the set of all 
nonnegative elements A = ( A i , . . . , A n ) € i?(S) (A,- > 0) generates a convex 
cone of maximal dimension in H2(Px, C), there exist two nonnegative vectors 

A, A' e i?(E) such that 

A - A' = (Ai - A i , . . . , An - A'n) = (ai - &i, . . . , an - bn). 

By definition, two binomials P\ and P\> are contained in Q^(E). Hence, the 
classes oi z \ , . . z n in C[z]/J3y>(E) are invertible elements. Thus, the class of 
the binomial 

exp 
( 
( 
( 

n 

E 
1=1 

sqfdfdf 
( 
( 
( 

n 

n 
«"=1 

z-' 
I 

— exp 

( 
( 
( 

n 

E 
.¿=1 

sdfdfsfg 

) 
) 
) 

n 

n 
df 

z. 

is zero in C[s]/Bp(E). Thus, J3^(E) = <2^(£). • . 
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A Finiteness Theorem for Isogeny Correspondences 

Alexandra Buium 

0. Introduction 

Let Ag,n be the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties 

over C of dimension g > 2 with level n structure, n > 3; we will view Ag,n as an 

algebraic variety over C. Moreover, let Y C Ag,n be a curve (by which we will 

understand an irreducible, closed, possibly singular subvariety of dimension 

1). By an isogeny correspondence on Y we will understand an (irreducible, 

closed, possibly singular) curve Z C Y x Y for which there exists a quasi-

finite map Z1 —• Z from an irreducible curve Z1 with the property that the 

two abelian schemes over Z' deduced bv base change via 

Z' Z CY xY ^->Y ¿ = 1,2 

Qp2- = i-th projection) are isogenous. Note that two abelian schemes over Z* 

are called isogenous if there exists a surjective homomorphism between them 

with kernel finite over Z'\ so we do not require our isogenics preserve, say, 

polarizations. 

The question which we address in this paper is: how many isogeny cor

respondences can exist on a "sufficiently general" curve Y C Ag,n! 

It is easy to see that there exist "lots" of curves Y C Ag^n carrying in

finitely many isogeny correspondences: more precisely, the union of all such 

S. M . F. 
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Y's in Ag,n(C) is dense in the complex topolog}' of Ag^n(C) (see the Propo

sition from Section 1). Nevertheless, our main result here will imply in par

ticular that "most" curves Y C Ag,n carry at most finitely many isogeny 

correspondences (see Theorem 1 below). 

Indeed, let C(Ag,n) be the set of all (irreducible, closed, possibly singular) 

curves in Ag^n; we will put a natural topology on C(Ag,n) which we call 

the Kolchin topolog}' such that C(Ag,n) becomes an irreducible Noetherian 

topological space and then we will prove in particular the following: 

Theorem 1. There exists a dense Kolchin open subset Co of C(Ag,n) such 

that any curve Y belonging to Co carries at most finitely many isogeny cor

respondences. 

Remark. If a curve Y C A<̂ n carries at most finitely many isogeny corre

spondences Z then any such Z must have only finite orbits. 

Let's define in what follows the Kolchin topology on C{Ag,n). More 

generally one can define the Kolchin topology on the set C(A) of all (irre

ducible, closed, possibly singular) curves embedded in a given (irreducible, 

possibly singular) algebraic variet}' A over C. Indeed, we consider first the 

"jet scheme" jet (A), cf. [Bi]; recall that this is by definition an A-scheme 

with a C-derivation 6 of its structure sheaf, characterized by the fact that 

for any pair (Z, d) consisting of an A-scheme Z and a C-derivation d on 0^ 

there is a unique horizontal morphism of A-schemes Z —> jet (A); "horizon

tal" here means "commuting with 6 and cT. For instance, if A = An = 

Spec C[yi,..., yn] then jet (A) = Spec C{yi,..., hn } where C{yi,..., yn } is 

the ring of ^-polynomials in j /x , . . . , yn with coefficients in C (which by defi

nition is the ring of polynomials with coefficients in C in the infinite family 
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of variables i > 0, 1 <j < n, with C-derivation 6 sending y^ into ŷ "1"1̂ ). 

Now for any Zariski closed subset H of jet (A) we denote by C#(A) the set 

of all curves Y G C(A) such that the image of the natural horizontal closed 

immersion jet (Y) —* jet (A) is contained in H. One easily checks that the 

sets CH(A) are the closed sets of a topology which we call the Kolchin topol

ogy (one has to use the non-obvious fact that jet (Y) is an irreducible scheme 

which follows from correctly interpreting a theorem of Kolchin, [K] p. 200). 

We will check in Section 2 below that C(A) with the Kolchin topology is an 

irreducible Noetherian topological space. 

Remark. Intuitively a subset of C(A) is Kolchin closed if it consists of all 

curves Y G C(A) which "satisfy a certain system of algebraic differential 

equations on A " . As the proof of Theorem 1 will show, the "system defining" 

C(AG,N) \ Co has "order 6" (i.e. "comes from jets of order 6") and is highly 

nonlinear. 

Actually we can do much better than in Theorem 1, namely we can 

"bound asymptotically" (for Y G Co) the number of isogen}' correspondences 

on Y "counted with certain natural multiplicities" (see Theorem V below). 

We need more notations. For any curve Y C AG^N we denote by p{Y) the genus 

of a smooth projective model of Y. Moreover, for any isogeny correspondence 

Z C Y x Y we let [Z : Y]?; denote the degree of the map Z C Y x Y Y, 

i = 1,2 and put i(Y) UZ : Yh = UZ : Y], G NU {oc}, where Z runs 

through the set of all isogeny correspondences on Y (we put i(Y) = 0 if this set 

is empty). This i(Y) is the "number of isogeny correspondences counted with 

multiplicities": for alternative descriptions of i(Y) we refer to Lemmas 1 and 

2 from Section 1. Finally, we shall lix a smooth projective compactification 
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Ag,n of Ag^n and a very ample line bundle 0(1) on Ag,n; then for any curve 

Y C Ag,n we shall denote by deg(Y) the degree of the Zariski closure of Y in 

Ag,n with respect to 0(1). 

We can state the following strengthening of Theorem 1: 

Theorem 1\ There exist a dense Kolchin open subset Co of C(Ag,n) and 

two positive integers mi? ra2 such that for all Y G Co we have 

i(Y) < m1 deg(y) + m2p(Y) 

Remark. A careful examination of the proof leads to an explicit value for 

m2. But determining such a value for mi seems much harder. 

We close this introduction by giving a consequence of Theorem 1'. To 

state it note that the set A^n(C) of C-points of A9,n has a natural equivalence 

relation on it given by isogeny: two points in A9,n(C) will be called isogenous 

if the corresponding abelian C-varieties are isogenous. Each isogeny class in 

Ap,n(C) is dense in the complex topology because it contains the image of 

a Sp(2#,Q)-orbit on the Siegel upper half space. For any y G A^n(C) we 

denote b}' Iy C A^n(C) the isogeny class of y. Then Theorem 1' will imply 

the following: 

Theorem 2 There exist a dense Kolchin open subset Co of C{AQ,n) and two 

positive integers mi, ra2 such that for all Y G Co and for any point y G Y(C) 

outside a certain countable subset of Y(C), the set Y(C) fi Iy is finite of 

cardinahty at most mi deg(Y) + m2p(Y). 

Remark. As the proof will show, the countable subset of Y(C) appearing in 

the above statement can be taken simply to be the set of all points in Y(C) 
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whose coordinates lie in the algebraic closure of the smallest field of definition 

of the embedding Y C Ag,n. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we make some remarks 

on isogeny correspondences and we deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1'. In 

Sections 2 - 4 we introduce and review a series of concepts from [Bi, B2, B3] 

and provide complements to that material; a rough sketch of the strategy of 

the proof of Theorem 1' is given at the end of Section 2. The main body of 

the proof of Theorem V is contained in Sections 5 - 7 . 

Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to P. Deligne for his inspiring 

comments and suggestions. An earlier version of the present paper was written 

while the author was visiting the University of Paris VII and (as a Humboldt 

Fellow) the University of Essen. The final version of the paper was written 

while the author was a member of the School of Mathematics at the Institute 

for Advanced Study in Princeton (NSF Grant No. DMS 9304580). Thanks go 

to all these institutions for hospitality and support. Last but not least thanks 

go to Dottie Phares for her excellent typing job. 

1. Some easy remarks on isogeny correspondences 

Let k C F be an extension of algebraically closed fields of characteristic 

zero, k ^ F; in applications we shall be interested in both situations when 

F = C and k = C. 

Let Ak denote the moduli ^-scheme of principally polarized abelian va

rieties over k of dimension g > 2 with level n structure, n > 3. For any curve 

Yfc C Ak (i.e. irreducible closed fc-subvariety of Ak of dimension 1) we 
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may introduce exactly as in Section 0 the notion of isogeny correspondence 

Zk C Yk x Yk on Yk and we may define i(Yk) similarly. On the other hand, 

we may consider on the set Ak(F) of F-points of Ak the equivalence relation 

given by isogeny: two points in Ak(F) are called isogenous if the correspond

ing abelian F-varieties are isogenous (over F). For y G Ak(F) we denote b}' 

Iy,F C Ak(F) the isogen}' class of y. 

Lemma 1. Let Yk C Ak be a curve and y G Yk(F) \ Yk(k). Then we have: 

i(Yk) = cKd(Yk(F)nly,F) 

Proof: Let L = k(Yk) be the field of rational functions on Yk and let So:L —> F 

be the fc-embedding corresponding to y. Since Yk(F) fl Iy,r C Yk(F) \ Yk(k) 

each point in Yk(F) fl Iy,r identifies with a ^-embedding e: L —> F; note that 

the compositum of the fields SoL and sL in JP is algebraic over both s^L 

and sL (because the abelian F-variety corresponding to e, being isogenous 

to the one corresponding to £o, must be defined over an algebraic extension 

of SoL). Therefore the ideal ker(£0 0 e:L 0k L —* F) in L L is non

zero so it corresponds to a curve Zk(s) C Yk x Yk which clearly is an isogeny 

correspondence. We have constructed a map s i — • Zk(s) from the set Yk(F)f) 

IY^F to the set of all isogeny correspondences on Yk which is clearly sur jective 

and whose fiber at an isogeny correspondence Zk C Yk x Yk has precisely 

[Zk ' Yk]i elements. This closes the proof of the Lemma. 

Lemma 2. Let Yk C Ak be a curve, fix a k-embedding s: L = k(Yf,) —• F, let 

X be the abelian F-variety deduced via £ and for any a G Aut(F/k) denote 
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by X° the abelian F-variety deduced via o from X. Consider the groups 

G(X) = Aut(F/sL) 

G\X) = {a e Aut(F/k); X° is isogenous to X} 

Then i(Yk) equals the index [G'(X):G(X)]. 

Proof: Let y G Yk(F) Yk(k) be defined by e. Then clearly Yk(F) fl R i 

identifies with the coset set Gf(X)/G(X) and conclude by Lemma 1. 

Let's show how Theorem 1' from Section 0 implies Theorem 2. Denote 

Ag,n simply by A and assume Co,rai,m2 are as in Theorem V. For any 

Y G Co let k C C be a countable algebraically closed field of definition of the 

embedding Y C A and let Yk C Ak be the embedding of fc-varieties giving rise 

to Y C A; then Yk(k) is a countable subset of Y(C). Let y G Y(C) \ Yk(k); 

by Lemma 1 (applied to F = C) we have 

card(Y(C)nlj,) = i(Yk) < i(Y) < mi deg(y) + m2i?(y 

which proves Theorem 2. 

We close this section by proving the following assertion (which was made 

in Section 0): 

Proposition. The union in Agi77,((C) of all curves carrying infinitely many 

isogeny correspondences is dense in the complex topology of Ag,n(C). 

Proof: Step 1. Note that there exists at least one curve Y C A = Ag,n card

ing infinitely many isogen}' correspondences. Indeed, let E —» S = AQ \ {0,1} 

be the Weierstrass elliptic family, let X = E Xs . . . X 5 E (g times) be viewed 

as a principally polarized abelian scheme over S and make a base change 
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S' —• S, S' some irreducible curve over C, such that X1 := X x# S' —> 5 ' has 

a level n structure. Then the closure Y in A of the image of the naturally 

induced map S' —• A has z(Y) = oc (e.g. use Lemma 1). 

Step 2. Consider any curve Y C A with z(Y) = oc (which exists by 

Step 1). Then, starting from Y, we shall produce a family of curves Yz 

with i(Yz) = oc and whose union is dense in the complex topology of A(C). 

Indeed, let k C C be a countable algebraically closed field of definition for 

the embedding Y C A and let Yk C Ak be the embedding of fc-varieties from 

which Y C A is deduced; upon enlarging A: we may assume i{Yk) — oc. Take 

an}' point y G Y(C) \ Yfc(fc) and consider the isogeny class Iy = Iy^ of y in 

A(C). For any point z e Iy let Yfcz denote the Zariski closure in Ak of the 

image of the morphism SpecC —• Ak defined by z and let Yz C A be the 

curve over C obtained from Ŷ f by base change k C C; clearly z G Y^(C). 

We claim that i(Y£) = oc. This will close the proof of the Proposition, for 

then i(Yz) = oc and Iy C UYZ(C) the union being taken for all z G Iy] but 

Iy is already dense in the complex topology of A(C). To check the claim 

let Xy, Xz be the abelian C-varieties corresponding to z\ since they are 

isogenous, Gf(Xy) = G'(XZ) (notations as in Lemma 2). Now let L, Lz be 

the fields of rational funcitons on Yk, Y£ and let s: L —> C, ez: Lz —• C be the 

&-embeddings defined by and respectivefy. Since Xy, Xz are isogenous 

the compositum of the fields sL and ezLz in C is finite over both sL and 

szLz. In particular, one of the indices [G'(Xy):G(Xy)] and [G'(A^): G{XZ)\ 

is finite if and only if the other is so. Now our claim follows from Lemma 2 

and our Proposition is proved. 
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2. Introducing the <5-field U 

The most economic wa}' of presenting the proof of Theorem 1' is to use 

the setting of <5-fields and the theory of Ritt-Kolchin which goes with them [K] 

(a <5-field is by definition a field JF of characteristic zero with a fixed derivation 

on it always to be denoted by 6: F —* F). 

Instead of dealing with many ^-fields it is still better to deal with one 

universal <5-field in Kolchin's sense; for convenience we recall the definition of 

this concept. First there is an obvious notion of morphism of ^-fields and of 

<5-subfield (morphisms of ^-fields are by definition field homomorphisms which 

commute with the fixed derivations). If F\ —» F2 is a morphism of ^-fields we 

say that F2 is ^-finitely generated over F\ if there exist # 1 , . . . , xn G F2 such 

that F2 is generated as a field by F\ and the elements blx^ i>0 ,1 < j < n . 

A <5-field U is called universal if for any <5-subfield F\ of it which is <5-finitely 

generated over (Q) and for any morphism of ^-fields F\ —> F2 with F2 ^-finitely 

generated over F\ there is a morphism of 6-fields F2 —> U over Fi. By [K] p. 

134 there exists a universal <5-field U whose constant field {x G U\ 6x = 0} 

has the same cardinality as C hence is isomorphic to C. From now on we 

fix such an f7, identify its constant field with C and write x', x"x"',... 

instead of 6x, <52x, <53rr,... for x G U. For any C-variety A the set A(U) of 

its L^-points has a natural topology called the Kolchin topology defined as 

follows (cf. [Bi]): for any Zariski closed subset H of jet (A) let AJJ(U) denote 

the set of all points Spec U —• A in A(U) whose unique horizontal lifting 

Spec?/ —> jet (A) has the image contained in H. Then the sets AH(U) are 

by definition the closed sets of the Kolchin topology on A(U) (note that this 

is what Kolchin calls in [K] the <5-C-topology and is slightly different from 
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the topology considered in [Bi] where we do not assume the open sets are 

"defined over constants"). By [K] p. 200 if A is irreducible in the Zariski 

topology then A(U) is irreducible in the Kolchin topology. Moreover, by 

a theorem of Ritt [R] p. 10 the Kolchin topology on A(U) is Noetherian. 

Note that if we are given a morphism of algebraic C- varieties A—>B then the 

induced map A(U) —> B(U) is continuous in the Kolchin topology of A(U) and 

B(U). Moreover, any map AM(U) = UM —* AN(U) = UN whose components 

are defined by ^-polynomials / 1 , . . . , fn £ C{j/i , . . . , ym} is continuous in the 

Kolchin topology. Coming back to the set C(A) of curves in A, it is easy to 

see that the Kolchin open sets of C(A) defined in Section 0 are precisely the 

sets of the form CQ(A) = {Y £ C(A); Y(U) n ft ^ 0 } where ft is Kolchin 

open in A(U) (to check this just apply the "£-NullsteUensatz" [K] p. 148). 

Noetherianity of Kolchin's topology on A(U) already implies Noetherianity 

of the Kolchin topology on C(A). Let's check that C(A) is irreducible in the 

Kolchin topology. It is sufficient to check that CQ(A) ^ 0 whenever 0 ^ 0 . 

We may assume A is affine. Then by Noether normalization we ma}' easily 

assume A is the affine space AN. Now if CQ(A) is empt}' for some non-empty 

C A(U) = UN there exists a non-zero ^-pofynomial P £ C{j/i , . . . , hn} 

such that for an}' choice of polynomials / 1 , . . . , /n GC[t] we have the equality 

P(fi(t),..., fn(t)) = 0. By [K] p. 99 this implies P = 0, a contradiction. 

Now Lemma 1 (applied to k = C and F — U) shows that Theorem 1' is 

implied by the following: 

Theorem 1". There exist a dense Kolchin open subset Co of C(Ag,n) and 

positive integers ml5 m2 such that for any curve Y £ Co and for any isogeny 
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class I C Ag^n(U) \ Ag,n(C) we have: 

card(Y{U) H I) < mi deg(y) + m2jp(y) 

From now on we concentrate ourselves on Theorem 1". The very rough 

idea of its proof is the following. We will find Kolchin open sets fii, fi2 of 

Ag,n(U), positive integers mi, m2 and a map b:Qi —> U which is "constant on 

isogeny classes'' such that for any curve Y C Ag,n with y(J7)nfiiflfi2 7^ 0 we 

have that Y(U) fl fii = y(tf) \ y(C) and the restriction of 6 to Y(U) \ y(C) 

is given by a rational function on Y of degree at most mi deg(y) + m2p(y). A 

moment's reflection shows that this implies Theorem 1" (see the first lines of 

Section 6 for a few more details). The map b will be constructed in Section 6 

as a (quite explicit) differential algebraic invariant of "<5-Hodge structures" of 

abelian {/-varieties. The latter structures will be introduced in Section 3 and 

morally they are a differential algebraic (simplified) version of usual variations 

of Hodge structure. An argument different from ours for the existence of the 

map b was given by P. Deligne in a letter to the author [D]. 

3. Review of some 5-linear algebra 

We shall "recall" and complete some discussion made in [B2] on "<5-Hodge 

structures". Let D = U[6] = T,U6l be the ring of linear differential operators 

on U generated by U and 6. By a <5-Hodge structure (of weight 1 and dimen

sion g) we understand a pair (V, W) consisting of a Z)-module V of dimension 

2g over U and of a [/-linear subspace W of V of dimension g. We have an 

obvious notion of isomoprhism of (5-Hodge structures and we denote by Hg the 

set of isomorphism classes of such objects. We say that (V, W) has (5-rank g if 

the J7-linear map W C V —^ V —* V/W is an isomorphism (where V —> Vis 
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the multiplication by 6 in the D-module V) and we denote by Hg9^ the set of 

isomorphism classes of 6-Hodge structures of <5-rank g. There is a natural map 

$: H(g9) -> A9(U) = U9 defined as follows. For any (5-Hodge structure (V, W) 

of 6-rank g choose a {/-basis w i , . . . , wg of W; then w\,..., wg, 6w\,..., 6wg 

will be a {/-linear basis for V hence one can write 

62w + a6w + (5w — 0 

where a,/3 G g\g(U) are suitable g x g matrices and w is the transpose of 

(wi,...,wg). Then we define $ by attaching to (V,W) the characteristic 

polynomial 

det(xlg-j) x9 + v1x9'1 H + 

of the matrix 7 = /3 — a2/4 — c//2 (where we identify polynomials as above 

with vectors (v i , . . . , G £/0). It is trivial to check that changing the basis 

w\,..., wg of W amounts to replacing the matrix 7 b}' a matrix conjugated 

to* it so $ is well defined. Now let 

"Mn M12 
M2i M22 e gb,(i7), G e\g(u) 

By [Kl pp. 420-421, there exists a matrix 

B Bu B12 
B21 B22 

e GL2o(U) 

such that B' — MB and B is unique up to right multiplication by a matrix 

in GL2£,(C). It is trivial to check that deg M12 ^ 0 if and only if 

det Bll B\2 7^0 
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Let ghg(U)^ be the set of all matrices M G ghg(U) with det M12 ^ 0. 

There is a natural map T: ghg{U)^ -» Hgg) defined as foUows. For any M G 

ghg(Uy9^ let V = J72^ (viewed as a £>-module via the D-module structure of 

each factor) and let W be the {/-linear subspace of U2g spanned by the rows 

of the g x 2g matrix (£11,-812) where B G GL2g(U) is such that B' = MB. 

By the above discussion on determinants (V, W) has (5-rank g. By uniqueness 

of B up to GL2^(C)-action the isomoprhism class of the 6-Hodge structure 

(V, W) depends only on M and not on the choice of B; so we got a well defined 

map r as desired. It is an easy exercise of linear algebra to compute explicitly 

the composed map $ o T:gh9{Uf9) -+ hP(U) = U9; the result is 

&(Г(М)) = dettelo - 7 where 

7 = /3 - a2/4 - ct ¡2 

a — -M[2MX2 - Mn - Mi2M22M121 

(3 = -M(i + MinM^Mu + M12M22M7}Mn - M12M21 

So we see that $ o T is defined by g rational fractions whose denominators are 

powers of det M12 and whose numerators are (^-polynomials with coefficients 

in Q in Ag2 variables; in particular $oT is continuous in the Kolchin topolog}'. 

Intuitively it should be viewed as a (highly) non-linear differential operator 

of order 2. 

4. Review of internal versus external Gauss-Manin connection 

In this section we review some material from [B2] and [B3], chapter 5; we 

refer to loc. cit. for details of proof. 

Let Y be a smooth C-variety and TY = Spec (Qy) its tangent bundle; 
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then there is a natural map V: Y([f) —• (TY)(U) continuous in the Kolchin 

topology defined as follows. 

One first defines it for Y = A^; here we identify 

AN(U] UN, (TAN)(U) = U2N 

and put V(i*i, . . . , upj) = ( i / i , . . . , WJV, ^ i , . . . , u'N). Next if Y C is a closed 

subvariety and we embed TY naturally into TAN then we define V:Y(U) —> 

(TY)(?7) to be the restriction of the analogous map for A^. Finally if Y 

is arbitrary we define V be gluing the V's of its affine pieces. Note that if 

y G Y(U) then Vy can be veiwed as vector in the Zariski tangent space TyYu 

of Y\j \ = Y ®c U at y. Of course, there is an intrinsic definition of V but we 

won't need it here. 

Now let X —* Y be a smooth projective morphism of smooth C-varieties, 

let y G Y(U) be a point and Xy the fiber at y. Then we dispose of an 

"internal'' Kodaira-Spencer map 

fìt:T>ercU-*H1(Xy,T) 

associated to the morphism Xy -+ Spec J7 (here T denotes the tangent sheaf) 

and also of an "external" Kodaira-Spencer map 

p^:TyYv ^ ННХУ,Т, 

associated to the morphism Xu —» Yy. One can easily prove the following 

formula: 

(*) Yu^Hl(Xy,T) 
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Similarly we dispose of an "internal" Gauss-Manin connection 

V ^ r D e r c t f • Endc(#èR(Xy)) 

and (assuming for simplicity that Y is affine) of an "external" Gauss-Manin 

connection 

Vext:Dert,0(ytO EnduiHh^Xu/Yu)) 

See [Ka] for background on Gauss-Manin connection. On the other hand 

the trivial lifting of 6 from U to Xu, Yu induces an endomorphism 6* G 

Endc(Hj)ii(Xu/Yu))- For any 0(Yt/)-module E and any cp G E let's agree to 

denote by (p(y) the image of cp in E/myE where my is the maximal ideal of 

the local ring of Yu at y. For instance, if (p G H°(Yu,T) is a vector field then 

cp(y) G TyYu is the corresponding tangent vector; if <£> G H°(Yu, 0) is a global 

1-form then ,cp(y) is an element in the dual of TyYu while if ^ G HjyR(Xu/Yu) 

is a relative de Rham class then (p(y) G H^R(Xy) is the corresponding de 

Rham class on the fiber. With this convention let co G H^R{Xu /Yu) and let 

6y G H°(Yu,T) be such that 0y(y) = Vy. Then one can prove the following 

formula ([B3] Chapter 5): 

(**) vLnt(*)Mj,)) 
#t:DercE/->ff1(X1,,T) 

Prom now on let X/Y be an abelian scheme of relative dimension g >1. 

The space Hl{Xy,T) naturally identifies with Hom/y(H°(Xy,Q),Hl(Xy, 0)) 

so for each element of this space we may speak about its determinant which 

will be a [/-linear map between the g-th exterior powers of H°(Xy.Q) and 

H^Xy.O). Then formula (*) easily implies that the set Y^](U) of all // G 

Y(U) such that det p)"x,(fi) / 0 is a Kolchin open subset of Y(U) (which 
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may of course be empty but which is certainly non-empty when Y = Ag,n 

and X —> Y is the universal abelian scheme because in this case any g-fold 

product of an elliptic curve with j-invariant belonging to U \ C provides an 

example of y for which det />*nt(<5) ^ 0 ). 

A key role in what follows will be plaĵ ed by the map h:Y(U) —> Hg 

defined to attaching to each y G Y(U) the 6-Hodge structure represented 

by ( V, W) where V = H^R(XY) (viewed as a D-module via V1^) and W = 

H°(XY,Q). Using the relation between "Kodaira-Spencer" and "Gauss-Ma

nin" as explained in [Ka] we see that / i_1(iJ^) = Y^9\U) so if the latter is 

non-empt}' we dispose of an induced map 

h:Y(g)(U)-+H(0) 

The map h has the remarkable (easily checked) property that if y, z G Y(U) 

are such that XY and XZ are isogenous then h(y) = h(z). In particular 

Y^9\U) is saturated with respect to the isogeny equivalence relation. 

Assume in addition that H^R(X/Y) and H°(X,QX/Y) are free Q(Y)-

modules (this is anyway the case if we replace Y by the Zariski open sets 

of a covering of it which will be allowed later). Then take an 0(Y)-module 

basis UJ of the first module having the form u;i , . . . , u>g, <^+i, . . . where 

the first g elements form a basis of the second module. For any vector field 

r G Der^O(Yu) on Y\j we may write Vext(r)cj = (N,T)OJ where A7" is a 

2g x 2g matrix of 1-forms on Y. The latter defines a morphism of C-varieties 

TY —> gk^(C) which at the level of {/-points gives the map still denoted by 

N:(TY)(U)^Sh9(U) 

sending each tangent vector t 6 TyYu into the matrix (N(y),t). Denote 

by (TY)^(U) the preimage via N of Qhg(U)^; it is a Zariski open subset 
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of (TY)(U). Then one checks using (**) that the map h:Y^g)(U) H(g9 

coincides with the composition: 

r o JV o V: Y(°\U) . (TYfa){U) #t:DercE/->ff1(X 

In particular the composition 

X = $oh:Y{9\U) • H{g9) A°(U) = U9 

is continuous in the Kolchin topology. Intuitively x should be viewed as a 

"third order non-linear differential operator". 

5. The case dim Y=l 

Assume Y is an irreducible (possible singular) curve over C; we will 

sj'stematically apply the preparation made in Section 4 to the smooth locus 

of Y. Choose a non-zero C-derivation r of the function field C(y); then r 

induces a {/-derivation of the function field U(Yu) of Y\j so we may (and will) 

also view r as a rational vector field on the smooth locus of Y\j. Of course r 

has neither zeroes nor poles in Y(U) \ Y(C) and all singularities of the curve 

YLr lie in y(C). 

For any y G Y(U) \ Y(C) we denote by y1 the unique element in U* = 

C7 \ {0} such that Vy = yfr{y). Moreover we simply denote b}' y", yin,... the 

usual derivatives of y' as an element of U. An}' element cp in the function field 

C(Y) will be systematically viewed as a rational map cp: Y(U) yP^}{U) = 

U; if cp 7^ 0 then obviously (p has neither zeroes nor poles in Y(U) \ Y(C). 

For any (p G C(y) and an}' y G Y(U) \ Y(C) we have the following (easily 

checked) formula: (p(y)' = y'(r(p)(y). 
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Assume we are given an abelian scheme X/Y of relative dimension g > 1. 

Formula (*) from Section 4 (applied to the smooth locus of Y) says that for 

any y e Y(U) \ Y(C) we have 

pint(s) РГ(У'ТШ y'pext(r)(y) 

where pext:DeiuO(Y) -> H1{X,TX/Y) is the natural "external" Kodaira-

Spencer map of X / Y , TX/Y = relative tangent sheaf of X / Y . Exactly as 

in Section 4 we may consider the determinant det/>ext(r) which identifies 

with an element in C(Y). (Recall we assumed Y small enough, so that the 

various vector bundles appearing in section 4 are trivial.) If we assume this 

rational function is non-zero then it has neither zeroes nor poles in Y ( U ) \ 

Y(C); so we get by the above equalities that if Y^9\U) is non-empty then 

y(*)(E7) = Y{U)<Y(C). Assume from now on that Y^(U) £ 0 (equivalent^ 

that det/9ext(r) ^ 0 in C(Y)). There is a finite set of closed points S C Y 

containing all singular points of Y, all zeroes and poles of r and of det pext(r), 

such that if Yi = Y \ 5, X \ = inverse image of Yi, we have a basis of the free 

0(Yi)-module ff£R(Xi/Yi) of the form 

w i , . . . , w f l , V e x t ( T V i . , V e x t ( r K 

where u>i,..., LJQ is a basis of the free 0(Yi)-module H°(XuSlx/Y). Note 

that Yi(U) \ Yi(C) = Y(U) \ Y(C). Then the map N: (TY)(U) -* ghg(U) 

from Section 4 has the form: 

ur(y 0 
uN21(y) 

Ulg for all u € 17, yeY^U) 

where N21, N22 are g x g matrices with entries in Q(Y\). Now we compute 

the image of any y € Y(U) \ Y(C) via the map 

Y = $ o r o j V o V : Y ( 9 ) ( r / ) (TY)i9HU) gi 2 «(t0 ( e ) HLG0) - + U° 
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Using the formula of $ o V from Section 3 plus the above formula for AT, we 

get that x(y) equals the characteristic polynomial of 7 = /3 — a2/4 — a'/2 

where 

<* = -y"{y'yXh - y'N2i{y) 

/3 = -(y>)*N21(y) 

Substituting the expressions of a and (3 in that of 7, we get 

1 = a{y)Ig + {y'fR{y) 

where a(y) = y"'/2y' - (3/4)(y"/y')2 is the "Schwartzian'' of y and R. is some 

g x g matrix with entries in O(Yi). In case g = 1 we simply get: 

x(y) = ^(y) + (y')2.R(?/), y € Y(*7) \ y(C) 

for some regular function i? £ So if, moreover, Y = A1 \ {0,1} 

and X is the Weierstrass elliptic curve over Y, then by universality of [7 the 

map x: U x C —• ?7 is sur jective. Coming back to arbitrary' # > 1 and taking 

products of g elliptic curves with various j-invariants in U \ C, one sees that 

the map x: Agg,n(U) —» U9 is surjective too. 

6. The basic "fifth order map" 

The main idea in what follows is to construct non-empty Kolchin open 

sets and Qp of Q := A^g}n(U) and a map b:Qo —• A1 (17) = f/ with the 

following properties: 1) for an}' points y, z £ belonging to the same 

isogeny class in Agjl(U) we have b(y) = and 2) for any curve Y C Ag%n 

with Y(L0 H QD 0 fiP ^ 0 we have Y(f/) fl fiD = Y(f/) \ Y(C) and there 
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exists a rational function s G C(Y) \ C such that the restrictions of 6 and 

s to Y(U) n Y(C) coincide (this makes sense because s viewed as a rational 

map Y(U) yA1^) = U has all its poles contained in Y(C)). Then 

we will prove that there exist an effective divisor W C A and two positive 

integers mi, m2 such that upon letting Çlw = Ag,n(U) \ W(U) we have that 

deg s < mi deg(Y) + rn2p(Y) whenever Y(U) C\QD DQP D Qw i=- 0. This 

construction will end the proof of Theorem 1". Indeed, let Co be the set of all 

Y G C(AG,N) such that Y(U)nQDnilPnQw ^ 0; if J C Ap,n(t7)\Ap,n(C) is 

any isogeny class then for Y G C0 we have JnY(I7) = Jn(y( t / ) \y (C)) hence 

/ H Y(U) will be contained in a fiber of the restriction of b to Y (U) \ Y(C) 

hence in a fiber of the restriction of s to y(17) \ Y(C), consequently 

card(/ny(i7)) < deg s < mi deg(y) + rri2p{Y) 

and Theorem 1" will be proved. In this section we construct our "basic map'' 

6; intuitively b will appear as a "non-linear differential operator of order 5". 

In the next section we will construct W and estimate deg s. 

Start by considering the maps D,T,E\A9(U) —• Al(U) defined as fol

lows: for v = (vi..., vg) G Ug, 

D{v) = D(x9 + vxx9'1 H + vg)= disc(j:5 + mx9'1 -\ + vg) 

T(v) = -vx 

E(v) = 4g(g - l)D(v)(D(v)" - A(g - l)T(v)D(v)) - (2g - l)2{D{v)'f 

where "disc,? means "discriminant". Note that D and T are regular maps of 

algebraic varieties while E is not; yet E is continuous in the Kolchin topology 

(intuitively E is a non-linear differential operator of order 2). Consider the 
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Kolchin open set tip = \ x""1(£>"1(0)) of Ag,n(U) (which is non-empty 

because the map x: Q —> U9 appearing at the end of Section 4 is surjective) 

and also consider the Zariski open set A9D(U) = A9(U) \ Z>-1(0) . Then we 

may consider the maps S:AgD(U) -+ A1 (17), P:A9(U) -» A^C/) defined by: 

S(v) = Eivyb-V/Div)20^-1)*1, 

P(v) = (Eivy^-^yDiv)29^-1^1 - E(v)9^9-1\D(v)29^9-1^1y20^-1)*1, 

The maps S and P are continuous in the Kolchin topology so we may con

sider the Kolchin open set tip = Q \ x"1(^>"1(0) ) which is non-empty also 

by subjectivity of ^:fi —• U9. Now we define our "basic map" to be the 

composition 

b = SoX:tlD-*A?D(U)^Ar(U) 

Clearly b maps each pair of points belonging to the same isogeny class into the 

same point (because \ nas this property). Now let Y C Ag,n be a curve with 

Y(U) fl QD fl Op ^ 0; in particular, by Section 5, Y^\U) = Y(U) \ Y(C). 

Also by Section 5 we have 

X(y) = det(xl„ - a(y)Ig - {y'fB(y)), y e Y(U) \ Y(C) 

where B, is some g x g matrix with entries in the function field C(Y). In 

particular we get: 

(*) T(X(y)) = ti(a(y)Ig+(y')2R(y)) 9<y)Hy')2Ay) yeY(U)^Y(C) 

where t = tri? £ C(Y) and "trv denotes of course the trace of a matrix. 

Using the behavior of the discriminant of a polynomial with respect to linear 
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changes of variable, we get 

(**) 

DMy)) D(de t ( (x -o (y ) ) I9 - (y ' )2R(y ) ) ) - D(det(xl0 - (y'YB.(y))) : 

: fo')2**-1^), y E Y(U) \ Y(C) 

where d = D(det(xlg - B)) € C(Y). Since Y(U) n CtD # 0 there exists 

y0 e Y(U) \ Y(C) such that £>0t(i,o)) ^ 0; by (**) d # 0 in C(Y). Since d 

viewed as rational function on Y(U) has neither zeroes nor poles in Y(U) \ 

Y(C), it follows from (**) that D(\(y)) ^ 0 for all j/ G Y(*7) \ Y(C) hence 

Y(U)(IQd = Y(U) n ^(C). Now a tedious but straightforward computation 

with formulae (*) and (**) yields: 

(***) E(X(y)) = (y'r9(9-1)+2e(y), y 6 Y(U) \ Y(C) 

where e = 4g(g - l)d(r2d - 4(g - l)td) - (2g - l)2(rd)2 G C(Y). Prom (**) 

and (***) we get: 

(****) 
Kv) = S(x(y)) s(y) y € Y(U) v Y(C) 

where S = efl(fl-l)/d2S(fl-l)+l € C(Y) We claim that s ^ C, equivalently, 

rs 7̂  0. But, indeed, deriving (****), we get 

y'(Ts)(y) = P(x(»))/Ö(X(»))4Ä(|I"1)+2, y G Y(J7) \ y(C) 

Since Y(£/)nftr>nQp ^ 0, there exists G y ( t / ) \ y ( C ) such that P(x(l/i)) ^ 

0 and D(x(yi)) 7̂  0 so we must have (rs)(j/i) 7̂  0 hence rs / 0 as an element 

of C(Y) and our claim is proved. 

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1" we need to bound deg s in terms 

of deg(y) and p(Y) which will be done in the next section. 
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Remark. The main point in the last step of the proof above was the "mira

cle" that, for y £ Y(U) \ Y(C), both D(x(y)) and E(x(y)) were expressible 

in the form of a product of some power of y' with a sutiable rational function 

in C(Y). In case of D(x(y)), this "miracle" is the reflection of remarkable 

properties of the discriminant. In a similar way the "miracle" for E(x(y)) is 

the reflection of remarkable properties of what may be called the "differential 

resultant" of two ^-polynomials; this interpretation is of course irrelevant for 

the proof (but it was quite relevant for the way we were led to the somewhat 

tricky definition of E). Deligne's arguments in [D] avoid this "miraculous" 

point in our proof. 

7. Bounding deg s 

First let's recall various trivial facts related to degrees on curves. Let L 

be a function field of one variable over C of genus p . Then for any / £ L 

we define deg / = deg( / )oo (where (/)<» is the negative part of the principal 

divisor associated to / of the smooth projective model of L) if / ^ 0 and 

deg / = 0 if / = 0. This is of course nothing but the "usual height" of the 

point (1 : / ) on the projective line. Similarly if OJ £ £l\j£ is a 1-form we let 

degu; = deg(a;)oo if OJ ^ 0 and deg a; = 0 if OJ = 0. Finally, if r £ DercL, 

r / 0 we write degr = deg(r)00. Here (o;)oo, (^)oo have the obvious meaning 

analogue to (/)«>• It is trivial to check that: 

(i) deg(r, OJ) < deg r + deg OJ 

degfoj< deg / + degcj 

deg rf < deg r + 2 deg / 

deg(/i + /2) < deg /1 + deg f2 
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deg /1 /2 < deg f± + deg /2 

Note that by Riemann-Roch there always exists r G DercL, r ^ 0 with 

degr < 2p. For any matrix M = (fij),fij G L it will be convenient to denote 

by deg M the maximum of the numbers deg fy. 

Now let us come back to the set C(A) of curves in A — AG,N and recall 

that we have fixed a projective compactification A of A and a very ample line 

bundle 0(1) on A. For any two functions (p,ip:C(A) —• N and any subset C 

of C(A) we write <p(Y) <C '0(Y), Y G C if and only if there exists a constant 

m > 0 such that <£>(Y) < ra^(Y) for all Y G C". 

After these notational preparations we ma}' proceed to proving the exis

tence of the desired bound for deg s. 

Let X/A be the universal abelian scheme over A, let i?, be the field of ra

tional functions on A and let XR = X x ,4Spec B. Pick an}' i?-basis u>i , . . . , uj2g 

of i f¿R(Xiг/ i?) such that u ; i , . . . ,OJ9 is an i?-basis of H°(XR, Q) and write 

Veni = P(v) = (Eivy^-^yDiv 1 <i,j<2g 

where V is the Gauss-Manin connection of XR/B,. There clearly exists an 

integer N > 1 and a divisor W on A whose associated line bundle is 0(iV) 

such that, upon letting V be A \ W, the following hold: 

1) VCA, 

2s <*>!?••• ? w2p is a basis of the 0(V)-module H^R(X/A)v, 

3) wi , . . . ,u)g is a basis of the 0(V)-module of relative regular 1-differentials 

of XIA over V, 
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4) LJij are regular on V, 

5) (<^f?)oo < W f°r all h j (where (̂ ¿7)00 1S the divisor of poles of Uij on A) 

Put W = W CiA and let's check that with this W we have 

d e g s < d e g ( Y ) + p ( Y ) , Ye Co 

which will close the proof of Theorem 1". Recall from Section 6 that we 

defined C0 to be the set of all Y G C(Ag,n) such that Y(U)nQDnnPnQw # 0; 

moreover we defined s by the formula s = e ^ - ^ / d 2 ^ - ^ 1 G C(Y). Now if 

Y € Co and if ûij are the restrictions of Uij to y , then obviously we have 

deguij < deg(y), Y G Co 

Using formulae (i) we easify check that the matrices A^i, N22 in Section 5 

ma}' be chosen to satisfy 

deg N2U deg iV22 < deg(Y) + p(Y), y G Co 

Clearly the matrix i? in Section 5 can be expressed explicitly in terms of A^i, 

N22; using (i) again we get 

deg i ? < d e g ( Y ) + p ( y ) , Y G Co 

Finally, if t, d, e, s are as in Section 6, we deduce step by step (using (i)) that 

deg t,deg d,deg e,deg s < deg(y) + p(Y), Ye Co 

and Theorem 1" is proved. 
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CONFIGURATIONS OF REAL AND COMPLEX POLYNOMIALS 

by 
Fabrizio CATANESE, Paola FREDIANI 

This article is dedicated to the memory of Mario Raimondo. 

§0. In troduc t ion 

The purpose of this article is to give a geometric explanation of the sur
prising equality (cf. [C-P],[Arl],[Ar3]) between, on one hand, the number of 
configurations of (complex) lemniscate generic polynomials, and , on the other 
hand, the number of configurations of real monic Morse polynomials with the 
maximal number of (real) critical points. 

This discovery occurred when Arnold gave a series of talks at the Scuola 
Normale in 1989 on the subject of catastrophe theory, and there was somehow 
a bet whether there could be a geometrical correspondence between the two 
sets. 

Afterwards, Arnold developed a quite general theory concerning the ubiq
uity of Euler, Bernoulli and Springer numbers (cf.fArl], [Ar2], [Ar3]) in the 
realm of singularity theory. 

In this article, among other things, we prove the equality of the above 
two numbers by geometric methods. 

It would of course be very interesting to extend the type of correspondence 
introduced here to a more general context, like the case of spaces of universal 
deformations of 0-modular isolated singularities. In a different direction, we 
plan to extend these type of results to the case of real algebraic functions, 
using the results of [B-C]. 

Let us explain now in some detail what are our present results. 

We adopt here the notation and terminology of [C-P] and [C-W] : given a 
polynomial P(z) we consider |P(-2r)| as a (weak) Morse function , and we define 

S. M. F. 
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the big lemniscate configuration of P to be equal to the union of the singular 
level sets of \P\ ( the so called lemniscates). P is said to be lemniscate generic 

if P has distinct roots and every level set Tc = {z : \P(z)\ = c] has at most 
one ordinary quadratic singularity. Two big lemniscate configurations Fi ,r2 
are said to be isotopic if there is a pa th a in the space of diffeomorphisms of 
C such tha t <J(0) is the identity and cr(l)(Ti) = I V 

One of the main results of [C-P] was tha t there is a bijective correspon
dence between isotopy classes of big lemniscate configurations and connected 
components of the space Cn of lemniscate generic polynomials. Assume now 
that P £ R[z] : then, if P is lemniscate generic, automatically all the critical 
points of P are real; thus, letting (n + 1 ) be the degree of P , P has n distinct 
real critical values which are different from zero. 

Let Cn be the open set of complex lemniscate generic polynomials of 
degree (n + 1), let £ n , R be the set of real lemniscate generic polynomials ( 
an open set in the space of real polynomials), let finally GAin ( which is 
called the "Set of generic maximally real polynomials" ) be the open set of 
real polynomials with n real and distinct critical values : thus £ n , R C GAinj 
and every component of GMn is the closure ( in GMn) of a finite number of 
components of £ n , R -

If P is in GA4n and yi < ... < yn are the critical points, we associate to 
P the sequence Ui = P(yi)ywn = P(yn) , a snake sequence ( cf. [Da], [Ar3] 
), what simply means that ( — — U j + i ) has constant sign. 

If P is lemniscate generic and real, there is another way of ordering 
the critical values, namely by increasing absolute values : we let Yn,R = 
{(w\, . . . j W n ) £ R n : 0 < < ... < \wn\} be the space of admissible critical 
values. Clearly VN>R has exactly 2n connected components homeomorphic to 

M a i n T h e o r e m . 

(a) Each connected component of Cn contains exactly 2n+1 connected 

components of £ n , R -

(b) The number of connected components of £ n , R mapping to a fixed 
component of Yn,R equals the number of components of GMn-> whence the 
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number of connected components of GMn equals twice the number Kn of 
connected components of Cn\ the number instead of components of GMn fl 
{monic polynomials} equals Kn. 

(c) (cf. Arnold [Arl] ) The number of components of GMn equals the 
number of snake sequences (this means, for fixed wi,wn, the number of 
snake sequences w i , u n that can be obtained by permuting wi , ...ywn). 

(d) ( cf. [Arl],[C-P] ) The number of components bn of £ n j R gives rise 
to the following exponential generating function : 

2En(6n/n!)tn 4 / (1 - sin(2*)) = 2(sec(2£) + tan(2*)). 

e) the number of snake sequences equals the number of isotopy classes of 
lemniscate configurations multiplied by 2. 

The above result is related to a curious rediscovery of Riemann's existence 
theorem, done by Thorn in 1960 ([Thorn]) In fact, in 1957 C. Davis ([Da]) 
showed in particular that for each choice of n distinct real numbers there is a 
real polynomial of degree {n + 1) having those as critical values ( in fact, up 
to aflfine transformations in the source, a unique one for each snake sequence 
formed with those numbers), and a similar question was asked for complex 
polynomials. 

Thorn remarked that by Riemann's existence theorem the answer is that 
for each choice of n distinct complex numbers and an equivalence class of 
admissible monodromy there exists exactly one polynomial,up to affine trans
formations in the source, having those points as critical values and the given 
monodromy. 

In this paper we link the two answers by describing explicitly, even when 
the branch points are not all real, the monodromies which come from real 
polynomials. 

In fact, in [C-P] it was shown also that every big lemniscate configuration 
occurs for some real polynomial for which the monodromy tree (cf.[C-W]) is 
linear ( that is, homeomorphic to a segment). 

Here, in a similar vein, we establish another result (which is essential in 
order to establish our main theorem), which allows us to understand the lem-
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niscate configurations which come from real polynomials as the ones obtained 
from "snake" linear trees ( theorem B stated below is an abridged version of 
theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.12 ) : 

T h e o r e m B. 

Given ...,wn G R with 0 < < ... < \wn\, there is a canonical 
choice of a geometric basis of TTI(C — {w;i,...,ii;n},0) such tha t the real lem
niscate generic polynomials P having w\,wn as critical values, correspond 
exactly to the monodromy trees which are "snake" linear trees. 

Also, for each fixed choice of wn as above, if n > 4 there is some 
lemniscate configuration which cannot be obtained with a real polynomial. 

To get the flavour of the second statement one should remark tha t the 
monodromies which come from real monic polynomials, (whose number is 
Kn ~ 0 ( (2 /7r )n(n) ! ) ) are quite few compared with all the possible mon
odromies, whose number is (n + l)n~"2. Nevertheless, since the number of 
lemniscate configurations is exactly ifn, we initially hoped tha t there would 
be a bijection between the set of real monodromies and the set of lemniscate 
configurations. 

From theorem 2.1 it is then easily seen tha t , fixing the (real) critical val
ues, and a linear tree in the canonical basis, the snake condition is equivalent 
to the condition that the associated polynomial is real. 

In this way part b) of the main theorem is proven. 
Finally, the proof of a) of the main theorem is a straightforward conse

quence of Lefschetz' fixed points theorem, while c) follows from the quoted 
result of Davis, which we reprove ( in 2.3) with a small precision, for the sake 
of completeness. 

Par t s d),e) follow then from a),b),c) and the results of [Arl],[C-P]. 
Section 2 contains also other miscellaneous results. 

In the third section we employ the branch points map used by several 
authors ([Da],[Lo],[Ly],[C-W],[C-P],[Ar3] ) in order to give a quick proof of a 
generalization of Davis' theorem along the same lines. Later on, we prove in 
theorem 3.7 a much more precise result, namely that the monodromies of real 
generic polynomials are given, in a canonical basis, by trees obtained from a 
snake linear trees by adding, in a symmetric way, pairs of isomorphic trees 
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( see section 3 for a more precise statement) . From this result it is possible 
to calculate the number of connected components of the space of real generic 
polynomials of degree equal to n + 1, but we have not yet found a simple 
formula for it. 
The proof tha t we give of 3.7 is completely algebraic, implies in particular 
a third proof of the quoted theorem of Davis ( after the ones given in [Da], 
[Ar2], and in 2.1, 2.3 ), and is susceptible of generalizations. 

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . 

The present cooperation took place in the framework of the SCIENCE 
contract n. SCI-0398-C(A). The first author is a member of G.N.S.A.G.A. 
and of the M.U.R.S.T. 40% Program "Geometria Algebrica". 

1. N o t a t i o n , s e t - u p , pre l iminary resul ts . 

(1 .1) Def in i t ion . 
a) Let P £ TR[z] be a polynomial of degree (n + 1 ) : P is said to be maximally 
real if all the critical points of P ( the roots y \ , y n of its derivative) are real. 
We let M.n be the closed set of maximally real polynomials. Its interior M!n 
corresponds to the polynomials with real distinct critical points and contains 
the open set GA4n of the maximally real polynomials which are also generic, 
i.e., are such tha t the branch points of P , wiz., the real numbers Ui — P (y i ) , 
are distinct. 
b) If P is maximally real there is a standard ordering y\ < ... < yn of the 
critical points, hence we have, for P as above, also a canonical ordering u\ = 
P(yi)yun = P(yn) of the branch points, which we shall call the source 
ordering. 

(1 .2) Def in i t ion-remark. 

i) A sequence w i , u n of real numbers is said to be a weak up-down sequence 
if ( — iy(ui — Ui+i) < 0, a weak down-up sequence if ( — l)l(ui — i ^ + i ) > 0, a 
weak snake sequence if one of the two above holds. A snake sequence will be 
a weak snake sequence where U{ ^ Ui+i for each i. 
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ii) if P is a maximally real polynomial, then its branch points u\ = P(?/i), 
un = P (yn ) , taken with the source ordering, yield a weak snake sequence. 

(1 .3) Def in i t ion . 
a) A polynomial P £ C[z] of degree (n + 1) is said to be generic iff it has n 
distinct branch points. 
b) P is moreover said to be lemniscate-generic if the branch points have n 
distinct absolute values different from 0. 
c) If P is lemniscate generic, then there is a s tandard ordering for the branch 
points, by which we get another sequence ttfn with 0 < < ... < \wn\. 

(1 .4) R e m a r k . 
A polynomial P £ R[z] which is lemniscate generic is automatically maximally 
real, and there are three distinct orderings for the set of its branch points, the 
source, the s tandard and the target ordering ( the first never coincides with 
the last). 

We want to define the Hurwitz space Tin of polynomials. To do this, we 
consider the notion of source equivalence. 

(1 .5) Def in i t ion . 
i) Two polynomials P , Q £ C[z] are said to be source equivalent ( P ~ Q) 

iff there exists an isomorphism ĉ> : C —» C (<£> E C)) such tha t Q = P o (p. 
ii) The Hurwitz space Tin of polynomials is the quotient Vn/A(l,C) of 

the space Vn of polynomials of degree (n + 1 ) in C[z]y by the relation of source 
equivalence. 

We want now to define the real part of the Hurwitz space. 
In order to do it, let us observe that the operation P —> P of complex con
jugation of coefficients of P passes to the quotient, since if Q = P o <py then 
Q = P o as it is easy to verify. 
The fixed locus for complex conjugation is given by Vn fl and the next 
proposition determines the fixed locus inside 7in. 
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(1 .6) P r o p o s i t i o n . 

If Q G C[z] is (source-) equivalent to Q, then Q is equivalent to a real 

polynomial P G TR{z]. Whence the real part Wn,R of the Hurwitz space 7in is 

indeed the image to the quotient of Vn fl R b l . 

Proof. We can clearly replace Q by any other polynomial which is equivalent 

to Q, and therefore we can assume that Q is of the form 

Q = zn+1 + an^z71'1 + an-2zn-2 + + a0. 

If (p(z) = OLZ + /?, and Q = Q o ĉ >, then we immediately get an+1 = 1, 

and /3 = 0. 

Let a be a square root of a , so tha t a = a/a, and set P(z) = Q(az). 

Then P ( s ) = Q(az) = Q(aaz) = Q(as) = P (* ) . 

Q.E.D. 

Unfortunately, it is not t rue that two real polynomials P,Q are equivalent iff 

there exists a ip in A ( l , R ) with Q — P o as it is shown by the example of 

p = z* + zi + l , Q = z*-z2 + l. 

But this holds t rue if the polynomials are generic : 

(1 .7) P r o p o s i t i o n . 

If P , Q G R[z] are A(1,C) equivalent, then they are A ( 1 , R ) equivalent if 

they cannot be written as a composition of two polynomial maps of strictly 

lower degree. In particular, if Un is the open set of generic polynomials, then 

the image to the quotient of Un fl R[z] is the quotient (Un fl R[z ] ) /A( l , R ) . 

Proof. We can clearly assume, replacing P and Q by A ( 1 , R ) equivalent 

polynomials, tha t P and Q are of the following "Tschirnhausen" form 

P = ±zn+1 + an^z"-1 + an.2zn-2 + + a0. 

Q = ±zn^ + b^z"-1 + bn_2zn~2 + + b0. 

Since there are a / 0, /5 G C such that Q(z) = P(az + ¡3) we get as 

before 3 = 0,an+1 = ± 1 . 
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Then bi = ala,i, whence a* £ I t whenever a{ ^ 0. 

If a £ R , we are done, else, there is a minimal m such tha t am £ I t , and 

a* = 0 if z is not divisible by m. In the latter case there is a polynomial R of 

degree (n + l ) / m such that P(z) = R(zm). 

The proof is over, since a polynomial of the form R(zm) can only be generic 

if m = 2 and R is linear : but in this case a £ I t . Q.E.D. 

(1 .8) Corol lary. 

The generic real Hurwitz space of polynomials, tha t is, the quotient (J7nn 

R[z ] ) /A( l , I t ) , is isomorphic to the quotient of the space TnjR. of generic real 

Tschirnhausen polynomials 

{P\P(z) ±zn+1 + an^z*1-1 + an-2zn-2 + + a0 , a{ £ I t , 

and P is a generic polynomial} 

by the involution ¿ which sends P(z) to P(—z). In particular, for n even, the 

generic real Hurwitz space is isomorphic to the space of monic generic real 

Tschirnhausen polynomials. 

The quotient I t [ z ] /A( l , I t ) is also isomorphic to the quotient of the space 

-Nn,R °f normalized real polynomials 

iP\P(z) = ±*n+1 + anzn + a^z"-1 + + aiz, a{ £ R } 

by the involution ¿ which sends P(z) to P(—z). 

Proof. 

The first assertion was already proven, the second follows in an entirely 

similar way. 

(1 .9) R e m a r k . 

E/n/A(l ,C) is an open set in Vn /A( l ,C) = Tn/ / /n+i , where Tn is the 

space of complex (Tschirnhausen) polynomials of the form 

P(z) = zn+1 + an„xzn-x + an-2zn~2 + + a0, 

and where fin+i is the group of (n + l)th roots of unity in C. The difference 

Tn — Un is called the bifurcation hypersurface An (cf. [C-W]). 

The group extension associated to the Galois cover Tn — An —> J7n/A(l, C) = 

(Tn — An)///n_j_i is described in the main theorem of [C-W]. 
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(1-10) Def in i t ion-remark. 

i) Let us denote by l~Cn be the generic Hurwitz space, i.e., the quotient 

Un/A(l, C) , and by H'n R its real part . If we set moreover Un,n = UnC\ R[^], 

then K . R ^ M V . R ) -

ii) Inside Un,n we let GMn be the subset of those generic polynomials 

for which the critical points ( or, equivalently, the critical values ) are real. It 

is clear that GM.n is a union of connected components of Un fl R[z] , and that 

each component of GMn is made up of A ( l , R ) - o r b i t s . The polynomials in 

GMn are said to be maximally real and generic. 

iii) Let Cn be the open set in Un consisting of lemniscate generic complex 

polynomials, and let Cn,n be its real part . Clearly these open sets are made 

of equivalence classes, whence one can define the lemniscate generic Hurwitz 

space £Wn, and similarly its real part £7 iN,R-

In [C-W] and [C-P] ( where, though, Wn was denoted Zn) a key importance 

had the study of the critical value fibration, associating to a generic polyno

mial P the unordered set of its n critical values : 

(1.11) 

i/>n • "H'n ~* Wn = {B = {wi,...ywn}\wi G C, and Wi ^ Wj for i ^ j } . 

We recall some definitions and results from the two cited papers, which are a 

consequence of Riemann's existence theorem 

(1 .12) R e s u l t s and definit ions concerning the critical value f ibration. 

a) ifrn 7~tn ~* Wn is an unramified covering space whose fibre over B is 

the set of conjugacy classes [//] of monodromies // : 7Ti(C — J3, xo) —> <Sn+i, 

such that the image of ¡1 is a transitive subgroup, and each element of a 

geometric basis of — Byx0) is mapped to a transposition. Here, two 

homomorphisms fi and y! as above are said to be in the same conjugacy class 

iff there exists an inner automorphism <p of <Sn+i, such that (i = Dipofi' o c ^ " 1 ; 

and a geometric basis is a basis of n loops ji (z = 1 , n ) formed by a segment 

joining #o with a small circle around w^. 

b) Since the group Bn = 7Ti(Wn, {1, ...,ra}), called Artin 's braid group, 

acts (cf.[Bir]) as a group of automorphisms of 7Ti(C — { 1 , n } , #o), the mon-

odromy of iftn is such that a sends [/J] to [// o cr-1]. 
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c) the elements in a fibre of x/>ny once a geometric basis 71 , . . j n for 
7Ti(C — B , X Q ) has been fixed, can be put in a bijective correspondence with 
Eny the set of isomorphism classes of edge labelled trees with n edges ( we take 
( n + 1) unlabelled vertices which represent the set P - 1 ^ ) , and we adjoin n 
edges, labelled by an integer from 1 to n, corresponding to the transpositions 
^(7^), and joining the two vertices moved by the above transposition ). 

d) Let Yn C Wn be the subset {{wly ...,wn}\0 < \wi\ < ... < \wn\}, so 
tha t £ n = ^ 1 ( y n ) . 
Let An be the image of 7r i (yn, { 1 , n } ) —> 7r i (W„, { 1 , n } ) : then the 

connected components of Cn correspond to the An—orbits on En. 

(1 .13) R e m a r k . 
i) Writing n = I — I and rji = Wi/\wi\, we see that Yn is homeomorphic 
to (S1)71 x ( R + ) n , hence 7Ti(yn) = Zn. The images Tj of the generators of 
7Ti(yn) are the braids, which keep fixed the points 1 , n different from j , and 
move j in a circle around the origin (t 1—> e2nitj). 

ii) each connected component of CTin, being a finite connected covering 
of Fn, is also homeomorphic to (S1)*1 x (R+)n . 

iii) the real part of Yn,Yn^ = {(wu...,wn) £ R n : 0 < < ... < \wn\} 
is homeomorphic to {—l,+l}n x (R+)n . 

iv) tj)n commutes with complex conjugation. 

From the last part of the previous remark it follows that ^n carries the real 
part £WN?R of the lemniscate generic Hurwitz space to Yn,R> but we are going 
to see soon tha t £7iNJR is far from being the full inverse image of Y ^ R , which 
consists of (n + l)n~22n disjoint copies of R + . 

(1 .14) L e m m a . 
Each connected component A of CHn contains exactly 2n connected compo
nents of £WN,R-

Proof. Each connected component A of CHn is homeomorphic to (Sl)n x 
( R + ) n , and for each point r = ( n , . . . , r„ ) G ( R + ) n , the set Ar ^ (S1)" x 
{r} , which is invariant by conjugation, contains only a finite number of self 
conjugate points. 
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We apply now the Lefschetz's fixed point formula to f = complex conju
gation on Ar. 
Since Ar is a covering of (S1)*1, and / induces, via the covering projection, 
the s tandard conjugation on (S1)71, we see immediately tha t / acts as —1 on 
ffi(Ar,Z). 
Thus, the number of fixed points of / on Ar is exactly 2n. 
Now, the real par t of A is a closed submanifold of A, whence, it union of 
components of Afl^"1 (FNJR) , which is a trivial covering of Ynj&. Our assertion 
follows then immediately. 

Q.E.D. 

(1 .15) Corol lary 
For each connected component A of CHn the restriction (pn of ij)n to the 

real part of A is injective to Y ^ R if and only if it maps surjectively to Yn,R-

S2. S t a t e m e n t and proof of t h e m a i n t h e o r e m s . 

In this section, before giving a proof of the main theorem, we will give a 
characterization of the monodromies of maximally real polynomials as "snake" 
linear trees. 

This will be done geometrically, whereas a second proof, of algebraic 
nature, will be given in section three, where we will more generally charac
terize the monodromies of real generic polynomials ( identifying them as self 
conjugate monodromies). 

(2 .1) T h e o r e m . 

Let ( w i , w n ) G Yii,R (thus wi G H , and 0 < \w\ \ < ... < |u?„|). Then 
there is a canonical choice of a geometric basis of 7Ti(C — wn}, 0) such 
that for each real lemniscate generic polynomial P having t ^ i , w n as critical 
values, the edge labelled monodromy tree T of P can be determined as follows. 
Let yi < ... < yn be the critical points of P , let u\ = P(yi)y ...,wn = P(yn) be 
the snake of its critical values, and let moreover a be the permutat ion such 
that Ui = wff(iy 

Then the tree T is a linear tree consisting of n consecutive segments with 
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labels (from left to right) < r ( l ) , c r ( n ) . 

(2 .2) C h o i c e of t h e canonical basis ( see figure 1) 

Let 3 be the planar graph consisting of the union of n circumpherences Xi, 
of radius e < < 1 and with centres in the n points t ^ , together with the 
complement in R of n open intervals of radius e centered around the n points 

Clearly C— {wiywn} is homotopy equivalent to 3 , thus it suffices to choose 
the geometric basis inside 7 T i ( 3 , 0 ) . 
Let ji be the loop based at 0 which consists of a "right turning" symplicial 
pa th Si from 0 to Pi = (wi — efsignwj]), followed by \i run counterclockwise, 
and finally followed by the inverse of Si. Here, a symplicial pa th is said to 
be right turning if, whenever the path , after following an edge, comes to a 
node, then takes as next edge the one to the right. We might observe tha t 
the inverse of a right turning pa th is left turning. 

Figure 1 : Choice of the canonical basis for ^ ( C — {wi,w5}, 0) 

P r o o f of t h e o r e m 2.1 

Consider P as a map of P ^ = C U {oo} to itself, and consider the graph 
0 = P _ 1 ( P ^ ) . We consider P ^ as a graph with vertices i ^ i , w n and oo, 
and therefore also (n + 1) edges. Letting as usual the weight of a vertex be the 
number of edges stemming from i t , 0 has one vertex (oo) of weight 2(n + 1), 
n vertices of weight 4 at the critical points y i , y n and all the other vertices 
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of weight 2. 

Whence, an easy calculation yields the number (—2n) for the topological 

Euler-Poincare's characteristic x ( ® ) -

Let us now disregard the vertices of weight 2 in 0 , and remark tha t 0 contains 

F R - We are left then with (3n + 1 ) edges, (n + 1 ) of which are intervals in P ^ . 

The remaining 2n are in conjugate pairs, each contained either in the upper 

or in the lower half plane. Therefore through each critical point yi passes 

exactly one edge E{ contained in the upper half plane. 

Claim : We contend that the other end point of Ei must be oo (compare figure 

2 ) . 

In fact, otherwise, the other end point of Ei should be a critical point y^, with 

i zfz j . We can clearly assume i < j>, and we shall see that if j = i + 1 we have 

a contradiction. In fact, in this case we would have three edges, namely 

its conjugate, and the interval [yt-, yj] mapping to the interval with ends w2-, Uj 

and not containing oo. But this contradicts the local structure of the map P 

at the simple critical point yi ( the local degree is 2). If instead, j > i + 1, 

since the y^'s and oo are the only singular points of y 0 , the other end point of 

# ¿ + 1 must be a critical point y*, with i + 1 < k < j . By induction on \j — i\y 

we finally find a contradiction. 

Q.E.D for the claim. 

Figure 2: A polynomial of degree 6 and its graph 0 = P 1(Pi>). 

The critical points of P are partitioned into two sets : the set of local 

minima for | P | | R , and the set of local maxima for | P | | R . If yi is a local 
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minimum, then the edge E{ maps bijectively to the interval with ends U{ and 
oo which contains 0 ; if instead yi is a local maximum, then the edge E{ maps 
bijectively to the interval with ends Ui and oo which does not contain 0. We 
clearly have a pair of conjugate roots of P for each local minimum of | P | | R , 

and all the remaining roots are real. 
Observe moreover tha t we have a real root exactly in each interval in R 
between two consecutive maxima of | P | | R , and tha t one cannot have two 
consecutive minima. 
In order to describe the monodromy fi of P , we want to determine explicitly 
the transposition r2- of the roots of P obtained by the liftings of the pa th 7,-
described above. 

Clearly a lifting of j i is contained in the graph P ~ 1 ( S ) (see figure 3) . We 
remark tha t since P is orientation preserving, the lifting of a right turning 
pa th will be right turning too. 

Figure 3 : A polynomial of degree 4, part of the graph P *(3) , the associated 
monodromy tree, the lemniscate configuration. 

(2 .2) S u b l e m m a 

1) If yi is a local minimum of | P | | R , the corresponding rff(j) permutes 
the pair of conjugate roots of P lying on Ei and its conjugate. 

2) If yi is a local maximum, as well as y » - i , Tff(2-) permutes the pair 
of real roots lying in the two intervals with endpoint yi. 
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3) If yi is a local maximum, but yi+\, y,_i are local minima, rff^ permutes 

the non real root in £"¿+1 with the non real root in the conjugate of £ ¿ - 1 -

4) In the remaining cases, r^ j ) permutes the neighbouring real root with 

the non real root in the union of Ei+\ with the conjugate of 

Proof. 

Let & be the small circle around yi which is the local inverse image of \i- Then 

P""1(5) has four nodes on & which partition it into 4 arcs, each mapping to 

a semicircle in Xi-

These nodes are called upper, left, lower, right, with obvious meaning. 

1) Lifting the pa th S{ with initial point the root on we end up to the upper 

node, then lifting Xi we end UP in the lower node, finally the lifting of the 

inverse of Si gives the conjugate of the first part of the path , therefore the end 

point is the conjugate root of the one we started with. 

2) Lifting the pa th Si with initial point the real root on the left of y^, we end 

up to the left node, then lifting Xi we end up in the right node, finally lifting 

the inverse of Si we get to the real root on the right of y2. 

In the remaining two cases the situation changes since we have to lift some 

semicircles to a neighbourhood of a critical point, whence the lifts will be one 

of the above mentioned 4 arcs around the critical points. 

3) We lift the pa th Si with initial point the root on the conjugate of i ^_ i , t hus 

we end in the left node around y2, since when we approach yj_i we have to 

turn right, then we proceed to the right node : when we approach yi+i we 

have to turn left, thus we end up to the non real root in Ei+i. 

4) The proof is similar to case 3 : if we approach yj_i we have to turn right, 

if instead we approach yj+i we have to turn left. 

Q.E.D. for the Sublemma. 

In order to finish the proof of theorem 2.1, we recall tha t the roots of our 

polynomial P are partitioned as follows : 

a) a conjugate pair is associated to critical points which are local minima of 
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\Р\\л, 

b) a single real root is associated to a sequence of consecutive (in the source 
ordering) local maxima of | P | | R , 

c) a single real root is associated to any local maximum of | P | | R , which is 
either yi or yn. 

Recall also tha t one cannot have two consecutive local minima. We associate 
to P the linear edge labelled tree T consisting of n consecutive segments with 
labels (from left to right) < r ( l ) , c r ( n ) . 

We take a bijection of the roots of P with the vertices of T as follows 

/3) assume tha t i/i, Vi+i are local maxima for | P | | R : then to the root corre
sponding according to b) we associate the vertex v lying between the edges 
labelled a(i) and a(i + 1) 

a) if yi is a local minimum for | P | | R , we take any bijection between the two 
roots associated according to a) and the two vertices of the edge labelled <r(i) 

7) if yi (resp. yn) is a local maximum for | P | | R , the root corresponding 
according to c) will be associated to the end of cr(l) (resp. : cr(n)). 
According to the meaning of the monodromy graph, and by sublemma 2.2 the 
monodromy of 7<r(£) is the transposition permuting the two vertices of 
the edge labelled cr(i). 

Q.E.D 

For the reader's convenience, we reformulate in our context the result of Davis 
quoted in the introduction ( with essentially the same proof). 

(2 .3) T h e o r e m ( C . D a v i s , cf. [Da]) 

For each weak snake sequence U i , . . . , u n of real numbers, there exists 
exactly one maximally real Tschirnhausen polynomial, and exactly one (max
imally real) normalized polynomial whose snake sequence of critical values is 
the given one. 

In particular, if u i , u n are "lemniscate generic" (i.e., there is a permutat ion 
a such tha t if Ui = wff(i), then 0 < < ... < \wn\) each linear monodromy 
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tree as in theorem 2.1 comes from a real polynomial. 

Proof. Let us prove the assertion first in the case where we have a snake 
sequence ( thus u ^ r ^ + i are distinct). 
A first remark is that the snake sequence associated to P(—z) is the reverse 
of the snake sequence associated to P ( that is, un , . . . , u i ) whence the snake 
sequence is only A + ( l , R)-invariant (moreover, by corollary 1.8, every nor
malized polynomial is A + ( l , R)-equivalent to a unique Tschirnhausen one. 
Remark tha t the space of normalized maximally real polynomials has two com
ponents, mapping to the space of up-down, respectively down-up sequences. 
The crucial point is tha t a maximally real polynomial determines a natural 
source ordering of the critical points yi , . . . ,yn thus the space of monic nor
malized maximally real polynomials is isomorphic to a subspace of the space 
of complex monic normalized polynomials taken together with an ordering of 
the critical points. 
More precisely, we have 

C = { ( y i , y „ ) | y * € R , yi < y2... < Vn} = R x ( R + ) n " 1 

inside {(yi, . . . ,y„)|y* e C } ^ C n . 
There is a surjective polynomial map, homogeneous of degree ( n + 1), 
(3 : Cn —> Cn associating to (yi , . . . ,yn) the branch points U{ = Py(yi) of 
the normalized polynomial Py — f(Y\i=zl n(z — yi)). The claim is tha t /3 
( or —/3, if n is even) maps the above C = R x ( R + ) n _ 1 to the space V of 
up-down sequences, which is again R x ( R + ) n _ 1 . A first remark is that (3 is 
unramified on the open set of Cn where all the y ^ s are distinct . This follows 
from Riemann's existence theorem, which shows indeed more, as follows. 
If all the y^'s are distinct, once a geometric basis for 7Ti(C — { ^ i , u n } ) is 
fixed, to each y2- is associated a transposition r^, and if Ui = Uj, the trans
positions Ti and Tj are disjoint. Conversely, given (u1,...,un) we can give in 
a continuous way, for each ( w i , u n ) in a neighbourhood of (u1,...,un) a 
homomorphism of a free group in n elements to 7Ti(C — {wi,...,wn}) taking 
the z-th generator to a geometric loop around Ui. 
For each choice of the r^s as above, we can use the monodromy determined 
by the products of the r / s , to construct a continuous family (parametrized 
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by the points un)) of Riemann surfaces isomorphic to C, together with 

source classes of pointed polynomial maps (this means, with a choice of a 

fixed point over the base point for the fundamental group), and an ordering 

of the (distinct) critical points. 

Therefore the intersection of the inverse image of the given neighbourhood U 

of ( w j , w ° ) with the open set where the y^s are distinct is homeomorphic to 

a product of U with a finite discrete space. A second remark is tha t /3 is closed 

( in fact, being homogeneous, it induces a map between the corresponding 

projective spaces, and we can use the compactness of projective space ). 

A third remark is that /3 is finite, as it follows from Riemann's existence 

theorem. 

Since /3 is unramified on C, /3(C) is an open set in V. Since /3 is closed, the 

image of the closure of C is closed. If (3(C) would not be the entire V, there 

would be a point in the closure of C mapping to the interior of V. But this is a 

contradiction, since obviously if Ui,Ui+i are distinct, also y^, Vi+i are distinct. 

We have thus proven tha t /3 : C —• V is unramified, surjective, closed, whence 

it is a covering map. Since V is simply connected, /3 : C —> V is a homeomor-

phism. 

In the general case when some ^¿,^¿+1 are not distinct, observe tha t since /3 

is closed, /3 maps the closure of C, C to the closure V of V; thus surjectivity is 

proven in general. Unicity follows since C maps surjectively via a proper and 

finite map to V: the general fibre is one point, thus connected, therefore any 

fibre is connected, thus reduced to one point. 

The last assertion follows immediately from theorem 2.1. 

Q.E.D. 

(2 .4) Def in i t ion . 

Given distinct real numbers t\ < t2 < ... < tn we consider the number Kn 

of up-down sequences that can be formed out of £i,... ,£n. It is easy to see 

that this number is independent of the choice of £i,. . . ,£n. In fact there is 

a bijection of the above up-down sequences with the set of permutat ions a 

of (1,..,n) such tha t cr(l) > cr(2) < cr(3) > which we will call up-down 

(abstract) snakes. Similarly we can define down-up snakes, snakes, and then 

the number for down-up sequences formed with ¿1, tn is equal to A"n, and 
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the number of snakes is 2Kn. 

(2 .5) R e m a r k . 
The number Kn of up-down snakes equals the number of connected compo
nents of the open set W, in the space V (V 2 ( R x ( R + ) n - 1 ) ) of up-down 
sequences, given by the sequences t t i , . . . ,un where all the u^s are distinct. 

(2 .6) M a i n T h e o r e m . 

(a) Each connected component of Cn contains exactly 2n+1 connected 

components of £ N , R -

(b) The number of connected components of £ N , R mapping to a fixed 
component of Y"NJR equals the number 2Kn of snakes, whence the number of 
connected components of Cn equals Kn. 

(c) (cf. Arnold [Arl] ) the number of connected components of GMn^ 
{monic polynomials} equals the number Kn of up-down snakes ; the number 
of connected components of GAin equals 2Kn. 

(d) ( cf. [Arl],appendix to [C-P] ) the number of components bn of £ N > R 

gives rise to the following exponential generating function : 

2Xn(bn/n\)tn 4/(1 - sin(2*)) = 2(sec(2t) + tan(2*)Y 

(e) ( cf. appendix to [C-P] ) the number Kn of up-down snakes ( which 
by b) equals the number of components of Cn) is equal to the number of 
sequences #n-2> such that Xi is an integer with 0 < X{ < i, and such 
that for each integer m there are at most two i's with X{ — m. 

Proof. Recall tha t the number of connected components of Cn equals the 

number of connected components of the quotient CHn, whereas the inverse 

image of any connected component of £WN,R consists (cf. 1.8) of 2 connected 

components of £ N , R -

Therefore a) is an immediate consequence of lemma (1.14). 
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To prove b ) , it suffices to show tha t the number of connected compo
nents of CHn,№ mapping to a fixed component of yN)R equals Kn. But this 
follows from the last assertion of theorem (2.3), since two snake sequences 
yield isomorphic linear trees (according to 2.1) if and only if they are the re
verse of each other (although not needed, we recall that if P(z) yields a snake 
sequence, P(—z) yields the reverse snake sequence, and tha t P(z) and P(—z) 
are source equivalent). 

Then the number an of connected components of Cn equals Kn since by a) the 
number of connected components of £ N ) R equals 2n+1an, while, by what we 
have just seen, it equals 2Kn times the number of components of Y ^ R , which 
is 2n. To prove c), recall tha t Davis' theorem 2.3 shows tha t the map which 
associates to a polynomial with distinct real critical points its snake sequence 
of branch points yields a homeomorphism of the quotient QMn/A+(l, TV) 
with the space W ' of snake sequences formed of n distinct points. Whence, 
the number of connected components of GA4n equals the number of connected 
components of W . But W ' is just given by two disjoint copies of the open set 
W considered in remark 2.5, which has Kn components. Thus c) is proven, 
d) and e) follow immediately from a), b),c) and the cited papers. To avoid con
fusion, we only remark that Kn is denoted by a n - i in [C-P], where it is proven 
tha t En(an /n! ) tn = 1/(1 - sin(t)), whereas [Arl] shows tha t Y,n(Kn/n\)tn = 
sec(t) + tan(£): a baby calculus verification shows d). 

Q.E.D. 

We want now to consider, for a given choice of critical values, the lemniscate 
configurations tha t can be obtained from real polynomials. Before doing this, 
we recall the connection between monodromy trees and lemniscate configura
tions. 
The big lemniscate configuration Tp of a polynomial P : C —» C is the union 
of the preimages of 0 under P together with the singular level sets of | P | . 
Denoting by Ac = {z £ C : |P (* ) | = c} , we have 

(2.7) rP = p-1(o)u 
2 = 1 , . . . , * 

A|ti;,-h 

where w\, ..Wk are the critical values of P . If pi is a critical point of multiplicity 
mi — 1, the lemniscate has a singularity consisting of mt- smooth curves 
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intersecting with angles 7r / ra i . In the case rrii = 2 this singularity is called a 
node. 
If P is lemniscate generic, let w\,...,wn be the critical values of P with the 
usual order 0 < \w\\ < ... < \wn\. We have a monodromy edge labelled tree 
once a geometric basis 7 i , . . . ,7n of 7Ti(C — {u;i,...,ttfn},0) is fixed. 
In [C-P] ( cf. also [B-C]) it was proven that the isotopy class of the em
bedding of Tp in C is completely determined by a rooted (connected) tree g 
whose vertices correspond to the connected components of Tp (the root corre
sponds to A | W n | ) , and whose edges correspond to the connected components 
of Uj=o , . . . ,A:A|u , i . |+€ (if we set wo = 0, and we choose e > 0 a sufficiently small 
real number such tha t e < \wi \ and \wi \ + e < \wi+i\). 

The main theorem of [C-P] would in particular describe the class of graphs 
obtained from lemniscate configurations and show tha t there is a bijection 
between connected components of Cn and the isomorphism class of such trees. 
To describe abstractly the correspondence associating to an edge labelled tree 
T the associated lemniscate rooted tree gy it was convenient ( cf. ibidem) to 
give the following 

(2 .8) Def in i t ion 
Given an edge labelled tree T with n edges, the ^-skeleton 7* of T is the 
subgraph of T with the same vertices and with the edges whose label is < k. 
To T one associates a rooted graph gy whose vertices correspond to the con
nected components C of the various skeleta 7jt, with T corresponding to the 
root, and with an edge connecting C and C if C C C and C is a component of 
7 i , C is a component of 7*+i. 
The fc-partition Vk of T is the partition of {1, ..&} determined by the compo
nents of Tk of dimension 1. 

(2 .9) R e m a r k . 
Given two edge labelled trees T , T1 with n edges, they determine the same 
lemniscate tree g if and only if they determine, for each the same ^-part i t ion 
Vk ( the proof of this statement is phrased in slightly different terms in [C-P], 
pages 630-631). 

We restrict from now on to linear trees T. 
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(2 .10) R e m a r k s . 

1) There is a natural correspondence which associates to a permutat ion r 
the linear edge labelled tree T with n edges labelled r ( l ) , r { n ) from left to 
right. This correspondence induces a bijection between the set of isomorphism 
classes of linear edge labelled trees with n edges and the family of left cosets 
in the symmetric group Sn for the subgroup of order two generated by the 
reflection r sending i to n — i. 

2) Let w i , w n be "lemniscate generic" real numbers taken with the s tandard 
order (0 < \ w \ \ < ... < |ti;n|). Then there is a permutat ion if> giving the target 
ordering of the given numbers (ti < t2 < ... < tn) , and t{ = w^y 

Notice tha t tft depends only upon the sign of Wi. The condition tha t the 
monodromy associated to r comes from a real polynomial can thus be phrased 
by the condition tha t a — or is an abstract snake (cf. 2.4 ). 

(2 .11) Corollary. 

For each sequence of critical values W\,wn such that 0 < \ w \ \ < ... < \ w n \ , 
the lemniscate configurations of real polynomials are the image of the map 
from the set of n-snakes to the set of those nested partit ions Vi, ....Vn coming 
from lemniscate trees which associates to a snake a (cf. 2.4) the nested 
parti t ions corresponding as in 2.8 to r = ift o a is the permutat ion, as in 
2.10)2, comparing the s tandard with the target ordering) . 
In the statement of 2.11 we did not bother so much about specifying the image 
set : the main reason for this is tha t we know a priori tha t the above map 
factors through the equivalence relation a ~ <jor, thus we can view it as a map 
between {n-snakes modulo reflection} —• {lemniscate configurations}, where 
we know tha t both sets have cardinality Kn. Thus the lack of surjectivity will 
be measured by the lack of injectivity (1.15 states the same principle from 
the opposite point of view of fixing the lemniscate configuration and asking 
whether all choices of signs are achieved by a real polynomial yielding the 
given configuration). 

(2 .12) T h e o r e m . 

For n > 4 and for each sequence of real numbers wn such tha t 0 < 
\wi\ < ... < |wn|, the lemniscate configurations of real polynomials having 
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...,wn as criticai values are not ali the possible lemniscate configurations. 

Proof. It will suffice, by the remarks we have just made, to exhibit two non-

isomorphic edge labelled linear trees T , T1 yielding the same nested partitions. 

The rest of the proof follows by several steps : 

2.13) Define an inner reflection to be the operation associating to a linear tree 

f as above the tree T ' obtained by picking up a 1-dimensional component B of 

the A?-skeleton and reversing it ( that is, if B is a segment with labels hi,ft¿ 

from left to right, Br will be the segment with labels /&&,...,/&! from left to 

right). 

Define an inner reflection to be even iff the number b is even, odd otherwise. 

2.14) an inner reflection does not affect the associated nested partitions 

(whence, the associate lemniscate configuration remains the same) 

2.15) We claim tha t if o r is a snake cr, applying an inner reflection we get 

t' and then o r' = a1 is a snake if and only if the reflection is odd. In fact, 

defining ^~1(J9) as the segment with labels ^>~1(fti), . . . , ' 0 ~ 1 ( / i f c ) , ' 0 ~ 1 ( J 3 r ) = 

^>"~1(i?)r, therefore if ^ _ 1 ( i ? ) is a snake also ^ _ 1 ( i ? ) r is a snake. The only 

problem to check whether cr1 is a snake comes by comparing ^_1(^o) with 

^/,~1(^i)) and V > _ 1 ( ^ & ) with i />""1( / i5+1) , where / Ì 0 , / Ì 6 + I are the labels respec

tively preceding and following B. But since B is a component of the k skele

ton, h0, /¿6+1 are > k, whence for instance ii>~l(h0) is either bigger than all of 

^ -1(^ i )> • V7""1(^ò)? or smaller. Thus we have a snake if and only if either 

^~"X(S) and ^ _ 1 ( S ) r are both up-down, or they are both down-up. But this 

clearly holds if and only if b is odd. 

2.16) For each j with 1 < j < n, there exists a snake a with a(j) = n. In fact 

wn is either the biggest or the smallest of w\, . . . , i i ; n , and it suffices to observe 

that for each z, given arbitrary i distinct real numbers, it is possible to form 

with them an up-down sequence and also a down-up sequence ( this applies 

after dividing w\,wn-i in two sets of respective cardinalities (j — 1) and 

2.17) Let j be even, take r such tha t the associated snake a has a(j) = n, 
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and operate on the corresponding T the odd inner reflection corresponding 
to the segment B of Tn-i lying to the left of n . The resulting T ' is obviously 
non isomorphic to T , but it yields a snake. 

Q.E.D. 

(2 .18) R e m a r k . For n = 3 and for each sequence of real numbers t ^ i , w n 
such tha t 0 < \ w \ \ < ... < \ w n \ , the 2 possible configurations are achieved by 
real polynomials. 

For n = 4 we get 4 out of 5 for each choice of the signs of . . . ,wn. The 
missing configuration varies. 

For n = 5 we get 11 out of 16 configurations for each choice of the signs. 
For n = 6 there is a choice for which we get 34 configurations out of 61, and 
a choice for which we get 37 ones. 

From 1.15 and 2.12 follows immediately the following 

(2 .19) R e m a r k . For n > 4 there exist lemniscate configurations g such that 
the signs of real numbers i ^ i , w n (with 0 < \ w \ \ < ... < \ w n \ ) which are 
the critical values of a real polynomial yielding the given configuration g are 
subject to some restrictions. 

For n < 5 there exist configurations g such that no such restriction occurs. 

Q u e s t i o n : for which n does there exist a configuration g for which all the 
possible signs for w i , w n can be realized? 

(2 .20) E x a m p l e . Given a lemniscate generic real polynomial P , we can 
compose P with a real affinity in the target. Clearly, if we replace P by 
aP(a G R*) , then aP remains lemniscate generic and with the same lemnis
cate configuration. If instead we replace P by P + c ( c £ R ) , we remain in 
the same component of Ain-> but P + c is lemniscate generic if and only if, 
assuming without loss of generality that the critical values of P are positive, 
c ^ — t O j , or, for i < j , c ^ \/2{wi — Wj). 

Therefore, it is easy to see that we range in ( l / 2 ) n ( n + 1) + 1 distinct compo
nents of £ n ? R , thus a natural question is whether one hits ( l / 2 ) n ( n + 1) + 1 
distinct components of Cn. 
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The answer is négative, as it is shown by the case where n = 4, the critical 
values are 1,2,3,4, and the snake linear tree is —1 — 4 — 2 — 3—. In fact, for 
c = — (2 — e), we get the same configuration as for P. 

(2 .21) Def ini t ion. A real polynomial of degree n + 1 is said to be totally 
real if it has n + 1 distinct real roots. Clearly, a totally real polynomial is 
maximally real. 

(2 .22) P r o p o s i t i o n . The space of totally real lemniscate generic polynomials 
of degree n + 1 has 2 ( m ! ) 2 components for n = 2m, and 2 ( m ! ) ( ( m + 1)!) 

components for n = 2m + 1. 

Proof. Remark tha t a lemniscate generic polynomial is totally real if and 
only if the associated snake of critical values ui,...,un has alternating signs. 
Therefore the critical values wi, ...,wn must be partit ioned according to their 
sign into two disjoint sets of respective cardinalities m, n — m. It is easy now 
to count the number of snakes obtainable by W i , w n , and we conclude by 
theorem 2.6. 

Q.E.D. 

§3. C o m p o n e n t s of the space of real generic p o l y n o m i a l s . 

We start this section by generalizing the theorem of Davis to the case of 
non maximally real polynomials. 

We begin by setting up some notation. 

Assume that P is a polynomial with k real critical points j/i < ... < and 
m pairs (d,Ci)---(Cm>Cm) of complex conjugate critical points (n = k + 2m). 
As usual, the A + ( 1 , R ) source -equivalence class of P (or of — P) is uniquely 
represented by the normalized polynomial 

(3-1) Pnc 
i = 1 

(* - Vi) 
j=l,..m 

( * - C > ) ( * - C > ) 
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We consider the critical values = Pyx(yi), which form a weak snake se
quence, and the conjugate pairs of critical values (vj,Vj) = (Pyx(Cj)-> -Fy,<(0))-
Let H be the upper half plane in C, and H its closure. Naturally, conjugate 
pairs of complex numbers are parametrized by points of H. 
Similarly to the proof of 2.3, we let 

C" = {(yu-,yk)\yi 6 R , y i < y2... < Vk) x Hm ! R x ( ^ ° ) M x H m 

embedded inside Cn, by associating to ( y i , y * ) ( C i > • Cm) the n - tup le 
( j / i , j / j b , Ci> Ci? Cm? Cm)- We consider again the branch point map , the sur-
jective polynomial map, homogeneous of degree (n + 1), /3 : Cn —> Cn associat
ing to (yi , . . . ,y*,Ci ,Ci , - - - ,Cm,Cm) the ordered set ( u u u * , v i , « i , v m , v m ) . 

Finally, we let /3" : C" = R x ( R ^ ° ) M x H m V" = R x ( R ^ 0 ) ^ x H m 
the composition with the projection associating to ( u i , M * , v i , i > m , vm) 
the point [ ( w i , U f c ) , ^ i } , . . . { i ; m , vm}]y where we view now ( w i , i / * ) as 
a point of the space V of weak up-down sequences (down-up if n is odd). 
We have the following analogue of the theorem of C. Davis (except for unicity, 
which does not hold) : 

(3 .2) P r o p o s i t i o n . The map /3" : C —> V" is surjective. 

Proof. The map /3" : C" —> V" is closed and finite and the boundary of C" 
maps to the boundary of V". Let C be the open set in C" where yi < y2... < 

y*, C; i R , Ci ̂  G> ^ all i, j . 
Define similarly V'. Then C" — C maps to V" — V . Moreover, as we know, j3u 
is unramified, whence open on C. If the open set /?"(£') would not contain 
V , there would be a point in V which belongs to /9"(C") ^closure of /3"(C), 
a contradiction again. 
Therefore /9"(C") ^closure of /3"(C) contains the closure of V , tha t is, V". 

Q.E.D. 

(3 .3) R e m a r k . The A + ( 1 , R ) source -equivalence classes of generic monic 
real polynomials with exactly k real critical values correspond to the inverse 
image /?,,_1(V*), where V* is the open set in V' where all the u^s are distinct. 
We shall not pursue this point of view, since we shall determine the connected 
components of /3"~1(V*) by a different method. 
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(3 .4) R e m a r k . A necessary condition for an algebraic function / : C —• P1 

to be real is that the branch locus B is self conjugate (hence, the branch 

points will be k real critical values Wi}...Wk and m pairs ( v i , V i ) . . . ( v m , v m ) 

of complex conjugate critical values where Vi lies in the upper half plane). If 

B is self conjugate, moreover, it is easy to see tha t / is real if and only if 

complex conjugation on P1 lifts to C. This means that complex conjugation 

sends the class of the monodromy ¡1 to itself (of course we have to express 

both monodromies in a fixed basis of 7Ti) . 

Assuming tha t 0 is not a critical value, we choose a geometric basis of 7Ti(P1 — 

i?,0) by choosing loops 71 , . . , 7* around the w^s as in 2.2, and by choosing 

pairs of self conjugate loops (Sj^Sj) around the pairs (VJ,VJ). 

Figure 4 : choice of the canonical basis for a real polynomial 

For use in the calculation, we observe that , if we separate the real branch 

points into the set of negative ones wj < .. < < 0 and the set of positive 

ones 0 < < .. < we have 

(3.5) ft = ( 7 Í T 1 ( 7 Í ) - 1 - . . . ( 7 t i ) - 1 ( 7 Í h t i . . " 7 Í 

and similarly for the ji 's. We can thus rephrase 3.4 as follows : 

(3.6) ¡1 is the monodromy of a real algebraic function if and only if there exists 

a permutat ion a of period 2 ( induced by conjugation on /~"1(0)) such tha t , 
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setting Tj = Kit)»» = Kit)»» = Kit)»» = Kit)»» т _ 1 т - 1 •r-.\, 
and similarly Pi_i, we have : 

ar{a = pi-iTip^ , ar[a = p'i-\T'iPi-\ > <*Vja = v'j-

We can now characterize the monodromies of generic real polynomials 

(3-7) T h e o r e m . 

Let wj < .. < < 0 < < .. < tu+, be distinct real numbers ^ 0, 
and let (viyvi)...(vmyvm) m distinct pairs of conjugate complex numbers with 
Vi in the upper half plane. 

Set k = s + r, n = 2m + k,B {ws ,..,w1 ,wf9..,w+}U{vuv1}...\J{vmjvm} 
Then there is a canonical choice of a geometric basis of 7r1(C — J3,0) (as 

in 3.4), such tha t the edge labelled monodromy trees T (in En, and with 
the branch points as labels) coming from generic real polynomials are exactly 
those obtained as follows. 
Take a snake linear edge labelled tree T' in Ek, having wj,.., w1, w1+ ,w*y.., 
as labels ( snake with respect to the ordering of the w^Js in Ft), and let a' 
be the canonical permutat ion on the vertices of T ' which is the product of all 
the transpositions corresponding to the "local minima" edges, i.e., the edges 
which have a label of the same sign of its neighbours . 

Then T is made out of a subtree isomorphic to T ' and of the union T* 
of an unordered pair of edge labelled graphs 7^,7^*, (simply connected but 
not necessarily connected), with respective labels obtained by choosing m 
among the labels v\,..vm ,Ui,. . . ,t?m, which are isomorphic under the natural 
isomorphism a* which exchanges the edge V{ and the edge Vi in such a way 
that a* agrees with a' on the common vertices of the subgraphs T ' , T* ( thus 
a1 and a* together define an involution a on T ) . 

(3 .8) R e m a r k . 
A more efficient way to label T is to use the target ordering for the edges 

of the snake linear tree ( hence those labels are numbers from 1 to &), and 

numbers i" for i^, numbers if for Vi (cf. figure 5). 
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P r o o f of t h e o r e m 3.7, 

Let T be the monodromy tree associated to let E+ be the subgraph 
consisting of the edges labelled by the t u ^ ' s , define E~~ analogously and let 
finally V = E+UE~. 
We shall show later that T1 is a tree. 
Let moreover Si be the the subgraph consisting of the edges labelled by the 
u/+'s with j < i (resp. SI for the wjys with j < i). Define moreover, for a 
subgraph Sj supp(«S) as the union of the vertices of S. 

By the formulae 3.6. a carries supp (Si) into itself, and since // is the 
monodromy of a polynomial, pi acts on Si as a product of cycles corresponding 
to the supports of the connected components of Si. In particular, 3.6 implies 
tha t the support of the connected component of Sj containing the edge is 
sent to itself, thus by induction a leaves the support of every component of 
Sj invariant for each j . 

Recall tha t the edge corresponds to the transposition Tj and let {a, 6} = 
supp (TJ). We have three cases : 

1) {<2 ,6}n S U p p (Sj-i) = 0, 

2) {a,6}H supp (Sj-1) = {b} 

3) {a, b} C supp (Sj-!). 
Since by 3.6 we have an equality a{ayb} = /9j_i{a,6}, in case 1) a ({a ,6}) = 
{a, 6}, in case 2) a(a) = aya(b) = pi-\(b) ^ 6, in case 3) a and b belong 
to different components of whence by our previous remark a(a) = 
/9t--.i(a),a(6) = Pi-i(b). 
Let a be such tha t a(a) — c ^ a. If j is minimum such that a G supp ( 5 / ) , 
we must be in case 1), and then a(a) = b = Tj(a). 
Conversely, if case 1) holds, and the edge Tj is not a component of E~*~y then 
Tj appears in the cycle decomposition of a ( in fact, if a, b are the vertices of 
T j , we can assume then that there is a smallest i > j such that a belongs to 
supp (Si)), and then OL(O) = pi-i(a) = Tj(a) = b. 

In order to consider the case where the edge Tj is a component of E+ (note 
that the argument for E~ is completely analogous) we first prove that T ' is 
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connected. In fact, we saw that a preserves the connected components of 

E+yE~ywhence if A, B are two connected components of T ' , they are left 

invariant by a and there exists an edge Uj = V>(Sj) connecting A and B : but 

then also v1- = p>(Sj) connects A and S , contradicting the fact tha t T is a 

tree. 

If now the edge Tj is a component of , then there exists a component A of 

E~~ intersecting the edge Tj in a vertex a, which must then be a fixed point 

for Of. 

The conclusion is tha t a acts on supp ( T ' ) as the product of those transposi

tions Tj^r'j such tha t the edge corresponding to Tj is a connected component 

of Sj but not of E+ ( similarly for TJ) . 

We prove now tha t T' is a snake linear tree. 

E+ is a union of disjoint linear trees : else, there is b belonging to edges 

T j , ThyTky with j < h < ky and j , hy k minimal with this property. 

But then,a(6) must equal ph-i(b) and pk-i(b). By our choice of k,pk-\{b) = 

Ph-iTh(b\ thus b = Th(b)y a contradiction. 

Using tha t the transpositions giving the cycle decomposition of a are disjoint, 

we immediately see that the components of E+ are snake linear trees. In fact, 

if the edge Tj intersects £ ¿ - 1 , then either both of its vertices lie in Si-\y or a 

fixes one of two vertices. 

T7 is linear : otherwise, since the intersection points of 22+ and E~ are left 

fixed by a , if a vertex a would belong to, say, two edges of E+ and one edge 

of E~~, then a would act as the identity on the vertices of two adjacent edges 

of £*+, what is easily seen to be impossible. 

Since if an edge of E+ intersects E~ then its vertices are left fixed by a , 

it follows tha t T7 is also snake linear. 

We set then T* to be the union of the edges of T not in T ' . 

If A is a connected component of T*, then A intersects T ' in a vertex a. 

Assume tha t a ( A ) = A: then, since a(a) = a in this case, a would have a 

fixed edge in A, contradicting 3.6. 

Therefore a ( A ) and A have disjoint edges, are clearly canonically isomorphic, 

and oc{A) intersects T ' in a(a). 

The rest of the proof is now straightforward. 
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In fact, conversely, a tree T with the stated properties defines an involution 
a satisfying 3.6, and we conclude by remark 3.4. Q.E.D. 

Figure 5 : A generic polynomial of degree 13, its monodromy tree , and its 

graph e = p-1(pJo-

(3 .9) R e m a r k . 

A first observation is tha t for each generic real polynomial P , there is an 
equivalent polynomial Q(z) = P(z + c) such that all the real critical values 
are positive. Therefore the connected components of the open set of real 
generic polynomials of degree n + 1 with k real critical values correspond to 
the set of orbits of the braid group Bm(2m + k = n ) on the isomorphism 
classes of edge labelled trees T as in theorem 3.7 (where, though, the role of 
T*^2 cannot be interchanged). Here the braid group acts in the standard 
way ( cf. [C-W]) on the labels V and i" ( tha t is, the s tandard generators 
cry, j = 1, ..m — 1, of Bm act by letting Uj become i^+i , whereas the new Vj 
is the old i/y+i conjugated by the old Vj, and similarly for ^-+i) . For each 
subgraph , say 7^*, we have two more subgraphs, T* yT* , whose connected 
components (which can be reduced to a vertex) correspond to the connected 
components of the complement of P _ 1 ( P ^ ) which are contained in the upper 
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half plane and map to the lower half plane (resp.: to the upper half plane). 
Notice tha t in this case the roles of 7^*, 7^*, are distinguished since we only 
look at A+( l , ]R)-orbi t s . 

The geometric picture is illustrated in figure 5. 

It is clear tha t the action of the braid group respects the subtrees given by 
these connected components , and that it can transform any such tree to any 
other with the same number of edges. 

Using the above remarks one can find , for each snake linear tree T ' with k 
edges, the number of the braid group orbits on the set of trees T which have 
T' as the "snake" part . 
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A FEW REMARKS ON THE LIFTING PROBLEM 

by Luca Chiantini and Ciro Ciliberto* 

0. Introduction 

Let X be a reduced, non-degenerate variety of dimension n in Pr, the projective 
space of dimension r over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. If 
W is an irreducible variety of dimension n+m and degree s containing X, then for a 
general point t in the grassmannian Grass(h,r) of the h-planes in Pr, with h+n>r, the 
corresponding h-plane Lt intersects X along a subvariety Xt=XnLt lying on the 
irreducible variety Wt=WnLt of dimension h+n+m-r and degree s. 

Conversely, assume we have the following situation: 

(0.1) Let X be a reduced, non-degenerate variety of dimension n in Pr, let B be a 
smooth scheme and f: B^Grass(h,r) a dominant smooth morphism, h+n>r. For any 
te B we let Lt be the h-plane corresponding to the point f(t)e Grass(h,r). Let W in 
BxPr be a family of projective varieties flat over B. For te B we let Wt be the fibre 
of W over t. We suppose that the general fibre Wt of W is irreducible of dimension 
h+n+m-r and degree s, and that for te B one has LQWQXt=XnLt. 

In such a situation it is not true in general that there is a variety W of dimension 
n+m and degree s containing X and such that Wt=WnLt for teB: e.g. a general 
plane section of an irreducible curve of degree five in P3 lies on a conic, whereas 
there are such quintic curves lying in no quadrics. 

The lifting problem consists in looking for suitable conditions on the variety X 
and the family W ensuring the existence of the variety W such that Wt=WnL( for 
teB. 

* Both authors have been supported by MURST and CNR of Italy. The research has been 
performed in the framework of Europroj's project "Hyperplane sections". 

S. M, F. 
Astérisque 218** (1993) 95 
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The problem has been first considered for the case of curves in P3, i.e. n=l, 
r=3, by Laudal [5], who gave a solution later refined by Gruson and Peskine [3]. 
Gruson-Peskine's result asserts that if X is a reduced, irreducible curve of degree d 
in P3, whose general plane section lies on some curve T of degree s, and if d>s2+l, 
then X lies on a surface of degree s whose general plane section is T. Curves arising 
from sections of a null-correlation bundle show that the bound d>s2+l is sharp (see 
[3], [12]). More results on the lifting problem, especially for curves in P3, have 
been found by Strano with a purely algebraic approach relating the lifting problem 
to the syzigies of the resolution of the ideal of Xt (see [11], [9] and [6]). 

Inspired by Gruson-Peskine's result mentioned above, we will restrict ourselves 
to the search of a function D(s,h,r,n,m) such that, if (0.1) holds, the lifting problem 
has a positive answer for d>D(s,h,r,n,m). And one could be so optimistic to try to 
find an optimal such function, i.e. a function D(s,h,r,n,m) with the above properties 
and such that there are counterexamples to the lifting problem for d<D(s,h,r,n,m), 
e.g. in Gruson-Peskine's case (h=2, r=3, n=m=l) the optimal function is D(s)=s2+1. 
The question, if one puts in this form, makes sense only if dim Wt=dim Xt+1, i.e. 
only if m=l (see however § 3). Consider in fact the following: 

Example: Let V be a smooth projection of the Veronese surface in P4, which is 
known to be not contained in any quadric 3-fold. Let X be an irreducible curve cut 
out on V by a hypersurface of degree d>3. By the theorem of Bezout X does not lie 
on any quadric 3-fold in P4, whereas its general hyperplane section is contained on 
a quartic rational curve, hence it does lie on a quadric surface in P3. 

Hence in the present paper we will mainly restrict our attention to the case m=l, 
and we will determine a function D(s,h,r,n) such that if X has dimension n and 
degree d>D(s,h,r,n), and if there is a family W as in (0.1) with m=l, then there is a 
variety W of dimension n+1 such that Wt=WnLt for teU. The proof makes use of 
the differential-geometric concepts of foci and of focal locus for families of 
projective varieties, a classical notion firstly systematised by C. Segre [10] for 
families of linear subspaces and recently extended in [1] to any family of projective 
varieties. Similar ideas are already present in implicit form in [3]. We collect in § 1 
all basic facts about foci and focal loci of a family which we need in the sequel. In § 
2 we show that, if the lifting problem for X and the family W as in (0.1) with m=l 
has a negative answer, then the points of X either lie in the focal locus of W or Xt 
lies in the singular locus of Wt for t a general point in B. Then by estimating the 
degrees of these loci, we prove the following: 
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Theorem (0.2).- Let X be a reduced, non-degenerate, projective subvariety of 
dimension n and degree d in Pr and let us suppose there is a family W as in (0.1) 
with m=l. If 

d>D(s,h,r,n) :=(r+h-3)s+k(k-1 )(r-n-1 )+2ek-2 
where s-l=k(r-n-l)+e, 0<e<r-n-l, then the image W of W in Pris a variety of 
dimension n+1 and degree s, containing X and such that Wt=WnLt for teB. 

Our function D(s,h,r,n) is not optimal in general. Slight improvements can be 
obtained in some cases with a more detailed analysis in the same vein of our proof 
below: for example the case of codimension two, n=r-2, has been recently carefully 
investigated by E. Mezzetti [7], whose result fully generalizes Gruson-Peskine's 
theorem to the case r<5. She also makes a nice conjecture on the optimal function 
D(s,r-l,r,r-2). However we point out that, although in general not optimal, our 
function D(s,h,r,n) is asymptotically optimal. Indeed for instance in the case of 
curves we have that D(s,r):=D(s,r-l,r,l)=[s2/(r-2)]+o(s) and we find in § 3 curves 
X in Pr of degree d=d(s)»0 with d<D(s,r) but with D(s,r)=d(s)+o(s), for which the 
lifting fails. These curves, as well as the curves in P3 achieving Gruson-Peskine's 
bound, are obtained as sections of suitable rank two vector bundles on certain 
rational normal scrolls. At the end of § 3 we will also briefly discuss an extension 
of theorem (0.2) to the case m>l. 

In conclusion we want to mention that our approach via the focal loci has 
unexpected close relationships with Strano's algebraic approach mentioned above. 
We do not exploit this in the present paper, but we hope to come back on this 
subject in the future. 

1. Generalities on foci. 

In this section we let: 
B be a non singular scheme of dimension b 
W inside BxPr be a family, flat over B, of irreducible projective varieties of 
dimension w 
V be a desingularization of W 
After having shrinked B we may assume that V is flat over B, with smooth and 
irreducible fibres. Indeed, we may assume that for teB, the fibre Vt of V—»B over 
t is a desingularization of the corresponding fibre Wt of W—>B. 

The natural morphism u: V->BxPr yields the map of sheaves du: Tv-^uTexpr 
which is generically injective, and therefore injective, since Tv is locally free. The 
cokernel of du is, by definition, the normal sheaf Nu to the map u, thus we have the 
exact sequence 
(1.1) 0->Tv-̂ u*TBxpr->NU^0 
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and we notice that, in general, Nu is not necessarily torsion free. 
We let p: BxPr—>B and q: BxPr-»Pr be the projections. Then we have another 

natural map dq: uTexpr—>u*q*Tpr which is surjective. The kernel of dq is a locally 
free sheaf T(q) of rank b on V and we have the exact sequence 
(1.2) 0-^T(q)^u*TBxpr->u*q*TPr->0 

The above sequences (1.1) and (1.2) fit into the commutative exact diagram 

0-

0 

L 

0 

T(q) — N u 

0->Tv ->u*TBxpr > Nu^ 0 
a 

u*q*TPr =u*q*TPr 

0 
where 3 is the differential of the map qou, X is the characteristic map for the family 
V and L is the kernel of X. 

Since we are in characteristic 0, q is smooth at the general point of W. So if we 
set w0=dim q(W), then we have 

rk 3=w0, rk L=rk Tv -w0=b+w-w0, rk ̂ =w0-w 
where of course w0-w =dim q(W)-w>0. 

Next we consider the restriction of A, to a general fibre of V—»B. Take teB and 
let Vt be the corresponding fibre of V—>B. Let U be an affine open neighborhood 
of t in B over which TB trivializes. Then over p_1(U) the map dq: TBXP*—>q*Tpr has 
a trivial kernel. Accordingly T(q) also trivializes over V^u^p-KU), hence we have 
an isomorphism 
(1.3) T(q),v^Ovb 

Now we denote by Nt the normal sheaf to the induced map ut=qoU|vt : Vt-^Pr, 
and we prove the following basic: 

Proposition (1.4).- One has Nu | yt = Nt. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative exact diagram: 
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0 0 

0 -> TVt -> u*q*TPr i vt -> Nt -> 0 

Tv i vt -> u*TBxpr i vt -» Nu i vt - > 0 
a 

NVt,V —P^U*NPr,BxPr I Vt 

0 0 

Since V-»B is smooth, we have Nvt,v = TB>t ® Oyt. Similarly one has u*NprjBxpri Vt= 
TB,t® O v t - A straightforward local computation shows now that p is in fact an 
isomorphism. The assertion follows then by the diagram, q.e.d. 

In view of the isomorphism (1.3) and by proposition (1.4), we may interpret the 
restriction t̂ of the characteristic map X to a fibre Vt as a map 

Xt: 0 V t b - > Nt 
We notice that on a suitable dense open subset At of Vt the kernel of t̂ coincides 
with Lt=Livt. Hence at a general point pe Vt we have 

rk t̂ = w0-w 
Futhermore if pe V is a general point, then we have 

dim ((qou)-1((qou)(p))) = b+w-w0 
and the map 

Tv,p -> u*TBxpr,P 
is injective. 

Now we are in position to give the following: 

Definition (1.5).- A point pe V is called: 
i) a focus, or a focal point, if the map 

V T(q)®k(p)->Nu®k(p) 
has rank r<w0-w; 

ii) a fundamental point if the fibre (qou)-K(qou)(p)) has dimension 8>b+w-w0; 
iii) a cuspidal point if the map 

Tv,p -» u*TBxPr p 
is not injective. 
The focal (resp. fundamental, cuspidal) locus is the set of all focal (resp. 

fundamental, cuspidal) points of V. Vt is a focal (resp. fundamental, cuspidal) fibre 
if it is contained in the focal (resp. fundamental, cuspidal) locus. 
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Remark (1.6).- i) The cuspidal locus is the set of all points pe V such that 
TorKNu^p))^, hence it is the torsion locus of Nu, thus it is Zariski closed. Notice 
that if p is a cuspidal point, then p'=u(p) is a singular point of W, otherwise Nu 
would be locally free at p. Accordingly p' is singular in the fibre of W->B in which 
it sits. 
ii) The focal locus is closed off the cuspidal locus. Indeed it is then defined as the set 
of points where the map 

AP X: AP T(q)->AP Nu, (p=rk X) 
drops rank. 

Proposition (1.7).- A fundamental point is either a focal or a cuspidal point. 
Proof. Consider the commutative exact diagram 

0 

T(q)P — V> NU,P 

Tv ,p ->u*TBxpr,p > NU)P-> 0 

u*q*Tpr,p =u*q*Tpr,p 

0 
and set Dp=ker 3P. By assumption, since p is a fundamental point, we have dim 
Dp>b+w-w0. If p is not cuspidal, then the map 

Tv,p -> u*TBxpr,P 
is injective, hence Dp is nothing but the kernel of Xp. q.e.d. 

In the next two examples the reader will find an easy application of the above 
definitions and propositions and the description of a situation which shows that in 
general the behaviour of the focal and cuspidal loci can be rather tricky. 

Example (1.8).- The classical trisecant lemma [5] says that a general chord of a 
reduced, non-degenerate space curve C is not a trisecant. An easy proof of this fact 
follows by proposition (1.7). 

Let C be the regular locus of C and let A be the diagonal in C x C . We set 
B=C'xC,-A, and cosider the incidence correspondence 

V={(x,y,z)eBxP3: ze line joining x and y} 
V is a smooth familiy of lines defined over B, and we use for it the notation 
introduced above. Since C is non-degenerate, we have that q: V —»P3 is dominant. 
Hence wehave b = 2 ^ w = 1 ^ Wq = 3 
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thus L has rank 0, i.e. L=0. Let te B be a general point. On the corresponding line 
Vt we have the map 

Xt: O v t 2 - > Nt^vtd)2 
which is given by a 2x2 matrix At of linear forms. Since the general fibre Vt is not 
focal because rk t̂=w0-w=2, then the focal locus on Vt consists of at most two 
points, defined by the quadratic equation det(At)=0, unless Vt is a focal fibre. On 
the other hand the points in q_1(q(Vt)nC) are clearly fundamental points of V and 
since V is smooth they are focal points. Hence q(Vt) intersects C at two distinct 
points, where the intersection has to be transverse, since the tangent lines to C form 
a 1-dimensional system only. 

Essentially the same argument can be applied more generally to control the 
dimension of the family of (n+2)-secant lines to a variety of dimension n in Pn+2, 
thus proving a theorem of Z. Ran's [8], whose approach is based on differential 
geometric ideas which are very close to the ones we introduce in the present paper. 

Note that if C is a smooth complete intersection of a quadric cone Q and of a 
smooth quadric, then the vertex of the cone gives rise to a fundamental point of V. 
So any line Vt such that q(Vt) is contained in Q has at least three focal points, thus is 
a focal fibre. A general point on such a line is a focal point which is not a 
fundamental point. 

Example (1.9).- We sketch now an example which shows the existence of 
fundamental points which are not foci and an example of a focal locus which is not 
Zariski closed. 

Let C be a smooth conic in P2. Let pi,...,ps be general points on C and p9,..., pn 
be four more general points in P2. Let us consider the rational map f: P2-»P2 
determined by the two-dimensional linear system of all quartics through the points 
Pi,...,pi2- Consider now the smooth family p: V—>P! given by the pencil of lines 
through y=pi2- The map f induces a map q: V—>P2 and accordingly a map u=pxq: 
V—>P!xP2. Since f contracts C, every point x of C, regarded as a point of the line 
xy of V, is a fundamental point for q: V—>P2. Furthermore there are two points x, 
x' of C such that the lines xy, x'y are tangent to C. The points x, x', regarded as 
points of the lines xy, x'y, hence as points of V, are clearly cuspidal point with 
respect to q: V->P2. In view of proposition (1.7), the general point of C is a focus, 
but x and x' are not foci. In fact with our usual notation, we have b=w=l, wo=2 but 
the map 

A,x: T(q)<g>k(x)̂ Nu<8>k(x) 
is non-zero, since Nu®k(x) has dimension 2, acquiring a 1-dimensional torsion 
summand, and the image of x̂ is exactly the torsion summand. The same holds for 
x\ 
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2. Bounds for the degree of the focal locus. 

In this section we prove the theorem (0.2) stated in the introduction, by giving a 
bound for the degree of the focal locus of a family W as in (0.1), with m=l. The 
bound will be derived from Castelnuovo's bound on the genus of projective curves. 

Let V be a reduced, irreducible, non-degenerate, projective subvariety of degree 
s and dimension n in Pr and let n: V'->V be a desingularization of V. We denote by 
S(V) the reduced variety formed by the union of all codimension one irreducible 
components of Sing(V) and by s(V) its degree. We let H' be the pull-back by n of a 
general hyperplane section of V. Then H' is smooth and irreducible by Bertini's 
theorem. For all divisors D of V, we define the degree of D to be 

deg(D):=DH'ni 
In particular we have deg(H')=s. Notice that the degree can be interpreted as a 
homomorphism of Pic(V') in Z. 

Notice that if Y is a reduced subvariety of V of pure dimension n-1 and D is an 
effective divisor on V such that 7i(D)uS(V)3Y, then deg(Y)<deg(D)+s(V). Indeed 
if Y' is the union of all components of Y not contained in S(V), then 
deg(Y')<deg(7c(D))=deg(D). 

Proposition (2.1).- Let V be as above. Then 
s(V)< [k(k-l)/2](r-n)+ke 

where s-1 =k(r-n)+e, 0<e<r-n. Moreover, if K' is the canonical class of V, one has 
deg(K')<( 1 -n)s-2s( V)+k(k-1 )(r-n)+2ek-2 

Proof. A curve C which is the pull-back via n of a general curve section C of V is 
smooth and irreducible. Indeed K\cm. C—>C is the normalization morphism for C. 
We denote by g (resp. g') the arithmetic genus of C (resp. C). Of course every 
point of CnS(V) is singular for C, hence 

0<g'<g-s(V) 
Since C is a non-degenerate curve in p™+i, Castelnuovo's bound yields 

g<[k(k-l)/2](r-n)+ke 
whence the estimate for s(V) easily follows. Furthermore the adjunction formula 
yields 

2g'-2=K'C'+(n-1 )H'C'=deg(K')+(n-1 )s 
whence the estimate for deg(K') follows, q.e.d. 

Remark (2.2).- The first part of proposition (2.1) can be extended as follows. Let V 
be a reduced variety of degree s and of pure dimension n>l in Pr and let Si(V) be 
the Zariski closure of the locus of singular points of codimension i in V. Then 

deg(Si(V))<S2i 
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In fact consider a general Pf-n-2 and project V from this P'-n-2 into a Pn+1 as a 
hypersurface V. Take a general polar of V in Pn+1. The cone from the original Pr-
n2 over V" is a hypersurface of degree s-1 passing through all singular points of V. 
Now it is easy to see that the cones over V from the pr-n-2's of Pr cut out V set 
theoretically and indeed scheme theoretically along the smooth points of V. This 
yields that the family of hypersurfaces like V" above has no base points on V except 
at the singular points. Hence if we take n-1 general such hypersurfaces, their 
intersection with V contains a one-dimensional component C passing through all 
isolated singularities of V and singular there. By Fulton's version of Bezout's 
theorem [F, pg. 223], we have 

deg(C)< sCs-l)11-1̂ 11 
On the other hand the theorem clearly holds for n=i=l, whence the assertion. 

We now go back to consider our original reduced, irreducible, non-degenerate 
variety X of dimension n in Pr with the family W as in (0.1), with m=l. For this 
family W we use the notation we introduced in § 2, e.g. V is a desingularization of 
W, etc. In particular we have the morphism q: W^Pr and we denote by W the 
Zariski closure of q(W), which is an irreducible subvariety of Pr. 

Proposition (2.3).- One has dim W>n+1 and if dim W=n+1, then deg(W)=s. 
Proof. For a general h-plane Lt corresponding to a general point te B, WnLt is 
irreducible and it contains Wt which has dimension h+n-r+1. Hence clearly dim 
W>n+1 and if the equality holds, then WnLt=Wt, whence the assertion, q.e.d. 

Assume now dim W > n+2. Consider then a general projection K of W onto 
pn+2 We denote by W ' the image of W via the map px(7Coq): W^BxPn+2. We may 
assume, after perhaps having shrinked B, that: 
i) K: W—>Pn+2 is dominant; 
ii) n maps X birationally onto its image; 
iii) if h<n+2 then K restricts to an isomorphism to Wt for all te B; 
iv) if h>n+2 then n restricts to a birational map to Wt for all te B; furthermore, 

since dim Wt=h+n-r+l<n, then all components of S(7c(Wt)) are birational 
projections of components of S(Wt) and s(Wt)=s(7c(Wt)), for all teB; 

v) W '->B is flat. 
Then we may look at V as a desingularization of W 1 and we denote by u' the 
obvious map V->BxPn+2 and by q' the composition of u' with the projection onto 
the second factor. 

Proposition (2.4).- Every point xeq'U^X)) is a fundamental point. 
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Proof. Since q' is dominant, then a general fibre of qf has dimension b+h-r-1. Pick 
XG V such that y=q(x) is a general point of X. The Shubert cycle Gy of h-planes of 
Pr containing y has codimension r-h in Grass(h,r). By the construction of W the 
projection on B of the fibre q_1(y) contains f_1(Gy). Hence dim q1(q(x))>b+h-r, and 
then for such a xe V one a fortiori has dim q'-Kq'OO^b+h-r, whence the assertion, 
q.e.d. 

We are now in position to conclude the: 

Proof of theorem (0.2). We keep the above notation. If dim W=n+1, we are done 
by proposition (2.3). Assume that dim W >n+2. Let t be a general point in B and let 
Vt be the corresponding fibre of V-»B and let Ft be the focal locus of Vt in relation 
with the family W '. Since 7c(Xt) has codimension one in 7c(Wt), propositions (1.7) 
and (2.4) vield 

q'(Ft)uS(7t(Wt))=m(Xt) 
so that 

d=deg(X)=deg(7i(X))=deg(7u(Xt))<deg(q,(Ft))+s(7c(Wt)) 
Look now at the characteristic map 

relative to the family W '. Since q' is dominant, Xt is generically surjective. Hence, 
off the cuspidal locus, Ft is contained in some effective divisor D whose first Chern 
class is ci(Nt) defined by a non-zero section of Ovt(ci(Nt)) given by Ar"h+1̂ t. One 
has 

ci(Nt)=Kt+(n+3)Ht 
where Kt is the canonical class of Vt and Ht is the pull-back of a hyperplane of Pn+2 
via the map q'. Therefore 

d<deg(Kt)+(n+3)s+s(7c(Wt)) 
Then proposition (2.1) yields 

d<(r-h+3)s+k(k-1 )(r-n-1 )+2ek-2=D(s,h,r,n) 
a contradiction, q.e.d. 

3. Comments, examples and extensions. 

In this section we collect a few remarks and an example which shows that 
theorem (0.2) is asymptotically sharp. At the end of the section we briefly discuss 
an extension to the case m>2 of theorem (0.2). 

Remark (3.1).- In the case of curves n=l, one has to take h=r-l, and our function 
D(s,h,r,n) becomes a function D(s,r)=[s2/(r-2)]+o(s). In particular for r=3 one has 
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D(s,3)=s(s+1), and we thus recover Laudal's theorem [5] later extended by Gruson 
and Peskine [3] (see the Introduction). 

Example (3.2).- Let M be a smooth threefold of degree r-2 in Pr, r>5. Such 
threefolds are described in [4]: M is a scroll in planes over a rational curve and 
Pic(M) is freely generated by the class F of a plane and by the hyperplane class H. 
The canonical class of M is 

KM = -3H+(r-4)F 
In what follows we will need the: 

Lemma (3.3).- hKOM(aH+bF))=0 for any ae Z and for any b>0. 
Proof. It is well known that the assertion holds for b=0. We proceed by induction 
on b. The exact sequence 

0-^OM(aH+bF)^OM(aH+(b+l)F)^OF(aH)^0 
shows that h1(OM(aH+(b+l)F))=0, since h1(OM(aH+bF))=0 by induction and 
hKOF(aH))=0. q.e.d. 

We will assume from now on that the class H-(r-4)F is effective on M, 
representing a smooth irreducible quadric surface Q inside M. 

Let Y be a union of r-1 disjoint lines in M, each contained in a plane of M. We 
will assume Y to be general under the above conditions. We make the following: 

Claim (3.4).- Let S be a surface in M containing Y then deg(S)>r-l. 
Proof of the claim. It goes by induction on r, the case r=5 being trivial. Assume 
r>6 and let S be a surface of minimal degree containing Y. Then perform a 
projection of M from a point of one of the lines of Y to a scroll M' in Prl. Then the 
remaining lines of Y are projected to a set Y' of r-2 general lines of M', contained 
in the projection S' of S. Then by induction deg(S)-l>deg(S')>r-2, whence 
deg(S)>r-l. q.e.d. 

Let COY be the dualizing sheaf of Y and let IY the ideal sheaf of Y in M. Then 
OY = 0Y(-2H-KM-H-F) = coY(-H-F-KM) s 

^^2(OY,OM(KM))(-H-F-KM) ^2(OY,OM(-H-F)) ^1(/y(H+F),OM) 
The map 

Ext1(/Y(H+F),OM)-^H0(ßc^(/Y(H+F),OM)) = H0(OY) -k 
is surjective, since its cokernel sits inside 

H2(//^(7Y(H+F),0M)) = №(0M(-H-F)) = 0 
So a constant in k s H°(0Y) = H°(£X-̂ (/Y(H+F),OM)) lifts to an extension 

0->OM->E->/Y(H+F)->0 
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with E locally free of rank two: indeed Extl{E,Ou) turns out to be zero since 
Extl(0M,0M) is such and 0M = Hom(0M,OM)-J>Extl(IYQi+F),OM) = OY is surjective 
by construction. Furthermore ci(E)=H+F and C2(E) = deg(Y)=r-l. Let X be a curve 
which is the 0-locus of some section of E(aH), for a»0, which is clearly non-
degenerate. We may also assume X to be smooth and irreducible. Its degree is 

d=deg(X)=Hc2(E(aH))=a2(r-2)+(a+l)(r-l) 
Let X0 be a general hyperplane section of X. 

Claim (3.5).- X0 is contained in some curve of degree s=(a+l)(r-2). 
Proof of the claim. In fact X0 sits on the general hyperplane section M0 of M, and 
we have the exact sequence 

0->OMO-*EO /̂YO(H+F)->0 
where Y0 is the general hyperplane section of Y and E0 is E|Mo. Note that Y0 
consists of r-1 points in Prl, hence Y0 is degenerate, i.e. h°(/Yo(H))̂ 0. Hence 
h°(Eo(-F))̂ 0 since hl(OMo(-F)))=0. From the exact sequence 

0->OMô Eo(aH)->/xo((2a+l)H+F)->0 
we have h°(/Xo((a+l)H)M) proving the claim, q.e.d. 

We remark now that h°(E);*0 yields hO(/x((a+l)H+F))*0, hence X lies on 
surfaces of degree (a+l)(r-2)+l. On the other hand we make the following: 

Claim (3.6).- If r>7 then X is not contained on any surface of degree o<(a+l)(r-2). 
Proof of the claim. We argue by contradiction. Let S be such a surface and assume 
it has minimal degree, so that it is reduced and irreducible. By the theorem of 
Bezout S has to lie on M since a»0, hence ^(^(S))^. 

Notice that S-F-(a+l)H has negative degree, hence h°(OM(S-F-(a+l)H))=0. Thus 
if hO(E(S-F-(a+l)H))*0, then h°(/Y(S-aH))*0 contradicting the claim (3.4), since 
deg(S-aH)=o-a(r-2)<r-2. Hence we have h<>(E(S-F-(a+l)H))=0 which yields 
hi(OM(S-F-(2a+l)H))^0. Let S=aH+pF in Pic(M) hence S-F-(2a+l)H=(a-2a-
1)H+(P-1)F. By lemma (3.3) we must have P<0. Then by the Kodaira vanishing 
theorem we must have a>2a+l. 

Remark now that 
S Q H=(aH2+pF H) (H-(r-4)F)=2a+P 

Since S and Q are irreducible and distinct, it is clear that 2oc+P>0. But then, since 
deg(S)=oc(r-2)+p<(a+l)(r-2) 

we should have 
(2a+1 )(r-4)<oc(r-4)<(a+1 )(r-2) 

i.e. r<6, a contradiction, q.e.d. 

Finally we notice that we have 
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s-l=a(r-2)+(r-3) 
hence with the notation of theorem (0.2), we have k=a, e=r-3. Hence 

D(s,r)=(r-2)(a2+5a+4)-2(a+l) 
and therefore 
(3.7) D(s,r)-d=(r-2)(5a+4)-(a+l)(r+l)=o(a)=o(s) 
If r>7 then, according to theorem (0,2), we have D(s,r)>d, but (3.7) shows that 
indeed the optimal function differs from our D(s,r) by a function 8(s,r)=o(s). 

Remark (3.8).- In the proof of theorem (0.2) an important role is played by the 
hypothesis that the general fibre Wt of W is irreducible. Sometimes this assumption 
can be replaced by the assumption that X itself is irreducible. For example if 
n+m=r-l, i.e. Wt is a hypersurface in Lt and s is the minimal degree of such a 
hypersurface containing Xt, then Wt is clearly irreducible if n>2, and the same 
happens by monodromy if n=l. 

Remark (3.9).- Let us go back to the proof of theorem (0.2). One of the main 
points there is the fact that the focal locus Ft is contained in some effective divisor 
D whose first Chern class is ci(Nt). This follows from the consideration of the map 
of generically maximal rank 

Xt: 0 V t b - > Nt 
where b=dim B>dim Grass(h,r)=(h+l)(r-h)>rk Nt=r-h+l. Let us then consider the 
map 

A'-h+i?lt: Ar-h+iOVtb-> det(N0 
whose image gives rise to a linear system 8 of divisors in the linear system 
IOvt,(det(Nt))l, the so called focal linear system introduced in [7]. If dim 8 is 
sufficiently large, then one has better estimates for the degree of the focal locus, 
thus improving the estimate for the function D(s,h,r,n). This idea, exploited in [7], 
is very useful in the case n=r-2. However it does not seem equally useful in the case 
of varieties of high codimension, in particular for curves. 

Remark (3.10).- Let we weaken the hypotheses in (0.1) in the following way: f: 
B—>Grass(h,r) is no more necessarily dominant, but the union of the h-planes 
parametrized by the points of f(B) is dense in Pr and b>r-h+l. Then the map t̂ is 
still generically surjective and the proof of theorem (0.2) still goes through, except 
that proposition (2.3) could fail to hold. 

For instance let us take for X the disjoint union of three lines on a smooth 
quadric surface W in P3 and let us take for B the set of all tangent planes to W. For 
all te B the corresponding plane Lt meets X at three points on a line Wt and these 
lines form a two-dimensional flat family W verifying the assumptions of (0.1), 
modified as above. Of course proposition (2.3) does not hold for such a family, 
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inasmuch as for a general point teB, the corresponding plane Lt is such that WnLt 
is reducible. 

In order to let theorem (0.2) still work if f: B->Grass(h,r) is not dominant we 
must therefore make the following assumptions: 
i) the union of the h-planes parametrized by the points of f(B) is dense in Pr and 
b>r-h+l; 
ii) for a general point te B, the corresponding plane Lt is such that WnLt is 
irreducible, where as usual W is the Zariski closure of q(W). 

Condition ii) is rather unpleasant. However it is automatically verified if, for 
instance, f(B) is dense in some Schubert cycle. 

In conclusion we want to briefly point out the following extension of theorem 
(0.2) to the case m>2: 

Proposition (3.11).- Let X be a reduced, irreducible, non-degenerate variety of 
dimension n>2 in Pr, and suppose we have a situation like in (0.1) with h+n>r. 
Suppose that d>(2rs)2m. Then there is a variety Y containing X, with dim Y=n+m-i 
and deg(Y)<(2rs)21 such that for te B general, one has LgWQYQXt. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The case m=l follows by theorem (0.2). Let 
m>2. Now we use the notation introduced in § 2. As in proposition (2.3) we see that 
dim W>n+m and if the eqauality holds then deg(W)=s. So we may assume dim 
W>n+m+l and we make a general projection n to pn+m+i The statement of 
proposition (2.4) still holds. Hence as in the proof of theorem (0.1) we have 

q'(Ft)uSing(7c(Wt))37c(Xt) 
Since dim X>2 and therefore Xt is irreducible, we have either Sing(7c(Wt))37c(Xt) 
or q'(Ft)37c(Xt). Now we claim that in either case 7c(Xt) is contained in some 
irreducible subvariety of 7c(Wt) of codimension one and of "low" degree. In fact in 
the first case one can prove, with an argument already used in remark (2.2), that 
(Sing(7t(Wt)) is certainly contained in some hypersurface of degree s-1 not 
containing Tc(Wt). In the latter case we notice that the map V- Ovt,b —> Nt relative 
to the family W ' is generically of maximal rank. Hence we can consider the focal 
linear system inside IOvt(det(Nt))l=IKvt+(n+m+2)HvJ (see remark (3.9)), and by 
proposition (2.1) we have 

deg(KVt +(n+m+2)HVt)<2rs2 
Now, after may be a base change, we have a new family of varieties verifying (0.1) 
with m replaced by m-1. Futrthermore since 

(2rs2)2m"1<(2rs)2m<d 
by induction we have that there is a variety Y containing X, with dim Y=n+m-l-i 
and 

deg(Y)<[2r(2rs2)]2i=(2rs)2i+1 
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such that for te B general, one has LQWQYtDXt. This proves our assertion, 
q.e.d. 

It is useless to say that the hypothesis d>(2rs)2m is very rough and could be 
refined as well as the bound for the degree of Y. It is also possible that the 
hypothesis dim X>2, which we introduced for technical reasons, could be dropped. 
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S C H U R Q U A D R I C S , C U B I C S U R F A C E S A N D R A N K 2 V E C T O R 

B U N D L E S O V E R THE P R O J E C T I V E P L A N E 

I.Dolgachev and M . K a p r a n o v * 

Let E C P3 be a smooth cubic surface. It is known that 5 contains 27 

lines. Out of these lines one can form 36 Schldfli double - sixes i.e., collections 

{ / i , Z e } , { / J , o f 12 lines such that each U meets only j ^ i and does not 

meet Zj, j ^ i, see n.0.1 below. In 1881 F. Schur proved [S] that any double - six 

gives rise to a certain quadric Q , called Schur quadric which is characterized as 

follows: for any i the lines /,• and l[ are orthogonal with respect to (the quadratic 

form defining) Q. 

The aim of the present paper is to relate Schur's construction to the theory 

of vector bundles on P2 and to generalize this construction along the lines of the 

said theory. 

Let us describe the vector bundle interpretation of the Schur quadric. Note 

that the first six lines {/I,.. . ,^} of a double - six on E define a blow-down n : 

E —• P2 which takes the lines /2 into some points p2 £ P2. These points are in 

general position i.e. no three of them lie on a line. Let P2 be the dual projective 

plane and Hi C P2 be the lines corresponding to pi. The union 7i of these 

lines is a divisor with normal crossing in P2. Let E(H) = Q}p (log Ti) be the 

corresponding vector bundle (locally free sheaf) of logarithmic 1-forms on P2. 

The twisted bundle E = E(H){-2) is a stable rank 2 bundle on P2 with Chern 

classes Ci — —l,c2 = 4 (see [DK]). For such bundles K.Hulek [Hul] has defined 

the notion of a jumping line of the second kind (shortly J L S K ) . This is a line 

/ C P2 such that the restriction of E to the first infinitesimal neigborhood № of 

/ is not isomorphic to O^i) © C9/(i)( —1). Hulek has shown that such lines form a 

* Research of both authors supported in part by NSF. 
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curve C(E) in the projective plane of lines in P2 i.e. in P2. Now the result is as 

follows. 

T h e o r e m 1. The space gPg3 containing the cubic surface gggE is naturally identified 

with the projectivization of gif1(ddP2, dE( dd—g ddg1))g*. Under this identification the Schur 

quadric Q becomes dual to the zero locus of thge quadratic form given by the 

cup-product 

2 

Hl{P2, E ( - l ) ) d ® H\P2, E{-d1)) H2(P2d, d/d\(E(-1))ddd)d =d Hd2(P2, C ? ( - 3 ) ) = C. 

The intersection E H Q is mapped, under the projection n : E —> P2, to the curve 

ofJLSKC(E). 

More generally, the whole theory of Hulek [Hul] of rank 2 vector bundles on 

P2 with odd C\ can be given a "geometric" interpretation involving some natural 

generalizations of cubic surfaces, double - sixes and Schur quadrics. This is done 

in §2 of the paper. This interpretation implies Theorem 1. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In §0 we recall some known (and 

less known) facts about cubic surfaces and Schur quadrics. In §1 we give a 

short overview of Hulek's theory of monads corresponding to vector bundles with 

c\ = — 1. In §2 we give an interpretation of Hulek's theory mentioned above. 

In §3 we consider bundles of logarithmic 1-forms corresponding to arrangements 

of 2d lines in P2 in general position. The main result of this section is that all 

these bundles satisfy certain condition of E - genericity in the sense defined in 

§2, which makes working with bundles satisfying this condition easier. Finally, in 

§4 we consider various examples of the previous constructions corresponding to 

some special types of vector bundles. 
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§0. Cubic surfaces. 

0 . 1 . Here we recall some standard known facts about cubic surfaces. All the 

proofs can be found either in [H], Ch.V, §4 or in [M] or can be easily reconstructed 

by the reader. Let pi , . . . ,P6 De s*x distinct points in the projective plane P2. 

Assume that no three of these points lie on a line. Denote by Z the union of 

the points pi and by Jz C Op^y) the sheaf of ideals of Z. The linear system 

P(H°(Jz(3))) of cubic curves through Z is of dimension 3 and defines a rational 

map 

/ : P2 -+ P(H°( Jz{3)*) = P3 

whose image is a cubic surface, denoted E. The rational map / comes from 

a regular map / ' : B1Z(P2) -> P3 where B1Z(P2) is the blow up of Z. Let 

7r : Blz(P2) —• P2 be the projection. If we further assume that the points pi do 

not lie on a conic then / ' is an isomorphism and E is nonsingular. If pi do lie on 

a conic then E is singular and / ' blows down this conic to a singular point of E. 

Suppose E is nonsingular. Then E has 27 lines on it. They can be grouped 

into three subsets: 

{ / i , . . . , M , {/;,..., { m 0 - , l < x < j < 6 } . (0.1) 

The lines /2 are the images under / ' of the exceptional lines 7r -1(pi) . The lines l[ 

are images under / ' of proper transforms of the conies C2 C P2 passing through 

Z — {pi}. Finally the lines rrijj are images of the proper transforms of the lines 

< Pi^Pj > joining the points p \ and pj. 

The first two groups of lines form a double - six which means that 

n lj = 0, /J f| I'j = 0, H I] ± 0 iff i ^ j. (0.2) 

Every set of 6 disjoint lines on S can be included in a unique double - six from 

which E can be reconstructed uniquely. There are 36 double - sixes of E. Every 

double - six defines two regular birational maps TTI : E —• P2 , 7r2 : E —• P2, each 

blowing down one of the two sixes (sixtuples of disjoint lines) of the double - six. 
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The birational map 7r2 O TT^1 : P2 P2 is given by the linear system of quintics 

with double points at p2. The two collections of 6 points in P2 given by {7Ti(/i)} 

and {7T2(/(•)} are associated to each other in the sense of Coble (cf . [DO],[DK]) . 

0.2. Here we shall discuss somewhat less known facts about the determinantal 

representation of a cubic surface [B]. A modern treatment of this can be found 

in [G],[Gi]. Consider the homogeneous ideal of the subscheme Z i.e. 

Iz = 

n>0 

\H°(P v n \ j z ( n ) ) (0.3) 

in the graded ring R = C [T0, T\, T2]. It is easy to see that the ring R/Iz is Cohen 

- Macau lay hence of homological dimension 1. Any four l inearly independent 

cubic forms vanishing on Z represent a minimal set of generators of Iz- According 

to the Hilbert-Burch theorem ( see [No],7.5) the ideal Iz is generated by the 

maximal minors of some 3 x 4 matr ix of homogeneous linear forms. In other 

words, we have a resolution 

0 -> J ? ( - 4 ) 3 -> R{-3)4 - » Iz -> 0. 

This resolution gives the resolution of the sheaf Jzi^Y 

0 -+ 0P(V){-lf -> 04p(V) - Jz(3) - 0. 

We can rewrite this resolution in the form 

0 - • O p s ( - l ) ® I* ^ Opi ® L* -* JZ(Z) 0 (0.4) 

where vector spaces / * and L* of respective dimensions 3 and 4 are defined 

intrinsically as follows: 

L*f f=ff Hf0(P\JZ(3)); (0.5) 

/ * - Ker{#°(P2 ,C0( l )@Z*) - H°(P'xqq\JZ(4QDQ))}. (0.6) 

Note that one can also obtain (0.4) from the Beilinson spectral sequence 

applied to the sheaf Jz{^)- It gives also an isomorphism 

/* rrffdf^ H1(P21Jz(l)). 
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It will be convenient for us to regard henceforth our projective plane P2 as 

P(V*) where V is a 3-dimensional vector space. Wi th this choice of notation, 

the map 7 in (0.4) is given by a. linear map 7* ® V* —> L*. We shall be more 

interested in the transpose of this map which we denote by 

g : L —>I®V = rlom(V\I). (0.7) 

Choosing bases in V, I we can regard g as a 3 by 3 matr ix of linear forms on L. 

Here is the classical result on the determinantal representation. 

0.3. Propos i t ion . The map g is an embedding. The locus 

E = {xG P(L) : rank g(x) < 2} (0.8) 

is a nonsingular cubic surface in P(L) = P3 isomorphic to B 1 ^ ( P ( V * ) . An 

explicit blow-down 7̂  : E -> P(V*) takes x G E into Ker ff(ar) G P(V*). It is 

isomorphism outside the set Z = {pi , . ,Pe} C P(V*) — P2 (see n. 0.1). The 

dual blow-down TT2 : E —> P ( / * ) t a i e s x G S into ( ^ ^ ( x ) ) - 1 G P ( J * ) . It is an 

isomorphism outside a six - element set Zas = { ^ 1 , Q Q } C P(I*) (this is the set 

associated to Z). 

Note that a given cubic surface E C P3 has many non-equivalent determi

nantal representations corresponding to different ways of blowing down E onto a 

P2 (i.e. to different choices of a double - s ix) . 

0.4. All the other at tr ibutes of the cubic surface E can be easily found from the 

map g. For example, the set Z can be recovered in terms of g as follows. Consider 

the part ial transposes of (0.7): 

gv : V* -+ I ® V = Hom(L, / ) . 

gj : /* -> V ® X* = Hom(L, V). 

Then 

Z = {z G P ( F * ) : rank ^ ( 2 ) < 2}. (0.9) 

The 12 lines of the double - six can be written in the form Az = P(AZ),A'Z = 

P(Afz), z G Z where A - and are 2-dimensional vector subspaces in L denned 

for z G Z as follows: 

Az = Kerdbgd(gv(z)xqY (0.10) 
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e (s2i®s2v).e (s2i®sq (0.11) 

where z1- C V is the 2-plane orthogonal to 2 G P ( V * ) . Thus if Z = {pi,-. . ,Pe}  

then the line Ap. is what was denoted in n.0.1 by U and the line A'p. is 

The classical theorem of F. Schur [S] can be stated as follows. 

0.5 . Theorem. There exists a unique, up to a scalar factor, symmetric bilinear  

form C(x, y) on L with the following property: C(x,y) = 0 whenever x £ Az,y £  

A'z for some z £ Z (i.e. the corresponding lines of the double - six are orthogonal  

with respect to C). This form is non-degenerate. 

Proof a ) Non-degeneracy: Suppose such a form C exists and is degenerate.  

Let K be the kernel of C. Suppose dim K — 1. Then for any 2-dimensional  

subspace A C L not meeting A" its orthogonal (with respect to C) is a 2-subspace  

containing A". Since P(AZ), P(AZ) form a double - six, K can lie on no more  

than one among the Az and no more than one among the A!z. Hence there is a  

4-element subset ZQ C Z such that for z £ ZQ both Az and A'z do not contain A".  

For such z the space A'z should coincide with and hence contain K. Hence  

for z 1 ^ Z2 £ ZQ we have A'z D A'Z2 ^ {0} which is a contradiction. The cases  

dim K = 2,3 are similar and left to the reader. 

b) Uniqueness: If there are two non-proportional forms C i , C 2 with the re 

quired property then for any A, ¡1 the linear combination \C\ + /1C2 also satisfies  

this property. However, there will be a lways such A, ¡1 that the linear combination  

is non-zero but degenerate. This contradicts a ) . 

0.6 . It remains to prove the existence part of Theorem 0.5. To do this, let  

us take the second symmetric power of the map g in (0.7) and use the natural  

decomposition 

S2(I®V) = 

, 2 2 
e (s2i®s2v). (0.12) 

By projecting S2g to the first summand, we get a linear map 

S2L —• sf s sS2(I ®ssf V) —• 

/ 2 2 

(0.13) 

Note that dim S2L = 10, and dim(/\2 I ® /\2 V) = 9. Hence the map (0.13) has  

non-trivial kernel. (We shall see later that this kernel is in fact 1-dimensional). 
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0.7 . Propos i t ion . If B is a non-zero form from the kernel of (0.13) then B : 

L* —• L is invertible and C = B~x : L —• L* is a bilinear form on L satisfying 

the conditions of Theorem 0.5. 

We shall concentrate on the proof of this proposition. 

0.8 . A form B G S2L lying in the kernel of (0.13) is classically called "apolar 

to all the quadrat ic forms given by 2 x 2 minors of cf. [B]. In general, if E 

is a vector space then quadratic forms G G S2E, HE S2E* are called apolar 

if (G,H)2 = 0 where ( v ) 2 is the natural pairing S2E® S2E* -> C. Note the 

part icular case when G has rank 2 i.e. G = e • / is the symmetric product of two 

vectors e, / € E. In this case the apolarity of G and H means that H(e, / ) = 0. 

We shall need a different description of the map dual to (0.13). Let us denote 

this map by 

8 : 

2 2 
• S 2 L \ h h h k (0.14) 

Let us chose volume forms on V and / . Then we can write A V* = V, A t* = L 

It is immediate to see that there are identifications 

2 

v**v = sf ff°(p(f),Offp( (o-i5) 

2 
I* SF= I QF SSFH°(P(V*) ,J i (dd5) ) ; (0.16) 

S2L* =SF H°(P(LlO(2)) * H°(SP(V),J$(DV6)) (0.17) 

Indeed, (0.15) follows by definition of 0(1)] the identification (0.16) expresses 

the fact that the Cremona transformation 7r2 O TT^1 : P ( V * ) —> P ( J * ) is given by 

the linear system of quintics with singular points p^, see n. 0.1. Finally, to see 

(0.17) we note that the embedding of the cubic surface S into P(L) — P3 is given 

by the linear system of cubics in P ( V * ) through p2, so L* is the space of cubic 

polynomials on V* vanishing at pi. The second symmetric power of this space 

maps therefore to the space of polynomials of degree 6 vanishing at pi together 

with their first derivatives i.e, to the RHS of (0.17); this map is easily seen to be 

an isomorphism. 
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0.9. Lemma. Under identifications (0.15) - (0.17) the map 8 corresponds to the 
multiplication map

H°(P(V),O(l))®H0(P(V),Ji(5))->ff°(P(V),j2(6)).

In other words, quadrics in P(L) are identified with sextics in P(V*) with 
double points at pi £ Z and quadrics from the image of 6 correspond to sextics 
containing a line.

Proof of the lemma: We have the commutative diagram

L S2L
Si i  (0-18)

Hom(F*,J) -A+ Hom(A2^*,A2 /)

where the map Sq takes x x2, the map A takes (j> /\2 (j> and the map on 
the right is the same as in (0.13). We keep the volume forms in I and V and 
identify correspondingly the spaces /\2 I and /\2 V with V* and /*. For any 
(j) 6 Horn(V™,/) of rank 2 the second exterior power /\2 (j) E I* ® V* is a tensor 
of rank 1. Hence it can be written in the form z* 0 v* for some i* € /*, v* £ V*. 
This shows that the restriction of the map A o g to the cubic surface S C P(L) 
coincides with the composition

S "125* P(/*) x P(V) S-^ e P(r  ® V*) (0.19)

where ttj are the blow-downs from n. 0.3.
The map Xog : P(L) —> P(I*(&V*) is given by the linear system Q of quadrics 

which is the projectivization of the image of the linear map 6 from (0.14). The 
system Q is spanned by the 2 x 2  minors of the matrix of linear forms on L 
defining the determinantal representation of S. In other words, the preimage of 
the linear system of hyperplane sections of P(/* (g) V*) under A o g is the linear 
system of quadric sections on S which is (the projectivization of) the image of 
the canonical pairing

HQ(P(I*),O(l))®H0(P(V*)1O(l)) — ► tf°(5,C>(2)).

By Theorem 0.3, we can make an identification of the projective spaces P(I*) 
and
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P ( H ° ( P ( V * ) d , D DD . 71 (5 ) )* ) . Under the rational map P(V*) -> P(I*) given by the 

linear system of sections of t7§(5), zeroes of these sections are preimages of the 

lines in P ( P ) and the resulting map 

H0{P(V*),O(lxdC<QF))®H°(PX>D(V*), J l ( 5 ) ) - > D D ff°(E,0(2)) = H°{P(V), J l ( 6 ) ) 

coincides with the natural multiplication map from the assertion of the lemma. 

So the lemma is proven. 

0 . 1 0 . We continue to prove Theorem 0.5 and shall now use Lemma 0.9. Let us 

consider some part icular sextics with double points at Z = {pi , --- ,P6}- Let C, 

be the unique conic through Z — {pi}. We can take a sextic curve which is the 

union of two lines < Pi,Pj >, < PkiPa > and two conies Ck,C3. By means of 

(0.17) this sextic corresponds to some quadric Qij^s- Moreover, since the quintic 

< PkiPs > U Cjt U Cs belongs to the linear system of quintics singular at points 

of Z, the quadric Qij,ks lies in the image of the map 6 from (0.14). Now let us 

take j = s. Then our sextic can be represented as the union of two cubic curves 

through Z namely 

< Pi,Pj > u Cj and < pk,Pj > U Cfc. 

Since such cubics correspond to hyperplanes in P ( L ) , we conclude that the quadric 

Qij,kj is in fact the union of two planes, say Hij and Hkj- Moreover, Hij cuts 

out the cubic surface S along 3 lines rriij (see n. 0.1). The plane Hjk cuts 

out the lines Ij^l^irikj on E. Since the (quadratic form denning the) quadric 

Qij:kj = Hij U Hkj is apolar to our chosen B £ 52L, we conclude that the 

equations of Hij and Hjk (belonging to L*) are B - orthogonal. 

0 . 1 1 . Let us now prove Proposition 0.7 and hence Theorem 0.5. The form B is a 

linear map L* —> L. For any linear subspace U C L we define its polar subspace 

(with respect to B) to be 

e (s2i®<x<2v). 

where U1- denotes the orthogonal subspace of U in L*. If B is non-degenerate 

then Uß is the orthogonal complement of U in L with respect to the inverse form 

B~l G 52L*. If B is degenerate and K C L* is its kernel then Uß is contained 

in K1- for any U. 
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We shall apply the previous notation for projective subspaces in P(L). In 

particular, if H C P{L) is a hyperplane whose equation does not lie in K — Ker B 

then is a point called the pole of H. 

Let us prove that B is non-degenerate. Let the double - six be {/l5...,/6}, 

{ / j , / g } . Assume first that B is of rank at least 3. Then at most one hyperplane 

Hij belongs to the kernel of B. Without loss of generali ty we may assume that 

all planes Hij are not in the kernel except maybe H^Q. Consider the plane H12 

spanned by lines /1 and V2 (which intersect). Its equation (in V*) is orthogonal 

with respect to B to equations of similar planes #215 i?235 i?3i (see n. 0.10). 

Hence (Hi2)g = H21 H if23 H #31 and this intersection is easily seen to be the 

point l[ n /2. In this way we show that each l[ D lj is the pole of some plane Hji, 

where ( i , j ) ^ ( 5 , 6 ) . Since these points obviously span P(L), the form B must 

be non-degenerate. Now assume that B is of rank at most 2. Since the planes 

#12, Hi3, H24, H25 are linearly independent, at least one of them is not in the 

kernel of B. Let it be H12. Similarly we find that #34 and H$Q are not in the 

kernel. Their three poles l[ fl /2, /3 H /4, /5 D /6 are not on a line. This contradicts 

the assumption that B is of rank at most 2. 

It remains to show that lj- = /(•. We have already seen that the point l[ fl l2 

is the pole of the plane H12 spanned by li and /2. Similarly, l[ fl /3 is the pole of 

#13 = Span ( / i , /3). Hence l[ = Span(/J fl /2, l[ fl /3) is the orthogonal complement 

of H\2 H #23 = h- Similarly we prove that l[ = if- for other i. 

Theorem 0.5 is completely proven. The reader should compare this rather 

cumbersome proof with a more straightforward one based on the theory of vector 

bundles (Theorem 2.17 below). 

0 .12 . De f in i t i on . T h e Q D Q quadric Q C P(L) defined by C(x,x) = 0 where C is 

the quadratic form given by Theorem 0.5, is called the Schur quadric (associated 

with the double - six {AZ,A'Z}). 

0 . 1 3 . E x a m p l e . Let us consider the following 4-dimensiona.l space L: 

L = (xu...,x5) € C5 : X ^ ' = 0wcwvw<wvw 

and define the cubic surface S C P(L) by the equation XL — ® ( ^ i e Cleb-

sch diagonal surface). The symmetric group S5 acts on C5 by permutations of 
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coordinates and preserves L and S . The line 

<<x 
x G P(L) : x1 + 

1 + 
2>X 

> 
-x2 + x3 = x2 4 

1 + VE 
<x2 

—x3 + x4 = 0 

lies on S and so do all the lines obtained from / by the action of 55. It is known 

[Bu] that the 5s - orbit of / consists of 12 lines which form a double - six. Their 

equations can be found in [B], p. 168. The two sextuples of lines constituting this 

double - six are orbits of the alternating group A5 C 55. So one sextuple is the 

A5 - orbit of I and the other is the A5 - orbit of the line 

e (s2rf x : xi + x2 + 
1-VE 

2 
X4 = 

1-VE 

2 
xi + x3 + x4 = 0 

So /' is line of the second sextuple corresponding to / (because / fl /' = 0) . The 

lines Z and /' are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form C(a<xr5 y ) = ]T^=1 XiVi 

on L. By symmetry, all the other corresponding pairs of lines of our double - six 

are also orthogonal with respect to C. Thus the Schur quadric Q associated to 

this double - six is given by the equation Yl^=i XL =< 0-

§1. A n overv iew of Hulek's theory. 

1 . 1 . Let E be a stable rank 2 vector bundle on P2 = P(V) with CL(E) = 

— 1, c2(E) — n. According to Le Potier [L] and Hulek [Hulc<], the bundle E can 

be realized as the middle cohomology of a monad 

H ® Op(V)(-1) >xw>XxxC M ® ftp(l0(l) H' ® OP{V). (1.1) 

where 

H = H1 (E(-2))^ CN-\ M = H1 XX£(—!))= C", H' = H\E)^CN~L 

(1.2) 

and the maps a and /3 are defined as follows. Let fix(l) be identified with ©(—2) 

where G is the tangent bundle of P(V). Let t : V ® C9P(l<x/)(-l<x) -><1-VE1-VE be the 

Euler homomorphism twisted by C9( — 1) (see [OSS]). It allows one to identify 

Hom(# ® 0P(V)(<c<c-i), M ® fi^l)<c) qf ̂  qf wcHomc(Är ® V*, M). (1.3) 
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The map a is induced by the cup - product 

a : H1 (E(-2))®V* = H1 (E(-<c<2))®H<d°<c{0<<(V](1))-^ H1 (E(-l)). (1.4) 

Similarly, we have a map t* : <c —• <cV* ® Op(v) which allows us to identify 

Hom(M®fi1(l),i7'<cc<8)Op(y)) £ Homo(Af® F*,i<c<c<J')- (1-5) 

After this identification the map /J is induced by the cup - product 

b : H1 (E(-1))®XXV = H'iE<c<i-l^H^xbxOp^<l)<c<)<x<c^ <c<Hwx><c<c\E). (1.6) 

The cup - product pairing 

B : M ® M = H1 (E(-l))®H<L (E{-1))—>SFGSGH2((/\ E)(-2) 

= H\Op{v){-2)) = C (1.7) 

is a symmetric non - degenerate bilinear form on M. We regard it as an isomor

phism 

B : M -> M*. (1.8) 

The spaces i f and ' are dual to each other by means of the Serre dual i ty and 

the isomorphism 
2 

E = E* ® f\E ^ E*(-l). 

With respect to the constructed pairings the monad (1.1) is self - dual in the 

sense that /3 = a*( — l). Equivalently, if A £ V* and a(X) : H —> M is the linear 

map defined by the pairing a and similarly 6(A) : M —> £T is the map defined by 

6 then 

6(A) = o ( A ) ' o B . 

This shows that the monad (1.1) is completely determined by the pairing (1.4) and 

the symmetric bilinear form B. The pairing must satisfy the following properties 

(cf. [Hul]): 

(oil) The map a(X) is injective for generic A £ V*. 

(a2) For any h € H the map au(h) : Vr* —• M defined by the pairing a is of rank 

> 2. 

( a 3 ) For any A, A' £ V* we have 6(A') o a{ A) = 6(A) o a(A') where 6(A) = a(A)* o B 

and similarly for 6(A'). 

Note that by a theorem of Grauert-Miilich, the last two properties imply the 

first one. 
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1.2. T h e o r e m . Let V,H,M be linear spaces of respective dimensions 3, n — 1 

and n and n > 2. Let us fix a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form B on M. 

By assigning to each a G Hom(i? ® F*, M ) satisfying (al) - (a3) the map 

a = (Id ® *)o(a ® Id) : ® 0 P ( y ) ( - l ) • M ® ft^l), 

we get a bijective correspondence between equivalence classes of self - dual monads 

(1.1) modulo action of the group 0(M,B) X GL(H) and isomorphism classes of 

stable rank 2 vector bundles E on P(V) with C\(E) = — 1 and c2(E) = n. 

1 . 3 . Let / be a line in P2 and E be a stable bundle as in Theorem 1.2. Let 

A G V* be a linear form defining /. We have a canonical exact sequence 

0 — • E(-l) E —• E\i — • 0, 

which together with the fact H°(E) = 0 which follows from the stabil i ty of E, 

gives an isomorphism 

H°(E\i)= KeT{H\E(-l)) -> H1(E)}= Ker{a(A) : M ^ H). (1.9) 

Since E\i = 0(p) ® O(q) with p + q = - 1 , we obtain that 

E\i^O@0(-l) <=> ranka(A) = n - 1. 

A line / is called a jumping line if 7̂  O 0 C?( — 1). It follows from the Grauert 

- Mulich theorem [OSS] that the set of jumping lines is a proper Zariski closed 

subset of the dual plane P(V*). This set is known to be 0 -dimensional for a 

generic E. 

1.4 . In [Hul] the notion of a jumping line of the second kind (shortly JLSK) 

was introduced. Let № be the first infinitesimal neighborhood of / in P(V). We 

use the exact sequence 

0 -> Op(v)(-2) ^ 0P(V) - 0/(1) - 0 (1.10) 

to obtain 

H°(E\,W) = Kev{s(X) : Hl{E{-2)) -> Hl(E)}. (1.11) 
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Here the map s(X) corresponds to the canonical pairing 

S2(V*) ® H1 (E(-<x<2)) — • H1(E)) 

evaluated at A2. In the notation of the previous subsections, s(X) is the compo

sition 

a(\)*oxsgdgBoa(\): H -> M -> M* ^ H*. 

We say that / is a JLSK if s(X) is not bijective. Since the source and target 

of s(X) have the same dimension, / is a JLSK if and only if H°1-VE1-VE1-VE1-VE 0. 

Let us introduce a rational quadratic map 

7 : p(V*) -> P ( S 2 i T ) , A H-> s(X) 

By property ( a l ) , for a generic line / £ P ( V * ) the value 7(A) is well defined and 

is an non-degenerate quadric in P(H). We denote by C(E) the set of all JLSK 

of E. Thus outside a finite set of points in P{V*) the set C(E) is equal to the 

preimage, under 7, of the locus of degenerate quadrics in P(H). So we get that 

C(E)' is a closed subscheme in P ( V * ) defined by the equation det7(7) = 0. We 

shall consider C(E) as a closed subscheme of P ( V * ) defined by this equation. So 

C(E) is a (possibly reducible) curve of degree 2n —2 containing the set of jumping 

lines of E in the usual sense. 

1 .5 . One can give another interpretation of the curve C(E). Consider the rational 

map 

a : P(V*) P ( M * ) , A h-> I m ^ A ) ) ^ C M*. 

It is defined on the complement of the set of jumping lines of E. A non-jumping 

line / is a JLSK of and only if the hyperplane <j(/) C P(M) is tangent to the 

quadric defined by J5(m, m) = 0. Let us denote by Q the dual quadric in P ( M * ) 

(which parametrizes the hyperplane tangent to { P ( m , m ) = 0}; so it is given by 

the inverse quadrat ic form C = B~l). Then 

/ is a JLSK if and only if a(l) £ Q. 
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§2. General ized Schur quadrics and cubic surfaces. 

2 . 1 . Let E be a stable rank 2 vector bundle on P2 = P(V) with cx = — 1 , c2 = n. 

As we mentioned in the previous section, its monad (1.1) defines (and is uniquely 

denned by ) the following linear algebra data: a linear map (tensor) 

a : H® V* -> M (2.1) 

and a quadrat ic form (the cup - product) 

B : M ® M -> C. (2.2) 

Our aim in this section is the study of the geometry of some algebraic varieties 

natural ly associated to a and B (and hence to E). 

2.2. We denote by Q C P ( M * ) the quadric defined by the equation C(ra , m ) = 0 

where C is the quadratic form on M* inverse to P , see n.1.5. We shall call Q 

the Schur quadric of E. We shall see later in this section how the classical Schur 

quadric of a double - six is a particular case of this construction. 

2.3. By taking various part ial transposes of the tensor a, we construct the fol

lowing linear operators: 

aM : M* -> H* ® V = Hom(#, V ) ; (2.3) 

av : V* -> J T ® M = Hom(tf, M ) ; (2.4) 

aH : H -> M ® V = Hom(M*, V ) . (2.5) 

These operators define determinantal varieties in P ( M * ) , P ( V * ) , P(H) consisting 

of points whose images (under the corresponding a) are operators not of maximal 

rank. Before going into details, let us recall some well known facts about varieties 

of matrices of given rank. 

Let L i , L 2 be vector spaces of respective dimensions n i , n2 - We denote by 

Hom(Li , £ 2 ) r C Hom(L1, L2) the variety of linear maps of rank < r. We assume 

that r < min(72i ,n2). Then the following is true [ACGH],[R]. 
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2.4. Propos i t ion . 

a) The codimension of H o m ( i 1 , L2)r in Hom(JL1, L2) is equal to (nx — r)(n2 — r). 

b) Hom(Ll7 L2)r is irreducible and Cohen - Macaulay; 

c) The degree of (the projectivization of) Hom(Ll7 L2)r is equal to 

ni — r—1 

2 = 0 

(n2 + i)l il 
(r + i)l (n2 — r — i)l 

d) Let <F> G Hom(Zq, L2)r be a linear map of rank k < r. Then the multiplicity 

of H o m ( L \ , L 2 ) r at <J> is given by 

mul t0 (Hom(Li ,L2) r ) = 
n\ — r — 1 

2 = 0 

(n2 — k — i)l il 

(r — k — l)l(n2 — r — i)l 

2.5 . Let us return to the situation of n. 2.3. We define the variety S C P(M*) 

as follows 

S = {fi £ P ( M * ) : rank aM( / i ) < 2} . (2.6) 

This is an analog of a cubic surface in P3, cf. Proposition 0.3. 

Note that dim M = n, dim H = n — 1, dim V — 3. Therefore, by Propo

sition 2.4, the variety Hom(JT, V)2 has codimension n — 3 in Hom(iJ , V ) and so 

dim E > 2. Generically, one would expect that dim E = 2. 

We shall call the tensor a (and the bundle E) E - generic if for any /i (E E 

the rank of aM(n) is exactly 2. We shall see in section 3 that if n is a square then 

E - generic bundles exist. Since being E - generic is an open condition, this will 

imply that such bundles form an open dense subset in the moduli space. We shall 

also see that for (some other) open dense subset in the moduli space the variety 

E is indeed a surface. However, there are important part icular cases when E is 

reducible and contains components of higher dimension, see n. 3.5 below. 

2.6 . Consider now the part ial transpose fiy of the tensor a given in (2 .4) . We 

define the determinantal variety Z C P(V*) by 

Z = {A G P(V*) : rank av(X) < n - 2 ) . (2.7) 

It will be important for us to consider Z as a scheme with the scheme structure 

given natura l ly by (2.7) . This means that we choose bases in H and M and 
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regard ay as a (77. — 1) x n -matrix whose entries are linear forms in A. The n 

maximal minors of this matr ix are taken to be the equations of the subscheme Z. 

Since Hom(iJ , Mfqq)n_2 has codimension 2 in Hom(iJ , M ) , generically one ex

pects Z to be O-dimensional and reduced. If this is indeed the case, we shall 

call the tensor a (and the bundle E) Z - generic. It follows from [Hul] that 

Z -generic bundles exist for any values of n. Namely, the so-called Hulsbergen 

bundles will be Z -generic (see also §4 for discussion of these bundles). Thus Z 

-generic bundles form an open dense subset in the moduli space. 

If a is Z-generic then, by Proposition 2.4. c) , the degree of the 0- dimensional 

scheme Z equals deg Hom(if, M)n_2 <qfff= ( " ) . Moreover, the multiplicity of any 

point A G Z in Z is at least ( n ~ £ ^ ) where r(A) = rank ay(X) 

The meaning of Z is as follows. 

2.7 . L e m m a . The support of the scheme Z is precisely the set of jumping lines 

ofE. 

Proof: This immediately follows from considerations of n.1.3. 

2.8. Let Jz C Op(\r*) be the sheaf of ideals of the subscheme Z. By construction 

of Z (see n. 2.6), maximal minors of the (n-l)Dxn D- matr ix aQDy are global sections 

of Jz(n — ! ) • In invariant terms, we consider the linear map 

CLy'.H® M*sdDQ —> V (2.9) 

and, by taking its (n — 1) -st symmetric power, we get a linear map 

n-l 
H 

n-l 
M* Sn-\H®M*) —•DQD S"-1!1-VE/ = H°(P(V*),0(n - 1)) (2.10) 

whose image is contained in H° ( P ( V * ) , Jz{n — 1 ) ) . It will be convenient for us 

to rewrite (2.10) as 

A : M 
/71 — 1 

H 

71 

M* —» H1-VE°(P(V),Jz(n-l)). (2.11) 

The 1-dimensional vector space /\n 1 H®/\n M* can be chased away by choosing 

bases in H and M. 
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2.9. Propos i t ion . If dim Z — 0 then the operator A in (2.11) is an isomorphism. 

In other words, the linear system of curves of degree n — 1 through Z is generated 

by maximal minors of ay. 

Proof: We associate to a y , in a standard way, a morphism a of sheaves on P(V*) 

and denote its cokernel by T\ 

0 -> H ® e > p ( l / . ) ( - l ) M ® OP(V+} -> T -> 0 ( 2 . 1 2 ) 

( the fact that a is infective, follows from dim Z = 0 ) . We claim the following: 

2 . 1 0 . Lemma. T is isomorphic to 3z{n — 1 ) - Under this isomorphism the 

natural map M —• H° (Jz(n — 1 ) ) corresponds, up to a scalar multiple, to the 

map A from (2.11). 

Clearly, Lemma 2 . 1 0 implies our proposition in virtue of the exact cohomo-

logical sequence of ( 2 . 1 2 ) . 

Proof of the lemma: The assertion follows from the well-known resolution of 

Eagon-Northcott of the ideal of a determinant variety defined by maximal minors 

(see [No] , Appendix C . l ) . However we prefer to give an elementary proof here. 

We choose a bases hi,/in_i € H and m1, ...,mn £ M. This makes it possible 

to speak about the determinant d e t [ z ; l 7 v n ] of a system of n vectors in M (this 

is just \bjj\ where V{ = Yl^ijmj)' ^ e define a morphism of sheaves ifr : T —• 

Jz{n — 1 ) i.e. a morphism ^ : M ® ^ p ( y * ) —+ Jz(n — 1 ) vanishing on Im(a ) , 

as follows. Let m = m ( A ) be a local section of M ® Op^y*) ie- an M - valued 

function in A homogeneous of degree 0 . We put \P(m) to be the homogeneous (of 

degree n — 1) function 

A h-+ d e t [ m ( A ) , a y ( A ) ( / i i ) , . . . , a y ( A ) ( / i n _ i ) ] . 

This defines -0. It is clear that if) is injective. The fact that ip is surjective follows 

by comparing Chern classes of T and Jz(n— 1 ) . The rest of the lemma is obvious. 

2 . 1 1 . We continue to assume that dim Z = 0 . Let S be the blow up of P ( V * ) 

along Z and ns : S —• P(Vr*) be the canonical projection. In virtue of Proposition 

2 . 9 the linear system of curves of degree n — 1 through Z defines a regular map 

p: S - * P ( M * ) . A generic point 3 = T T ' ^ A ) G 5 , A e P ( V * ) goes under p into 
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the hyperplane in P ( M ) consisting of m such that A(m) G H° ( P ( V * ) , Jz(n — 1)) 

vanishes at A as well. Here A is as in (2.11). The interpretation of A in Lemma 

2.10 shows that p(S) is contained in the determinantal variety E C P ( M * ) as 

an irreducible component. We shall denote variety p(S) ( typical ly a surface) by 

E' C E. 

2 . 1 2 . Suppose that our bundle E is E - generic. Then we have a regular map 

TTe : E -> P(V*) 

which takes \i G E C P ( M * ) to the linear subspace Im(aM(/^)) C V ( this subspace 

has dimension 2 by the assumption of E -genericity). The map 7TE is the analog 

of the blow-down of a cubic surface onto a plane. 

If the bundle E is not E -generic, the map will be defined on the open 

part E0 C E consisting of fi such that « M ( ^ ) nas rank exact ly 2. 

For A G P(V*) the fiber T T ^ A ) is the projective space P (Ker av (A)* ) . The 

dimension of this fiber is equal to n — rank ay(\) — l. Hence TT^ is an isomorphism 

over the complement of Supp(Z) . On the other hand, if the rank of ay(\) is small 

the fiber ^ ^ ( A ) will have dimension > 2 and the variety E will be reducible. We 

shall see in §3 that such situations do occur for stable bundles. 

2.13. Proposition. Assume that E is Z - generic and no n — 1 points of Z lie 

on a line. Then: 

(a) The map p : S —+ E is an isomorphism (so, in particular, E' = E j ; 

(b) E is a projectively Cohen - Macaulay surface in P ( M * ) of degree (n—l)2 — ( " ) . 

Proof: Introducing the Hilbert function H(Z,t) = hQ(<c0P{y*)(t)) - h°(Jz(t)), 

and applying exact sequence (2.12), we have 

H(Z,n- 1) = ( l / 2 ) n ( n + 1) - n = (l/<c<2)n(n - 1) = 

H(Z,n-2) > x < < c H ( Z , n - 3 ) <c= (l/<c<2)(n- l ) ( n - 2 ) . 

This gives 

n - 1 = min{* : H(Z,t) = < c < H ( Z , t - 1)}. 

By [DG], this implies that the linear system of curves of degree n — 1 through Z 

maps S = B1Z(P2) isomorphically into P(H°(Jz(Xc<cn))*) = P ( M * ) . By [Gi] the 
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image of this map i.e., the variety E', is projectively Cohen - Macaulay. Recall 

that this means that the projective coordinate ring of E' is Cohen - Macaulay. In 

part icular , we get that E' is projectively normal i.e., for any k > 0 the restriction 

map 

H0(P(M*),O(k))—• H0(Z',O(k)) 

is surjective. Since the rational map P ( V * ) —> E is given by the linear system 

of curves of degree n — 1 through Z, we obtain the assertion about the degree 

of E'. Since E is Z - generic, the fiber of the map : E —• P ( V * ) over each 

point z G Z is isomorphic to P 1 . Since E' and E coincide outside the union of 

fV.R fiKprs TTZ1( Y\ Y a 7, t h i s i m r J i ^ Q f W Y' = Y. O P,D 

2.14. Let z e Z C P(V*). We denote the fiber 

7 r s 1 ( 2 ) = P ( K e r ( a v W ) c P ( A f * ) by A2 

The corresponding linear subspace Ker(av(z)*) C M* of which Az is the projec-

tivization, will be denoted by Az. 

Consider the space 

Hz = Ker av(z) C H. 

We also consider the linear subspace 

K = 
h6Hz 

Ker aH(h) C M* 

and denote its projectivization by C P ( M * ) . 

The collection of projective subspaces AZ,A'Z, z £ Z, forms the analog of a 

Schlâfli double - six on a cubic surface in P3 . 

In our case A'z lies on E but Az does not, in general, do so. Indeed, the 

typical situation (see Proposition 2 . 1 3 ) is that E is a surface, that for any z G Z 

we have rk[a(z)) = n — 2 and so dim Az — 1 , dim Az — n — 3 . So tor n > 5 

A!z cannot lie on S . The relation of A'z with the component E' = p(S) C E is as 

follows. 

2.15. Propos i t ion . Assume that E is Z - generic. Then A'z is a subspace of 

codimension 2 in P(M* ) which intersects the surface E' along a curve. The image 
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of this curve under the projection 7rs : L —» P(V ) is the unique curve 01 degree 

n — 2 which passes through the points z' E Z \ {z}. 

For the case n = 4 we get the standard description of the second sextuple 

of lines of the double - six on the cubic surface as the inverse image of quadrics 

containing some 5 of the 6 points of Z. For n > 5 instead of the property that 

A!z lies on E' we have that A'z fl E' is a curve (instead of a set of isolated points, 

as one would expect by dimension count). 

Proof: Since the rank of ay(z) equals n — 2, we have dim(Hz) = 1. Thus A'z is 

the kernel of the map ay(h) : M* —> V where h is any non-zero vector from Hz. 

Note that the rank of this map equals 2. In fact, otherwise Z would contain a 

line as an irreducible component. This shows that dim(Az) = 77 — 2. Now let 

us observe that A'z = P(A'Z) intersects each Az> for z' ^ z. Indeed, the sum oi 

linear subspaces A'z + Az> is contained in the hyperplane of zeroes of the linear 

form a(h, z') € M = ( M * ) * , where a is as in (2.1) . 

Let {H(X)}\epi be the pencil of hyperplanes in P ( M * ) which contain the 

subspace A!z. It cuts out a pencil V of curves on E with the base locus A'z fl E. 

For each z' ^ z one of the hyperplanes H(\) contains the line Az>. Thus each 

Az' contains one of the base points of the pencil V. Under the rational map 

P ( V * ) —• P ( M * ) (given by curves of degree n — 1 through Z) the preimage of 

the pencil {H(X)} is some pencil of curves of degree n — 1 passing through Z. 

Let C be its moving part and F be its fixed curve. Let d be the degree of F (zero 

if F = 0). Curves of the pencil C have degree n — 1 — d. Suppose that they pass 

through some m points say, z \ , z m of Z. Then, since Z{ remain basic for C after 

the blow - up, curves from C have the same tangent direction at each Zj ^ z. The 

curve F passes through the remaining (l/2)n(n — 1) — m points of Z. Consider 

a typical curve C £ C. Let C be its proper transform in S = B1#(P(V*)). Since 

C moves, its self - intersection index is non - negative so we get 

0 < C2 < (n - d - l )2 - 2(m - 1) - 1 = (n - d)(n - d - 1) - 2m - (n - d - 2) . 

If n — d — 2 > 0, we obtain that (n — d)(n — d — 1) — 2m > 0 thus there exists 

a plane curve of degree n — d — 2 passing through 2 1 , z m . Together with the 

curve P , it defines a curve of degree n — 2 passing through all the points of Z. 

But Lemma 2.10 and the exact sequence (2.12) show that this is impossible. So 
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we must have d = n — 2 and hence m = 1, so t' is a curve ot degree n — 2 which 

passes through all the points of Z except z. If there is another curve, say, F', 

with this property then we would have a pencil of curves of degree n — 2 through 

Z — {z}. This pencil must then contain a curve passing also through z. This, as 

we have just seen, is impossible. 

2 . 1 7 . Up until now we worked exclusively with the tensor a from (2.1) . Now we 

take into account the non-degenerate quadratic form B G S2M* from (2.2) . Let 

C = B~x be the inverse quadrat ic form on M*. The following result justifies the 

name "Schur quadric" for the quadric defined by C. 

2 . 1 7 . Theorem. Let z G Supp(Z) . Then Az is contained in the orthogonal 

complement (A^)^ of A'z with respect to C . II] moreover, rk a\r(z) = n — 2 then 

we have equality A'z = ( A z ) ^ . 

Proof: For any \ e V* let 

6(A) = a(Axxfsf)* o B : M —> H* 

where a(A) is the map induced by the a from (2.1) . Then 

B-\A'Z) = {me M : (6(A)(m), h) = 0, VA E V* ,h € Hz = Ker (av(z))}. 

For any m G = ay(z)(H) we write m = a(z)(h') for some h' G H and obtain 

(b(X)(av(z)(h')\ h) = (b(\)(av(z)(h), ti) = (0, h') = 0. 

Here we use the property ( a 3 ) from n.1.1. Thus we obtain 

If rank (a(z)) — n — 2 then dim Az = 2, dim Hz = 1 and dim = 77 — 2. Thus 

the dimensions of the spaces and B~1(A'Z) are the same so these spaces are 

equal. Theorem is proven. 

2 . 1 8 . R e m a r k . Let Z be any set of ( " ) points in P2 such that no curve of 

degree n — 2 contains Z and no lines pass through n — 1 points of Z. The linear 

system of curves of degree n — 1 through Z defines a rational map of P2 into Pn_1 
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whose image is a nonsingular surface A' classically known as a White surface [R] 

If n = 4, this is a cubic surface. The surface A is given by vanishing of maxima 

minors of a 3 X (n — 1) matr ix of linear forms. A modern proof of these result* 

can be found in [DG] and [Gi]. 

Every Whi te surface comes equipped with a set of (™) lines EZ, z G Z corre

sponding to exceptional curves of the blow - up B 1 ^ ( P 2 ) and a set of (2) curves 

CZ of degree (n — 2)(n — 4 ) / 2 + 1. The curve CZ is the image of the (unique) plan* 

curve of degree n — 2 passing through Z — {z}. Each curve CZ spans a subspace 

E'Z of codimension 2 in P n - 1 . We have EZ Pi E'Z = 0 but EZ fl E'Z, ^ 0 for z' ^ z 

This situation is analogous to a configuration of a double - six on a cubic surface 

Propositions 2.13 and 2.15 imply that for a E - generic stable bundle E the 

variety E is a Whi te surface. However, by counting constants it follows that nol 

every Whi te surface comes in this way, as soon as n > 5. Although one car 

reconstruct a linear map 

a: H ® V * ^ C n _ 1 ® C 3 — • M = Cn 

from a determinantal representation of A , there does not exist, in general, s 

quadrat ic form B on M such that a satisfies the property (cv3) from n.1.1. B j 

Theorem 1.2 the existence of such a B is necessary and sufficient in order thai 

A = E for some Z - generic bundle E. It seems likely that these conditions are 

equivalent to the existence of a "Schur quadric" for the "double - six" {EZ,E'Z} 

i.e., a quadric Q in P n _ 1 such that EZ and E'Z are orthogonal with respect to the 

(quadrat ic form defining) Q. 

2 .20 . The role of the Schur quadric Q (see n.2.2) in the description of jumping 

lines of the second kind is given by the following remark. 

2 . 2 1 . Propos i t ion . Let E 0 C S be the open set of \i such that the rank of ay(fi) 

equals 2 (so Eo = E if the bundle is E - generic). Let TT^ : So —• P(V*) be the 

projection defined in n. 2.12. Then the curve C(E) of jumping lines of second 

kind coincides with the closure of 7r^(Q D Eq). 

In particular, when the bundle E is E - generic, we have C(E) = TT^(Q D E) 

Proof: This is a reformulation of what has been done in n.1.5. 
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As an application of our formalism of Schur quadrics let us prove a statement 

about the singular tangent lines of the curves of JLSK which strengthens, under 

assumptions of genericity, a theorem of Hulek. More precisely, Hulek [Hul] has 

proven the following fact. 

2 .22 . Theorem. Let I 6 C(E) be a JLSK of E. Suppose that E\i = 0 ( - l -

k) © O(k) with k > 1. Then I is a singular point of the curve C(E) of multiplicity 

2k and for any line T in the tangent cone of C(E) at I the intersection index of 

C(E) and T at I is at least 2k + 2. 

Assume that E is Z - generic. Then every singular point / of C(E) is a double 

point ( a node or, possibly, a cusp of type y2 = xr). Theorem 2.22 gives that in 

this case there exist at least one line T through the point / with intersection index 

> 4. 

We claim that the case of the cusp does not occur for Z-generic E. Call an 

ordinary double point p of a plane curve C a biflexnode if each of the two branches 

has a flex at this point i.e. each of the two tangents has the intersection index 

> 4 with C at p . 

2 .23 . Theorem. Assume that the bundle E is Z - generic. Then every singular 

point of C(E) corresponding to a jumping line is a biflexnode. 

Proof: Let z G Z be a singular point of C(E) corresponding to a jumping line. 

Then z G Z. The branches of C(E) at z correspond to the points of intersection 

of the line Az and the Schur quadric Q. Note that Q cannot be tangent to Az 

since otherwise we would have Az fl A'z / 0 which contradicts Proposition 2.15. 

This proves that the point z is an ordinary node. 

Although Theorem 2.22 allows us to finish the proof, we prefer to give an 

independent proof based on the properties of the Schur quadric. 

Now let x be one of the two points of Q fl Az and let II be a hyperplane 

in P ( M * ) which is spanned by the point x and the codimension 2 subspace A'z. 

Let Q(z) denote the quadric in A'z cut out by Q. For any point y G Q(z) the 

line < x,y > is contained in Q. This implies that II is tangent to Q at x. Let 

C(E) = S fl Q be the proper inverse transform of the curve C(E) in S , under 

the blow-down 7T£ : S —• P(V*). Let r be the tangent line to C(E) at z at the 

branch corresponding to x and let f be its proper inverse transform on S . 
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Under the correspondence between hyperplanes in P ( M * ) and curves of de

gree 77 — 1 in P ( V * ) through Z, the hyperplane IT corresponds to the reducible 

curve t + CZ where Cz is the plane curve of degree 77 — 2 passing through Z — {z}. 

This implies that f C II and so 

Tx(f) = n n T,(E) = TX(Q) n TS(S) = 3 U C ( £ ) ) . 

This shows that f is tangent to C(£7) at the point x. Obviously this implies that 

t is a flex tangent at the branch of C(E) at z corresponding to x. Theorem is 

proven. 

§3. Logarithmic bundles . 

3 . 1 . Consider a projective plane P2 = P(V), dim V = 3. Let 7i = ( # i , . . . , i ?m) 

be an arrangement of m lines in P ( V ) in general position (i.e., no three of these 

lines have a common point) . Let E(H) = fip^(log'W) be the sheaf of 1-forms on 

P( V ) with logarithmic poles along Hi. Since W is a divisor with normal crossings, 

E(7i) is locally free i.e. we can and will regard it as a rank 2 vector bundle. It 

was proven in [DK] that this bundle is stable. 

We further suppose that the number of lines is even: 777 = 2d. In this case 

ClE(H) = 2d - 3. The normalized bundle Enorm(7i) = E(H)(-d+ 1) is a stable 

bundle with c\ = — l ,c2 = (d — l )2 . In this section we apply considerations of 

§§1,2 to bundles JSn0rm(W). 

3.2 . It was shown in [DK] that the bundle E(7i) has a resolution of the form 

0 -> / ® e > p m ( - i ) ^ w ® oP(v) E(H) 0 . (3.1) 0 - > / ® O P m ( - l ) 

In (3.1) the space W is defined as 

W = ( a i , . . . , « * / ) G C 2 D = E f l - = 0} (3.2) 

The space / is defined as follows. Let / , 6 V* be a linear equation of the line Hj. 

Then / is the space of relations among ( f\,/2^) i.e., 

I = («, , . . . .«•>,,) G C 2 < / : = O J (3.3) 
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The map r is induced by the canonical map 

t : I ® V -> W, (al,bc...,a2d)®v ( a i / i (u<c<c),a2df2d(v)) (3.4) 

called the fundamental tensor of 7i. 

3.3. By twisting the resolution (3.1) with 0(—d + 1) we get a resolution for 

^norm(W) = E{7i){—d+\). From this it is immediate to find the da t a denning the 

Hulek's monad for Enovui{H) (see §1). To formulate the answer neatly, let again 

fj G V* be the equation of Hj. For any m > 1 denote by d/dfj : SmV -» Sm~lV 

the derivation corresponding to fj regarded as a constant vector field on V*. We 

define the following map 

t(m) : SmV®I-+ S^Vwvvw® W, (3.5) 

p ® ( a i , . . . , a 2 d ) >-> I 
9p 

wv 9 / i 
wv 

dp 

wwv 
(3.6) 

where we regard Srn~1Vws®W as the space of collections ( ^ 1 ? q 2 d ) of polynomials 

qj G Srn~lV summing up to 0. 

Now the vector spaces in the monad for Enorm(T-L) have the form 

H = ^1(£?norm(W)(-2)) = Hl(Ewv{H){-dwvw-l))= Ker (i(<£_x)); (3.7) 

M = ÍT1 ( £ ? ( « ) ( - r f ) ) = Kewvwr (i(wvw<f_2)); (3.8) 

H' = H 1 ( E ( H ) ( - d w v + 1)) = Ker (<(d_3)), (3.9) 

as it follows immediately from the resolution (3.1). For example, the map ¿ (¿-1) : 

S^V ® I -> Sd~2V ® W in (3.7) appears as the map 

H2 (P(V), 0(-d -2)®Iwvsfwv)->H2 (P{V), 0{-d - 1 ) 0 W) 

in the long exact sequence of cohomology of the resolution (3.1) tensored with 

O ( - d - l ) . 

As regards maps in the monad (1.1), we shall only need the explicit form of 

the operator 

bM : sfM —>wvVwc®R (3.10) 

defined by the map b in (1.1). Namely, b^.j is induced by 

i¡> & Id/ : S('-2V ® I -» V wxvw& Sd~3V & I (3.11) 

where ^ : Sd~2V -sf> V®Sd~3V is the canonical GL(V) - equivariant embedding. 

The map a in (1.1) is dual to b by means of the form B. 

The following is the main result of this section. 
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3.4 . Theorem. Any bundle J5n0rm(W) is S -generic (see n. 2.5). 

Proof: In the notation of S2 we have to prove that 

aM(M*) n Hom(V",,ff-)1SFGSFFF {0}. (3.12) 

We have a commutative diagram 

M* <ff Hom(V*,#*) 

M sfqfq Kom(VWC*,H'O) 

where the left vertical arrow is induced by the form B and the right vertical arrow 

— by the isomorphism H* — H' (see n. 1.2). It is enough therefore to prove that 

bM(M) H Hom(Vr*, fT')i S= {SFS0}. (3.13) 

Let m = Y,Pi ® Xi be an element of M C Sd~2V ® J , so p2 G 5d~2 V, a;,- £ J . The 

element m is mapped by 6 ^ hito an element of Hom(V*, H')i if and only if there 

is v G V such that each pi equals for some qi G Sd-3 V and also ^ qi®Xi G 

Each G J is in fact a vector X{ = (xx\2d^) such that Y^jtzi fj — 0. 

Since m belongs to M = Ker( / (^_1)) , we have, by (3.5) and (3.6): 

i 

* -0") d(ue/,) 

C<F 
= 0, i = l,.FS..,2d. (3.14) 

By applying Leibnitz' rule for d/dfj and taking into account the fact that ^ g2® 

Xi £ H' = Ker(/(^_3)), we get the equalities 

/>(*) 

2 

1-VE1-VE i = S1, .,2c/. (3.15 

We claim that these equalities imply that t/, = 0 for all i. Indeed, let A : Sd 3V —• 

C be any linear functional. Consider the vector 

>J = 

FS 
\{qt)xt GG / • 

If we write y in terms of its components: y = ( t / 1 ) , y ^ 2 d ^ ) then (3.15) implies 

that 

fi(v)yU) = 0, j< = l,...,2rf. 
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Let J = {j : fj(v) = 0}. Since the lines {fj = 0} are in general position, \J\ < 2. 

For j ^ J we have therefore = 0. Since y G / , we have 

0 = 
2rf 

FQF 
1-VE1-VE 

<QD 

1-VE 

which means that we have a nontrivial linear relation among | J\ < 2 elements of 

{ / i , / 2 d } - This contradicts the general position of {/, = 0} so the vector 

y G I is zero. In other words, for any linear functional A : Sd~3V —+ C we have 

^2 \(qi)xi = 0 in I. This means that ]P ® ; = 0 in Sd~3V ® / and Theorem 

3.4 is proven. 

3 .5 . Let Z be the subscheme of jumping lines of Enorm(WFS7i). As was shown in 

[DK] (Proposition 7.4), the lines Hj belong to Z. Moreover, 

Korm(W)k- = 0Hi(l -d)@ 0Hi{d-2). (3.16) 

Denote, as usual, by /,• £ V* the equation of H{. The equali ty (3.16) means that 

the matr ix ay(fi) (see formula (2.4)) has rank n — d—1. By Proposition 2.4 d) this 

implies that the multiplicity of each Hi as a point of Z is at least (d— 1 ) ( J —2)/2 . 

The total degree of Z, however, equals to (™) where n = C2(Enorm(?{)) = (d— l ) 2 . 

Thus one expects that for d > 4 there will be many other jumping lines apart 

from Hi,H2d-

Let us also note that the fibers of the map 7T£ : S —> P(V*) introduced in 

n. 2.12 over points Hi £ P(Vr*) are projective spaces of dimension d — 2. This 

means that for d > 4 the determinantal variety S ("cubic surface") will be a lways 

reducible. 
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§4. Examples . 

4 .1 . In this section we shall i l lustrate geometric constructions of §2 on some 

part icular classes of bundles. The example with cubic surfaces and Schur quadrics 

(which motivated the present paper) will be considered in n.4.4. 

In each of the examples below we shall indicate the value of n = C2 (we 

assume C\ = —1) and describe the following geometric objects (all introduced in 

§ 2 ) : 

a) The subscheme Z C P(V*) of jumping lines. If dim Z = 0 then deg Z — (™). 

b) The de t e rminan t s variety E C P(M*) (the analog of the cubic surface). It 

comes with a natural map p : BlzP(V*) —• E whose image is a component 

of E. The map p is given by the linear system of curves of degree n — 1 in 

P(V*) through Z. 

c) The Schur quadric Q C P ( M * ) . 

d) The curve C(E) C P(V*) of JLSK. Its degree is 2n - 2. It can be described 

as 7rs(So fl Q) where 7T£ : So —• P(V*) is the projection of the generic part 

of E introduced in n. 2.12. 

e) The projective subspaces Az,A'z,z G Z (the analog of the double - s ix) . 

By M ( — 1, n) we shall denote the moduli space of stable rank 2 vector bundles 

on P2 with c\ = — 1, c<2 = n. It is an irreducible variety of dimension 4/7. — 4, see 

[Hul],[OSS]. 

4.2. The case n = 2. This case was considered in [Hul]. The features are as 

follows: 

a ) Z consists of just one point z0 € P(V*). This point corresponds to the 

1-dimensional kernel of 

av : V* -> Hom(iT,Af) = C2. 

b) The de t e rminan t s variety E C P{M*) = P1 coincides with P ( M * ) . The 

regular map p : B1^P(V*) —> E is the natural projection BL0P2 —> P 1 . 

c) The Schur quadric Q C P ( M * ) = P1 consists of two distinct points. 
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d) The curve C(E) is n(p-l(Q)) where TT : BlzP(V*) -+ P(V*) is the pro

jection. In other words, C(E) is the union of two distinct lines through ZQ. 

e) The "double - six" is as follows: AZo = P ( M * ) , A'ZQ = 0. 

4 .3 . The case n = 3. There may be several possibilities for Z which were 

also listed by Hulek [Hul]. We shall consider only the most generic case when 

Z consists of three distinct non-collinear points. In this case the features are as 

follows: 

b)The variety S C P(M*) again coincides with P ( M * ) = P2. The regular 

map BlzP(V*) —> P ( M * ) = £ resolves the standard Cremona transformation 

c : P(V) = P2 -> P2 = P(Af*) defined by quadrics through Z (three points). 

If we choose homogeneous coordinates Xj in P ( V * ) in which Z consists of points 

(1 ,0 , 0 ) , ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) , (0, 0 ,1) then c is given by the formula t0 = ^i#25 ¿1 = ^o^25¿2 = 

^o^i where t2 are appropriate coordinates in P ( M * ) . 

c) The Schur quadric Q G P(M*) is the conic *2 + 2̂ + t\ = 0. 

d) The curve C(E) is the inverse image of this conic under the Cremona 

transformation defined in b ) . In other words, the equation of C(E) is XQX2 + 

XQX<2 X-^XQ — 0. 

e) The subspaces Az are coordinate lines {tj = 0} in P ( M * ) , the subspaces 

A!z are the opposite points of the coordinate triangle i.e., points {ti = tj = 0}. 

4.4 . The case n = 4. The moduli space M(—1,4 ) has dimension 12. As shown 

in [DK], an open dense subset in M( — 1,4) is provided by normalized logarithmic 

bundles 

£norm(W) = J2j,(V)(log7<) ® C ? ( - 2 ) 

where W = (Hi,H$) is an arrangement of 6 lines in P(V) = P2 in general po

sition. We consider only such bundles E. Let pi G P ( V * ) be points corresponding 

to lines Hi C P(V). We first assume that pi do not lie on a conic (i .e. , Hi are 

not all tangent to a conic). In this case: 

a ) Z = {px,.. . ,p6}. 

b) The variety S C P(M*) = P3 is the cubic surface obtained by blowing 

up Z. 

c) The quadric Q is the classical Schur quadric associated with the double -

six {/,• = Apn l'i = A' } (see §0). This follows from Theorem 2.17. 
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d) The curve C(E) is the image under 7T£ : S —• P ( V * ) of the intersection  

S n Q. The intersection is non singular of degree 6 and genus 4; the projection  

will have nodes at pi since each the six lines /2 C S blown down to pi by 7T£ meets  

Q twice. 

e) The subspaces Api, Af form the standard double - six associated to the 

blow-down 7T£. 

If all pi do lie on a conic T C P ( V * ) , the situation changes. In this case E(H)  

is the Schwarzenberger bundle associated to T (see [Schl ,Sch2] , [DK]) and the  

features are as follows: 

a ) Z equals the conic T (so dim Z = 1). 

b) The variety S is the union of a smooth quadric surface Q and a plane  

II. The projection 7T£ : E —• P ( V * ) maps II bijectively to P(V*) and projects  

Q = P1 x P1 to one of its P1 - factors which is then being embedded into P( V*)  

as the conic I\ 

c) The "Schur quadric" is the surface Q from n. b ) . 

d) The curve C(E) coincides with T (taken three t imes) . 

e ) For any z £ Z — T the lines Az and A'z both coincide with the generator  

of Q = P1 x P1 mapped into z by 7T£, see n.b). 

4 .5 . Bring's c u r v e as C(E). Consider the situation of Example 0.13: the cubic  

surface S is given by equation x\ + ... + x% = 0 where Xi are linear functions on 

M* constrained by Xi = 0. The Schur quadric corresponding to double - six 

described in n. 0.13 is given by x\ = 0. The intersection C = S fi Q i.e. the 

curve given in P by equations 

^ 
Xi = 

^2 x32 = 0 

is known as Bring's curve [K] [Hu2]. The blow-down of the first six lines of the  

double - six described in n. 0.13 gives 6 points pi , . . . ,p6 in P2 forming an orbit  

of the alternating group A$ [Hu2]. These points will be the nodes of the sextic  

curve 7Tv;(C') C P2 i.e., of the projection of C to P2, which is also called Bring's  

curve. The equation of n^(C) can be found in [Hu2], p. 82. 

Thus Bring's curve can be represented as the curve of JLSK of a certain  

bundle on P2: the (normalized) logarithmic bundle of the configuration of lines 
1 1 X 
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4 .6 . Hulsbergen bundles . Let q1,.. . ,qn be n points in general position in 

P(V). There exists an n — 1 -dimensional family of stable rank 2 bundles E on 

P(V) with C\ = — 1, C2 = n such that { ( f t , q n } is the set of zeros of a section of 

E(l) (see [Hul]). They are called Hulsbergen bundles. For such E the subscheme 

Z of jumping lines of E is reduced and consists of ( " ) lines < qj >. We denote 

by fj l inear functions on corresponding to qi £ P(V). The linear system of 

curves of degree n — 1 through Z has a basis formed by the curves 

1-VE 
FSFS 

fi = o. 

This system maps the surface S = Blz(P(V*)) to the surface S C P ( M * ) = P71'1 

given, in natura l homogeneous coordinates (¿1, ...,£n), by equations 

n 
ti 

n 

'1=1 

dji 

ti 
= 0 , i = l , . . . , n - 3 

where ( a j i , a j n ) , j = — 3 is a basis of the space of linear relations 

among the vectors / , . In the coordinates ti the "Schur quadric" Q is given by 

the equation ] Citf = 0 so the curve of JLSK in P(V*) has the equation 

n 

¿=1 

CiFf =QDF 0. 

(cf. [Hul] n. 10.5). Note that p : S —* S blows down the proper transforms of 

the lines to singular points of X) which have the coordinates (1 ,0 , . . . , 0 ) , 

(0, . . . , 1 ) . These points belong to a ^ ( H o m (V1-*, 1-VEDSo Hulsbergen bundles 

are not S - generic in the sense of n. 2.5, although they are Z - generic. 
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1 Introduct ion 

To a vector bundle E —• X and an endomorphism <p : E —» E one associates 
a spectral cover 7r : X —• X , whose fibers 7r~1(x), a: £ X , are given by the 
eigenvalues of <px. If <p is, more generally, a K-valued endomorphism (a "Higgs 
bundle") cp : E —» E ® ÜT, where i f is a Hne bundle on X, we still get a cover 
7T : X —> X, but now X is contained in the total space \K\ of K, since the 
eigenvalues Uve in K. The eigenspaces of <p give a sheaf L o n X , which is a hne 
bundle if (p is regular [BNR,B]. (Even more generally, K can be allowed to be a 
vector bundle on X , as long as a symmetry condition (trivial in case K is a hne 
bundle) is imposed on (p: the case where K is the cotangent bundle of X arises 
in [S]. In this work we will consider only the case of a line bundle K.) One way 
to construct these objects is to let 7rK : \K\ —• X denote the natural projection, 
and let r be the tautological section of n^K. Then n^ip — r is a n^K-valued 
endomorphism of TÍRE. N O W L is the cokernel of n^p — r , considered as a sheaf 
on its support X := Supp(L) C \K\. 

This situation arises frequently in the study of completely integrable Hamil-
tonian systems on a manifold M which can be written as a Lax equation de
pending on parameters [AvM,B,G,H,K]; here X is the parameter space, often 
the affine line or P1, and the flow of the system is linearized on the Picard 
variety PicX (or the Jacobian, when X is a curve). The linearization map 
typically gives an isogeny from the Liouville tori of the completely integrable 
system to (an Abelian subvariety of) PicX, by sending a point of M where the 
Lax equation is regular to the eigen line bundle computed at tha t point. 

The vector bundle E —• X often has G-structure, where G is some reductive 
Lie group. In other words, E is associated to a principal G-bundle V —> X via 
a representation p : G —> GL(V) of G. The endomorphism cp then becomes a 
section of adV <8> K, where adV is the associated bundle of Lie algebras V X G g. 
In [AvM], Adler and van Moerbeke raised the question of the dependence of 
the resulting cover Xp on the representation p. If the situation comes from a 
completely integrable system as above, then the Liouville torus, which depends 
on the differential equation but not on the particular Lax equations or on the 
representation p, should occur, up to isogeny, as a subvariety of PicXp, for all 
p. One may therefore expect to find a natural, Prym-type subvariety of each 
PicXp, together with correspondences between pairs Xp, Xp> whose images 
in the Picard varieties should be isogenous to this generalized Prym. More 
generally, one may wish to describe all correspondences acting on each Xp (or 
between pairs) over the base X, and to find the isogeny decomposition of PicXp 
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into isotypic pieces under this action. One of these isotypic pieces should be 
common to all Xpy and this would be the generalized Prym. 

Several special cases of this situation, arising from orthogonal groups, are 
well known in Prym theory, e.g. Recillas' trigonal construction [R], my tetrag
onal construction [D1,D2], and Pantazis' bigonal construction [P], The case of 
the exceptional group G2 is discussed in [KP]. Other examples, related to the 
geometry of families of Del Pezzo surfaces, are given in [K]. In tha t work, Kanev 
gives a solution of Adler-van Moerbeke's question, under a few hypotheses: the 
base J is P1, the principal bundle V is trivial, the Lie algebra g is simple 
of type An, Dnj or En. Under these assumptions he constructs, for each Xp, 
a Prym-Tyurin variety Prym(Xp/X) C Jac(Xp) and a correspondence whose 
image is Prym(Xp/X). The Prym-Tyurin varieties for different representations 
are isogenous, and even isomorphic if both representations are minuscule. 

The purpose of this work is to analyze the decomposition of the Picard vari
eties of general spectral covers for a reductive group G. We will show (Theorem 
8.1) that there is a distinguished isotypic component of PicXp, corresponding 
to the reflection representation A of the Weyl group W. When G is one of 
the classical simple groups, this is the unique piece common to PicXp for all 
non-trivial representations p of G. For some exceptional groups the uniqueness 
fails, as we see in Sections 10,11. 

Our approach throughout is based on the observation that the geometry 
of the spectral covers reflects not so much the representations of G as those 
of its Weyl group W. Various questions about a spectral cover Xp simplify 
considerably when the emphasis is placed on the action of W rather than on 
the way Xp sits inside K. Here is what we do in more detail: 

The spectral covers Xp decompose into subcovers X\, indexed by W-orbits 
of weights A. There are infinitely many distinct covers Xp or X\, but they fall 
into only a finite number (2r, where r = rankss(G)) of birational classes, cf. 
lemma (3.3). In section 2 we construct an abstract VF-Galois cover X —* X 
which dominates all X\. In good cases, points of X over x £ X parametrize 
chambers in the dual of the unique Cartan subalgebra t(<p(x)) containing (p(x), 
so we call X —> X the cameral cover. With very few exceptions (listed in 
(4.3)), the spectral covers X\ are forced to be singular as soon as X contains 
a compact curve, while the cameral cover X and its quotients by the parabolic 
subgroups serve as natural desingularizations, as long as the endomorphism <p 
remains regular. For example, this happens for g = so(2n) and any non-trivial 
representation. (For the standard, 2n-dimensional representation of so(2n), 
Hitchin notes these accidental singularities in [H], and attributes them to the 
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vanishing of the Pfaffian.) In particular, it is unrealistic to hope that the eigen-
sheaf L will "generically" be a line bundle on Xp or X\\ In typical situations we 
get torsion free sheaves on X\, which come from line bundles on the cameral X. 
(The original situation, where G = GL(n) and p is the standard representation, 
is thus quite atypical!) 

The ring of natural correspondences on X\ is described in §6 in terms of 
the Weyl group W and the parabolic subgroup Wp determined by A. The 
question of decomposing the spectral Picards is translated to decomposition of 
the permutation representation Z[W/WP] as W-module. Some general results, 
based on Springer's representation and the work of [BM], are reviewed in Section 
9. These results clarify the general form of the decomposition, but do not seem 
to imply the uniqueness of the common component. We thus work out the 
uniqueness for classical groups, and the non-uniqueness for some exceptional 
groups, by direct computations, in Sections 8, 10 and 11. 

In this group-theoretic context, actually writing down the decomposition 
in any given case is very easy. In §12, we write down some formulas for the 
projection of a spectral Picard onto any generalized Prym. In the case of the 
projection to the distinguished Prym we recover Kanev's formulas (with minor 
modifications, which we explain). Kanev's construction, which is very geomet
ric, is motivated by the interpretation of certain Weyl groups as symmetries of 
fine configurations on rational surfaces. Our point is that similar formulas work 
much more generally, and require only elementary group theory. J.Y. Merindol 
informed me, during the Orsay conference, that he has also obtained projection 
formulas (onto the distinguished Prym) for arbitrary reductive groups, remov
ing Kanev's restriction to "simply laced" groups, of types AN,DN,EN. 

For our purpose in this paper, we can take G to be any complex reduc
tive group, but the resulting spectral and cameral covers depend only on the 
semisimple part Gss of G, as does the distinguished Prym. There is however 
a more natural subvariety of PicX, consisting up to isogeny of Prym(X) to
gether with a number (equal to the dimension of the center of G) of copies of 
PicX. This corresponds to the reflection representation of W on the weights 
of (J, which decomposes up to isogeny into the weights of Gss and a trivial rep
resentation. In a sequel to this work [D3] we will describe this enlarged Prym 
in terms of W-equivariant bundles on A", and interpret it as a moduli space of 
generalized Higgs bundles on X with given spectral invariants. Combined with 
work of Markman on the existence of Poisson structures [M], this leads to an 
algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system, generalizing those of 
Hitchin, Jacobi-Mumford-Beauville [B], and so on. The construction extends 
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to Higgs bundles with values in a vector bundle if, as in [S], where K is the 
cotangent bundle of X. 

My interest in these questions arose from conversations with M. Adler and 
P. van Moerbeke, P. Griffiths, and V. Kanev, about their works [AvM,G,K], 
followed by discussions with L. Katzarkov and T. Pantev about the G2 case, 
which they analyzed in [KP], and with E. Markman about the general version of 
Hitchin's system. Conversations with C. Curtis and N. Spaltenstein provided 
valuable information about Weyl group representations. I also enjoyed and 
benefitted from discussions with A. Beauville, A. Kouvidakis, R. Lazarsfeld 
and E. Previato. 

2 Cameral covers. 

Given a principal Higgs bundle (V , v? ) on X , we are going to construct a W-
Galois cover X —» X , which we call the cameral cover of (V, y>). It is indepen
dent of the choice of a representation. For each representation p : G —> GL(V), 
the spectral cover Xp will break into pieces indexed by W-orbits of weights of 
p. Each of these pieces will be the image, under an appropriate morphism, 
of the cameral cover X , in fact of a certain parabolic quotient X/Wp. If the 
Higgs bundle is regular, we also have for each weight À a Une bundle L\ on X. 
It descends to a line bundle on the quotient X/Wp, but only to torsion-free 
sheaves on X\,XP, "usually" of rank 1 on X\. 

We start with some elementary observations on components of the spectral 
covers Xp. First, if p is reducible: 

(V,p) = ®(VhPi), 

then the spectral cover Xp —> X is just the union of the covers XPi —• X. 
We may thus restrict attention to irreducible p. Next, consider the weight 
decomposition of V with respect to a maximal torus T C G: 

(2.1) uuuyyu(iiiV,p) = ®(VhPi),(V,p) = ®(VhPi)(V,p) =^^, 

where AG is the lattice of weights of G, D C AG is the set of weights of p, 
and C is the closed Weyl chamber (determined by a Borel B D T). There is a 
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corresponding decomposition of the spectral cover: 

(2.2) \£DnC 

\£DnC 
mxXx. 

Here m\ = dimV\ are the multiplicities, and the X\ are constructed as follows: 

Recall tha t Chevalley's theorem [Hul] says that the restriction map 

Cfg C[t] V 

from ad-invariant polynomial functions on the Lie algebra g to ^ - invar ian t 
polynomial functions on the Cartan subalgebra t, is an isomorphism. This 
implies tha t for any weight A, there is a unique ad-invariant polynomial function 

Px : g -> СsgИ 
(the values are polynomials in one variable whose restriction to the Cartan 
t is the W-invariant function 

\£DnC 
(х-ц): t -> C[xsgsd]. 

The ad-invariance implies that P\ makes sense on the bundle of algebras ad(V). 
The quantity P\(<f>) then gives a morphism between the total spaces of the line 
bundles: 

Px(cp) : \K\ - , \KNl 

where TV = # ( W A ) . 

Definit ion 2 .3 . The spectral cover X\ determined by the Higgs bundle 
(V,y>) and the weight A is the inverse image by P\((f) of the 0-section. 

By construction, X\ is a subscheme of finite of degree N over X. The 
decomposition (2.2) now follows from (2.1) and the definitions of Xp, X\; in 
fact, 

xeDnc 
(РлМsГл = char(p^)). 

From now on, instead of the (usually reducible) cover Xp, we consider the 
collection of spectral covers X\. We note that an irreducible p determines an 
"extremal" X\, corresponding to the W-orbit of extremal weights for p. It 
occurs with multiplicity 1 in Xp. Equality Xp = X\ holds if and only if the 
representation p is minuscule. In general, Weyl's character formula gives an 
explicit way of reconstructing Xp from this extremal piece X\. 
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Although in general there are infinitely many non-isomorphic covers X\, 
they fall into only a finite number of birational equivalence classes. Next we 
construct an object X which dominates all of them. 

Using Chevalley's theorem again, we have an injective ring homomorphism 

C[t]w « C[g]G - C[g]. 

Taking Spec, we find a surjective, G-invariant morphism of affine varieties 

(2.4) g -» t/W. 

We can then form the fiber product 

(2.5) g = g xt/w t. 

The projection n : g —» g is a finite morphism which is T^-Galois; we call it 
the cameral cover of the Lie algebra g. A regular semisimple element g £ g is 
contained in a unique Cartan subalgebra t. The fiber 7r_1(p) can be identified 
with the set of Borels containing t, or equivalently with the set of chambers in 
t*. 

Given a Higgs bundle (V,<£>) on X , we relativize the previous construction 
to define X: Since (2.4) is G-invariant and C*-equivariant, it extends to a 
momhism 

|ad(V)® Ji| -> \(t®K)\/W 

so we can form the fiber product with t ® K as in (2.5), then pull back to X 
via tp: 

Definit ion (2 .6) . The cameral cover determined by the principal Higgs 
bundle (V, (p) is given by 7r : X —> X, where 

X = ¥>*(|ad(V) ® K\ *\t®K\/w |t ® K\) 

and 7T is the projection on the first factor. 

We can describe the fiber 7r-1(x) over x £ X in several ways, e.g. as the set 
of prints (in t ® Kx) which are conjugate (via elements of V^) to the semisimple 
part of (p(x) £ ad(Vx) ® Kx. If <p(x) is regular semisimple, hence contained in 
a unique Cartan tx C ad(Vx) ® Kx, the fiber can be more simply described as 
the set of Borels through tx, or chambers in t*. When g = gl(n) on sl(n), a 
point of the fiber is given by an ordering of the eigenvalues of (p(x). 
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For each A, consider the morphism 

3\ : g = g *t/w t - ^ g x C 

sending 3\ : g = g *t/w t-^gxC 

Clearly PA 0 jx = 0, so j \ factors through a morphism 

i\ g gA = {P\ = 0} C g x C. 

Since the covers X, X\ are (locally) obtained as pullbacks via <p of g, respec
tively, this globalizes to a morphism 

(2.7) i\ : X -> XA. 

Finally, for each A, the line bundle L\ on X is induced from the correspond
ing Borel-Weil-Bott line bundle on the flag variety G/B. These bundles are the 
main object of study in [D3], and will not be further discussed here. 

3 Parabolic subgroups. 

Fix a Cartan subalgebra t C g and a Borel subalgebra b D t, with correspond
ing maximal torus T and Borel subgroup B in G. Let R C t* be the root 
system, i?+ the positive roots with respect to b, S = {c*i,• •-,«»•} the simple 
roots, and C the closed Weyl chamber. We recall (e.g. [Hu2], §30) tha t there 
is a natural bijection between the following sets, 

(3.1) 

(1) Parabolic subalgebras p D b 

(2) Parabolic subgroups P D B. 

(3) Subsets SP C S 

(4) Subgroups Wp C W generated by reflections in simple roots. 

(5) Faces CP of C. 
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This goes as follows: to the subset Sp associate the reductive (Levi) subal-
gebra \p spanned by the root spaces ga with a in 

RP := R fi span(Sp), 

and then 
p := l p b = l p U p C g 

where Up is spanned by ga with a in i?+ — Rp. We can also get the parabolic 
group directly as 

P := BWpB 

where Wp is the subgroup of W generated by the reflections aa in simple roots 
a e Sp. Conversely, P determines Wp as its Weyl group, i.e. it determines the 
normalizer 

NP:=Np(T) = PnNG(T), 

hence also its image WP := NP/T in W = NG(T)/T. Now WP determines 

Sp := {a <E S\aa e WP}. 

Finally, we define the face 

CP := (Span(Sp))1- = {fixed points of WP in C). 

The subgroup Wp is recovered as the stabilizer of (all, or any one of) the points 
in the interior Cp of Cp. 

Thus g , G correspond to the subset 5 and the group W, and the face CQ 
is the vertex; b , B correspond to 0, (1), C; minimal parabolics correspond to 
singletons 5pt. = {a , } , subgroups Wp{ = (crai), and to walls of C; maximal 
parabolics to S \ and to edges of C (if g is semisimple; otherwise, Cp 
modulo the center is an edge). 

Returning to the cameral cover, we define the intermediate cover Xp —> X 
corresponding to a parabolic P D B (or subset Sp C S) as the quotient 

(3.2) Xp = X/Wp. 

Thus XQ = X and XB = X. We see immediately: 

L e m m a (3 .3) . The map i\ : X —> X\ of (2.7) factors through Xp if (and 
generically, only if) A is in the face Cp. 

(One interpretation of the generic statement is that over the whole g , g p —> 
gx is a birational morphism whenever A is in the interior of face Cp.) 
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4 Accidental singularities. 

Fix a parabolic P and a weight A in the interior Cp of the corresponding face. 
What is the expected behavior of the birational morphism i\ : Xp —•> X\ of 
(3.3)? Consider the simplest case: g = sl(n), with its standard representation p, 
so A is the fundamental weight uj\, and p the corresponding maximal parabolic. 
In this case both Xp and X\ parameterize the eigenvalues of p((p(x)), for x € X, 
so i\ is an isomorphism. (These are the standard spectral covers considered, 
e.g. in [BNR].) 

We would like to point out that this situation is quite atypical. In fact, for 
any g and almost any A, the birational map 

il : gp —> gl 

will fail to be an isomorphism over a non-empty divisor in g, consisting of 
elements g G g at which distinct weights A, wX accidentally take the same value. 
Most points of this divisor will actually be regular semisimple. As a result, we 
expect i\ : Xp —> X\ to fail to be an isomorphism as soon as X (contains, or) 
is a complete curve, and no regularity requirement on <p(x), x G X will improve 
this situation. 

Let t G t be regular, i.e. a(t) ^ 0 for each root a G R. Then i\ has an 
accidental singularity at t iff (A — wX)t = 0 for some w G W \ Wp. Hence: 

i\ has no accidental singularities at regular semisimple points 

\/w eW \ Wp, A — w\ vanishes only at singular points <F> 

VIC G W, A — wX is a multiple of some root. (4.1) 

This is therefore a necessary condition for i\ = gp —> g\ to be an isomorphism. 

L e m m a (4 .2 ) . Condition (4-1) implies that p is maximal parabolic, so X 
equals a multiple of a fundamental weight, modulo the center. 

To see this, we may as well divide by the center and assume that g is 
semisimple. Let be the simple roots, the fundamental weights, and 
Oi G W the reflection perpendicular to OL{. Write A = ]Cmi^i> m% ^ 0- Then 
A — G{X = m,-at-, so vrtiOLi — vfijOLj should be a root multiple for every i,j. By 
the definition of a simple set of roots, and —rrij must have the same sign. 
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We conclude tha t at most one mt- is ^ 0, i.e. A is a multiple of U{ as claimed. 
Q.E.D. 

For each Dynkin diagram there are therefore, up to homo the ty, only finitely 
many possibilities for A such that i\ is an isomorphism (on regular semisimple 
elements, or equivalently, everywhere). For the classical algebras and for G2, 
we see easily that the possibilities are: 

Вп : шffhг (п>3) 

B2 : (л) i, и>2 
Вп : шг ( п > 3 ) 
С П : ^1 (га > 3) 
Dn : none 
£т2 ' Ш\,Ш2 

We note that the spectral curves considered by Hitchin[H] are the Xp for 
the classical algebras and for the standard representation /?, of highest weight 
u\. These are minuscule for types A, C, D but have the additional weight 0 for 
2?n, and i\ is an isomorphism for types A, B,C but has accidental singularities 
for Dn. Accordingly, his spectral curves are (generically) non-singular for An, 
C„; always singular for Dn; and reducible for Bn. 

5 Isotypic decomposit ion of Pic . 

Consider, in this and the next section, the general situation of a finite group 
W acting faithfully on a variety X , with quotient fffhX. We get actions of Z[W] 
on X , hence on Hf*(X,Z) and on Pic(fX). Given an irreducible ZfVFJ-module 
A, we consider its equivariant maps to PicX: 

(5.1) PrymdAb(X) :f= Homfhhw(A,PicX). 

this is an algebraic group, and an abelian variety if PicX is, e.g. if X is non-
singular and projective. 

For each eG A w e get an evaluation map 

evale : PrymdgAd(Xd) —> PicX. 
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The kernel of evale is finite, for any e ^ 0, since Z[W]e has finite index in 
the irreducible module A. Up to isogeny we may therefore think of PrymA(X) 
as an algebraic subgroup of PicX] but this is usually unnatural , since changing 
e can result in a different (isogenous) copy of Prym\(X) inside PicX. 

A W-submodule A' C A of finite index determines a restriction map 

Res : Prym\X —» Prym^tX 

of finite kernel and cokernel. Therefore, Prym^X makes sense up to isogeny if 
A is only an irreducible Q[W]-module. 

Prom now on, we will assume that all irreducible representations of W are 
defined over Q. We can then choose a set {A,}, i E W, of irreducible Z[W]-
modules whose complexifications give all the irreducible representations. Z[W] 
then decomposes as a two-sided W module, up to isogeny: 

(5.2) Z [ W ] ~ © , - A , ® A*, 

where W acts on the left on Aj and on the right on A*. We obtain the corre
sponding isotypic isogeny decomposition: 

(5.3) PicX ~ A,- ®z PrymAiX. 

6 Subgroups, subcovers, correspondences . 

Fix a subgroup Wp of W. The action of W on X restricts to an action of Wp, 
giving an intermediate cover Xp: 

X ^ X p ^ X . 

There is no natural action of W on Xp or on Pic(Xp), but Pic(Xp) can still 
be decomposed into its isotypic components with respect to the action of the 
("Hecke") ring Cp of correspondences on Xp over X. This has the following 
elementary description: 

(6.1) A correspondence on Xp over X is a top dimensional cycle, or linear 
combination of components, of 

XP xx XP = (X/WP) xx (X/Wp) 
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The set of components is given by the quotient 

W\(W x W)/WxPxv xWxpn Wxxvp\W/WP, 

i.e. by double Wp-cosets in W. Each double-coset C = WxpwWp, w G W, gives 
an effective correspondence: 

Ic = Iw := {(xWp,xu/Wxp)\v/ e C/WP, x e X}. 

These correspondences are independent (as long as the action of W is faithful), 
and if X is irreducible, these Iw form a Z-basis for all correspondences. So, as 
a group, dhCP « Z[Wp\Wdgd/WP]. 

(6.2) When Wp = (1), the ring of correspondences is just the integral group 
ring C\ « Z[W], acting naturally on X and hence on Pic(X). In general, there 
is an injective pullback map 

K*P : CP Ci « xxxZxx[W] 

Ic ^ 
wee 

iw 

satisfying 
7T>JCJ • TT>JXC2 := # ( W P ) • TT*P(ICI • ICI). 

We can thus identify Cp with the subring of Q[W] generated (as abelian group) 
by 

ic := 
1d 

Вп ryr wee 
Iw 

as C rims over the double Wp cosets in W. (The image will usually not contain 
the identity element.) 

We can now describe several ways of decomposing Pic(Xp) into natural 
components: 

(6.3) The ring of correspondences Cp acts naturally on Pic(Xp), so every 
integral representation of Cp determines a generalized Prym variety as in (5.1), 
and these can be grouped into isotypic components as in (5.3). 

(6.4) We can map Pic(Xp) to Pic(X) via 7r£, and intersect the image with the 
isotypic components A2- ® Prddym^X (with respect to the W action) in Pic(Xdg), 
defined in (5.3). 

(6.5) The direct image sheaf 7rf Z on X is associated to the W-cover X by the 
permutation representation Zf[Wp\W]: 

n?Z&Z[Wpfhh\hWh] xjjlwX. 
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The decomposition of Z[Wp\W] into irreducible VF-représentations (over Q) 
determines a decomposition of 7rf Z, hence of Hl(X, Z), and hence an isogeny 
decomposition of Pic(Xp). 

We see tha t all these decompositions are essentially the same (up to isogeny, 
i.e. the connected components agree). In terms of the decomposition (5.3) of 
PicX, the image of 7Tp in (6.4) is given up to isogeny by 

(6.6) QiMi ® PrymAiX C ®i Ai ® PrymAiX, 

Where the multiplicity space Mi is given by the Wp-invariants (Ai)Wp. By 
Frobenius reciprocity, this corresponds exactly to the decomposition of Q[Wp\W]: 

Q[WP\W] « ®8. AYP ® A* ® Q, 

so (6.4) and (6.5) agree. 

To compare with the action of the ring of correspondences, we note that 

Q ® C F = Q[WP\W/Wp]=EndQ[w]Q[Wp\W] 

= Endq[w](®iMi ® A* ® Q) 

= ®iEndq(Mi ® Q) = ®i(EndMi) ® Q, 

and the action on PicXp ~ ©fMj ® PrymAi(X) is consistent with this de
composition, i.e. EndMi acts as 0 on Mj ® PrymAjX if j ^ i, and through 
its action on M{ if j = i. So the generalized Pryms obtainable from (6.3) are 
precisely those PrymAi(X) for which Mj = A^p is non-zero, and the isotypic 
decomposition is the same as the one obtained from (6.4) or (6.5). 

Let l{£ denote the permutation representation of W on Wi cosets, or its 
character. We note for subsequent use the following corollary of Frobenius 
reciprocity: 

L e m m a (6 .7 ) . IfWi, Wj are subgroups ofW, then 

(i -, w dim I w = m\wiWi), 

where the left side denotes the inner product of characters, and the right side is 

the number of two sided cosets. 
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7 A n example . 

Consider the symmetric group W = 53. It has 3 subgroups of order 2, generated 
by (23), (13), and (12), and a normal subgroup A3, of order 3. The W-cover 
X —> X has corresponding intermediate covers X\,X2,Xz,X. W has character 
table: 

1 Ci C3 

1 
£ 

P 

1 
1 
2 

1 
-1 
0 

1 
1 

-1 

where C{ is the conjugacy class of elements of order i; 1 is the trivial charac
ter, e the sign character, and p the character of the 2-dimensional reflection 
renresentation A: 

A = Ze © Zf 

(12) e = e ( 1 2 ) / = - e - / 
(23)e = - c - / ( 2 3 ) / = / 

We obtain the decompositions, 

PicX ~ PicX + 
PicX ~ PicX + 
РгсХл ~ Рг'сХ + 
Рг'сХ, ~ Рг'сХ + 
PicX» ~ PtcX + 

Prym£X + 
PrymeX 

A ® PrymeX 

e 
(-e-f) 

f 

PrymAJ£ 
PrymAJ£ 
PrymAX 

8 The distinguished Prym. 

As explained in the introduction, the linearization of algebraically completely 
integrable systems via spectral covers suggests that there should be a unique, or 
at least a distinguished, nontrivial irreducible representation A ^ 1 of W such 
that the Prym variety PrymA occurs in Xp for all proper subgroups Wp ^ W. 
As the example in §7 shows, this is not true for all finite groups W, in fact not 
even for Weyl groups if we allow Wp to be an arbitrary subgroup. Restricting 
attention only to the Weyl subgroups, we are left in the above example with 
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X, Xi and X3, each of which contains the trivial piece PicX and at least one 
copy of PrymjiX. 

This picture generalizes as follows. For any Weyl group W of a reductive Lie 
group G, all representations are defined over Q. We can describe three natural 
irreducible representations: the trivial representation 1, the sign representation 
e, and the reflection representation of W acting on the weight lattice A of the 
semisimple part of G. Of these, 1 occurs in l{£p for any Wp C W, and e does 
not occur in lnrp for any proper Weyl subgroup Wp. 

T h e o r e m (8 .1 ) . (1) The Prym variety Prym\X corresponding to the re
flection representation A occurs with positive multiplicity in Pic(Xp) for any 
proper Weyl subgroup Wp ^ W. 

(2) For the classical groups, A is the only nontrivial irreducible representa
tion of W with this property. 

Proof. 

(1) mult(PrymAX, PicXP) = multi A, 1 i w (by Frobenius) 

= dim(A) Wp (compare (3.1)) 
= dim{Cp/center) > 0. 

(2) For a given Weyl group W', the question is: Find all irreducible W~ 
representations V such that VWp ^ (0) for each proper Weyl subgroup Wp ^ 
W. 

For type Anj i.e. G = SL(n + l) and W = 5„+i, take Wp0 = Sn correspond
ing to a Dynkin subdiagram of type An_i. Then over Q: 

Вп : шг (п>hj 

so no representation other then (1 and) A is common to all l{^p, as required. 

Consider the Weyl group W of type 5n , with the nodes labeled as in [Bo] so 
that c*i, • • •, an_i are long and an is short. Let W{ denote the Weyl subgroup 
obtained by deleting a^. In the standard permutation representation of W 
on the 2n vectors ±e,-, 1 < i < n, the stabilizer of S\ is Wi, so we get the 
decomDOsition 

1%P = 1 © A © A / 

where A is the n-dimensional reflection representation of W, and A' is the 
(n — l)-dimensional (reflection) representation of Sn, pulled back to W. 
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More generally, W{ is the stabilizer in W of e\ H h We see from (6.7) 
that 

(i cb 
bcb 

cb Вп : шг (п>3) 3 
2 

i = l , 2 , - - - , n - l 
i — n 

In partictdar, for ¡ = n we have by part (1) a decompositioi 

l%n = 1 © A © F 

for some representation V satisfying 0 = ( V , l ^ ) , and in particular 

0 = (V, A'). So again, 1 and A are the only irreducible representations common 

to the for all i. The same argument works with no change for type Cn. For 

Dn, the only change is that Wn-i is the stabilizer of E\ H + £„_i — en\ but 

Wn is still the stabihzer of E\ H K „ , s o we still have 

1АИ^ Lwn) — L-> 

and this case follows as well. Q.E.D. 

9 Remarks on Springer's correspondence. 

In fact, we can say much more about the decompositon of , or more generally 
of l{£p, into irreducibles. The picture is clearest for type An\ in this case, the 
irreducible representations V\ of W = 5n+i are parametrized by partitions A of 
n + 1 , as are the conjugacy classes (in GL(n + 1)) of Levi subgroups, the conju-
gacy classes in W of Weyl sugbroups W\, and the unipotent conjugacy classes 
in GL(n + 1) (or the nilpotent classes in gl(n + 1)). These classes are partially 
ordered (e.g. by inclusion of unipotent class closures), and Young's rule says 
that the decomposition matrix (m\jfi), giving the multiplicity of V\ in ljy , is 
a triangular matrix with Vs on the diagonal. 

In fact, is the Kostka number [J], defined as the number of semistan-
dard tableaux on // of type A. The uniqueness of A of course follows from the 
triangularity of the decomposition matrix. Explicitly, the representations 1, A 
and e correspond to the partitions (n), (n — 1,1), and ( ln) . The partitions 
which occur in the are those with at most two parts: 

(9.1) •TW ~ ®j=0^n-j,j if 2i < n. 
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For other groups, the picture is somewhat more complicated. To a Levi 
subgroup L C G (e.g. to the Levi L(P) of a parabolic P) we can associate the 
(unipotent) conjugacy class Ou of a regular unipotent element u E L. In general, 
this correspondence may no longer be bijective. We say that a conjugacy class 
is of parabolic type if it comes from some L(P). For a unipotent consider 
the Springer fiber 

Bu := {Borei subgroups of G containing u}. 

Springer and others construct an action of W on Bu, hence on its cohomology 
H*(BU). Alvis and Lusztig [AL] identify H*(BU) with in case u is regular 
unipotent in L(P) as above. On the other hand, the top cohomology Htop(Bu) 
decomposes into irreducible W- representations Suj indexed by the irreducible 
local systems £ on Ou. (In case An, Ou is simply connected so £ is trivial.) The 
Springer correspondence 

(Ou,l)»SUJt 
gives all irreducible VF-representations. 

The triangularity part of Young's rule has an analogue for arbitrary W, 
due to Borho and MacPherson[BM]: any component of H*(BU) (i.e. of 1$^, by 
[AL]) is of the form 5W>/ for some unipotent v (and local system £ on Ov) such 
tha t Ov D Ou-

Since the Springer correspondence has been completely determined (see, e.g. 
[Ca] §13.3), the triangularity result provides a powerful tool for analyzing the 
decomposition of permutation representations of W. Yet we do not see how to 
use it for our purposes, since it only provides block-triangularity. Two things 
can go wrong: 

• The largest non regular (="subregular") unipotent class corresponds to 
the reflection representation. But it may fail to be simply connected, and 
may thus contribute to more than a single irreducible VT-representation 
which cannot be excluded; or 

• There may be unipotent classes, strictly smaller ( = in the closure of) 
the subregular, but containing in their closure all unipotent classes of 
parabolic type. 

We will see below that for the exceptional groups both problems do occur. 
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10 Decompos i t ion for G 2 . 

In this section and the next we show that the uniqueness (part (2) of Theorem 
(8.1)) 

can fail for some exceptional groups. We do this by explicit calculation. 

The Weyl group W(G2) is isomorphic to the dihedral group Dihed$, of order 
12, generated by a rotation r, of order 6, and a reflection s. The character table 
is, in the notation of [Se]: 

d d ^ 3 1P4 Xi X2 

1 1 1 1 2 2 
r, r_1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 
r2,r~2 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 

r3 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 2 2 
s, sr2,sr~2 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 0 

sr, sr3, sr'1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 

Here 1 = ^i , A = Xi? £ = V*2- There are only two non-trivial Weyl subgroups, 
say W\ = (s) and W2 = (sr). We see then that the characters of 1 ^ and l{£2 
are, respectively, (6 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,0) and (6 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2) . The decomposition is thus: 

(10.1) -, W = fa + ^ 3 + x i + X 2 , 
-, w 
lw2 = fa + ^ 4 + X l + X 2 -

This can also be seen very explicitly: let H denote W\ = (1, s), then Q[WyiJ] = : 

U\ decomposes into: 

fa - Q\H + rH + r2H + rzH + r~2H + r~lH] 

fa - Q f i ï - r i î + r ^ - r ^ + r - ^ - r - 1 ^ ] 

Xi - Q[H - rH - r3H + r~2H,H - r2H - r3H + r~1H] 

X2 - Q f i î - r i î + r ^ - r - ^ ^ - r ^ + r ^ - r - 1 ^ ] . 

The decomposition for U2 •= ^w2 ls obtained similarly. 

Theorem (8.1) is thus false for G2: there are two non-trivial pieces common 

to all Pic(Xp), namely A = xi and X2-
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These Pryms can be described more explicitly as follows: The cover X1 = 
X/Wi, of degree 6 over X, is the fiber product of its two intermediate covers: 

X' = X1/(r2), X" = * 7 ( r 3 ) , 

of degrees 2,3 respectively over X. From the decomposition of permutation 
representations: 

1 L(*,r2) vxВп шг (п>3 

(5,r3) В :г (п>3) 

We find 

PicX' ~ PicX + Prcycncccm^X 

PicX" ~ PicX + PrymcncX2X, 

hence 

Prymxi X 

PrymX2X ~ Pcnrycncm(X"/X) 

PrymX2X ~ wPrncnymiX^X') 

PrymXlX ~ Prycncm(X1/(X',X")). 

We note that W(G2) has the outer automorphism s i—> sr , r »—• r, which 
exchanges W\ and W2, V>3 and ^4? an(i fixes ^l? V>2, Xi> X2; so the above de
composition of PicX1 is transformed to the corresponding decomposition for 
PicX2. 

Starting with arbitrary X and (branched) covers X',X" of degrees 2 ,3 , we 
construct X"\, of degree 6, and then set 

X1 = X' xx X", X = X' xx X"!, 

recovering the previous situation. If X is a curve of genus and X' ,X" have 
respectively 2n,2ra simple ramification points over disjoint branch loci in X , 
we find for the Pryms of types ^ 3 , x i , X2 the dimensions 

g, g - 1 + n, 25 - 2 + m + 2cncn, 2g - 2 + m. 

In particular, we see that the three components Prying, PrymXl, PrymX2 
common to PicX1 and PicX2 have different dimensions, and in general there 
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will be no nontrivial maps between them. If we take X = P 1 , the common piece 
PrymX2 becomes the Jacobian of the trigonal curve X". But the distinguished 
piece, PrymXl, still seems to be neither a Jacobian nor a classical Prym. 

It is also interesting to compare this with the explicit description of the 
Springer correspondence, in [Ca]. There are 5 unipotent conjugacy classes in 
G2, denoted there G2 (the regular unipotents), G ^ a i ) (the subregulars), Ai , 
Ai and 1. These are in descending order (the partial order is a total order for 
G2). The Springer correspondence then sends: 

G2 »-» fa 
G2(a1) h-> V 4 , X i 

Ai »-> X2 
Ai »-+ -03 

1 «-> 02, 

where \i comes from the trivial local system on the subregular orbit, and ^4 
from the nontrivial rank-2 local system (the fundamental group is 53). In the 
terminology of §9, the unipotent class associated to (the Levi of) W2 is A\ , 
and all characters allowed by Borho-MacPherson's triangularity do occur. But 
the unipotent class associated to W\ is A\, and one character (ip4) allowed by 
[BMl is missing. 

11 The decomposi t ion for Eß. 

We use Schlafli's description of the exceptional Weyl group W := W(E$), as 
incidence-preserving permutations of the 27 lines on a general cubic surface 
(cf.fCCNPWl, p.26). For the "lines" we take the 27 = 6 + 6 + 15 objects: 

a>i , bj , c{j = Cji (i,j= 1, • • •, 6, i ^ j). 

Two lines are incident if they lie in one of the 45 = 30 + 1 5 "tritangent planes" : 

(ai,bj,cij 
cij,ckl,cmn (г, • • •, n distinct £ {!,-••, 6}). 
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There are 72 "sixes" of pairwise non-incident lines, arranged in 36 = 1 + 20 + 1 5 
"double-sixes" in which each line of one of the sixes meets all but one of the 
lines in the other six: 

s xv {ai, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6] 
si xv h, 62, 63, 64, h, h 

Sijk — {ai? Ûj, flfc, Qm, Qn, Cmnj 

5tjJfe ~~ \Cjki cik-> cij, vn, 0m, Di 

S{j — {̂ ¿5 6|, Cjki Cjli Cjmi Cjn 

&ij — "i^i? jt ^ik) Cilt Qm? Qn. rcbccyy 

Each "six" sxvxxi determines an involution 07 £W which exchanges 5/ with s'j and 
fixes the remaining 15 lines. 

We label the six fundamental weights a;,- as follows: 

1 2 3 4 cbcbcc 5 

6 

(This seems simpler than the notation in [Bou].) The corresponding reflec
tions a;, 1 < i < 6, generate W. Explicitly, for 1 < i < 5, Oi corresponds to the 
double-six , s\ i+1 ; it preserves the partition of the lines into a's, b's and 
ds, and exchanges indices «,i + 1. The last reflection, <r6, corresponds to $123, 

5123' 

The Weyl subgroup W{ is generated by {(Tj\j ^ z}, and is the stabilizer in 
W of U{. It has a simple description as stablilizer of a set of lines: 

Wi : the line bi 

W2 : the disjoint pair {61,62} 

W3 : the disjoint triple {61,62,63} (or {a4, a5, a6}) 

W4 : the disjoint pair {a5, a6} 

W$ : the line a6 

W6 : the disjoint "six" s (or 5'). 
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The graph automorphism takes the permutation representation U{ := 
to UQ-i, 1 < i < 5. We are thus concerned with the four fundamental rep
resentations U\,U2,Us,Uq, of dimensions 27,216,720,72 respectively. We note 
that Ui is the permutation representation of W on the 27 lines, and U% is the 
permutation representation on the 72 roots. 

The character inner products Ui • Uj are given in the following table: 

( i l i ) 

Ux U2 U3 U6 

u3 
u6 

3 4 5 3 
4 10 17 6 
5 17 36 9 
3 6 9 5 

The computation can be done by a straightforward application of lemma (6.7). 
For example, Ui • U{ is given by the number of orbits of Wi on the 27 lines. 
These orbits are: 

Вп : шгùù m(п 
10 lines incident to bi 
16 non-incident lines 

(= ah cu, i ^ 1) 
(= aubhCij,-i,j 1) 

U2 = h, 62 
5 lines meeting both 
10 lines meeting one of 61, b2 
10 lines meeting neither 

(= cii,i ^ 1,2,and c12) 
(= a\,a2,c\i,C2i,i i1 1,2) 

(= bhCij,iJ ^ 1,2) 
U3 = bi,b2,bz 

3 Unes meeting all 3 
6 Unes meeting 2 
9 Unes meeting 1 
6 lines meeting none 

( = a 4 , a 5 , a 6 ) 

( = a i , a 2 , a 3 , c i 2 , c i 3 , c 2 3 ) 

(= Q ; , l < i < 3 , 4 < j < 6 ) 
( = &4,&5,&6,C45,C46,C56) 

U6 = 6a's 
Ob's 

Other rows are similarly computed as numbers of H^-orbits on pairs, triples 
and sixes of disjoint lines. Here are the orbits on sixes: 
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Orbits of Orbit size Orbit description 
w1 

16 sj 3 h 

16 •i * b1 

40 neither 
w2 

#(a/n{òlt62}) #(«/n{òi,62}) 

5 2 0 
2 1 1 
20 1 0 
5 0 2 
20 0 1 
20 0 0 

^3 #(*7 n{6lfò2,63}) #(*/ H {a4,a5,o6}) #(5/n{61,62,«>3}) #(«7 n{a4,a5,a6}) 

2 0 3 3 0 
2 3 0 0 3 
2 0 0 0 0 
18 0 1 1 0 
18 1 0 0 1 
9 0 2 2 0 
9 2 0 0 2 
6 1 0 1 0 
6 0 1 0 1 

w6 1 s 

20 *ijk 

30 »ij 

20 tjk 

1 s' 

The analogue of (8.1) in this case is: 

Propos i t ion (11 .2 ) . 

(i) U\ = 1 © A© S, where A is tf/ie 6-dimensional reflection representation of 

W(E^), flftd S is an irreducible 20-dimensional representation. 

(ii) J5ac/i C/j contains 1 and A ttrcJ/i multiplicity 1. T/ie multiplicity of S m 

UI,U2,U3,UQ is, respectively, 1 ,2 ,3 ,1 . 

Proof. The multiplicities of 1, A in U{ are always 1. The irreducibility of 
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the remaining piece S in U\ and its multiplicity in the U{ then follow from (the 
first row of) (11.1). Q.E.D. 

In particular, we again have two different non-trivial Pryms, PA and Ps, 

which occur in all spectral Picards Pic(Xp). Using the rest of the information 

in (11.1), we can work out the complete decomposition of the [/,. 

We find in the Atlas [CCNPW] that the simple group 

W+ := ker(e : W Z/2) 

has 20 irreducible characters. Of these, 10 merge in pairs to give 5 charcters 
of W which we denote by their dimensions: 1 0 , 2 0 , 6 0 , 8 0 , 9 0 . (These are the 
characters which vanish on W \ W+.) Each of the 10 remaining irreducible 
characters of W+ splits into a pair of irreducible characters of W; the dimensions 
are 1,6,15,15,20,24,30,60,64,81. We denote each of these 20 characters by its 
dimension followed by a + or — according to its sign on the reflections cr,- (which 
are all in the same conjugacy class in VF, class 2c in Atlas notation). The two 
15-dimensional pairs are separated by their values on products (in W+) of two 
commuting <7¿,OJ: we write XS^ (respectively 15/:fc) for the pair where these 
values are positive (respectively negative), lifting the character xs (respectively 
X7) of W+, in Atlas notation. 

Propos i t ion (11 .3) . The decomposition of the permutation representa
tions U{ into irreducibles is given by: 

Ux = 1 © A © H (A = 6+, S = 20+) 

U6 = 1 © A © E © 15+ © 30+ 

U2 = l 0 A © 2 S © 1 5 + © 3 O + © 6 O - f © 6 4 + 

U3 = 1 © A © 3H © 2 - 15+ © 2 • 30+ © 3 • 60+ © 2 • 64+ © 60 © 90 © 

24+ © 81+ 

Proof. 

We claim that the decomposition above is the only one consistent with 
Table (11.1), with the known dimensions of the Ui, and with the values of their 
characters \i on a simple reflection cr, say the one which exchanges a's and b's 

(i.e. corresponding to the double six s,s', or the root a6): 

Xi(d) =Вп : шг (п>3) cosets fixed by a) 
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= 15,30,66,140 for i = 1,6,2,3 respectively. 

These numbers count the i-tuples of disjoint lines which are preserved by a. 
For example, the 140 triples, for i = 3, are of the form: 

<CLi,bi,Cjk> (60) 
< CijiCik,Cie > (60) 

< Cij.Cik.Cjk > (20) 

Here are the main steps: 

• We must have A = 6+ or 6~ and S = 20+, 20" or 20; since xifa) = 15> 
6±(a) = ± 4 , 20±(a) = ±10, 20(a) = 0, we must have A = 6+, E = 20+. 

• There are two new components in UQ} by (11.1). The dimensions should 
add up to 45 and the values on a to 15, so one must be 30+ and the other 
either 15+ or 15'+. The 36-dimensional representation l{£6+ of W+ on 
double-sixes is decomposed in the Atlas as 1 © 15 0 20. Since U$ must 
contain a lift of these, it decomposes as stated. 

• We have already seen the multiplicities of 1, A, S in J72, U%. The difference 
Ui — 1 — A — 2E has inner product 4 with itself and 9 with Uz, so it must 
be the sinn of 4 distinct characters. Since the inner product with UQ is 2, 
two of these must be 15+, 30+. Let 7 , 6 be the remaining two characters. 
We have 

7(1) + ¿(1) = 216 - 1 - 6 - 2 • 20 - 15 - 30 = 124 

7(<j) + 6(a) = 6 6 - 1 - 4 - 2 - 1 0 - 5 - 1 0 = 26 

so these characters must be 60+ and 64+, as claimed. 

• Write Uz a s l©A©3S©A:-15+©(4-A; ) .30+©f64+©(5-^ ) .60+©Ema£a , 
where the ea are new characters, the ma non-negative integers, and the 
coefficients 4 — fc, 5 — £ are determined by (11.1). Evaluating the self-
product and values on 1, a, we find: 

Emi = 25 - (k2 + (4 - k)2) - (P + (5 - if) 
£ m a e a ( l ) = 233 + 15 fc -4^ 
£ma£a(tf) = 15 + 5 f c - 6 ^ . 
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The first equation gives 
m A 

gjg < 4 

the second gives, after some fiddling, that k = 2, there are exactly foui 
sa's, with all ma = 1, and that ( = 2 or 3, which yields respectively 

£a=i£a ( l ) = 255 or 251 
^ = 1 £ a (<7 ) = 13 or 7. 

The only solution is £ = 3 with the ta's equal 90 ,81+ , 60 ,24+. 

Q.E.D. 

12 Project ion formulas. 

We conclude by writing down explicitly some correspondences on spectral covers 
which induce on the spectral Picards the projection to the spectral Pryms. The 
method is very general, so we return to the setting of §6. W is an arbitrary 
finite group, V an irreducible representation of W, Vo E V a vector fixed by a 
subgroup Wp C W . We then have a natural projection 

pr : Up := l%p = C[W/WP] - V 

W I—y WVq 

Assume now that V is either real or quaternionic, so there is a ^ - invar ian t , non-
degenerate bilinear form < , > on V. We then get a W-equivariant transpose 
map: 

i := (pr) ' : V hf UP 

v I—• 
wew/Wp 

< V,WVq > W. 

The composite: 

c = cpy = iopr: Up —> UP 

w0 i-> Iwew/Wp < ffw0fv0fhfh,wv0 > w 
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is then the desired correspondence on Up giving the projection to the F-factor. 
It satisfies 

c2 = qc 

for a constant q which depends on our choice of < , > . It can be computed 
directly: 

q • dimV = Trace(c) hh 
wew/Wp 

< WVQ, WVQ > = 
#{W) 

(п>3)Вп 
\V0\2: 

so 

(12.1) <l = 
dimUp 
dimV k l 2 . 

It can also be computed by considering 

d := pr o i : V —^ V 
v \—> >w£W/Wp < V,WV0 > WVQ. 

By Schur's lemma, d is multiplication by the scalar which is determined by: 

q < v0,v0 >=< VO.C'VQ >= 
wew/Wp 

< v0,wv0 >2, 

so 

(12.2) q = 
wew/Wp 

< v0,wv0 >2 
< VO1V0 > 

(The compatibility of (12.1) and (12.2) amounts to the identity: 

Average^u, 
< VQ.WVQ >2 

< VO,VQ >2 

1 
dimV 

In the ring Cp of correspondences (6.1), we have 

(12.3) c = 
weWp\w/wP 

< V0,IUVQ > Iw. 

When the representation V is rational it is therefore natural to choose < , > so 
that the coefficients < VQ,WVQ > will be integers. 

When W is a Weyl group, all irreducible representations V are rational, so 
the above applies. The integral correspondence c = cpy acts on the spectral 
Picard, Pic(ddXp), projecting it to a copy of Prymxv(ffX). Projections to different 
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copies of Prymyfs(sX) are obtained by varying the initial vector VQ within the 
fixed subspace s(ffV)Wp. When V is the reflection representation A, these v0 can 
be taken to be the fundamental weights a;,- in the face Cp of the Weyl chamber 
determined by the subgroup Wp, cf. (3.1). 

In [K], Kanev obtains (essentially) formula (12.3) for the projection and 
analogues of (12.1), (12.2) for the eigenvalue q, in case the base X is P1, the 
Lie algebra is of type An, Dn or En, and the representation V of W is the reflec
tion representation A. (But sWp is an arbitrary Weyl subgroup, which by our 
preliminary observations in §§2,3 is equivalent to considering spectral covers Xp 
for arbitrary representations poiG. In other words, Kanev considers the distin
guished Prym, Prymx(Xp), in Pic(Xsp), arbitrary p.) His approach is based on 
the construction, for each A € A (corresponding to our choice of v0 G V), of a lat
tice iV(A, A) with bilinear pairing (,s). For g of type An, Dn,En, these lattices are 
interpreted as cohomology of an appropriate rational surface, with A recovered 
as the primitive cohomology. Kanev's correspondence differs from our c by (a 
sign, since the primitive cohomology is negative definite, and) a translation by a 
multiple of £ Iw 
( = projection onto 1). When PicX is trivial (e.g. under his assumption that 
X = sP1), this translation is immaterial, and yields an effective representative 
of the correspondence. (In general it would map Psic(Xp) to the sum of PicX 
and Prym\(X).) 

For example, when G = GL(n), W sjg= S„, the fundamental spectral covers 

are Xi, 1 < i < n — 1, of degree ^ ? ^ over X. A Z-basis for the correspon

dences on Xi is given by Ij, 0 < j < i, sending an i-tuple to all other e-tuples 

intersecting it with cardinality j . Kanev's formula for the projection of Pic(Xi) 

to Prym AX) is 

c = 
i 

i=o 
(i-l-fdgdghj)gIj, 

while ours gives: 

c — 
i 

7=0 

wxc i2 

n 
I. 

At the Orsay meeting, I was informed by J.Y. Merindol that he had also 
obtained extensions of Kanev's results, similar in spirit to the formulas in this 
section. It seems that he still considers only the distinguished Prym, d d P r y m \ X 
(and takes X = P1), but removes the restrictions on the type of the reductive 
Lie algebra g. 
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S E S H A D R I C O N S T A N T S O N S M O O T H S U R F A C E S 

Lawrence EIN* 
Robert LAZARSFELD** 

Introduct ion 

Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of dimension n, and let L be 
a numerically effective line bundle on X. Following Demailly [De2], one defines 
the Seshadri constant of L at a point x £ X to be the real number 

e(L, x) = inf 
v } C3x 

L-C 

mx(C) 1g 

where the infimum is taken over all irreducible curves C passing through x, 
and mx(C) is the multiplicity of C at x. It is profitable to view e(L,x) as a 
local measure of how positive L is at x. For example if L is very ample, then 
e ( i , x) > 1; on a surface X the same is true more generally if L = Ox(D) 
for an ample effective divisor D 3 x which is smooth at x. In general, if 
/ : Blx(X) —• X denotes the blowing up of X at x and E = is the 
exceptional divisor, then for e > 0 the R-divisor f*L — e-E is nef if and only if 
e < e(L, x). (Consult [De2, §6] for other interpretations.) Similarly, one defines 
the global Seshadri constant 

e(L) = inf 
dgg 

e(L,x). 

Thus Seshadri's criterion for ampleness states that e(L) > 0 if and only if L is 
ample. 

Recent interest in Seshadri constants stems from the fact that they govern 
a simple method for producing sections of adjoint bundles Kx + kL (c.f. [De2, 
(6.8)]). In brief, by means of vanishing theorems on the blow-up Blx(X), a 
lower bound on e(L, x) yields an explicit value of k such that Kx + kL has a 
section which is non-zero at x (see (3.4) below). We shall see in §3 that Seshadri 

•Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 91-05183 
••Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 89-02551 

S. M. F. 
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constants alone cannot account for the known results on global generation and 
very ampleness of adjoint bundles ([Rdr], [Del ] , [EL]). However they remain 
very interesting in their own right as measures of local positivity. The subtlety 
of these invariants is reflected in the fact, pointed out by Demailly, that they 
are already rather difficult to compute on surfaces. 

The purpose of this note is to study Seshadri constants in this first non-
trivial case, when X is a smooth projective surface. One might anticipate that 
in general e(L, x) could become small on fairly arbitrary algebraic subsets of X. 
Somewhat surprisingly, our main result shows that this is not the case: 

T H E O R E M . Let L be an ample line bundle on a smooth complex projective 
surface X. Then e(L, x) > 1 for all except perhaps countably many points 
x £ X, and moreover if C\{L)2 > 1, then the set of exceptional points is in fact 
finite. More generally, given an integer e > 1, suppose that 

ci(£)2 > 2e2 — 2e + 1 and c\ (L) • T > e for every irreducible curve F C X. 

Then e(L, x) > e for all but finitely many x G X. 

On the other hand, simple examples (constructed by Miranda) show that e(L, x) 
can take on arbitrarily small values at isolated points. We hope that this gives 
some sense of the kind of picture one might hope for in higher dimensions. 

The proof of the theorem is completely elementary, the essential point 
being simply to view the question variationally. Specifically, suppose that L is 
an ample line bundle, and C = Co C X is a curve with m = mx(C) > C L for 
some point x = x0 £ C. By combining a simple computation in deformation 
theory (§1) with the Hodge index theorem, we show that (C, x) cannot move 
in a non-trivial one-parameter family (Ct,xt) with mXt(Ct) > rn for all t. In 
other words, pairs (C, x) forcing e(L, x) < 1 are rigid, and the first statement 
of the Theorem follows at once. We were inspired in this argument by work of 
G. Xu [Xu], who uses related but much more elaborate calculations to study 
geometric genera of subvarieties of general hypersurfaces in projective space. 
We present some examples and open questions in §3. 

We have benefitted from discussions with J. Kollar, W. Lang, R. Miranda, 
Y.-T. Siu, H. Tsuji, E. Viehweg, G. Xiao, and G. Xu. 

§1 . D e f o r m a t i o n s of S ingu la r C u r v e s on a Surface 

This section is devoted to a proof, in the spirit of [Xu], of an elementary 
lemma concerning the deformation theory of singular curves on a surface. While 
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the result in question is certainly well known in the folklore, we include an 
argument here for lack of a suitable reference and for the convenience of the 
reader. 

We consider the following situation. X is a smooth complex projective 
surface, and we suppose given a one-parameter family 

{ Ct 3 xt mfsm}teA 

consisting of curves Ct C X plus a point xt G Ct, parametrized by a smooth 
curve or small disk A. Setting C = CQ and x = x0 for 0 G A, the deformation 
determines a Kodaira-Spencer map 

p:T0A—*Hgsddg°(C,fhN), 

where N = Oc{C) is the normal bundle to C in Xdddg. 

L E M M A 1.1. Assume that mXt(Ct) >sg m for all t G A. Then p(j-t) G 
H°(C, N) vanishes to order > (m — 1) at x. 

REMARK. We say that a section s G HU(C,N) vanishes to order > k at a 
(possibly singular) point y G C if s is actually a section of the subsheaf AT(g)m^ C 
TV, where is the maximal ideal sheaf of y. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.1: We simply make an explicit computation. Specifically, 
the assertion is local on C and A, so we can assume that A is a small disk with 
coordinate and that C lies in an open subset U of C2 with coordinates (z, w), 
and x = (0, 0). The total space C C U X A of the deformation is then defined 
by a power series F(z,w,t) = ft(z,w) where Ct = {ft = 0}. We may suppose 
that xt = H O ) f°r suitable power series a(£), b(t). Then the curve defined 
by 

<f>t(z, w) =ddef F(z +ss a(t), w + b(t),t) 

has multiplicity > m at (0,0) for all i 6 A. Expanding <j>dt(z,w) = ^ 4>i{z, w)t% 
as a power series in t, it follows that <j>i € (z, w)m for all i. On the other hand, 

<j)\{z,w) = dfo 
dz 

(z,w)-da'(Q) + dfo 
dw 

<f>t(dz, w) =de dF 
dt 

<f>t(z, w) = 

and since 
ssg 
dz [z,w) dfo 

dw <f>t(z, w) G {z,dw)m~l we find that 

OF 
dt 

[z,w,0) 6 {z,w) ni — 1 

But dF 
dt 

\C is the local expression for p\ d 
wc 

G H°(C, AT), and the lemma follows. | 
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C O R O L L A R Y 1.2. In the situation of the Lemma, assume in addition that 
C is reduced and irreducible, and that the Kodaira-Spencer deformation class 
P(ft) e H°(CiN) is non-zero. Then C • C > m(m - 1). 

PROOF: This follows from the Lemma plus the fact that c\ (N) represents C• C 
In more detail, let / : Y — • X be the blowing-up of X at x, with exceptional 
divisor E C Y. Then f*C — C + fcE, where C C Y is the proper transform 
of C, and k = mx{C) > m. Note that C' is the blowing-up of C at x. Put 
s = p(£t), so that 0 ^ s e H°(C, m^"1 ® Oc(C)). Then s induces a non-zero 
section 

J e H°(C, f*(Oc(C)) ® Oy( ( l - m)E)\c.). 

This implies that deg f*(Oc(C))\c > (m - 1)E • C = Jk(m - 1). It follows 
that 

C • C = deg O c ( C ) = deg f*(Oc(C))\c> > k(m - 1) > m(m - 1), 

as claimed. | 

§2. Proof of the T h e o r e m 

We now give the proof of the theorem stated in the Introduction. 

As in the statement, let L be an ample line bundle on the smooth surface 
X. Then there are only finitely many algebraic families of reduced irreducible 
(i.e. integral) curves on X of bounded degree with respect to L. Therefore for 
fixed d > 0 the set 

sd = (C,x) x G C C X an integral curve , mx(C) > C • L, C • L < d > 

is parametrized by a finite union of irreducible quasi-projective varieties. Con
sequently 

S = \(C.x) x G C C X a reduced irreducible curve , mx(C) > C • L 

consists of at most count ably many algebraic families. The first statement of 
the theorem will follow if we prove that each of these families is discrete. 

Suppose to the contrary that there exists a non-trivial continuous family 
{<f>t(z, w) =de }t£A of reduced irreducible curves Ct C X, plus points xt G Ct, with 

(*) ™>t —def rnultXt(C<f>t(z, w) =det) > jjjCf L for all t G A. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume here that A is a smooth irreducible 
curve (or a disk). Since each Ct is reduced, we have my(Ct) = 1 for all but 
finitely many y € Ct. So it follows from (*) that the curves {Ct} must them
selves move in a non-trivial family. Hence for general t* E A the corresponding 
Kodaira-Snencer man 

dddTdgt.&-+H\dhddCt.,NCt.,x) 

is non-zero. Let C = Ct* and m = mt* for such a point t* £ A. Corollary 1.2 
then implies that C C> m(m - 1). On the other hand, (C2)(L2) < (C • L)2 
thanks to the Hodge index theorem, and since C • L < m — 1 by assumption, 
we find: 

m(m - 1 ) < (C2)(L2) < (C • L)2 < (m - l)2. 

This is a contradiction when m > 1, which proves the first statement of the 
Theorem. 

Suppose next that L2 > 2. To prove the finiteness of the exceptional points, 
it is enough to show that S = Sd for some d, i.e. that any reduced irreducible 
curve C with m = mx(C) > C • L for some x £ X has bounded L-degree. To 
this end observe first that there exists a large integer N with the property that 
for any point y £ X there is a divisor Dy £ \N • L\ with my(Dy) > N. Indeed, 
it follows from Riemann-Roch that for n ^> 0: 

h°(X,nL) ~ 
n2L2 

d2 
> n , 

whereas it is only ("J ) ~ conditions to impose an n-fold point at y G J . 
Suppose now that C is a reduced irreducible curve with m = mx(C) > C • L 
for some x £ X. Setting D = Dx, we claim next that C must appear as a 
component of D. In fact, if C were to meet D properly, then 

m • N < mx(C) • mx(D) <CD = N(C • L), 

whence m < C • £ , a contradiction. But once we know that C appears as a 
component of Dx G \N • L\, we find that 

C-L<DX.L = N-L2, 

which gives the required bound. 

Finally, fix e > 2, and assume that L2 > 2e2 — 2e + 1 and that T • L > e 
for all curves T C X. Suppose that C C X is an integral curve such that 
m = mx(C) > If (C, x) moves in a non-trivial family satisfying this same 
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condition, then the lower bound on C • L shows that C itself must move. Then 
one argues as above that 

(2e2 - 2e + l )m(m - 1) < (L2)(C2) < (C • L)2 < (em - l)2. 

But we claim this is a contradiction when m > 2. In fact the function 

f(m) = (2e2 - 2e + l )m(m - 1) - (em - l)2 

is increasing for m > 1, and / (2 ) > 0. Hence pairs (C, x) with m r ( C ) > cw 
eg are rigid. The finiteness of the exceptional points is similarly proved much as 

before. 

This completes the proof of the Theorem. 

§3. C o m p l e m e n t s , Examples and Open Prob lems 

We collect in this section some applications, examples and open questions. 

We begin with an example, given by Miranda, to show that e(L, x) can take 
on arbitrarily small values at isolated points. Miranda's construction improves 
and simplifies a more cumbersome example we had produced where e(L, x) < gf~. 

E X A M P L E 3 .1 . Let D C P2 be an irreducible plane curve of degree d with 
a point x G D of multiplicity m. Let D' be a second irreducible curve of degree 
d, meeting D transversely. Choosing D' generally, we may suppose that all the 
curves in the pencil spanned by D and D' are irreducible. Blow up the base-
points of the pencil to obtain a surface X , admitting a map / : X fff• P1 with 
irreducible fibres, among them D C X. Observe that / has a section S C X 
meeting D transversely at one point. Fix an integer a > 2. It follows from the 
Nakai criterion that the divisor L = aD + S on X is ample. But L • D = 1 
whereas mx(D) = m, so e(L, x) < ^ . Note that by taking suitable a we can 
make L2 arbitrary large, and by taking L to be a multiple of aD + S we can 
arrange that L • T be bounded below by any preassigned integer. | 

As Viehweg points out, once one has an example of a surface where e(L, x) 
is small at isolated points, one gets examples of higher dimensional varieties 
where the Seshadri constant becomes small on a codimension two subset: 

E X A M P L E 3 .2. Let (X,L) be as in Example (3.1), and for n > 3 let Y = 
X x Pn_2 and put N = p*(L) ® p$(Op(l ) ) . By taking curves in X x {z}, one 
sees that 

e(N,(x,z)) < e(L,x) for all z £ P71"2. 
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In particular e(N,y) can be arbitrarily small in codimension two. | 

It would be very interesting to understand whether Seshadri constants are 
otherwise well-behaved: 

P R O B L E M 3.3 . Let L be an ample line bundle on a smooth projective variety 
X. Does there always exist a point x G X at which e(L, x) > 1? If Ln ^ 0 is 
e(L, x) > 1 off a subset of codimension two? 

Unfortunately the elementary methods of the present paper do not seem to shed 
much light on this question. 

As noted in the Introduction, bounds on Seshadri constants lead to state
ments on the existence of sections of adjoint bundles. On surfaces, adjoint 
bundles are well understood thanks to the celebrated theorem of Reider [Rdr]. 
It is interesting to compare Reider's results with the statements obtained from 
our main Theorem. To this end recall first the well-known: 

P R O P O S I T I O N 3.4. Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of di
mension n, and let L be an ample (or nef and big) line bundle on X. Fix a 
point x £ X and a positive integer k > €^x) • If Ln > ( f )n, then Kx + kL has 
a section which does not vanish at x. 

SKETCH OF PROOF: Let / : Y —• X be the blowing up of X at x, and denote 
by E C Y the exceptional divisor. Setting e = e(L, x) we have the linear 
equivalence of R-divisors: 

k • f*L - nE EE (̂/*sdgdL - eEh) + (k gjgkjkeEh) + (k-

and therefore k • f*L — nE is nef and big. On the other hand Ky = f*Kx + 
(n - 1)E, whence f*(Kx + kL) — E = Ky + (k • f*L - nE). Kawamata-Viehweg 
vanishing then gives 

H1(Y,O(f*vddh(Kx + kL)nv-E) =vv 0 

which in turn implies the existence of the required section. | 

In particular, taking e = 2 in the main theorem implies: 

C O R O L L A R Y 3.5. Let X be a smooth complex projective surface and let L 
be an ample line bundle on X such that L2 > 5 and T • L > 2 for all irreducible 
curves r C X. Then at all but finitely many points x G X, Kx + L -has a 
section which is non-vanishing at x. 

On the other hand, it is a consequence of Reider's theorem that under the 
hypotheses of (3.5), Kx + L is in fact globally generated. Hence we may view 
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our main theorem here as a sort of local Reider-type result, which however holds 
only off a finite set. A proof of the global generation of Kx + L using vanishing 
theorems for Q-divisors appears in [EL, §1]. 

While the results of the present paper give a fairly complete picture of the 
behavior of the Seshadri constants e(L, x) for a given line bundle L on a smooth 
surface X , it is less clear what happens as L varies. The essential question here, 
which is in effect posed by Demailly [De2, (6.9)], is the following: 

P R O B L E M 3.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety, and for an ample line 
bundle L consider the global Sheshadri constant e(L) denned in the Introduc
tion. As L varies are these constants bounded away from zero? In other words, 
setting 

e(X) =def inf {e(L) | L ample on -X"}, 

is it always the case that e(X) > 0 ? 

Our sense is that there may well exist surfaces where e(X) = 0, although we have 
been unable to construct any. This ties in with the following considerations. 

Given an ample line bundle L on a smooth projective variety X, define 
v(L) to be the least integer v such that vL is very ample. Note that if X is a 
curve of genus g, then v{L) < 2g + 1 for all ample L. In general, if there is a 
fixed v such that v(L) < v for every ample line bundle L o n I , then e(X) > 
On the other hand, the following example, due to Kollar, shows that it need 
not be the case in general that v(L) is bounded from above. 

E X A M P L E 3.7. [Kollar]. We give an example of a surface X carrying a 
family of ample line bundles Ln such that v(Ln) —> oo with n. 

We start with an elliptic curve E, and put Y = E x E. Fix a point P G E, 
and define on 7 the divisors: 

h = p r*(P) , v = p r^ (P) , 8 = diagonal C E x E. 

Next, given a positive integer n > 2 consider the divisor 

Mn = n • h + (n2 - n + 1) • v - (n - 1)6. 

Then M„ = 2 and Mn • v > 0, and consequently Mn is ample. [Proof: The 
inequalities imply by Riemann Roch that Mn has a section, and since Y is 
homogeneous it follows that Mn is in any event nef. If Mn • C = 0 for some 
effective curve C, then the Hodge index theorem shows that C2 < 0, which 
is absurd. Hence the Nakai criterion applies.] Finally, let R = v + /i, and let 
B G \2R\ be a smooth divisor. 
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For our surface X we take the double cover / : X —> Y of Y branched 
along B. Let Ln = f*(Mn). Then Ln is ample and we claim that the natural 
inclusion 

(*)dg H°(Y, Oy{n • Mn)) —> H°(X, Ox(n • Ln)) 

is an isomorphism. It follows that ra-L„ cannnot very ample, and hence u(Ln) > 
n. For the claim, observe that f*Ox = Oy © Oy{—R), and therefore 

UOx{n • Ln)) = Oy(n . Mn) 0 Oy(n . Mn - # ) . 

So to verify that the map in (*) is bijective, it suffices to prove that H°(Y, Oy{n-
Mn — R)) = 0. But this follows from the computation that (n • Mn — R)2 < 0. 
[Note that the specific choices we have made are relatively unimportant; the 
essential point is simply that Mn • R grows much more quickly than Mn • M„.] | 

Finally, we note that the definition of the Seshadri constant of a line bundle 
at a point can be generalized to measure positivity along a subvariety. Let X be 
a smooth projective variety, and let V C X be a subvariety, say smooth to fix 
ideas. Let / : Bly(SX) —• X be the blowing up of X along V, with exceptional 
divisor E C Blv(X). Given an ample line bundle L on X, define the Seshadri 
constant of L along V to be 

e(L, V) = sup{e | f*L - e • E is nef}. 

Paoletti [P] has investigated these invariants when V is a curve in P3 (or a 
general smooth threefold X ) , and L = (9p3(l). In this case e(L, V) detects such 
classical information as the presence of multisecant lines, but it seems to be a 
more delicate invariant. Paoletti proves the striking result that under suitable 
numerical hypotheses, e(L, V) governs the gonality of the curve V. It would 
be interesting to see what other concrete geometric properties are influenced 
by these invariants. It would also be useful to develop some techniques for 
computing or estimating e(L, V): some first steps in this direction appear in 
QD 
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HIGHER CASTELNUOVO THEORY 

David Eisenbud, Mark Green, Joe Harris 1 

0. Introduction 
1. The geometric case: Castelnuovo theory 
2. The algebraic case 
3. Cayley-Bacharach theory 
4. A stepwise formulation 

0. Introduction. 
In this paper and others to follow, we intend to set out a series of con

jectures concerning the Hilbert functions of points (or more generally, zero-
dimensional subschemes) in projective space; or, more generally still, the 
Hilbert functions of graded Artinian rings. We were first led to make some 
of these conjectures in Eisenbud-Harris [1982] in the course of our work on 
Castelnuovo theory. A special case of these was proved independently by us 
in that paper and by Miles Reid - though as Ciliberto later noted [1987] we 
were both anticipated by G. Fano [1894]. Recently, we saw how our con
jectures might be generalized; and in this form they relate to a number of 
other areas: for example, another special case is equivalent to a conjectured 
generalization of the classical Cayley-Bacharach theorem (as we will also dis
cuss here); another to the Kruskal-Katona and Clements-Lindstrom theorems 
of combinatorics (see, for example, Kleitman-Green [1978]); and still others, 
which we intend to describe in a later paper, to questions about the existence 
of exceptional linear series on complete intersection curves. 

Good references for unexplained terminology are Arbarello-Cornalba-
Griffiths-Harris [1985] or Eisenbud-Harris [1982]. 

1The authors are grateful to the NSF - the second through grant number 
DMS 88-02020 for partial support during the preparation of this work 

s. M. F. 
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1. Castelnuovo theory. 
Recall that a set of points in projective space is in uniform 'position if the 

Hilbert function (= postulation) of a subset depends only on the cardinality 
of the subset. Castelnuovo theory is concerned with the possible Hilbert func
tions of points in uniform position. Its origins are classical: Castelnuovo first 
used estimates on the Hilbert functions of points to derive his upper bound on 
the genus of an irreducible nondegenerate curve C in projective space P r in 
terms of the degree d of C. Castelnuovo's argument has been reproduced too 
many times to repeat in detail here (see, for example, Eisenbud-Harris [1982] 
or Arbarello-Cornalba-Griffiths-Harris [1985]), but briefly what he shows first, 
by completely elementary means, is that if T C P71"""1 is a general hyperplane 
section of C then 

9(C) < F h\Pn-\lr(ld<dfdfdfg) 

or, in other words, the genus of C is bounded by the sum over all £ of the 
failure of r to impose independent conditons on hypersurfaces of degree L 
Curves of maximal genus for their degree therefore are likely to be those whose 
hyperplane sections V have the smallest possible Hilbert function Zip. Next, 
Castelnuovo shows that among all configurations r of d > 2n + 1 points in 
uniform position in P n _ 1 , the ones with minimal Hilbert function are exactly 
those lying on rational normal curves; he calculates his bound 7r(d, n) on 
the genus of a curve accordingly. Finally, since if T is a subset of a rational 
normal curve any quadric containing T will contain the rational normal curve, 
he shows that if C is a curve achieving his bound the quadrics containing C 
must cut out in P n a surface whose hyperplane section is a rational normal 
curve (in particular, a surface of degree n — 1, the minimum possible degree 
for a nondegenerate surface in P n ) . 

In Eisenbud-Harris [1982], we undertook to extend the results of Casteln
uovo - in particular, his characterization of curves of maximal genus for their 
degree as lying on rational normal scrolls - to curves of high, but not maxi
mal genus. This involved asking, for example, "What is the second smallest 
possible Hilbert function of a collection of points?" and in general, "What 
configurations of points have small Hilbert function?" What emerged was the 
following philosophy: The way to achieve a configuration T C P r in uniform 
position having small Hilbert function is to put T on a positive-dimensional 
variety with small Hilbert function - in effect, on a curve of smallest pos
sible degree, and of largest possible genus given that degree - which is the 
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intersection of the hypersurfaces of low degree containing Y. 

To be specific, let T C P r be a nondegenerate collection of d points in 
uniform position; let hr be its Hilbert function, so that for example for (2) is 
the number of conditions imposed by T on quadrics. Castelnuovo says that if 
d > 2r + 3, then T must impose at least 2r + 1 conditions on quadrics; and if 
for(2) — 2r + 1 exactly, then T must lie on a rational normal curve. Extending 
this, it turned out that if d > 2r + 5 and if hr > 2r + 2 then necessarily 
T had to lie on an elliptic normal curve (Fano [1894],Eisenbud-Harris [1982], 
Reid [unpublished]). We deduced in particular that if a curve C C P n had 
genus exceeding a bound 71*! (G?, n) (substantially lower than 7r(<i, n)), then the 
quadrics containing C have to cut out a surface of degree n in P n , which 
allowed us to classify such curves. Both we and Miles Reid went on to con
jecture that this pattern would persist, at least for a while: for a < r, we 
conjectured, under the hypothesis d > 2r + 2a + 1 we could conclude that 
either hr > 2r + a + 1 or T lay on a curve of degree r + a — 1 or less in P r . 

In all of these cases, the latter conclusion - that T lay on a curve of small 
degree - would follow immediately if one knew that the intersection of the 
quadrics containing T was in fact positive dimensional. This observation last 
year suggested to us a seemingly trivial restatement. If we hypothesize that 
T is cut out by quadrics, we can ask: given hr(2), what is the largest possible 
d? In other words, What is the largest number d(h) of points of intersection 
of a linear system of quadrics of codimension h in the space of all quadrics 
in P r , given that the intersection of those quadrics is zero-dimensional? In 
these terms, we may summarize the state of our knowledge as of 1981 (and 
its origins) as follows: 

d{r + 1) — r + 1 (elementary) 

d(r + 2) — r + 2 (elementary) 

d(2r — 1) = 2r — 1 (elementary) 

d(2r) = 2r (elementary) 

d(2r + 1) = 2r + 2 (Castelnuovo) 

d(2r + 2) = 2r + 4 (Fano, Eisenbud-Harris, Reid) 
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The conjectures mentioned above extend this pattern to: 

d(2r + 3) = 2r + 6 

d(3r - 3) = 4r - 6 

d(3r - 2) = 4r - 4. 

Note that this conjectured bound on the number of points is sharp, if it 
holds: for h < 2r, of course, any configuration of h points in linear general 
position will be cut out by quadrics and will impose independent conditions 
on quadrics; and for 2r+2 < h = 2r+a < 3r — 2 we can take T the interseciton 
of a linearly normal curve of degree r + a - that is, a curve of degree r + a 
and (maximal) genus a - with another quadric. Note, moreover, that in the 
last case - d(3r — 2) = 4r — 4 - there is also another example we can use to 
show that the bounds is sharp: we can take T the intersection of a rational 
normal scroll I c P r with two more quadrics. 

This last example suggests that at this point the pattern otd(h) increasing 
by 2 each time stops. Indeed, corresponding to the two examples above in 
case h = 3r — 2 there are two examples to suggest that the next value of d 
should be 

d(3r - 1) = 4r. 

On the one hand, the maximal genus of a curve of degree r + a in P r increases 
by 2 from a — r — 1 to a = r, with the result that a curve of degree 2r — 1 
and genus r — 1 in P r will lie on the same number of quadrics as a curve 
of degree 2r and genus r + 1 (that is, a canonical curve). Thus we can take 
r the intersection of a canonical curve in P r with a quadric to arrive at a 
configuration of 4r points imposing only 3r — 1 conditions on quadrics. On 
the other hand, in the latter example, if we replace the rational normal surface 
scroll 5, which has degree r — 1, with a linearly normal surface of one larger 
degree r (for example, a del Pezzo surface or a cone over an elliptic normal 
curve), the intersection of our surface with two quadrics will again have degree 
4r and impose 3r — 1 conditions on quadrics. 

Similar examples indicate that for the next r — 3 steps d(h) will increase 
by 4 each time we increase h: by way of an example, we can take T the 
intersection of a surface of degree r — 1 + (3 with two further quadrics. When 
we get to the case h = 4r — 5, however, we get a new example: the intersection 
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of a threefold rational normal scroll X with three additional quadrics, and 
thereafter we can increase the degree of T by 8 while increasing hy{2) by only 
1 by increasing the degree of X by 1. 

By now the pattern seems relatively clear, and we may state the 

CONJECTURE. Starting with the value d(r + 1) = r + 1, the successive differ
ences of the function d(h) are: 

1,1,.............................,i 
2> 2............................,2 
4,4,............................,4 

(r — 1 times)] 
(r — 2 times); 
(r — 3 times); 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)fhgf (r — k times); 

2 r " 3 , 2 r " 3 , 
2 r " 2 . 

Where do we wind up at the end of this string? Here we have our first 
surprise: the last predicted value of d is 

d 
(2fc-c + l)sds 

2 
= 2 r , 

that is to say, the largest possible number of isolated points of intersectin of 
r quadrics in P r is 2 r . The fact that the terminal case of the conjecture is 
simply the Bezout theorem is striking. But more intriguing is the next case: 

d f r2 + r > 
2 

= 2 r - 2rd< " 2 , 

or, in other words, 

(*) 
The largest number of points of a complete intersection of quadrics in P r 

that another independent quadric can contain is 2 r — 2 r~" 2. 
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Let us express this conjecture in closed form. It will also be useful to 
replace the variable h, corresponding to the number of conditions imposed by 
a set of points T on quadrics, with the absolute number m of independent 
quadrics containing T - that is, ( r * 2 ) — h. 

First, some notation: given r, any number m > r + 1 can be uniquely 
written in the form 

m = (r + l ) + ( ! | ) + c > f f 0 (P m b > c > 0. 

With this notation, we make the 

CONJECTURE ( J m j f . ) . If T is any nondegenerate collection of d points in uni
form position in P r lying on m independent quadrics whose intersection is 
zero-dimensionalj then 

d< (2fc-c + l ) . 2 r - 6 - 1 . 

In particular, the statement (*) above is simply the case (J r_|_i j r) of this con
jecture. 

As suggested above, examples show that this bound, if indeed it holds, 
is sharp: for m quadrics, we can take T the intersection of r — b — 1 quadrics 
with a linearly normal variety of degree 2b — c + 1 and dimension r — b — 1 in 
P r (for example, the divisor residual to c + 1 planes in the intersection of a 
rational normal (r — fe)-fold scroll in P r with a quadric). 

Conjecture (I) remains an open problem in general, though we have been 
able to verify it for all r > 5 (note that all cases with r < 4 are covered by 
existing theorems of Castelnuovo, Fano, Eisenbud-Harris and Reid). We have 
also been able to verify the special case (7r_|_i)r) for all r < 6; we will give a 
proof in §3 below. 

2. The algebraic case. 
What happens if we omit the hypothesis of uniform position from our 

basic Conjecture (I), or for that matter if we allow arbitrary (nondegenerate) 
zero-dimensional subschemes of P r ? This problem is one that has a purely 
algebraic formulation. Passing to the homogeneous coordinate ring of the 
configuration T C P r modulo a general linear form, it becomes the question: 
what is the largest possible length e(m) of an Artinian ring of the form 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2 
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where i" is the ideal generated by an m-dimensional vector space of homoge
neous quadric polynomials in # i , . . . , xr? 

The extreme cases m = ( r '£ 1) and m = r are exactly the same as before: 
the corresponding values of e are r + 1 and 2 r . In between, though, the 
successive differences are quite different: they are expressed in the 

CONJECTURE. Starting with the value e(r) = 2 r , the (negative) successive 
differences of the function e(m) are: 

2 r - 2 , 2 r " 3 , 2 r - 4 , g f h f ff0(Pm+ 4,2,1,fg 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2) ff0(Pm+2,2h(2) 4 2 1 ,-±, j . , 

4 ,2,1, 
2,1, 
1. 

In other words, they are the same successive differences as the function d, in 
a different order. 

As strange as the conjecture may sound, it also has been completely 
verified for r < 5 (including cases where the value of e differs from that of d). 
It should also be noted that the conjectured last two values of the function e 
before the Bezout case (e(r + 1) = 2 r - 2 r ~ 2 , e(r + 2) = 2 r - 2 r ~ 2 - 2 r ~ 3 ) are 
the same as for the function d; and these two values have also been verified 
for r < 6. 

As in the geometric case, it will be useful to have a form of the conjecture 
that applies to individual values of the function e. To do this, we write an 
arbitrary m < (r"£1) in the form 

m=Ofgfgfgfgfgfgzertyhh 
With this notation, we make the 

CONJECTURE ( J / M ) R ) . Let T C P r be any nondegenerate, zero-dimensional 
subscheme of degree d. If T lies on m quadrics whose intersection is zero-
dimensional, then 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2hff0(Pm+2,2h(2)(2) 
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Equivalently, if R is an Artinian ring of the form 

R = k[xi,... , z r ] / J , 

where I is the ideal generated by an m-dimensional vector space of homoge
neous quadric polynomials in #i, . . . , xrj then 

dimk(R) < 2U + 2V + r - u - 1. 

As in the case of Conjecture (I), this bound is sharp, if indeed it holds. 
To construct examples, let AC R C Pr be subspaces of dimension v and u + l, 
respectively. Let Ti be a O-dimensional complete intersection of quadrics in A, 
consisting of 2V points. Let C be a curve in Q given as a complete intersection 
of quadrics and containing Ti (that is, choose a regular sequence of quadrics 
in Q restricting to the quadrics in A cutting out Ti and add u — v more 
quadrics in Q containing A to form a regular sequence of length u. Let H be 
a hyperplane section of C. Let p i , . . . ,p r _ t t _i be r — u — 1 additional points 
in P r that, together with fi, span P r ; and set 

r = J ffUr 1 U{pi , . . . ,p r _ l l - i} . 

3. Cayley-Bacharach theory. 
There is another way to interpret the statement (*) (equivalently, (II r+i j r)) 

above, which is as an extension of the classical Cayley-Bacharach theorem. 
We start by reviewing the statement of the modern Cayley-Bacharach 

theorem. If T is a zero-dimensional scheme and r ' c T a closed subscheme, 
we define the residual subscheme of V in T to be the subscheme T" of T 
defined by the sheaf of ideals 

XT,, = Ann(lY' /Tr)-

In English: T" is the smallest subscheme of T such that any product of func
tions vanishing on T' and T" vanishes on T. For example, if T is reduced then 
T" is the complement of V in T. 

In general, however, it is not true that the degree of Tu is the difference 
deg(r)—deg(r') (nor is either inequality valid); and the residual of the residual 
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of a subscheme r ' c T will not in general equal I". One circumstance, however, 
in which residuation does behave well is if Y is locally a complete intersection 
(or even locally Gorenstein): in this case, by liaison (Peskine-Szpiro [1974]) 
we do have 

ieg(r') + deg(r") = deg(r), 

and the residual of the residual of T is again T . In this case, we say that T 
and T" are residual to each other in I\ 

Note also that if the ideal of V1 in V is locally principal, then the equality 
on degrees holds (though it is not in general true in this case that the residual 
of the residual of V1 is T ) . 

With this, we may state a 

MODERN CAYLEY-BACHARACH THEOREM. (Davis-Geramita-Orecchia [1985]): 
Let r C P r be a complete intersection of hypersurfaces X\,... yXr of degrees 

and let r',r , /
 C T be closed subschemes residual to one another. 

Set 
ff0(Pm+2,2h(2) 

ra = — г — 1 + Ed 
Then, for any £ > 0, we have 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2) 

In English: the number of hypersurfaces of degree 1 containing T' (modulo the 
ideal ofT) is exactly the failure of T" to impose independent conditions on 
hypersurfaces of degree m — I. 

According to Semple and Roth [1949], p. 98, the classical Cayley-Bacharach 
Theorem concerns the special case of where T is a reduced complete intersec
tion of points in the plane. It asserts that if 

degree r" = (m - i + 2 \ 
2 

and the right hand side of the above equality is 0, then the left hand side is as 
well. This was asserted by Cayley without the hypothesis that the right hand 
side is 0 (which is automatic if m — £ = 0 and degree T" = 1), and corrected 
by Bacharach (Math. Annalen 26, p. 275). The most commonly stated form 
of the Theorem is this: 
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CLASSICAL CAYLEY-BACHARACH THEOREM. Let T c P r be a reduced com

plete intersection of hypersurfaces ff0(Pm+2,2h(2) of degrees c?i,... ,¿/ r . Then any 
hypersurface of degree m = ^c?¿—r — 1 containing a closed subscheme of T 

of degree lididffd-ldf contains Tsd. 

This Cayley-Bacharach theorem says in particular that if ft C P r is a 
complete intersection of quadrics, then any hypersurface X C P r of degree 
r—1 containing all but one point of T contains T. We could ask more generally: 
Suppose ft is the complete intersection of r quadrics in P r . What is the largest 
degree g(k) of a subscheme of ft that a hypersurface of degree k, not containing 
ft, can contain? By Bezout in P r _ 1 , a hyperplane can contain at most 2 r _ 1 , 
so that 9(1) = 2 - 1 , while Bézout in P r says that g(r - 1) - T - 2 and 
9(r) = 2 r - l g k These two remarks are the cases Jfc = 1 and k = r — 1 of 

CONJECTURE (IIIkjr). (Generalized Cayley-Bacharach). Let fi C P r be a 
complete intersection of quadrics. Any hypersurface of degree k that contains 
a subscheme V C £1 of degree strictly greater than 2 r — 2r~k must contain ÇI. 

There is an appealing boundary case: 

CONJECTURE (IIIkyr, BOUNDARY CASE). Moreover, if X is a hypersurface 
of degree k with deg(X fl ft) = 2r — 2r~k, the scheme residual to X fl ft in ft 
is a complete intersection of quadrics in a subspace Pr~k, 

Note that the inequality in case (iY/2,r) of this conjecture is exactly the 
conjecture (i7"r+ijr) above. 

We will prove below the conjecture (IIIj^r) for all k and r < 6. To do 
this, it will be useful to introduce yet another conjecture: 

CONJECTURE (IVm)' Let F C Pr be any subscheme of a zero-dimensional 
complete intersection of quadrics, let d — deg(T), and suppose that T fails 
to impose independent conditions on hypersurfaces of degree m - that is, 

fc1(Pr,Ir(m))9dsfsqdqsdÉ0df. Then 
d> 2 m + 1 . 

Note that this conjecture is independent of the dimension r of the ambient 
projective space (in particular, we do not assume that T spans P r ) . 

CONJECTURE (IVm, BOUNDARY CASE). Equality holds in Conjecture (IVm) 
if and only if T is itself a complete intersection of quadrics in P m + 1 . 

THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent: 
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a. (IIIk,r) f°r all k and r; 
b. (IVm) for all m. 

In particular, either one implies (III2jr)y &nd hence (IIr+dfdr^r), for all r. 
Moreover, for any value of m, (IVm) implies (IIIk,fgr) for all k and r with 
r — k — 1 = m and in particular (IIr+1,r) for r = m + 3. (The same is true 
for the boundary cases of (IVm) and (IIIk,r))> 

PROOF: We first prove that (IVm) implies ( 7 / / r _ m _ l j r ) . We apply the 
modern Cayley-Bacharach Theorem. To begin with, assume (IVm)-, and let 
Q C P r be a complete intersection of quadrics. Let X be any hypersurface 
of degree ~k = r — m — 1 not containing M and let T be the subscheme of 
M residual to the intersection £1 fl X. By Cayley-Bacharach V must fail to 
impose independent conditions on hypersurfaces of degree m — r — 1 — k. 
By assumption, deg(T) > 2r~k and correspondingly deg(Xn M)<2r- > 2r~k. 

(The boundary case of (IVm) easily implies the boundary case of ( J / / r _ m _ i j r ) 
as well.) 

Now assume (IIIk,r) for all r. Let T be any subscheme of a complete 
intersection of quadrics and suppose that T fails to impose independent con
ditions on hypersurfaces of degree k. Assuming that T spans a projective 
space P n , take Q, a complete intersection of quadrics in P n containing T, 
and let T' C M be the subscheme of f2 residual to T. By Cayley-Bacharach, 
T' lies on a hypersurface of degree n — 1 — k not containing £1] it follows 
that deg(r') < 2n - 2n~1~k and hence that deg(r) > 2 * + 1 . Moreover, if we 
have equality in the last inequality, then T is itself a complete intersection of 
quadrics. • 

As promised, we will prove (IIIk,r) for all k and r < 6 by establishing: 

THEOREM 2. Conjecture (IVm) holds for m < 3. 

We will make use of the following simple result several times. 

LEMMA. Let Q C P r be a finite subscheme, and let m be a nonnegative 
integer. Suppose that every form of degree m vanishing on a codegree 1 
subscheme of Q (that is, on a subscheme of degree one less than Q) vanishes 
on all ofQ. If H C P r is any hypersurface of degree k, and 0 is the subscheme 
residual to H f]Q, then any form of degree m — k vanishing on a codegree 1 
subscheme of 0 vanishes on all of 0. 
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P R O O F O F T H E L E M M A : T O say that a form G vanishes on a codegree 1 
subscheme of 0 is to say that ((G) + I®)/X® is a 1-dimensional vector space, 
or equivalently G E (I® ' NI) for some maximal ideal M of O®. 

Now let F be the form of degree k defining i7, let V = Hf]Q, and let 0 be 
the subscheme residual in Q to T. If G is a form of degree m — k vanishing on 
a codegree 1 subscheme of 0 , then G G (I® : M ) , so FG G (T® : M ) and FG 
vanishes on a codegree 1 subscheme of Q. Since FG has degree m it follows 
from our hypothesis on that FG vanishes on fi, and thus G £ (I® : F) = I® 
- that is, G vanishes on 0 . • 

P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 2: First we show that (IVm) holds for any m in case 
the linear span of the scheme T is a projective space of dimension n < m + 2. 
The modern Cayley-Bacharach Theorem implies that a complete intersection 
of quadrics in P n imposes independent conditions of hypersurfaces of degree 
rc, and any proper subscheme of it imposes independent conditions on hy
persurfaces of degree n — 1, from which we get the case n < m + 1. If, on 
the other hand, n = m + 2, let Q be a complete intersection of quadrics in 
p m + 2 containing p, and let r' C £1 be the subscheme residual to T in Q. By 
Cayley-Bacharach the subscheme V lies in a hyperplane 
thus have 

p m + 1 pm+2iAfgC .We 

and hence 

deg(r') < 2 m + 1 

deg(r) > 2 m + 1 . 

Note, moreover, that if equality holds in the last inequality, then V must 
be a complete intersection of m + 1 quadrics in P m + 1 . It follows that the 
restriction map 

ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)ff0(Pm+2,2h(2)sAC R C Prfg 

must have a kernel. In other words, the linear system of quadrics cutting out 
Q contains a reducible element Qo = Ho U LQ, with LQ = P m + 1 ^ r'. Since 
Q is a complete intersection, T is residual to T', and thus L \ vanishes on T, 
contradicting the hypothesis that V spanned P m + 2 . 

Conjecture (IVm) is immediate for m = 0 or 1; we will deal with the 
remaining two cases in turn. By what we have just done we may assume that 
T spans a space of dimension n > m + 2, and we wish to show tha t deg T > 
2m+1. yye mav as wejj assume that T is minimal among schemes failing to 
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impose independent conditions on hypersurfaces of degree m and thus that 
any hypersurface of degree m containing a subscheme of Y of codegree 1 in Y 
must in fact contain Y. 

Case i. m = 2. Suppose that Y spans a space of dimension r > 5. Then we 
can find a proper subscheme of Y of degree at least r contained a hyperplane 
H in T = P r ; let T' = H fl Y be the degree of Y'. Let 0 be the residual scheme 
to r in T. 

By the Lemma, 0 fails to impose independent conditions on hyperplanes. 
By the case m — 1 of our conjecture we have 

deg(G) > 4, 

so <f = deg(r) > deg(r') + 4 
> r + 4 

>9, 
as desired. 

Case ii. m — 3. Say Y spans a linear space P r of dimension r > 6 and fails to 
impose independent conditions on cubics. We must show that deg Y > 17. By 
Castelnuovo theory for schemes (see Eisenbud-Harris [1992]) any subscheme 
of P r in linearly general position imposes independent conditions on m-ics if 
d < mr + 1. If T were in linearly general position, then taking; m = 3 and 
r = 6 we find deg r > 3r + 1 = 19. and we would be done. Thus we may 
assume that there is a hyperplane H C P r intersecting T in a subscheme 
r = H n r of degree s > r + 1 > 7: we suppose that s is the maximal degree 
of such a subscheme. Let 0 C Y be the subscheme residual to Y1 in Y. Since 
the ideal of T' in Y is principal, we have deg 0 + deg T' = deg T, so we must 
show that s + degree 0 > 17. Thus we may assume that degree 0 < 9. 

By the Lemma, 0 fails to impose independent conditions on quadrics. 
By the case m = 2 we must have deg(0) > 8. If degree 0 = 8, then by 
case m = 2, 0 must be contained in a P 3 . It follows that some subscheme of 
length > 8 containing 0 is contained in a hyperplane in P r . Thus s > 9, and 
we are done. 

It remains to treat the case where degree 0 = 9. If 0 lies in a hyperplane, 
then s > degree 0 = 9, so we are done. If 0 were in linearly general position 
in P r then since 0 imposes dependent conditions on quadrics it follows as 
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above that deg© > 2r + 1. Since r > 6, this contradicts the assumption 
deg 0 = 9. Thus we may find a hyperplane section 0 ' = H' fl 0 C 0 of 
degree t > r + 1 > 7. 

Let S be the subscheme of 0 residual to 0 ' . By the Lemma, S fails to 
impose independent conditions on hyperplanes, so degree S > 3. Since 0 ' is 
cut out in 0 by just one equation, deg 0 = deg©' + degS > 7 + 3 = 10. 

4. A stepwise formulation. 
Another way of approaching Hilbert functions is to ask, simply: suppose 

we know the value h(m) of the Hilbert function of a graded ring in degree 
ra. What can we say about the value in degree m + 1? In this generality, the 
answer was supplied by Macaulay, who proved that if we wrote 

*<->-(™)+(r,i)+-+Ci) 
with am > a m _ i > . . . > a\ > 0, then h(m + 1) satisfied the inequality 

^+i)=(i"+

+i)+C^+1)+-+C"2

+1)-
Moreover, this bound is sharp. In line with what we have suggested above, 
however, we now ask what the estimate should be if we assume in addition 
that the ring is of the form 

R = k[xiy... ,xr]/I 

where / contains a regular sequence of length r in degree 2. Based on examples 
and some partial proofs, we make the 

CONJECTURE (Vm). Under this hypothesis, if h(m) is as above, the value 
h(m + 1) of the Hilbert function of R satisfies the inequality 

^+i)=(i"+

+i)+C^+1)+-+C"2

+1)-
This is sharp, if true; an example would be the ideal generated by the 

squares of the variables together with the lexicographical ideal of appropriate 
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size in degree ra. Moreover, if we sum up the estimates for h(rri) over all m, 
we arrive at the same estimate for the length of R in terms of h{2) given in 
Conjecture III; thus Conjecture (V) in general implies Conjecture (III). 

Moreover, Conjecture (V) is true if the ideal of / contains the squares of 
the variables. This follows from the Kruskal-Katona Theorem (see Kleitman-
Green [1978]), which is equivalent to the monomial case, and a deformation 
argument. Of course it follows in turn from this that the Theorem is true if 
i" contains a "sufficiently general" regular sequence of quadrics. 

In this setting, the hypothesis that the ideal J C k[x\,.. . , # r ] defining 
R contains a regular sequence specifically of quadrics is artificial. Conjecture 
(V) generalizes directly to the case where we assume just that i" contains 
a regular sequence ( / i , . . . , / 2 ) of homogeneous polynomials of arbitrary de
grees. The case where the fi are powers of the variables then follows from 
the Clements-Lindstrôm Theorem, also treated in Kleitman-Green [1978]; we 
intend to devote a future paper to this and the cases of it that we can prove. 
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Surjectivity of cycle maps 

Hélène Esnault and Marc Levine 

Introduct ion 

The complicated nature of the theory of cycles of codimension two and 
higher became apparent with Mumford's paper [M], which showed that pg = 0 
is a necessary condition for the represent ability of the group of zero-cycles on a 
smooth projective surface over C. This was generalized by Roitman [R] when 
he showed that the vanishing of all the groups q > 1, is necessary 
for the represent ability of the group of zero-cycles on a smooth projective 
variety over C. Bloch, Kas and Lieberman [BKL] investigated the zero-cycles 
on surfaces with pg — 0, showing that the group of zero- cycles was in fact 
represent able, at least if the surface is not of general type; Bloch [Bl] has 
conjectured that pg = 0 is sufficient for the represent ability of the zero-cycles 
on a smooth projective surface. The case of surfaces of general type is still 
an open problem, although there has been some progress, most recently by 
Voisin [V]. 

Bloch's proof in [Bl] of Mumford's infinite dimensionality theorem views 
the diagonal in X x X as a family of zero-cycles on X , parametrized by X , and 
goes on to consider the consequences of the generic triviality of this family. 
This may be the first appearance of this point of view. Coombes and Srinivas 
used this idea in [CS] to get a decomposability result for H1{K,2) of a surface. 
Bloch and Siinivas [BS] push this approach further, making a study of the 
cycle groups on a smooth variety X which relies on a partial decomposition of 
the diagonal in X x X. They have applied this method to give some examples 
for which certain cycle groups are represent able. This approach was recently 
used by Paranjape [P] in his discussion of the cycle groups of subvarieties of 
projective space of small degree and small codimension. Schoen [S] has also 
applied this method to give generalizations of the Mumford-Roitman criterion 
for non- represent ability to the Chow groups of cycles of positive dimension. 
Jannsen [J] used the ideas of Bloch and Srinivas in his discussion of smooth 
projective varieties X for which the rational topological cycle maps 

CRp(X)®Q-*H2Bp(X,®) 

S. M. F. 
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are injective. For such a variety, Jannsen shows that the diagonal in X x X 
decomposes in CH*(X x X)q into a sum of product cycles 

A = A0 x B° + Ax x B1 + . . . + Ad x Bd 

where A{ is a dimension i cycle, B% is a codimension i cycle, and d = dim(X). 
One consequence of this decomposition is that the total cycle map 

d 

p=0 
i C H p ( X ) ® Q -

2d 

q=0 

iHqp(X) 

is an isomorphism; in particular, X has no odd cohomology. 
In this paper, we prove an analog of Jannsen's result, considering the 

cycle map to rational Deligne cohomology rather than Betti cohomology. As
suming injectivity of the Deligne cycle maps, we arrive at a decomposition of 
the diagonal into a sum of codimension one cycles on products of the form 

x Dl, with dim(r,-+i) = i + 1, cod(Z)z) = i (see Theorem 1.2 for a more 
precise statement). The consequences of this decomposition are a surjectiv-
ity statement for certain cycle maps to Deligne cohomology and some other 
related maps (Theorem 2.5), a vanishing result for certain Hodge numbers 
(Theorem 3.2), and a decomposability result for the K-cohomology (Theo
rem 4.1). If we assume that all the rational cycle class maps for a smooth 
projective variety X are injective, then 

(1) all the rational Hodge cycles on X are algebraic (Corollary 2.6) 
(2) the Abel-Jacobi maps 

cln:CEn(X)alg^ Jn(X) 

are all surjective (Corollary 3.3) 
(3) the Hodge numbers hp,q(X) all vanish for \p — q\ > 1. 
(4) the maps 

CRP(X)®CX -+Hp(X,)Cp+1) 

are all surjective. 
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The results on the Hodge numbers are a direct generalization of the re
sults of Mumford-Roitman mentioned above. This points the way to some 
possible generalizations of Bloch's conjecture to a conjecture on the repre
sent ability of cycle groups of higher dimension (see Questions 1 and 2 in §3). 
What is novel about the situation is that it involves all the groups of cycles 
of dimension 0 to s rather than the cycles of a single dimension s. Schoen 
has raised similar questions in his paper [S], from a slightly different point of 
view, replacing the injectivity assumption with an assumption that the gen
eralized Hodge conjecture holds, and that the group of dimension s cycles is 
represent able; we haven't attempted to reconcile these two points of view. 

We would like to thank Uwe Jannsen and Kapil Paranjape for sending us 
preliminarly version of their manuscripts, which have greatly influenced this 
work. This joint paper arose out of conversations while the second author 
was visiting at the University of Essen; he would like to thank the University 
of Essen for its gracious hospitality and the DFG Schwerpunkt "Komplexe 
Mannigfaltigkeiten" for its generous support. 

§1. Decompos i t ion of the diagonal 

In this section, we show how the injectivity of the cycle map to Deligne 
cohomology leads to a decomposition of the diagonal. If X is a smooth pro
jective variety, we let Zn(X) denote the group of codimension n cycles on X , 
CHn(X) the group of cycles modulo rational equivalence. We let Zn(X) and 
CHn(X) denote the group of dimension n cycles and cycle classes. If X is 
defined over C, we have the cycle class map 

cln: Zn(X) -> H^n(X,Z(n)). 

This map passes to rational equivalence, giving the map 

cln:CEn(X) -» Hln(X,Z(n)). 

We refer to an element of Zn(X)q as a Q-cycle. We also denote by cln 
the maps induced by cln after extending the coefficient ring. For the basic 
properties of Deligne cohomology and the cycle map, we refer the reader to 
[B]. 
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Let Hgn(X) denote the group of codimension n Hodge cycles on X: 

Hgn{X) {xeH2n(x,z(n)) x®ie FnH2n(x,c)}-

We have the exact sequence describing iJ|>n(X, Z(n)) as an extension: 

0 
ff2N-1(X,C) 

H2n-\X,Z(n)) FnH2n-1(XX) 
H2vn(X,Z(n)) Hgn{X) -+ 0. 

The nth intermediate Jacobian, J n ( X ) , is the complex torus on the left-hand 
side of the above sequence. 

L e m m a 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
Suppose the Q-cycle class map 

cln:CrF(X)Q^ Hln(X,Q(n) 

is injective. Let D be a pure codimension i = d — n closed subset of X, and 
let j be a codimension d Q-cycle on X x X, supported on X x D. Then there 
are closed subsets Df and V of X, codimension d Q-cycles 7? and 7? on X x X 
such that 

(1) D' has pure codimension i + 1 and T has pure dimension i + 1. 

(2) 7? is supported onT x D and 7? is supported on X x D'. 

(3) 7 = 7? + 7? in C&iX x X)Q. 

Proof. If D has irreducible components Z>i , . . . , D5, we can write 7 as a sum 

7 = 71 + . . . + 7s 

with 7J supported on X x Thus we may assume that D is irreducible. 
Write 7 as a sum, 7 = 7' + 7", such that each irreducible component of the 
support of 7' dominates D, and no irreducible component of the support of 7" 
dominates D. Since 7" is supported on X x P2(supp(l"))'> and P2(^PP(7n)) 
has codimension at least ¿ + 1 on X , we may assume that 7 = 7'. We may then 
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find a smooth projective variety D, mapping birationally to D by p: D —> Z>, 
and a Q-cycle 7 on X x D such that 

(i) for each y £ Z), X x y and 7 intersect properly on X x D. 

(ii) (zdx x p)*(7) = 7. 

Indeed, for a resolution of singularities r: ¿2 —> D, and a subvariety Z of 
I x f l , there is a subvariety W of X x £* which is generically finite over Z. 
Thus each cycle 7 as above can be lifted to a Q-cycle 7^ on X x E. Having 
done this, we may further blow-up E via D —• i£ so that each component of 
jE has proper transform to l x f l which is flat over I), giving us the desired 
resolution D and Q-cycle 7. 

For a point y £ -D, let 7y be the Q- cycle px*((X x y) • 7). Each 7y has 
codimension n on X. Fix a point 0 £ Z). Since JD is connected, the cycles 
70 and 7y are homologous on X, for each y in Z). Thus cln{^y — 70) is in 
Jn(X)o, for each y € D. Let c/: 5 —> JU(X)Q be the map 

c/(y) = c/n(7y -70) . 

In similar fashion, we have the map ch: D —> CHn(X)o defined by 

ch(y) = 7« - 7o mod rational equivalence. 

Both ch and c/ extend by linearity to maps 

ch:CE0(D) ->CHn(X)Q 

ch CH0(Z>)-+/n(X)Q. 

The map cl factors further through the Albanese map 

a pi CHQ(D) —> Alb(D). 

Clearly we have cln 0 ch = cl] since the map cln is injective by hypothesis, 
this implies that ch factors through Alb(Z)) as well. 
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Take an embedding of D in a PN, and let C be a smooth linear section 
of D of dimension one; we assume that C contains 0. By the weak Lefschetz 
theorem, the map Alb(C) —• A\b(D) is surjective; in particular, this implies 
that, for each y £ D, there is a Q-zero cycle ay, supported on C, such that 
cl(y) = cl(ciy). As the map ch factors through Alb(D), we have ch(y) — 
ch(ciy). 

Take y to be a geometric generic point of D over C, so C(y) = C(D) = 
C(D). The zero-cycle ay is defined over some finitely generated field extension 
of C(D); by specializing ay and changing notation, we may assume that the 
zero-cycle ay is defined over a finite extension L of C(Z)), of degree say M. 
Let by be the zero cycle • NmL/C(^(ay). Then by is defined over C(Z)), 
by is supported on C and ch(y) = ch(by). In particular, there is a unique 
Q-cycle 7? on X x D such that 

(iü) px*((X x y) • 7?) = px*((X x by) • 7), for y a geometric generic point of 
D over C. 

(iv) each irreducible component of supp(7?) dominates D. 

Let 5 = Px(supp(7)fl X x C). Since the fibers of supp(7) over D all have 
dimension z, S has dimension at most i +1. By (iii) and (iv), 7? is supported 
on S x D. Since c/i(y) = ch(by), (iii), together with the localization sequence 
for the Chow groups, implies there is a codimension one closed subset D' of 
D, and a cycle 7? € CHd~l(X x .D), supported on X x Z)', such that 

(v) 7 = 7? + To x f in C H Á - ¿ ( X x Z>)Q. 

Let r be a pure dimension i + 1 closed subset of X containing S and 
supp(7o), let D' be a pure codimension i + 1 closed subset of X containing 
p(D'). Take 7? (¿<¿x x p)*(7? + 70 x JD), 7- (idx x p)*( r ) Since 
(¿dx x p).(7) = 7, we have 

7 = 7? + 7? in CHD(X x X ) Q 

7? is supported on I x D' 

7? is supported on T x D, 

as desired. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d, 
and let A be the class of the diagonal in CHD(X x X)Q. Suppose the Q-cycle 
class maps 

c/n:CiT(X)Q Hln(X,Q(n)) 

are infective for n = d — 1 , . . . , d — s, for some integer s, 0 < 5 < d — 2. 
Then there are closed subsets X = D°, D1,..., , I \ , . . . , r5+i, and cycles 
7i , . . . , 7„7a+1 e CHD(X XX)Q such that 
(1) Dl has pure codimension i, I \ has pure dimension i 
(2) 7J is supported on x D\ for i = 0 , . . . , s. 
(3) 7S+1 is supported on X x D9+1. 
(4) A = 7o + • • • + 7, + 7S+1 in CHd(X x X)0. 
Proof. We first apply Lemma 1.1 to the cycle A on X x X, with n = cf, i = 0 
and D = X. This gives us the Q-cycles 70 and 71, a codimension one closed 
subset D1 and a dimension one closed subset Ti with 70 supported onTi x X , 
71 supported on X xD1 and with A = 71 +71 in CrlD(X x X)Q. This proves 
the case 5 = 0. The general case follows by induction on 5, applying Lemma 
1.1 to the cycle 75"1"1 supported on X x D8+1. • 
Note. We have systematically indexed our cycle groups by codimension rather 
than dimension for notational convenience. However, it seems instructive to 
view the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 as requiring the injectivity of the rational 
cycle maps for cycles of dimension 0 to s. 

§2. Surjectivity 
In this section, we use the decomposition of the diagonal given in §1 to 

study the surjectivity of the cycle map. 
Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. Let 7 be in 

CH^(X x X)Q , supported on a product r x D , with T C X of pure dimension 
j , D C X of pure codimension i. Let p: T —> T, q: D —> D be birational 
maps, with T and D smooth and projective. If Z is a subvariety of T x D, 
then there is a subvariety W of T x D, with (p x q)(W) = Z, and with W 
generically finite over Z. In particular, there is a cycle 7 € CHJ_l(r x D)q 
with (p x g)*(7) = 7. 

The cycle 7 determines the homomorphisms 

7.:ff£(X,Q(&): #£(X,Q(fc)) 
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by 

7.(rç) • P2*(PÌ(v)ucld(1)), fo r rçe tf£(X,Q(ò)). 

Let / : f —> X , g: Z) —> X be the obvious maps, and let p ^ T x Z? —> D, 

Pf: TxZ) —> T denote the projections. The cycle 7 determines homomorphisms 

7.:ff£(r,Q(6)) ff;-2i(AQ(i-0)bj 

7.(»7) = Pö.(Pf(»7)Uc/J-(7)) for»? € ff£(r,Q(6)). 

L e m m a 2 .1 . Let Î? G ff£(X,Q(6)). Then 

7.(>/) = /.(WTO))). 

Proof. We have 

7 . ( » ? ) = P 2 . ( p î ( r / ) U c / d ( 7 ) ) 

= P 2 . ( p î ( r ? ) U c / d ( ( 5 x / ) . ( 7 ) ) ) 

= P 2 . ( p ï ( r ? ) U ( 5 x / ) . ( c F - ( 7 ) ) ) 

= P 2 . ( ( ^ x fU(g x /)*(pî(f7)) U cP-'m) (projection formula) 

= / . (Pß.G*(ff*(»7))Uc / ' - (7))) 

= / . ( W W ) ) -

The Deligne cohomology groups and iZp of a point * are easily com
puted; we give here a partial computation: 

For k > 0, we have 

H$>(*,0(-k)) = ®(-k) 

H1D Q(1 + * ) ) = C/Q(*) 
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Let px'X —» * be the projection to a point. Using the cycle class map c/n, 
we obtain the maps 

cll_k:CKn(X)®HU*M-k)) Hln{XMn~k)) 

c/^ :CH"(X) J?I(*,Q(l + *)) tf¿n+1(X,Q(n + l + *)), 

defined by 

c/?it(»7®/J) c/»(f/)Up5f(a) 

c/?it(»7®/J) cl^ö p*x(ß). 

for a Q(-fc)). / ? € t f £ ( * , Q ( l + *)) and r( € CH"(X). 

Lemma 2.2. Let Y be a smooth irreducible projective variety over C of 
dimension dy. Then, for k > 0, we have 

HUY,Q(-k)) = Q(-k) 

HT>(Y,Q(1 + к)) = C / Q U + jfe). 

The map 

cl*y.CH**(Y) #° , (* ,Q (0) ) H2vdr(Y,®(dY)) 

is surjective. If t : * —• Y is a point of the maps 

i.:HU*M-k)) H*d*(YMdY-k)) k>0 
and 

i . : l ï j , (*,Q(H-*)) ^ + 1 ( y , Q ( d y + 1 + *)) A; > 0 

are isomorphisms. 

Proof. The computation of .ffp and .Hp follow directly from the isomorphism 

H\YQ(-k)) H\YQ(-k)) F-kH°(Y,C) 
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and the short exact sequence 

0 
H°(Y,C) 

ff°(r,Q(l + *)) F1+kH°(Y,C) 

ff°(r,Q(l + *)) ^(y .QCl + A r ) ) F1+kH\Y,C) 0, 

together with the identities (for k > 0) 

F-kH\Y,C) H°(Y,C) 
F1+kH°(YC) = 0 
F1+lfl1(y,C) = 0. 

For the surjectivity statement, we have the exact sequence 

0 H2dY~l(YX) 
F2^-1(F,Z(dY - A;)) FdY-kH2dY-\Y,C) 

^ ( F , Z ( c / y - f c ) ) 

H2dY(Y,Z(dY - k)) FdY-kH2dY(Y,C) -» 0. 

For A; = 0, this is just the exact sequence 

0 Alb(y) H2vdY(Y,Z(dY)) H2dY{Y,Z{dY)) 0; 

and the cycle class map cldv breaks up into degree map to H2dY(Y, ̂ dy)) = 
Z and the Albanese map a:CHo(F)o —» Alb(F). As both these maps are 
suriective, clt\ is suriective as well. For k < 0, we have 

H2vdY(x,q>{dY-k)) H2dY(Y,Q(dY-k)). 

As this latter group is isomorphic to Q(—k), generated by the class of a point, 
the map £* is an isomorphism as claimed. The computation of the group 
H2JY+1(X,Q(dY + l + k)) is similar. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d, 
let r be a closed subset of pure dimension i + 1, D a closed subset of pure 
codimension z, and let 7 £ CHD(X x X)Q be a Q-cycle supported onT x D. 
Then, for all n.k > 0, 7*(iy£n(X, Q(n — k))) is contained in the image of 
CIQ _k, and 7*(#p + (X, Q(n + 1 + k))) is contained in the image of cl"k. 

Proof As in the paragraph preceeding Lemma 2.1, we let p: f —• T, q: D —> I? 
be birational maps, with T and I) smooth and projective. Let g:T —> X, 
/ : Z? —> X be the obvious maps, and let 7 £ CH1(r x D)Q be a Q-cycle with 
{9 x — 7- By Lemma 2.1, we have 

ъ(л) = д*(% ГО? 

for 77 £ #£(X,Q(6))). Also, the homomorphism 7* o maps #|,(X,Q(&))) 
to H^-2\D,Q{b- z))), and maps #|>(X, Q(6))) to #£( f , Q(6))). Since 
ff£(f, Q(6))) = 0 for a > 2z" + 3, and #£~2i(£>, Q(b - i))) = 0 for a < 2z', we 
need only consider four cases: 
(1) a — 2n — 2z, b — n — k: 
(2) a = 2n + 1 = 2z + 1, b = n + 1 + k; 
(3) a = 2n = 2z + 2, 6 = n - A:; 
(4) a = 2n + 1 = 2i + 3, 6 = n + 1 + fc. 

For cases (1) and (2), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that Q(-k)) 
is in the image of cll0 _k, and that /*(iJp(D, Q(l + k)) is in the image of 
cl\k. For case (3) , it follows from Lemma 2.2 that i ^ + ^ f ,Q(z + 1 - k)) is 
generated by c/j+^(CH*+1(f) ®•HU*M-k))).Q(-fc)), i.e., by the classes of points 
of any dense Zariski open subset of T. If x is a point of T, let jx be the 
divisor Pf)^(j - x x £)), when the intersection 7 fl x x D has codimension one 
on f x D. Then %(x) is the class in i?|>(I), Q(l))) of 7^, when the latter is 
defined; using the projection formula, we see that 

7.(#£+2(F ,Q( ; + i-fc))) cll_k(CE\D) •HU*M-k))). 

Following 7* by and using the compatibility of cycle classes with proper 
pushforward, we see that 

7*(i7£(X,Q(&))) < _ y c H i + 1 ( X ) •HU*M-k))). 

Case (4) is similar, and is left to the reader. 
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L e m m a 2.4. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d, 
let D be a closed subset of pure codimension s + 1, and let 7 6 CHD(X x X)Q 
be a Q-cycle supported on X x D. Then 

(i) ^(Hln(X,Q(n-k))) yJHln+1(X,0(n + l + k))) 0? for n < s + 1, 
and for all k > 0. 

(ii) 7*(H2vn(X,®(n-k))) is contained in the image of clfi _k, and 

7Mn+1(x,q(n+i+k))) is contained m the image 01 cl" k, lor n = s + 1. 
and for all k > 0. 

(Hi) 7 . № ( X , Q ( n ) ) ) is contained in the image of clV: 0, for n — s + 2. 

Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar to the argument in the proof of 
the preceeding lemma, and are left to the reader. For (iii), let D —> D be a 
resolution of singularities, and let / : D —> X be the obvious map. Arguing 
as in the preceeding lemma, we see that 7*(iJ|)n(X, Q(n))) is contained in 

#|>(Z), Q( l ) ) ) . Since the cycle class map cPiC&iD) -» # £ ( £ , Z(l ) ) ) 
is an isomorphism, we find that 7*(#|>n(X,Q(n))) is contained / . ( C H 1 ^ ) ) , 
proving (iii). • 

T h e o r e m 2.5. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
Suppose there is an integer s, with 0 < s < d — 2, such that the Q-cycle class 
maps 

cln:ClP(X)Q H2VN(X,Q(n)) 

are injective for n = d, d — 1 , . . . , d — s. Then the maps 

c/?,_t: CIP(X) H°v(*M-k)) Hln(X,Q(n-k)) 
and 

cll,k CrT{X)®H1v^,Q{l + k)) E^+HXMn + l + k)) 

are surjective for n = 0 , . . . , s + 1 and for all k > 0. The map 

clo,o CIT(X)®Q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

is surjective for n — s + 2. In particular, if the Q-cycle class maps cln are 
injective for all n > 0, then the maps C/Q _k and cl" k are surjective for all 
n > 0 and for all k > 0. 

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.2, and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, noting the 
the map A* is the identity. • 
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Corollary 2.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension 
d. Suppose the Q-cycle class maps 

cln:Crr(X)q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

are injective for all n. Then the group Hgn(X) ® Q of rational Hodge cycles 
of X is generated by the classes of algebraic cycles for all n. 

Proof The suriectivity of the rational cycle class map 

CEn(X)Q Hgn(X)®Q 

follows directly from Theorem 2.5. • 

Remark. We will show in the next section that the injectivity of the cycle 
maps implies that the intermediate Jacobians of X are generated by the classes 
of algebraic cycles which are algebraically equivalent to zero. 

§3. Hodge numbers and the failure of injectivity of the cycle map 

We proceed to examine some consequences of Theorem 1.2 for the Hodge 
numbers of a smooth projective variety, and derive a criterion for ensuring that 
the cycle class maps are not injective. This can be viewed as a generalization 
of the theorems of Mumford-Roitman ([M], [R]) on the non-representability 
of the group of zero cycles on smooth projective varieties with non-trivial 
holomorphic p-forms for p > 1. What is novel in this setting is that it is 
not clear which cycle group is contributing to the lack of injectivity, although 
there is an obvious question one can pose (see Question 1 below). 

For a smooth projective variety X over C, we let Hp,q(X) denote (p, q)-
component in the Hodge decomposition of H*(X, C), and let hp>q(X) = 
dimc(£P'g(X)). Let c/n'n(7) denote the cohomology class in Hn>n(X) of 
7 G CB.n(X)q. If Y and Z are smooth projective varieties over C, with Z of 
dimension a, and if 7 is in CH6(F x Z), we have the homomorphism 

7.: H^"(Y) jjp+b-a,q+b-a^2^ 

defined by 7.(77) = p2*(pï(rç) U c/6'6(7)). 
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L e m m a 3 .1 . Let X, D and Y be smooth projective varieties over C, with 
maps f:D -> X, g:T -> X. Let 7 be in CH\V x D), and let 7 = (g x /) .(7). 
Then 7* = f*o% og*. 

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.1. • 

Let CHn(X)hom denote the group of cycles homologous to zero, modulo 
rational equivalence, and let CHn(X)aig denote the group of cycles alge
braically equivalent to zero, modulo rational equivalence. 

T h e o r e m 3.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
Suppose there is an integer s, 0 < s < d — 2 such that the Q-cycle class maps 

cln: CHn(X)Q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

are injective for n = d, d — 1 , . . . , d — s. Then the Hodge numbers hp,q(X] 
vanish if 

(i) p + q < 2s + 2 and \p - q\ > 1, 
or if 
(ii) p + q > 2s + 2 and p < s + 1. 

In particular, if the Q-cycle class maps cln are injective for all n > 0, tiien 
the Hodge numbers hp,q(X) vanish if \p — q\ > 1. In addition, the cycle class 
map cln induce a surjection 

cln:CHn(X)alg -> Jn(X) 

for n < s + 2. 

Proof. For (i), first suppose p + q — 2n is even. By Theorem 2.5, the map 

clo-k CHn(X)®H°v(*M-k)) H2vn(X,Q(n-k)) 

is surjective for all k > 0. On the other hand, for k = n, we have 

H2vn(X,Q(n-k)) H2vn(X,Q(0)) H2n(X.O). 
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and the map C/Q _n is the usual topological cycle class map to singular co
homology (after twisting by Q(—n)). Since the topological cycle class map 
lands in ifn,n(X), the surjectivity of cl^_n forces the vanishing of the Hodge 
numbers hp,q(X) if p / q. This proves (i) for p + q even. 

For p+q = 2n — 1 odd, consider the groups CHn(X)hom and CHn(X)aig. 
As the difference of two cycles belonging to the same connected component 
of a family of cycles on X goes to zero in the quotient group 

CHn(X)hom CHn(X)aig, 

this latter group is generated by the connected components of the union of 
the Chow varieties of degree t cycles of codimension n on X, for varying t. 
In particular, CHn(X)h0m/CHn(X)aig is a countably generated group. On 
the other hand, cln(CHn(X)aig) is an abelian subvariety A of Jn(X), with 
tangent space T0(A) contained in the the subspace Hn~1>n(X) of T0( Jn(X)). 
By Theorem 2.5, the restriction of cln to CHn(X)h0m gives a surjective map 

CHn(X)hom Q • jn(x)®q. 

Thus, the complex torus Jn(X)/A is a countably generated group, which is 
impossible unless Jn(X) = A. But, as 

T0(Jn(X)) H°'n(X)®Hi'n-1(X)® ®Hn-hn(X), 

the Hodge numbers hp'9(X) vanish if \p — q\ > 1, completing the proof of (i). 
The same argument, using the surjectivity of 

cln:CEn(X)Q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

for n < s + 2, as given by Theorem 2.5, shows that 

cln:CHn(X)alg^ Jn(X) 

is surjective for n < s + 2. 
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For (ii), we use the decomposition 

A = 7o + . . . + 7, + 75+1 

of the diagonal A given by Theorem 1.2, with ji supported on r,-+i x Dl. Take 
resolutions of singularities Dl —> D\ ti —> Ti, and let gl: fj —> X, fl: Dl —> X 
be the obvious maps. Take Q-cycles 7̂  on Ti x Dl 1 with x /* )*(7J) = 
7i. We note that gf(Hp>q(X)) = 0 if p + q > 2i, for dimensional reasons. 
Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that A* = 7*+1 as endomorphisms of Hp,q(X), 
for p + q > 2s + 2. Let D = Z)s+1, let I) —> D be a resolution of singularities 
of .D, and let f:D-^Xbe the obvious map. Take a Q-cycle 7 on I x fl such 
that 7S+1 = (idx x= (idx x f) µ 5Y°applying Lemma 3.1 again, we see that 

H™(X) Am(H™(X)) 7:+1(#™(X)) UH'—^—HD)), 

the second equality being valid for p + q > 2s + 2. In particular, we have 
Hp>q(X) = 0 i fp + g > 2 s + 2and p < 3 + l, proving (ii). • 

Corollary 3.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C o f dimension 
d. Suppose that the Q-cycle class maps 

cln: CBn(X)Q Hin(X,Q(n)) 

are injective for all n. Then the Hodge numbers hp>q(X) vanish if \p — q\ > 1, 
and the cycle class maps 

cln:CHn(X)alg Jn(X) 

are surjective for all n. 

Proof This follows directly from Theorem 3.2. 

If we adjoin the identities h™(X) = hq>p(X) = hd-p^d~q{X) to the 
information supplied by Theorem 3.2, we obtain a nice picture of the Hodge 
diamond of X, assuming that the Q-cycle maps cln are injective for n = 
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d, d — — 3. Here the stars represent all the coordinates (p, q) where it 
is possible that hp>q(X) ^ 0; in this example d = 20, s = 5. 

0 s + 1 d - s - 1 d 

Theorem 3.2, taken in the light of Bloch's conjecture that the zero-cycles 
on a smooth projective surface with pg = 0 should be detected by the Albanese 
map, leads to the following: 
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Question 1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
Suppose there is an integer s > 0 such that the Hodge numbers hp>q(X) 
vanish if 

(i) p + q < 2s + 2 and \p - q\ > 1, 
and if 
(ii) v + a > 2s + 2 and D < S + 1. 

Then are the cycle class maps 

cP: CEP(X) H2vp(X,Z(p)) 

injective for p = d, d — 1 , . . . , d — si If not, are at least the Q-cycle class maps 

cF:Cllp(X) Q H2VP(X,Q(P)) 

injective for p = d, d — 1 , . . . , d — s? 

In light of the proof of Theorem 3.2, it might be better to replace (ii) with 

(ii)' There are smooth projective varieties Yi , . . . , Y3 of dimension dx — s — 1 
and morphisms Yi —* X inducing a surjection of Q-Hodge structures 

®iH*(YuC)®Q(-s-l) ,2dx 1n=2s+2 Hn(X,C), 

or even 

(n)" For each n > 2s+ 2, there is a pure Q- motive (i.e. a compatible collection 
of Galois representations, together with Hodge and Betti realizations, in 
the sense of Deligne [D] and Jannsen [J2]) Mn of weight n — 2s — 2 and 
an isomorphism of Q-motives Mn ® Q(-s — 1) —> Hn(X). 

As far as we know, the integral question is unsettled even for torsion 
cycles, except for zero-cycles (Roitman [R2], Bloch [Bl]) and for codimension 
two cycles (Murre [M]). 

In any case, the contrapositive of Theorem 3.2 gives a criterion for the 
failure of the injectivity of the cycle map. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
Suppose there is an integer s, 0 < s < d — 2, such that some Hodge number 
hp,q(X) is non-zero, with 

(i) p + q < 2s + 2 and \p - q\ > 1, 

or with 
(ii) p + q > 2s + 2 and p < s + 1. 

Then there is an integer n, d — s <n < d such that the Q-cycle class map 

cln: CrT(X)Q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

is not injective. 

Nori [N] has given examples of projective varieties with CHn(X)^®Q ^ 0, 
but with Jn(X) = 0 as generic complete intersections of sufficiently high de
gree in certain smooth quadrics. It would be interesting to check the Hodge 
numbers of these varieties, to see if similar non-injectivity results could be 
obtained by applying Corollary 3.4. With reference to Question 1, one could 
ask if the minimal s satisfying the conditions of Corollary 3.4 points to pre
cisely the cycle group of highest codimension for which the cycle class map 
fails to be injective, i.e., 

Question 2. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. Let 
s be the minimal integer such that some Hodge number hp,q(X) is non-zero, 
with 

(i) p + q <2s + 2 and \p - q\ > 1, 

or with 
(ii) p + q> 2s + 2 and p < s + 1 

(supposing such an s exists). Then does the Q-cycle class map 

cln: CEn(X)Q H2vn(X,Q(n)) 

have a non-trivial kernel for n = d — s? 
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§4. Relations with K-theory 

The injectivity of the cycle maps, and the ensuing decomposition of the 
diagonal given by Theorem 1.2, have consequences for higher ii-theory, most 
notably K\, although one can say something about the other A'-groups as 
well. This leads to a generalization of a result of Coombes and Srinivas [CS], 
who showed that the map 

CH^-X")® tfi(C) H\X,K2) 

is surjective, assuming that the group of zero-cycles modulo rational equiva
lence on X is represent able. 

Using the Gersten resolution (see [Q]) of the A-sheaves Kp on a smooth 
variety X over a field k, one arrives at the exact sequence 

0-+H°(X,)Cp) Kp{k{X)) p*:H°(X,)Cp) •iC*(*)), 

where X^ is the set of codimension p points of X. In particular, the map 
H°(X,)CP) —> Kp(k(X)) is injective; thus, if p:Y —> X is a proper birational 
map of smooth varieties, the maps 

P*:H°(Y,1CP) H°(X, ICp): p*:H°(X,)Cp) H°(Y,ICP) 

are inverse isomorphisms. If we require X to be smooth and projective, 
the group H°(X,JCP) is thus a birational invariant (assuming resolution of 
singularities for varieties over k). In particular, we may define the group 
Kp(X)gen for X an arbitrary projective variety over C by setting Kp(X)9en = 
H°(X, /C«), where X —» X is a resolution of singularities. We have 

K0(X)gen = Z; 
KAX)gen =CX, 

or X an arbitrary projective variety over C. The groups Kp(X)9en for p > 1 
xe more mysterious, and in general contain Kp(C) as a proper summand. 
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The cup product in if-theory gives rise to the natural maps 

K*{X)®Kq(C) -+Kq(X) 
Hp(X,ICp)®Kq(Xyen HP(X, )Cp+q), 

we call the image of these maps the decomposable part of KQ(X) or of 
HP(X,K1)a.q), respectively. There is a possibly larger subgroup of 
HP(X,IC7>+Q), which we now describe. 

Let ZP(X, q) be the group 

Z>(X,q) 
x€X(p) 

Kq(xy°n, 

where x is the closure of x in X. Via the Gersten resolution for )Cp+q, we 
have the natural map 

Z*(X,q) Hp(X,lCp+q). 

We call the image of this map the geometrically decomposable part of 
Hp(X,K,p+q). For q = 0,1, the decomposable part and geometrically decom
posable part of Hp{X,K,p.\-q) agree; in general, the geometrically decompos
able part contains the decomposable part. We extend the definition of the 
decomposable and geometrically decomposable parts to the rational versions 
Kq(X)q and HP(X, /Cp+g)(Q in the obvious way. 

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C of dimension d. 
SuDvose the Q-cycle class maps 

cln:Crr(X)Q HF(X,Q(n)) 

are injective for n = d, d— 1 , . . . , d— s, for some integer s, 0 < s < d — 2. Tien 
the groups HP(X, JCp+q)Q are geometrically decomposable for 0 < p < s + 1. 
En particular, the map 

CIP(X)®CX ®Q HP(X,ICP+i)q 
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is surjective for 0 < p < s + 1. 

Proof The bi-graded ring (BPf<1Hp(X,JCq)Q satisfies the Bloch-Ogus axioms 
[BO] for a twisted duality theory; in particular, if 7 is a codimension d cycle on 
X x X, 7 gives rise to the endomorphism 7*: HP(X, fcp+q)q —> HP(X, )Cp+q)q, 
and the obvious analog of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 hold. We apply Theorem 1.2, 
retaining the notation of that theorem. The vanishing of Hp(Y,JCp+q) for 
p > dim(F) and for p < 0, together with the decomposition of the diagonal 

A = 70 + . . . + 7s + 75+1 

implies that, on HP(X, /Cp+g), 

A. 7P—1* "T" 7P*I 
7S* H~ 7* 5 

if 0 < p < s 
if p = s + 1 

For F smooth of dimension dy, the map 

CKdY(Y)®Kq(C) HdY (Y, lCdY+q) 

is surjective; arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that the image 
7P_i*(iiP,(X, ICp+q)) is in the decomposable part of Hp(X,)Cp+q). Similarly, 
the argument of Lemma 2.3 shows that ^p*(Hp(X,Kp+q)) is in the geomet
rically decomposable part of Hp(X,Kp+q). Finally, arguing as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.4, we see that j*+1(Hp(X, /Cp+g)) is in the geometrically decom
posable part of Hp(X,)Cp+q). This proves the theorem. • 
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Decomposability of Chow groups implies 
decomposability of cohomology 

Hélène Esnault, V. Srinivas and Eckart Viehweg 

Let X be an n-dimensional complete irreducible smooth variety defined over 
the field (C of complex numbers. For any Zariski open subset V of X, we have 
the following graded rings. 

(i) 
n 

¿=0 
CHHV)®, where CHHV)® is the Chow group of algebraic cycles of 

codimension i on V with rational coemcients, modulo rational equivalence 
(see [F], Chapter 8, Prop. 8.3). 

(ii) 
n 

¿=0 
HHV^I^&iy), where H\V) = iT(Km,Q) is the singular cohomol

ogy of the underlying complex manifold Van, and 

NaH\V) = lim 
cod imZ>a 

ker (H*(V)—> H\V-Z) 

defines Grothendieck's coniveau filtration (here Z runs over the Zariski 
closed subsets of V of codimension > a). 

(in) 
n 

i=0 
H0(v,nv). where Hy is the sheaf for the Zariski topology associated 

to the presheaf 
U HHU) H\Uan,(Si) 

(iv) We also have a graded ring associated to X: 
n 

1=0 
^"((CpO), where 

W^iX)) lim HHV) •-
vex 

lim HHV) IN1 HHV) 

vex 
lim H^iVni) 
vex 

S. M. F. 
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Here the direct limits are over the non-empty Zariski open sets F in X, 
and (C(X) denotes the function field of X. The first equality defines the 
cohomology of the function field; the right side of the equality is clearly 
a birational invariant of X. 

In (ii), (iii), (iv) above, we consider only cohomology in degrees up to n, 
since the singular cohomology of an affine variety of dimension n vanishes in 
degrees larger than n, by the weak Lefschetz theorem (this implies that for any 
variety V of dimension n, we have Hl(V) = N1!!1^) for i > n). 

Theorem 1 Let X be a smooth complete variety of dimension n over (C. Sup
pose there exists a non empty Zariski open subset V C X, and positive integers 
n\,..., nT with J2i ni = N> such that one of the following product maps is sur-
jective: 

(i) CH** (TOQ ® • • • ® CHn*(V)v —•> CHn(V)<§ 
(ii) Hn'{V)INlHn'(V) ® - • • ® Hnr(V)/NlHn'(V) Hn(V)/NlHn(V) 

(iii) H\V,Hv1)® • • • ® H\V,Hlr) —> H°(V,Hi) 

(iv) #ni((D(X)) ® • • • ® ir*(<C(X)) —• Hn(<C(X)) 

Then the cup product map for the coherent cohomology 

H^(X,Ox)®Hn*(X,Ox)®. •®H"r(X, Ox) Hn(X,Ox) (*) 

is surjective. 

The proof of (i) is motivated by Bloch's proof [B] of Mumford's theorem 
that for surfaces X with H2(X, Ox) ^ 0, the Chow group of 0-cycles CH2(X) 
is not 'finite dimensional' (see also the 'metaconjecture' in Chapter 1 of [B2]). 
Many other variants of Bloch's method have been considered by several authors. 
The method involves the action of correspondences on the cohomology. At the 
referee's suggestion, we try to make this argument with some care, though this 
type of reasoning is well known to experts. 

The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are a consequence of the mixed Hodge struc
ture on the cohomology of the open sets V (see [D]). For V = X, the surjectivity 
of the map (ii) trivially implies that (*) is surjective, using the Hodge decom
position on cohomology, since the ring (BHl(X,OX) is a graded quotient of 
®(Hi(X)/N1Hi(X))®(£. 
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The proof of the theorem 
We first discuss (i). Let C = X — V, and let k C (C be a countable algebraically 
closed field of definition of X, C and V. Let X0, Co, Vo be the corresponding 
models over and for any extension L of fc, let = Xq x*. L, etc. We embed 
fc(X0) <-» C as a fc-subalgebra, and consider the generic point of X0 as a closed 
point 77 E X]fe(x0), hence as an element of CHn(Xk(Xo))<§- By assumption, its 
image under the composite 

CHn(Xk(Xo))<^ CHn(X)v CJT(V)^ 

decomposes as 

finite 
тП1 тП1 

where mni E CHni(V)<§. The mni are defined over a subfield L c ( C which is 
finitely generated over &(X0), and (see [B2], Lecture 1, Appendix, Lemma 3) 
the natural map 

CJT(V)^ CJT(V)^ 

is injective, so 

finite 

тП1 тП1 [n] (1) 

holds in CHn(VL)<%. 
Let F be the algebraic closure of k(XQ) in L; since L is finitely generated over 

k(X0)y F is a finite algebraic extension of k(X0). We can find a non-singular 
affine F-variety W with function field L. The graded ring 

i>0 
CH\VL) 

is the direct limit of the graded rings 

¿>o 
\CH\VF xFW), 

where W runs over the non-empty Zariski open sets in W (see [B2], Lecture 1, 
Appendix, Lemma 1). So after replacing W by a nonempty open subset, we 
may assume given classes mn. E CHni(VF Xf W) such that (1) holds in 

CHN(VF xFW)^ 

where [77] now denotes the image in CHN(VF xF W)q of the earlier class 

vi e CHn(vHXo))v c CIT(VF)Q. 
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Let P G W be a closed point. Then there is a homomorphism of rings 

r 
i>0 

)CH\VF xFW) 
t>0 

CH\VF xFSpecF(P)), 

where / : VF xF Spec F(P) —• VF x F W is induced by the inclusion of P into 
(/ is a morphism of non-singular F-varieties, hence by [F], Prop. 8 .3 , such 

a homomorphism /* exists). Then f*\ri] is iust [77I considered as an element of 
CHn(Vk(Xo))^ C CH»(VF{n)n. Hence 

finite 

/*(mni) f*(rnnr) Iv] (2) 

holds in CHN(VF(P))^ where /* (mn.) G C#n'(VF(P))Q. 
Hence, we are reduced to the situation when ( 1 ) holds, where L is a finite 

algebraic extension of &(X0), and mni G CÍP(V£,)Q. 

By resolution of singularities, we can find a projective non-singular fc-variety 
Z0, together with a A>morphism cr0 : ZQ —> Xo, such that the induced map on 
function fields is the given inclusion k(XQ) —> L. Since L is a finite extension 
of k(Xo), the morphism aQ is generically finite. 

The (flat) fc-morphism Spec L —• Z0 given by the inclusion of the generic 
point gives rise to a natural surjective homomorphism of graded rings 

Cl 
i>0 

CHUXQ Xfc ZQ)® 
i>0 

CHn{VL)^ 

such that if [A^Q] G CHU(XQ x*. Z0)<̂  is the class of the transposed graph of <70, 

then C/([A(T0]) is just [77] G CiJ^V^Q. The kernel of 

CHn(Xo Xk Zo)(§ CHn{VL) 

consists of the subgroup generated by the classes supported on subsets of the 
form (Co x*. Z0) U (XO XJ. D0), as D0 runs over all proper subvarieties of Z0 
(see [B2], Lecture 1, Appendix, Lemma 1, and [F], Prop. 1.8). Thus we have 
an equation 

Cl Mn1 Mnr 7O + ¿0 

in CH"(X0 Xjt Z0), where for some divisor D<¡ C Z0, we have 

Mn; e CHn'(X0 x*Z0)o>, Af„.. i-* mn.. £СНпЧУт)<ь 
70 € C#"(X0 x* Zo)<d, supp7o C C0 xk Z0 
¿0 e c#"(X0 xk £o)<u, supp<50 C X0 xfc D0 
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Thus if Z = Z0 Xfc (C, a : Z —• X the induced map, M¿. = (Afn.)<c, 7 = (70)0, 
¿ = (¿o)^, C = (C0)<D, £> = (A>)<d, then 

[A. M' Kr 7 + ¿ (3) 

in CHn(X x where 7 is supported o n C x Z , and <5 is supported on X x D 
(in the rest of this proof, x denotes x<c). 

Elements of CHn(X x Z ) Q act on Hn(X) as follows. First, there is a cycle 
class homomorphism of graded rings 

i>0 
CHHX x Z) 

¿>o 
H2i(X x Z) 

(see [F], Chapter 19, Cor. 19.2(b)). By [F], Prop. 16.1.2 and Example 19.2.7, 
an element a G CHn(X x Z)<^ yields mappings 

a* : CiT(X)Q -> CH\Z)^ a* : CH\Z)^ Clf(X)<n 

on Chow groups, and 

a* : iT(X) H\Z) a* : JT(Z) -> H\X) 

on cohomology, where if p : A" x Z —> X, and q.XxZ^Z are the projections, 
then a*(#) = #*(£>*(#) U a), and a*(y) = p*(q*(y) U a). Since X, Z are proper 
and smooth over (C, the required operations exists on cohomology as well as 
Chow groups. Further, if a is the class of the transposed graph of a morphism 
/ : Z —> X, then a* = /*, and a* = /*, where /* is the natural map on 
cohomology, and /* is the Gysin map (see [F], Prop. 16.1.2 and Example 19.2.7). 

On the level of cohomology, the Gysin (push forward) map 

q* : HM(X x Z) HM-2N{Z) 

is defined via Poincaré duality. As we see below, an equivalent (up to sign) 
description of g* is as follows: one may use the Runneth isomorphism 

Hm(X x Z) 
i+j=m 

HHX)®HHZ) 

to project onto the summand H2N(X) ® HM~2N(Z), and then use the canonical 
isomorphism degx : H2N(X) =̂-» Q (for any non-singular projective variety T 

over (C of dimension d, let degT : H2D(T) Q denote the natural isomor
phism). The map p* is defined similarly. 
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To see that the two procedures for defining g* are equivalent up to sign, note 
that the natural isomorphism (induced by degXxZ) 

H2n(X) ® H2n(Z) = H4n(X x Z ) - ^ Q 

is the tensor product of the natural isomorphisms 

H*n(X) Q, H2n(Z) Q 

(this is because a similar assertion is valid for integral cohomology - now we are 
comparing two isomorphisms Z ® Z = Z, which are equal because the natural 
orientation on X x Z is the product orientation of those on X and Z). Now if 
x G Hm(X x Z), then q*{x) defined via Poincaré duality is the unique element 
of Hm-2n(Z) such that for any x' <E H4n-m(Z), we have 

degxxz(*Ug*(x')) degz(g*(x)Uz') 

But x U q*(x') depends only on the Runneth component of x in 

H2n(X)®Hrn-2n(Z). 

If this Runneth component of x is J2jP*xj U g* 2/7, then 

l U g ' ( i ' ) 
j 

У ( * , ) и ? * ( » и * ' ) , 

so that 

degz(g*(x)Ux') degjrxz(*Ug*(a;')) 
j 

¡degx(^)degz(^U:r')-

On the other hand, the second procedure for defining q*(x) yields the element 
degx(xj)Uji whose cup product with x' is J2j d-egx(xj)(yj U x1), which thus 

has the same image under degz as q*{x) Ui' , up to sign. 
The cup product on the cohomology of X x Z is compatible up to signs 

with the Runneth decomposition, and the cup products on the cohomology of 
X and Z respectively. This is because we may view the Runneth component 

HUX) ® HHZ) c ir+nx x Z) 

as image of the mapping given by 

x ®y i-> p*x U q*y. 
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Now our assertion follows because the cup product is functorial, associative, 
and commutative up to sign. 

In particular, the action of a G H2n(X x Z) on Hn(X) (via a*) or on Hn(Z) 
(via a*) is determined by the Runneth component of a in Hn(X) ® Hn(Z). If 
a==E.-P*3t® then 

a*(z) = 
2 

!<fegz(» U z)xi, 

where T/i U z G H2n(Z), and degz : H2n(Z) —» Q is the natural isomorphism. 
The Runneth decomposition, as well as the action of classes of elements of 

CHn(X x Z)<§ on cohomology, are compatible with the Hodge decompositions 
on the various cohomology groups. Hence for a G CHn(X x Z ) Q , the map 

a* :Hn(Z,<£)/F1Hn(Z,<E) Hn(X,(C)/F1Hn(X,(C) 

depends only on the image of the class of a under the composite 

CHn(X x Z)a H2n(X x Z,<C) Hn(X,V)®Hn(Z,V) 
Hn(X,Ox) H°(Z, QZ/<D)' 

Here the last map is a tensor product of projections onto appropriate summands 
of the Hodge decompositions. This is because if y G Hn(X, (D) is of Hodge 
type (p,g), z G Hn(X,Ox) (i.e. is of type (0,n)), and x G #n(X, £>x), then 
degz(y U z):r is 0, unless y has type (n,0). Let 

j 
Xj G Hn(X) ® tfn(X) 

be the Runneth component of type (n,n) of the diagonal of X x X, whose 
inverse image 

i 
ti a*(xi)eHn(X)®Hn(Z) 

is the Runneth component of type (rc,n) of A .̂. Then 

<r. = [A,]* : Hn(Z,V) Hn(X,<£) 

is given by 
z 

j 
degz(a*XjU z)tj. 

On the other hand, if ani G H2ni(X x Z) is the cohomology class of M^., then 

M' M' \ Hn{Z) Hn{X) 
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is determined by the (n,n)th Runneth component of the cohomology class 
ani U • • • U anr. Further, the map on the Hodge components of type (0, n) 

£ :K Kr Hn(Z,Oz)^Hn(X,Ox) 

depends only on the Hodge component of type (0,ra) ® (n,0) in 

Hn(X,V)®Hn(Z,<£) 

of ani U • • • U anr. This is just a'ni U • • • U a'nr, where a'n. is the Hodge component 
of ani in Hni(X, Ox) ® H°(Z, fi^/dj). Hence f is expressible in the form 

£(z) 
finite 

degzG/m U • • • U ynr U z)zni U • • • U znr, 

for suitable j/nj. G Q ^ ) , and 2nj G Hn>(X,Ox)- In particular, 

image f C image (iT1 (X, Ox) ® • • • ®(X,Ox)Ox) —» i?n(X, Ox)) 

The correspondence 7* maps Hn(Z) into NaHn(X), where a is the codi-
mension of C in X, whereas 5* maps Hn(Z) into NlHn(X) (see [B], and [J], 
proof of (10.1)). 

Hence on the Hodge components of type (0, n), the map 

<r* :Hn(Z,<£)->Hn(X,<£) 

maps Hn(Z,Oz) into 

image Hn> (X, Ox) ® • • • ® Hnr(X, Ox) —• ^n(X, Ox) 

Finally, we note that a* o a* : #n(X,(C) -> #n(X,(C) is multiplication by the 
degree of a; hence it is an isomorphism. Hence a* is surjective, i.e., 

Hn>(X,Ox)®'-®Hn'(X,Ox) Hn(X,Ox) 

is surjective. 
This proves that if the map (i) is surjective, so is the map (*). Hence to 

complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that if any of the maps 
(ii), (iii) or (iv) is surjective, so is (*). From Hodge theory (see [D]), there is a 
suriection 

6V:H{(V)®–>(£^ HUX.Ox) 
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for any non empty Zariski open set V C X, which is compatible with cup 
products; this is just the quotient modulo the subspace Fl(Hl(V) ® (C), where 
Fi(H{(V) ® (D) is the Hodge filtration for Deligne's mixed Hodge structure on 
HHV). Further, for any inclusion of Zariski open sets W C V C X, the triangle 

H\V) ® (D H\W)® (C 

0v\ 

Hn{X,Ox) 

9W 

commutes, by functoriality of the mixed Hodge structure. 

Hence there is a commutative diagram of graded rings 

n 

t=0 
H1 (V)IN1 H1 (V)) ® Œ n 

2 = 0 
H°(V,H\,)®(£ 

n 

2=0 
iT((C(X))®<C 

a B 7 

n 
¿=0 

H*(X,Ox) 

where a, f3 and 7 are induced by the 6w for all open W C V, and are all 
surjective (incidentally the horizontal maps are known to be injective by [BO]). 
The surjections a, /3 and 7 immediately imply that if the maps in (ii), (hi) or 
(iv) respectively are surjective, then so is (*). • 

From the formulation of the proof, it appears that (ii), (iii) and (iv) are 
directly related to (*) via the maps a, ¡3 and 7, while the relation between (i) 
and (*) is indirect. It is possible to give another proof (which is really more or 
less a reformulation of the old one) which looks more like the proof in the other 
three cases, as follows. 

We make use of the existence of a cycle class homomorphism 

n 

¿=0 
CiT(X)Q 

n 

2 = 0 
H*(X,Ox) 

where is the sheaf of absolute Kahler z-forms (see [S], for example; the 
proof below is motivated by the proof in [S] of the infinite dimensionality the
orem for zero cycles). If fc, X0 are as in the proof above, this induces a ring 
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homomorphism 

n 

2=0 
CiJni (X)Q n 

i=0 
Hl(X, Qx/xo) CiJni (X)Q ® • • • ® C#n'(X)Q 

Suppose / : Hn(Xo,Ox0) —¥ A: is a non-zero linear functional such that the 
composite 

HnUXo,0Xo) ® • • • ® Hn'(X0,0Xo) Hn(X0,0Xo) 
I 

k 

is zero. Then the induced homomorphism 

CiJni (X)Q ® • • • ® C#n'(X)Q CiJni (X)Q Hn{XQ,ÖXo)®kni/k 

u /(8)1 

Q.x/Xo 

;learly vanishes. We claim that 

(a) for any P G C, [P] G CHn(X)<§ lies in the kernel of the map (defined 
above using the functional /) 

fi:CHn(X)^ Q.x/Xo 

(b) if k(X0) <—> (C yields the point 77 G X, corresponding to the generic point 
of X0, then /i([r/]) ^ 0. 

These properties follow from certain properties of the cycle map 

СЯ"(Х)<п Hn(X0,OX0)®k 

discussed below. If P € X has ideal sheaf J, then there is an exact sequence 

III2 
1> nx/Xo ®oP-^ nP/Xo —-> 0. (4) 

The image of AN ^ under the composite 

H o m ( A " / / / 2 , f i V o ® ^ ) Extx(0P,Qx/Xo) Hp(X, Q.x/Xo) 

H"(X,Çïx/Xo) Hn(X0,OX0) Q.x/Xo 
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is the cycle class of P (this follows from the definition of the cycle class given 
in [S]). If Q G X0 is the image of P (note that Q need not be a closed point), 
then the sequence (4) may be rewritten as 

Cn 
tb u1c/K X 

QQ/k(Q) 0 

where x 1S the natural surjection. Thus 

rank ip = tr.deg. (k(Q)/k). 

Hence if P G C, so that Q G Co C X0 but Co ^ X0, then rank y < n and 
/\n ib = 0. This proves (a). 

Secondly the linear functional 

/ : iJn(X0,Oxo) —y * 

is determined, via Serre duality, by a unique u G -ffu(X0,Oxo/fc)- ^ e embed-
ding k(Xo) (C used to determine rj € X also yields an embedding 

F°(Xo,^XoA) on 
llk(X0)/k 

On 

and it is shown in [S] that ¿¿(77) is the image of u under this map. In particular 
it is non-zero. 

Further remarks 

1. The theorem has been stated in the present form, as urged by the referee. 
However, possible applications would seem to be in the direction that if 
the cup product on coherent cohomology is not surjective, then none of 
the other products (i)-(iv) is surjective. This is because it is presumably 
easier to directly compute the cup product on coherent cohomology than 
to compute any of the products (i)-(iv), in most situations. 

2. One might hope (this is consistent with the philosophy outlined in [B2], 
Chapter 1) that if 

Hni (X)/N1Hni(X) Hnr(X)/N1Hnr(X) Hn(X)/N1Hn(X) 
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is not surjective, then for any non empty open set V C X, 

• CH"r(V)ai • CH"r(V)ai CHn{V)<, 

is not surjective. In an earlier version of the paper, the authors had 
claimed to prove this, but the argument was found to be incomplete. 
This statement is purely algebraic, and suggests an analogous theorem in 
arbitrary characteristics, if we interpret Hl{X) as a suitable /-adic coho
mology group, equipped with Grothendieck's coniveau filtration, defined 
as before. 
However, note that if (*) is surjective, then the image of 

Hn'(X) Hn'(X) Hn(X) 

is a Q-Hodge substructure, which after tensoring with (C, maps onto 
H(°'n\X). Hence this image maps onto the smallest quotient Hodge struc
ture with the same space H^0,n\ According to Grothendieck's generalized 
Hodge conjecture, this smallest quotient is just Hn(X)/N1Hn(X). Thus 
the surjectivity of the map in (ii) for V = X is conjecturally equivalent 
to that of (*). 

3. Of course, it would be very interesting to have information in the converse 
direction to the theorem. For example, for n = 2 and surfaces of general 
type for which H2(X,Ox) = 0, one also knows that Hl(X,Ox) = 0, so 
that CHl(X) — Pic(X) is a finitely generated abelian group. Now the 
implication (i) (*) is equivalent to Bloch's conjecture that CH2(X) = 
TL. (Here and below, by '(i)' or '(*)' we mean the surjectivity of the 
corresponding map, for some choices of nl5. . . , nr; these choices will be 
fixed in each discussion.) This is because the subgroup of CH2(X) of 
cycles of degree 0 is a divisible group ([B2], Lemma 1.3), so if it is finitely 
generated, it must be 0. Note that (*) and (ii) are equivalent for surfaces; 
a generalisation of Bloch's conjecture is the assertion that (ii) (i). 

However, (*) (iii) is false in general. If X is the Jacobian of a general 
curve of genus 3, then the natural map 

H\X,<§)–>^H\X,HX) 

is surjective for i < 2, while the cokernel for i = 3 is the Griffiths group of 
codimension 2 cycles (with rational coefficients) homologous to 0 modulo 
algebraic equivalence, by results of [BO]. But Ceresa [C] has shown that 
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this Griffiths group is a non-zero Q-vector space. Hence the map (Hi) is 
not surjective, while (*) (and even (i)) is always surjective on an abelian 
variety (see [B3]). 

We do not know an example where the map (iv) is known to be surjective. 

4. In contrast to the situation in (iv), Bloch (see [B2], 5.12) wonders whether 
the graded ring 

n 

¿=0 
F'((E(I),Z/mZ) lim 

vex 

n 

i=0 
F ( y a n , l / m Z ) 

is generated by Hl(<£(X),%/m%) as a ^/ra^-algebra. If n = 2, this is 
known, from the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem, and Bloch (loc. cit.) states 
that 

Hl(<£(X),%lm%fn #n((C(X),Z/mZ) 

is always surjective. More generally, Kato has conjectured that for any 
field K containing a primitive /th root of unity, the Galois cohomology 
ring with %I\TL coefficients, / ^ char K, is generated by Hl(K,%/l%). 

One may be tempted to argue using inverse limits that in view of the 
above conjectures, one should expect that 

n 

¿=0 
JP(<DP0,Q,) 

n 

i=0 
#«(<D(X),Q)®Q, 

is generated by HX((C(X), Q/) as a Qralgebra. However, the inverse sys
tems 

{ F ( C ( I ) , Z / r Z ) } m > ! 

do not satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition, so the surjectivity of multipli
cation maps need not be preserved under taking inverse limits. 

5. UR 
n 

¿=0 
Ri is a graded Q-algebra, define x G Rn to be r-decomposable 

if there is an expression 

x : 
r 

¿=1 
xiyi 

where the X{,yi £ R are homogeneous of degree > 0. Ii x is not r-
decomposable, we say that x is r-indecomposable. 
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Nori [N] has shown that if X is a proper smooth variety of dimension n 
over (C with Hn(X, Ox) ^ 0, then for any non-empty open subset V C X 
and any r > 0, CHn(V)<§ contains elements which are r-indecomposable 
in 0,- CHl(V)(^. Nori's proof involves an argument analogous to the sec
ond proof of (i) (*) using the cycle class. 

In a similar vein, suppose X is a smooth proper variety of dimension n 
over a universal domain fi, such that Hg^X,^) ^ NlH?t(X, Q,). Then 
one may raise the following questions. 

(1) For any non-empty open set V C X and any r > 0, does CHn(V)^ 
contain r-indecomposable elements? 

(2) Does Hgt(Q(X), Q,) contain elements which are r-indecomposable in 

i 
)Hit(Q(X\<Hl\ 

for each r > 0? Is this true at least when Q = (C and Hn(X, Ox) ^ 0? 
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Compactifìcations of moduli spaces 
inspired by mirror symmetry 

David R. Morrison 

The study of moduli spaces by means of the period mapping has found its 
greatest success for moduli spaces of varieties with trivial canonical bundle, 
or more generally, varieties with Kodaira dimension zero. Now these moduli 
spaces play a pivotal role in the classification theory of algebraic varieties, 
since varieties with nonnegative Kodaira dimension which are not of general 
type admit birational fibrations by varieties of Kodaira dimension zero. Since 
such fibrations typically include singular fibers as well as smooth ones, it is 
important to understand how to compactify the corresponding moduli spaces 
(and if possible, to give geometric interpretations to the boundary of the 
compactification). Note that because of the possibility of blowing up along 
the boundary, abstract compactifications of moduli spaces are far from unique. 

The hope that the period mapping could be used to construct compacti
fications of moduli spaces was given concrete expression in some conjectures 
of Griffiths [25, §9] and others in the late 1960's. In particular, Griffiths con
jectured that there would be an analogue of the Satake-Baily-Borel compact
ifications of arithmetic quotients of bounded symmetric domains, with some 
kind of "minimality" property among compactifications. Although there has 
been much progress since [25] in understanding the behavior of period map
pings near the boundary of moduli, compactifications of this type have not 
been constructed, other than in special cases. 

In the case of algebraic K3 surfaces, the moduli spaces themselves are 
arithmetic quotients of bounded symmetric domains, so each has a minimal 
(Satake-Baily-Borel) compactification. In studying the moduli spaces for K3 
surfaces of low degree in the early 1980's, Looijenga [35] found that the Satake-
Baily-Borel compactification needed to be blown up slightly in order to give 
a good geometric interpretation to the boundary. He introduced a class of 
compactifications, the semi-toric compactifications, which includes the ones 
with a good geometric interpietation. 

S. M. F. 
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In higher dimension, the moduli spaces are not expected to be arithmetic 
quotients of symmetric domains, so different techniques are needed. The 
study of these moduli spaces has received renewed attention recently, due to 
the discovery by theoretical physicists of a phenomenon called "mirror sym
metry" . One of the predictions of mirror symmetry is that the moduli space 
for a variety with trivial canonical bundle, which parameterizes the possi
ble complex structures on the underlying differentiable manifold, should also 
serve as the parameter space for a very different kind of structure on a "mir
ror partner"—another variety with trivial canonical bundle. This alternate 
description of the moduli space turns out to be well-adapted to analysis by 
Looijenga's techniques; we carry out that analysis here. 

In the physicists' formulation, one fixes a differentiable manifold X which 
admits complex structures with trivial canonical bundle (a "Calabi-Yau man
ifold"), and studies something called nonlinear sigma-models on X. Such an 
object can be determined by specifying both a complex structure on X, and 
some "extra structure" (cf. [40]); the moduli space of interest to the physicists 
parameterizes the choice of both. The roles of the "complex structure" and 
"extra structure" subspaces of this parameter space are reversed when X is 
replaced by a mirror partner. 

Most aspects of mirror symmetry must be regarded as conjectural by math
ematicians at the moment, and in this paper we conjecture much more than 
we prove. In a companion paper [41], we consider formally degenerating vari
ations of Hodge structure near normal crossing boundary points of the mod
uli space, and describe a conjectural link to the numbers of rational curves 
of various degrees on a mirror partner. In the present paper, we extend 
these considerations to boundary points which are not of normal crossing 
type, and formulate a mathematical mirror symmetry conjecture in greater 
generality. In addition, we find that when studied from the mirror perspec
tive, a "minimal" partial compactification of the moduli space—analogous to 
the Satake-Baily-Borel compactification—appears very natural, provided that 
several conjectures about the mirror partner hold. 

One of our conjectures is a simple and compelling statement about the 
Kahler cone of Calabi-Yau varieties. If true, it clarifies the role of some of the 
"infinite discrete" structures on such a variety, which nevertheless seem to be 
finite modulo automorphisms. We have verified this conjecture in a nontrivial 
case in joint work with A. Grassi [21]. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the first several sections, we re
view Looijenga's compactifications, describe a concrete example, and add a 
refinement to the theory in the form of a flat connection on the holomorphic 
cotangent bundle of the moduli space. We then turn to the description of the 
larger moduli spaces of interest to physicists, and analyze certain boundary 
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points of those spaces. Towards the end of the paper, we explore the math
ematical implications of mirror symmetry in constructing compactifications 
of moduli spaces. We close by discussing some evidence for mirror symmetry 
which (in hindsight) was available in 1979. 

1 Semi-toric compactifications 

The first methods for compactifying arithmetic quotients of bounded sym
metric domains were found by Satake [46] and Baily-Borel [5]. The com
pactification produced by their methods, often called the Satake-Baily-Borel 
compactification, adds a "minimal" amount to the quotient space in complet
ing it to a compact complex analytic space. This minimality can be made 
quite precise, thanks to the Borel extension theorem [10] which guarantees 
that for a given quotient of a bounded symmetric domain by an arithmetic 
group, any compactification whose boundary is a divisor with normal cross
ings will map to the Satake-Baily-Borel compactification (provided that the 
arithmetic group is torsion-free). 

Satake-Baily-Borel compactifications have rather bad singularities on their 
boundaries, so they are difficult to study in detail. Explicit resolutions of sin
gularities for these compactifications were constructed in special cases by Igusa 
[30], Hemperly [27], and Hirzebruch [28]; the general case was subsequently 
treated by Satake [47] and Ash et al. [1]. The methods of [1] produce what are 
usually called Mumford compactifications—these are smooth, and have a di
visor with normal crossings on the boundary, but unfortunately many choices 
must be made in their construction. The Satake-Baily-Borel compactification, 
on the other hand, is canonical. 

Some years later, Looijenga [35] generalized both the Satake-Baily-Borel 
and the Mumford compactifications by means of a construction which can 
be applied widely, not just in the case of arithmetic quotients of bounded 
symmetric domains. Looijenga's construction gives partial compactifications 
of certain quotients of tube domains by discrete group actions. A tube do
main is the set of points in a complex vector space whose imaginary parts 
are constrained to lie in a specified cone. Whereas Ash et al. [1] had only 
considered homogeneous self-adjoint cones, Looijenga showed that analogous 
constructions could be made in a more general context. 

The starting point is a free Z-module L of finite rank, and the real vector 
space LR ~ L ® R which it spans. A convex cone a in LR is strongly convex 
if a Pi (—a) C {0}. A convex cone is generated by the set S if every element 
in the cone can be written as a linear combination of the elements of S with 
nonnegative coefficients. And a convex cone is rational polyhedral if it is 
generated by a finite subset of the rational vector space L Q := L ® Q . 
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Let C C LR be an open strongly convex cone, and let T C Aff(L) be 
a group of affine-linear transformations of L which contains the translation 
subgroup L of Aff(L). If the linear part To := T/L C GL(L) of T preserves 
the cone C, then the group T acts on the tube domain V := LR+ i C. We wish 
to partially compactify the quotient space V/T, including limit points for all 
paths moving out towards infinity in the tube domain. 

Looijenga formulated a condition which guarantees the existence of partial 
compactifications of this kind. Let C+ be the convex hull ofCDLq. Following 
[35], we say that (LQ,C,TO) is admissible if there exists a rational polyhedral 
cone II C C+ such that To.II = C+. Given an admissible triple (LQ,C,TO) , 
the (somewhat cumbersome) data needed to specify one of Looijenga's partial 
compactifications is as follows.1 

DEFINITION 1 [35] A locally rational polyhedral decomposition of C+ is a 
collection V of strongly convex cones such that 

(i) C+ is the disjoint union of the cones belonging to V, 

(ii) for every a £ V, the №-span of a is defined over Q, 

(Hi) if a £ V9 if r is the relative interior of a nonempty face of the closure 
of a, and if T C C + , then r G V, and 

(iv) if U is a rational polyhedral cone in C+, then Ii meets only finitely many 
members ofV. 

(The decomposition V is called rational polyhedral if all the cones in V 
are relative interiors of rational polyhedral cones. This is the same notion 
which appears in toric geometry [19, 43] , except that the cones appearing in 
V as formulated here are the relative interiors of the cones appearing in that 
theory.) 

For each To-invariant locally rational polyhedral decomposition V of C+, 
there is a partial compactification oiV/T called the semi-toric (partial) com
pactification associated to V. This partial compactification has the form 
V(V)/r, where V(V) is the disjoint union of certain strata V(a) associated 
to the cones a in the decomposition. The complex dimension of the stratum 
V(a) coincides with the real codimension of the cone a in LR; in particular, 
the open cones in V correspond to the O-dimensional strata in V{V). The del
icate points in the construction are the specification of a topology on P('P), 

1 W e have modified Looijenga's definition slightly, so that the use of the term "face" is 
the standard one (cf. [45]): a subset T of a convex set S is a face of S if every closed line 
segment in S which has one of its relative interior points lying in T also has both endpoints 
lying in T. 
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and the proof that the quotient space V ( V ) / T has a natural structure of a 
normal complex analytic space. For more details, we refer the reader to [35] 
or 50. 

The construction has the property that if V is a refinement of V, then 
there is a dominant morphism V(V')/Y —• V(V)/T. Blowups of the boundary 
can be realized in this way. 

A bit more generally, we can partially compactify finite covers V/Y' of 
V/Y, built from V C L of finite index, T'0 C GL(L') n T 0 of finite index in 
To, and Y' := V x Y'Q, by specifying a To-invariant locally rational polyhedral 
decomposition V of C+. 

There are two extreme cases of a semi-tone compactification. The Satake-
Baily-Borel decomposition VSBB consists of all relative interiors of nonempty 
faces of C_j_. The resulting (partial) compactification V ( V S B B ) / T is the Satake-
Baily-B or el-type compactification ofV/T. This is "minimal" among semi-toric 
compactifications in an obvious combinatorial sense; I do not know whether 
a more precise analogue of the Borel extension theorem holds in this context. 
The strata added to V/Y include a unique 0-dimensional stratum V(C), which 
serves as a distinguished boundary point. 

At the other extreme, if every cone a € V is the relative interior of a 
rational polyhedral cone a which is generated by a subset of a basis of L, 
then the associated partial compactification is smooth, and the compactifying 
set is a divisor with normal crossings. We call this a Mumford-type semi-toric 
compactification. We will spell out the structure of the compactification more 
explicitly in this case, giving an alternative description of V(V)/Y. 

We can think of producing a Mumford-type semi-toric compactification in 
two steps. In the first step, we construct a partial compactification V(V)/L 

of V/L which is To-equivariant; in the second step we recover V(V)/Y as the 
quotient of V(V)/L by IV 

The first step is done one cone at a time. Given a £ V, there is a basis 

* V . . , r of L such that 

a — R>0l1 + . . .+ R> ûk 
>0*> for some k < r. 

Let {ZJ} be complex coordinates dual to {lj}, so that z = Ylzj^ ljrepresents 
a general element of Lc- Consider the set Va := LR +icr. Translations by 
the lattice L preserve Va, and coordinates on the quotient Va/L C Lc/L can 
be given by wj = exp(27rzZj). In terms of those coordinates, VGjL can be 
described as 

Da /L = {w € C r : 0 < Kl < 1 for j < fc, \Wj \ = 1 for j > k} 

We partially compactify this to 

(Da/L- := {w e Cr : 0 < \wA < 1 for j < k, \wj\ = 1 for j > k} 
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(We have suppressed the cr-dependence of V, Zj, Wj to avoid cluttering up the 
notation.) We call any w G (Va/L)~ with Wj = 0 for j < k a, distinguished 
limit point of Va/L. Note that any path in 2V along which Im(^j) —> oo for 
all j < k, maps to a path in V^/L which approaches such a distinguished 
limit point. The set DLP(a) of distinguished limit points is a subset of the 
stratum V(a), and is a compact real torus of dimension dimRDLP(cr) = 
r — k = dime T)(cr). When k = r, the distinguished limit point is "unique, and 
it coincides with the O-dimensional stratum V(a) of V(V). 

The partial compactification V(V)/L can now be described as a disjoint 
union of the (Va/L)~~'s, with (VT/L)~ lying in the closure of (2V /L)- when
ever r is the relative interior of a face of a. This space V{V)/L is smooth and 
simply-connected, and the induced action of To on it has no fixed points. The 
action of To permutes the various (2?<r/L)~,s, a finite number of which serve 
to cover V(V)/T after we take the quotient by IV We have thus achieved an 
alternative description of Mumford-type compactifications. 

Later in this paper, we will be concerned with recognizing when a complex 
analytic space has the structure of a semi-toric compactification. We can 
take a first step in that direction by formalizing the structure of (Va/L)~ 
near the distinguished limit point when k = r in the following way. For a 
complex manifold T, we say that p is a maximal-depth normal crossing point 
of B C T if there is an open neighborhood U of p in T and an isomorphism 
ip :U -+ Ar such that (p(U fl (T-B)) = (A*)r and (p(p) = ( 0 , . . . , 0), where 
A is the unit disk, and A* := A—{0}. There are thus r local components 
Bj := <£-1({t>j = 0}) of JBnJ7, withp = Bid - • -nBr, where Vj is a coordinate 
on the jth disk. 

2 Cusps of Hilbert modular surfaces 

We now give an example to illustrate the construction in the previous section: 
the cusps of Hilbert modular surfaces, as analyzed by Hirzebruch [28] and 
by Mumford in the first chapter of [1]. Let PGL+(2,R) = PSL(2,R) act by 
fractional linear transformations on the upper half plane $)• Let K be a real 
quadratic field with ring of integers OK, and let PGL+(2, K) be the group of 
invertible 2 x 2 matrices with entries in K whose determinant is mapped to a 
positive number under both embeddings of K into R, modulo scalar multiples 
of the identity matrix. The map $ : K —> R2 given by the two embeddings of 
K into R induces an action of PGL+(2, K) on S) x h 

A Hilbert modular surface is an algebraic surface of the form S) x S)/T 
for some arithmetic group T C P G L + ( 2 , i f ) (that is, a group commensurable 
with PGL+(2,DJR:)), often assumed to be torsion-free. The Satake-Baily-
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I = c o n v e x h u l l o f R+ X 3R f\ *(0l). 
E 

Ex. ; 
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guadrant 

*,n Coocd'i^oMS for" 
which (I) ((x) = Zz 

x= SB.Y 

a =- V3.Y 

Figure 1, 

Borel compactification of a Hilbert modular surface adds a finite number 
of compactification points, called cusps. Small deleted neighborhoods of such 
points have inverse images in S) x SS whose T-stabilizer is a parabolic subgroup 
Fpar of the form 

Fpar — { 
( 
( 

ek a 
0 1 1 : k e Z,a € 21}, 

where 21 C OK is an ideal, and e € £>£ is a totally positive unit such that 
€ 21 = 21. We can analyze a neighborhood of a cusp by studying appropriate 
partial compactifications of fj x ^/rpar. 

The elements in rpar with k = 0 form the translation subgroup, which we 
identify with 21. This is a free abelian group of rank 2. Let (a, a ') , (/3,/?') be 
a Z-basis of $(21). Define a map fi x ft —• C2 by 

(tüi,iü2) I—> 
1 

a/3' 6 a'/3 
(B'w1 -Bw2 - a'w1 + aiü2 ), 
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and let V denote the image of S) x ft in C2. Under this map, <1>(21) is sent 
to the standard lattice L := Z2, and $(rpar) is sent to a subgroup of Aff(L) 
with the translation subgroup 21 of rpar mapped to the translation subgroup 
L of Aff (L). As in section 1, we form the quotient in two steps: first take the 
quotient f) x #/21 = V/L, and then take the quotient of the resulting space 
by the group T0 := Tpar/2l. 

Mumford shows how to partially compactify the space V/L C L ® C* = 
(C*)2 in a To-equivariant way, so that the quotient by To gives the desired 
partial compactification of ft x $)/Tp3iT. The map of # x S) —> C2 was designed 
so that the image would be a tube domain V := R2 + iC, where C is the cone 

C = {(2/1,2/2) : Oiyi + ßy2 > 0,a'y1+ß,y2 > 0 } . 

The boundary lines of the closure C have irrational slope, and in fact C+ = 
C is an open convex cone. To construct a To-invariant rational polyhedral 
decomposition V, let E be the convex hull of CD<fr(2l). The vertices of E form 
a countable set {vj}jez which can be numbered so that the edges of E are 
exactly the line segments VjVj+i. If we let <TJ be the relative interior of the 
cone on Vj-Vj+i, and let TJ be the relative interior of the cone on Vj, then V := 
{aj}jez U {Tj}jez is a To-invariant rational polyhedral decomposition. An 
explicit example of this construction is illustrated on p. 52 of [1], reproduced 
as figure 1 of this paper. 

The resulting partial compactification of V/L adds a point pj for each <jj, 
and a curve Bj = P 1 for each T J , with JBj;C\Bj+i = pj. This can be pictured as 
an "infinite chain" of P^s, as in the top of figure 2 (which is also reproduced 
from [1], p. 46). The generator [diag(e, 1)] of To = Tpar/2l acts by sending Vj 
to Vj+m for some fixed m. Taking the quotient by To leaves us with a "cycle" 
of rational curves, of length m (as depicted in the bottom of figure 2). We 
arrive at Hirzebrueh's description of the resolution of the cusps. 

Conversely, suppose we are given a normal surface singularity p £ S (with 
S a small neighborhood of p) which has a resolution of singularities / : T —> S 
such that B := /-1(p) is a cycle of rational curves, that is, B = 2?H VBm is 
a divisor with normal crossings such that Bj only meets 23j±i, with subscripts 
calculated mod ra. Much of the structure above can be recovered from this 
information alone. In fact, by a theorem of Laufer [33] these singularities are 
taut, which means that the isomorphism type is determined by the resolution 
data. We will work out in detail some aspects of this tautness, in preparation 
for a general construction in the next section. 

The starting point is Wagreich's calculation [54] of the local fundamental 
group 7Ti(S— p) for such singularities, which goes as follows. Let S := S — p = 
T-B. The natural map ¿ : 7Ti(5) —• iri(T) induced by the inclusion S C T 
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Figure 2. 

is surjective. Since T retracts onto a cycle of P^s, the group tti(T) = iri(S ) 
is infinite cyclic, and the universal cover T of T contains an infinite chain 
B = h Bj + Bj+i + ••• of P^s lying over the cycle B. The kernel of l 
is 7ri(T - B), and by a result of Mumford [42] this is a free abelian group 
generated by loops around any pair of adjacent components Bj, Bj+i of B. 

In this way, we recover the two steps of the quotient construction, and 
the compactification T of the intermediate quotient T — B. Let S be the 
universal cover of S (and of T — B). To complete the discussion of tautness, 
we should exhibit an isomorphism between S and an open subset of $) x S), 
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which descends to a 7ri (T)-equivariant map (f-B) (H * h) /2. ESS 
easiest way to do this is to consider an extra piece of structure on p £ S: 
a flat connection on the holomorphic cotangent bundle We discuss this 
structure, and how to use it to determine the mapping from S to ft x 9) = V, 
in the next section. (To give a complete proof of Laufer's tautness result 
along these lines, we would also need to show how the connection is to be 
constructed; we will not attempt to do that here.) 

3 The tone connection 

Let (Z/Q,C,ro) be an admissible triple, with associated tube domain V = 
L$> + iC and discrete group T = L xi T0 C Aff(L). We will define a flat 
connection on the holomorphic cotangent bundle of the quotient space V/T. 

The intermediate quotient space V/L is an open subset of the algebraic 
torus Lc/L = L <g>z C* ^ (C*)rk(L). We identify the dual of the Lie algebra 
Lie(Zc/£)* of that torus with the space of right-invariant one-forms on the 
group Lc/L. Any basis of Lie(Lc/L)*, when regarded as a subset of the space 
of global sections of the sheaf ft\c/L, freely generates that sheaf at any point. 
We can therefore define a connection Vtoric on ^c /£> the toric connection, 

by the requirement that Vt0ric(a) = 0 for every a € Lie(Lc/£)*. Since the 
group Lc/L is abelian, the connection Vtoric is flat. 

The action of Aff (L) on Lc descends to an action of GL(L) on Lc/L which 
preserves the space of right-invariant one-forms. In particular, the GL(L)-
action will be compatible with the toric connection. Thus, if we restrict Vt0ric 

to V/L, it commutes with the action of TQ and induces a connection on the 
holomorphic cotangent bundle of (V/L)/T0 — V/T, still denoted by Vt0ric-

Let a C LR be the relative interior of a rational polyhedral cone which 
is generated by a basis I1,... ,£r of L, and let z \ , . . . , zr be the coordinates 
on Lc dual to {#'}. The one-forms d logWj := 2nidzj are right-invariant 
one-forms on Lc/L which serve as a basis of Lie(Lc/£)*- If we compactify 
the open set Va/L C Lc/L to Ua := (Va/L)~, then the forms dlogu>j 
extend to meromorphic one-forms on Ua with poles along the boundary Ba := 
(Va/L)~ — (Va/L). In fact, the forms dlogwi,... ,d\ogwr freely generate 
the sheaf f^ ( log Ba) as an 0^-module . The flat connection Vtoric therefore 
extends to a flat connection on Q^(logJ5a) for which the dlogti^ are flat 
sections. Note that the connection does not acquire singularities along the 
boundary, but extends as a regular connection to the sheaf of logarithmic 
differentials. 

If V is a rational polyhedral decomposition of C+, we get in this way an 
extension of the flat connection Vtoric from O1 

lùV/L 
to the sheaf of logarithmic 
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differentials on V(V)/L with poles on the boundary (V(V)/L) - (V/L). As 
this extended connection still commutes with To, there is an induced extension 
of Vtoric from fti,/r to n^)/r(logB), where B := (V(V)/T) - (V/T). This 
holds for any Mumford-type semi-toric compactification. 

The existence of this toric connection on V/T depends in an essential way 
on r being a group of affine-linear transformations of L. If V admits an action 
by a larger group rDig which includes discrete symmetries that do not lie in 
Aff(L), then Vtoric may fail to descend to the quotient V/T\>ig. For example, 
if L = Z acts on the upper half plane ft by translations, then the associated 
flat connection Vt0ric has the property that V t 0 r i c ( ^ ) = 0, where r is the 
standard coordinate on H The flat section dr is invariant under translations 
T H r T + n, but if we apply Vtoric to the pullback of the flat section dr under 
the inversion f H - l / r w e get 

Vtoric' ( r ~ 2 dr) = -2r~3 dr ® d r , 

which is not 0. In particular, the connection Vt0ric does not descend to the 
j - l inei î /SL(2,Z). 

We now want to explain how the abstract knowledge of the flat connection 
Vtoric and of a Mumford-type semi-toric compactification of V/T can be used 
to recover the structure of V and of I \ Suppose we are given a complex 
manifold T, a divisor with normal crossings B on T, and a flat connection V 
on ri^(logJB). By the usual equivalence between flat connections and local 
systems [16], the flat sections of V determine a local system E on T. Such a 
local system is specified by giving its fiber E at a fixed base point • (which we 
choose to lie in T — B), together with a representation of 7ri(T,*) in GL(E). 

We first restrict the^connection and the local system to T — B. If we pass 
to the universal cover S of T — B, the flat sections give a global trivialization 
of the bundle E ® OS = fik. There is a natural map int* : S —• E* which 

sends s G S to the functional 

a i—> 
) 
) 

8 

df 
a, 

where a is the unique flat section of E (a holomorphic 1-form on S) such that 
S|* = a € E. (Notice that if we vary the basepoint * we simply shift the 
image of the map by some constant vector in E*.) 

On the other hand, if we consider V on T and pass to the universal cover 
T of T, the flat sections of E will trivialize the bundle f2iv(log J3) , where B 

is a divisor with normal crossings in T, the inverse image of B C T. We 
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once again encounter the intermediate quotient space T — B, and its partial 
compactification T. 

At any maximal-depth normal crossing point p of B C T, let Vj = 0 
define the ,? t h local component Bj of the boundary at p. There is a unique 
flat section Sy of fiiv(logB), defined locally near p, such that otj — dlogVj 

vanishes at p. It follows that otj — dlogVj is a holomorphic one-form in a 
neighborhood of p, and so that S i , . . . , ar is a basis for (flat) local sections of 
ftk(log£). Using the global trivialization, we may regard each aj := Sj |* as 
an element of E. We let Lp E*C be the lattice spanned by the dual basis 
I1,..., £r to a i , . . . , a r , and let crp C Lp ® R be the relative interior of the 
cone generated by I1,..., l r . 

If we are to recover the structure of the semi-toric compactification, we 
need a certain compatibility among the Lps and the aps: they should be 
related to a common lattice and a common cone, independent of p. We 
formalize this as follows. 

DEFINITION 2 We call (T,B, V) compatible provided that 

1. each component of B contains at least one maximal-depth normal cross
ing pointy 

2. the lattices Lp for maximal-depth normal crossing points p all coincide 
with a common lattice L C E*, 

3 . the natural map int* : S —• E* = Lc descends to a map (T — B) —> 
(Lc/L) which induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, and 

4^ the collection V of relative interiors of faces of the ap's is a locally 
rational polyhedral decomposition of a strongly convex cone C+. 

Suppose that (T, B, V) is compatible, let C be the interior of C+ and let 
V = LR + iC. The action of TTI(T) on Lc permutes the set of maximal-
depth normal crossing points of B C T, and so preserves V and C. Thus, 
r:= T T I ( T - J B ) acts on v, and there is an induced map (T — J3) —> (V/Y). 

We can now recover the compactification T from this data (or at least 
its structure in codimension one). For any maximal-depth normal crossing 
boundary point p of B C T, there is a neighborhood Up of p in T and a 
natural extension of the induced map Up n (T - B) —> Lc/L to a map Up —• 
V(V)/L. We cannot tell from the behavior of these extensions what happens 
at "interior" points of boundary components (those which do not lie in any 
uP), but we can conclude that there is a meromorphic map T -+ V(V)/L 
which does not blow down any boundary components. This map is Tri m -

equivariant, so it descends to a map T-+V(V)/Y. 
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4 Moduli spaces of sigma-models 

A Calabi- Yau manifold is a compact connected orientable manifold X of di
mension 2n which admits Riemannian metrics whose (global) holonomy is 
contained in SU(n). 2 Given such a metric, there exist complex structures on 
X for which the metric is Kahler. The holonomy condition is equivalent to 
requiring that this Kahler metric be Ricci-flat and that there exist a nonzero 
holomorphic n-form on X (cf. [7]). On the other hand, if we are given a 
complex structure on a Calabi-Yau manifold, then by the theorems of Calabi 
[11] and Yau [60], for each Kahler metric g there is a unique Ricci-flat Kahler 
metric g whose Kahler form is in the same de Rham cohomology class as that 
of g. (We have implicitly used the topological consequence of Ricci-flatness: 
Calabi-Yau manifolds have vanishing first Chern class.) 

Examples of Calabi-Yau manifolds are provided by the differentiable man
ifolds underlying smooth complex projective varieties with trivial canonical 
bundle. One can apply Yau's theorem to a Kahler metric coming from a 
projective embedding in order to produce a metric with holonomy contained 
in SU(n), where n is the complex dimension of the variety. As explained in 
[7], if the Hodge numbers hp>° vanish for 0 < p < n and if the manifold is 
simply-connected, then the holonomy of this metric is precisely SU(n). 

Physicists have constructed a class of conformal field theories called non
linear sigma-models on Calabi-Yau manifolds X (cf. [22, 29]). We consider 
here an approximation to those theories, which should be called "one-loop 
semiclassical nonlinear sigma-models". Such an object is determined by the 
data of a Riemannian metric g on X whose holonomy is contained in SU(n) 
together with the de Rham cohomology class [b] € H2(X,R) of a real closed 
2-form b on X. 

Two such pairs (g, b) and (g , V) will determine isomorphic conformal field 
theories if there is a diffeomorphism ip : X —• X such that <p*(g') = <?, and 
<p*([b'])-[b] e H*(X,Z). It is therefore natural to regard the class of [b] 
in H2(X,R)/H2(X,Z) as the fundamental datum. We denote this class by 
[b] mod Z. 

The set of all isomorphism classes of such pairs we call the one-loop semi-
classical nonlinear sigma-model moduli space, or simply the sigma-model mod
uli space (for short). This may differ from the actual conformal field theory 
moduli space, for several reasons: first, there may be additional isomorphisms 
of conformal field theories which are not visible in this geometric interpre
tation, second, there may be deformations of the nonlinear sigma-model as 

2 There is some confusion in the literature about whether "Calabi-Yau" should mean 
that the holonomy is precisely SU(n) , or simply contained in SU(n) . In this paper, we 
adopt the latter interpretation. 
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a conformai field theory which do not have a sigma-model interpretation on 
X {ci. [2, 59]), and third, the putative conformal field theory may fail to 
converge for some values of the input data (g, b) (although it is believed to 
converge whenever the volume of the metric is sufficiently large). For our 
present purposes, we ignore these more delicate questions about the confor
mal field theory moduli space, and concentrate on the sigma-model moduli 
space we have defined above. 

We focus attention in this paper on the case in which the holonomy of the 
metric g is precisely SU(n), n ^ 2 . For each such metric, there are exactly two 
complex structures on X for which the metric is Kahler (complex conjugates 
of each other). 3 Thus, there is a natural map from a double cover of the 
sigma-model moduli space to the usual "complex structure moduli space", 
given by assigning to (p, b) one of the two complex structures for which g is 
Kahler. The fibers of this map can be described as follows. If we fix a complex 
structure on X, then the corresponding fiber consists of all B + i J mod Z £ 
H2(X, C)/H2(X,Z) (modulo diffeomorphism) with B denoting the class [6], 
for which J is the cohomology class of a Kahler form. (The metric g is uniquely 
determined by J, by Calabi's theorem.) This quantity B+i J mod Z describes 
the "extra structure" S which was alluded to in [40]. This is often called the 
complexified Kahler structure on X determined by (#,6). 

The natural double cover of the sigma-model moduli space will be locally 
a product near (#,&), with the variations of complex structure and of com
plexified Kahler structure describing the factors in the product, provided that 
neither the Kahler cone nor the group of holomorphic automorphisms "jumps" 
when the complex structure varies. (The non-jumping of the Kahler cone was 
shown to hold by Wilson [55] in the case of holonomy SU(3), when the com
plex structure is generic.) We will tacitly assume this local product structure, 
and separately study the parameter spaces for the variations of complexified 
Kahler structure and of complex structure. 

With a fixed complex structure on X, the parameter space for complexified 
Kahler structures on X can be described in terms of the Kahler cone K of 
X, and the lattice L = H2(X, Z)/(torsion). We must identify any pair of 
complexified Kahler structures which differ by a diffeomorphism that fixes 
the complex structure, that is, by an element of the group To = Aut(X) of 
holomorphic automorphisms. The natural parameter space for pairs (g,b) 
such that g is Kahler for the given complex structure thus has the form V/T, 
where V = {B + i J : J G K} and r = L x To is the extension of To by 
the lattice translations. This is exactly the kind of space encountered in the 

3 M o r e generally, as we will show elsewhere, if h 2 , 0 ( X ) = 0 there are only a finite number 
of complex structures for which g is Kahler. The number depends on the decomposition of 
the holonomy representation into irreducible pieces. 
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first part of this paper: a tube domain modulo a discrete symmetry group of 
affine-linear transformations which includes a lattice acting by translations. 

A common technique in the physics literature is to consider what happens 
along paths {tz mod r } t _ K x » which go from z G V out towards infinity in the 
tube domain. Many aspects of the conformal field theory can be analyzed per-
turbatively in t along such paths. It seems reasonable to hope that such limits 
can be described in a common framework, based on a single partial compact
ification oiV/T. This hope (together with a bit of evidence, discussed below) 
leads us to conjecture that (LQ,/C, A u t ( X ) ) is an admissible triple, in order 
that Looijenga's methods could be applied to construct compactifications of 
v/r. We formulate this conjecture more explicitly as follows. 

T H E CONE CONJECTURE Let X be a Calabi-Yau manifold on which a com-
plex structure has been chosen, and suppose that h2>°(X) = 0. Let L := 
H2(X, Z)/torsion, let K be the Kahler cone of X, let JC+ be the convex hull 
of JCDLq, and let Aut(X) be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of X. 
Then there exists a rational polyhedral cone U C /C+ such that Aut(X).II = 
K+. 

The Kahler cone of X can have a rather complicated structure, analyzed 
in the case n = 3 by Kawamata [31] and Wilson [55]. Away from classes of 
triple-self-intersection zero, the closed cone JC is locally rational polyhedral, 
but the rational faces may accumulate towards points with vanishing triple-
self-intersection. The cone conjecture predicts that while the closed cone 
K of X may have infinitely many edges, there will only be finitely many 
Aut(X)-orbits of edges. Other finiteness predictions which follow from the 
cone conjecture include finiteness of the set of fiber space structures on X, 
modulo automorphisms. 

Many of the large classes of examples, such as toric hypersurfaces, have 
Kahler cones K such that /C+ = K is a rational polyhedral cone. For these, the 
cone conjecture automatically holds. A nontrivial case of the cone conjecture— 
Calabi-Yau threefolds which are fiber products of generic rational elliptic sur
faces with section (as studied by Schoen [49])—has been checked by Grassi 
and the author [21]. In addition, Borcea [9] has verified the finiteness of 
Aut(X)-orbits of edges of K in another nontrivial example, and Oguiso [44] 
has discussed finiteness of Aut(X)-orbits of fiber space structures in yet an
other example.4 All three examples involve cones with an infinite number of 
edges. 

For any X for which the cone conjecture holds, the Kahler parameter space 
V/Y will admit both a Satake-Baily-Borel-type "minimal" compactification, 

4 Neither of these constitutes a complete verification of the cone conjecture for the three
fold in question. 
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and smooth compactifications of Mumford type built out of many cones a C K 
as above. 

5 Additional structures on the moduli spaces 

Of particular interest to the physicists studying nonlinear sigma-models has 
been the "large radius limit" in the Kahler parameter space. This is typically 
analyzed in the physics literature as follows (cf. [56, 57]). The quantities 
of physical interest will be invariant under translation by L. Many such 
quantities vary holomorphically with parameters, and their Fourier expansions 

take the form 

E 
r}€L* 

Cr, e 2ni z-Tf 
. (*) 

The coefficients cv for 77 7^ 0 are called instanton contributions to the quantity 
(*), and in many cases they can be given a geometric interpretation which 
shows that they vanish unless rj is the class of an effective curve on X. A 
"large radius limit" should be a point at which instanton contributions to 
quantities like (*) are suppressed [24, 3]. 

If we pick a basis t1,..., £r of L consisting of vectors which lie in the 
closure of the Kàhler cone, write rj = Ylv^j m terms of the basis {£j} of L* 
dual to {#'}, and express (*) as a power series in Wj := exp(27riZj), where 
{zj} are coordinates dual to {£J}> then the series expansion 

E 
WEL 

Cr, v1 

w1 = 
Wn 
r 

(**) 

involves only terms with nonnegative exponents [4]. If convergent,5 this will 
define a function on (Va/L)~, where a is the relative interior of the cone 
generated by £ 1 , . . . , £ r . Thus, approaching the distinguished limit point of 
VJL (where all Wj's approach 0) suppresses the instanton contributions, so 
the distinguished limit point is a good candidate for the large radius limit. We 
can repeat this construction for any cone a C K which is the relative interior 
of a cone generated by a basis of L, obtaining partial compactifications which 
include large radius limit points for paths that lie in various cones a. 

Among the "quantities of physical interest" to which this analysis is ap
plied are a collection of multilinear maps of cohomology groups called three-
point functions. These maps should depend on the data (#,&), and should 
vary holomorphically with both complex structure and complexified Kahler 

5 From a rigorous mathematical point of view, the Fourier coefficients c-q can often be 
defined and calculated, but no convergence properties of the series (*) or (**) are known. 
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structure parameters. Certain of these three-point functions (related to Wit-
ten's "A-model" [58]) would depend only on the complexified Kàhler struc
ture, while others (related to Witten's "JS-model") would depend only on 
the complex structure. The B-model three-point functions can be mathe
matically interpreted in terms of the variation of Hodge structure, or period 
mapping, induced by varying the complex structure on the Calabi-Yau man
ifold [15, 40, 23]. 

In [41], we discuss a mathematical version of the A-model three-point 
functions, expressed as formal power series near the distinguished limit point 
associated to the relative interior a of a rational polyhedral cone generated 
by a basis of L. (The coefficients cv of this power series are derived from the 
numbers of rational curves on X of various degrees.) The choice of a is an 
additional piece of data in the construction which we call a framing. 

These formal power series representations of A-model three-point func
tions can be regarded as defining a formal degenerating variation of Hodge 
structure, which we call the framed A-variation of Hodge structure with fram
ing a. Now there are manipulations of these formal series which suggest that 
the underlying convergent three-point functions (if they exist) will not depend 
on the choice of a and will be invariant under the action of A u t ( X ) . 

We must refer the reader to [41] for the precise definition of framed A-
variation of Hodge structure. But for reference, we would like to state here 
a conjecture which suggests how the various framed A-variations of Hodge 
structure will fit together, along the lines being discussed in this paper. 

T H E CONVERGENCE CONJECTURE Suppose that X is a Calabi-Yau mani
fold with h2'°(X) = 0, endowed with a complex structure, which satisfies the 
cone conjecture. Let L := H2(X, Z)/torsion, let K be the Kahler cone of X, let 
V : = LR + i/C be the associated tube domain, and let Y := L x A u t ( X ) . Then 
there is a neighborhood U of the 0-dimensional stratum V(K) in the Satake-
Baily-Borel-type compactification V(VSBB)/Y, and a variation of Hodge struc
ture onUn (V/Y), such that for any a C K which is the relative interior of a 
rational polyhedral cone a C /C+ generated by a basis of L, the induced formal 
degenerating variation of Hodge structure at the distinguished limit point of 
Va/L agrees with the framed A-variation of Hodge structure with framing a. 

If this variation of Hodge structure exists, we call it the A-variation of 
Hodge structure associated to X. 

6 Maximally unipotent boundary points 

In the previous section, we discussed how to let the complexified Kahler pa
rameter B + iJ approach infinity, analyzing certain partial compactifications 
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and boundary points of the sigma-model moduli space in the B + iJ direc
tions. We now turn to compactifications and boundary points in the trans
verse directions—the directions obtained by varying the complex structure 
on the Calabi-Yau manifold. We consider what happens when the complex 
structure degenerates. 

The local moduli spaces of complex structures on Calabi-Yau manifolds 
are particularly well-behaved, thanks to a theorem of Bogomolov [8], Tian 
[51], and Todorov [52], which guarantees that all first-order deformations are 
unobstructed. In particular, there will be a local family of deformations of 
a given complex structure for which the Kodaira-Spencer map is an isomor
phism. More generally, we consider arbitrary families TT : y —* S of complex 
structures on a fixed Calabi-Yau manifold Y> by which we mean: 7r is a 
proper and smooth map between connected complex manifolds, and all fibers 
Y8 : = 7r _ 1 ( s ) are diffeomorphic to 7 . We will often assume that the Kodaira-
Spencer map is an isomorphism at every point s G S, so that S provides good 
local moduli spaces for the fibers Y8. 

To study the behavior when the complex structure degenerates, we par
tially compactify the parameter space 5 to 5. There is a class of boundary 
points on S of particular interest from the perspective of conformal field the
ory. According to the interpretation of [40, 41], these points can be identified 
by the monodromy properties of the associated variation of Hodge structure 6 

near p G S. We first review from [41] these monodromy properties for normal 
crossing boundary points, and then extend the definition to a wider class of 
compactifications and boundary points. 

Let p be a maximal-depth normal crossing point of B C S, where B := 
S — S is the boundary, assumed for the moment to be a divisor with normal 
crossings. Let U be a small neighborhood of p in 5, and write B fl U in the 
form B\ + • • • + Br. If we fix a point s G U—B, then each local divisor Bj 
gives rise to an monodromy transformation T(j) : Hn(Ys,Q) —• i f n (Y s , Q ) , 
which is guaranteed to be quasi-unipotent by the monodromy theorem [32]. 

DEFINITION 3 A maximal-depth normal crossing point p of B G S is called a 
maximally unipotent point 7 under the following conditions. 

1. The monodromy transformations T(j) around local boundary components 
Bj near p are all unipotent. 

6 T h e variation of Hodge structure in question is the usual geometric one (cf. [26]) asso
ciated to a variation of complex structure. These might be called "jB-variations of Hodge 
structure" by analogy with the previous section. 

7 W h e n d im(S) = 1, this definition is equivalent to the one given in [40]. 
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2. Let №j> := \ogTv>, let N := Eaj N(j) for some o,j > 0, and define 

W0 = Im(iVn) 
W = Im(Ar_1)nKeriV 
W2 = (lm(ATn-2) n Ker(JV)) + (imCiV"-1) I I Ker(iV2)). 

Then dim W0 = dim W1 = l and dim W2 = 1 + dim(S). 

3. Letg0,g1 •••,Gr be a basis 0JW2 such that pu spans Wq, and define Mjk 
by N (j) gk = m3kg" for 1 < j , k < r. Then m := (m3 ) is an invertible 
matrix. 

(The spaces Wq and W2 are independent of the choice of coefficients {aj} 
[14, 17], and the invertibility of m is independent of the choice of basts {gk}. 

Given a maximally unipotent point p € 5 , we define the canonical loga
rithmic one-forms dlogqj ET (U, Q1/2 (logB)) at p by 

1 
2TTZ 

dlogqj := d ( 
Erk=1(gk|w} mkj 

(g0|w] 8 
where (irikj) is the inverse matrix of (rajfc), and a; is a section of the sheaf 
^y/s °^ rela^ive holomorphic n-forms on the family of complex structures 
parameterized by 5. The elements gk G Hn(Y8,Q) have been implicitly ex
tended to multi-valued sections of the local system i?n7r*(Qy) in order to 
evaluate (gk\w)\ the monodromy measures the multi-valuedness of the result
ing (locally defined) holomorphic functions (gk\u)). The fact that each dlog<^ 
as defined aboye has a single-valued meromorphic extension to U follows from 
the nilpotent orbit theorem [48]. In [41] we show that the canonical one-forms 
are independent of the choice of basis {gk}, and also of the choice of relative 
n-form uj\ that for any local defining equation Vj = 0 of Bj, the one-form 
dlogqj — dlogVj extends to a regular one-form on U\ and that dloggi, . >., 
d\ogqr freely generate the locally free sheaf Q^(logB) near p. 

The canonical logarithmic one-forms can be integrated to produce quasi-
canonical coordinates <ji, . . . , qr near p, but due to constants of integration, 
these coordinates are not unique. That is, if we attempt to define 

qj = exp 
( 
( 2iri 

Erk = 1 (gk |w] mkj 

(g0|w) ) 
we find that changing the basis {g } will alter the g/s by multiplicative con
stants (cf. [39]). To specify truly canonical coordinates, further conditions 
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on the basis {gK} must be imposed, as discussed in [40, 41J. For example, 
by demanding that g° span Wo fi Hn(Ys, Z)/torsion and that g°,..., gr span 
W2 H Hn(Y8JZ)/torsion we can reduce the ambiguity in the g/s to a finite 
number of choices. 

With no ambiguity, we can use the canonical logarithmic one-forms to 
produce a (canonical) flat connection V on the holomorphic vector bundle 
fi^(log-B) by declaring dloggi, . . . , dlogqr to be a basis for the V-flat sec
tions, that is, V(dlogqj) = 0. Notice that the connection V is regular along 
the boundary divisor B. This connection is what we will use to extend the 
definition of maximally unipotent to a more general case. 

We now consider partial compactifications 5 of 5 which are not neces
sarily smooth, and whose boundary is not necessarily a divisor with normal 
crossings. 

DEFINITION 4 Let E C 5—5 be a connected subset of the boundary. We say 
that S is maximally unipotent if there is a neighborhood V of S in S and a 
flat connection Vunip on Qyns such that for some resolution of singularities 
f : U —» V which is an isomorphism over V fl S, we have 

1. the new boundary B := U-f-^VHS) on U is a divisor with normal 
crossings, 

2. the flat connection Vunip extends to a connection on f2^(logJB) (also 
denoted by VuniP/> 

3. for every maximal-depth normal crossing point p of B C U, we have 
Vunip(dlogqj) = 0 for each canonical logarithmic one-form d logqj at 
p, and 

4. {UjJD, Vunip) is compatible in trie sense of definition z. 

We call Vunip the maximally unipotent connection determined by H. 
Note that d log q±,..., d log qr is a basis for the vector space of local so

lutions of VunipC = 0 near p. By analytic continuation of solutions, the 
connection Vunip is unique if it exists. The requirement of compatibility is 
quite strong, essentially guaranteeing that the structure of 5 near S resembles 
that of a semi-toric compactification. 

7 Implications of mirror symmetry 

Mirror symmetry [18, 34, 13, 24] predicts that Calabi-Yau manifolds should 
come in pairs,8 with the roles of variation of complex structure and of com-

8The most recent results [2, 59] suggest that it is birational equivalence classes of Calabi-
Yau manifolds which come in pairs. 
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plexified Kahler structure being reversed between mirror partners. We wish 
to formulate a precise mathematical version of these mirror symmetry predic
tions, taking into account the semi-toric compactification structure we have 
studied in this paper. The resulting statements are unfortunately rather tech
nical, but they appear to be completely general. We hope the reader will bear 
with the technicalities. 

Our conjectures involve the A-variations of Hodge structure introduced in 
[41], whose essential ingredients are the numbers of rational curves of various 
degrees on a Calabi-Yau manifold. Our first mathematical conjecture about 
mirror symmetry is carefully formulated in [41], and can be stated as follows. 

T H E MATHEMATICAL MIRROR SYMMETRY CONJECTURE (Normal Crossings 
Case) Let Y be a Calabi-Yau manifold with h2>°(Y) = 0, and let TT : y —• S 
be a family of complex structures on Y such that the Kodaira-Spencer map is 
an isomorphism at every point Let S C S be a partial compactification whose 
boundary is a divisor with normal crossings. To each maximally unipotent 
normal crossing boundary point p in S there is associated the following: 

1. a Calabi-Yau manifold X with / r , u ( X ) = 0, 

2. a lattice L of finite index? in H2 (X, Z)/torsion, 

3. the relative interior a C H2 (X, R) of a rational polyhedral cone a which 
is generated by a basis I1,..., £r of L, and 

4- a map [i from a neighborhood ofp in S to ((H2(X,R) + ia)/L)~, deter
mined up to constants of integration by the requirement that ji*(d\ogWj) 
is the canonical logarithmic one-form dlogqj on S at p (as defined 
in section 6), where z\,...,zT are coordinates dual to I1,... ,£r, and 
Wj := exp(27TZZj), 

such that 

a. a is contained in the Kâhler cone for some complex structure on X, and 

b. /x induces an isomorphism between the formally degenerating geometric 
variation of Hodge structure atp and the A-variation of Hodge structure 
with framing a associated to X. 

9 T h e reason for allowing such an L rather than insisting on i / 2 ( X , Z)/torsion itself is 
that our basic defining condition on the family S—that the Kodaira-Spencer map be an 
isomorphism at every point—is invariant under finite unramified base change. So we must 
allow finite unramified covers of the parameter spaces. 
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Put more concretely, if we calculate the geometric variation of Hodge struc
ture near p £ S using appropriate quasi-canonical coordinates qj, we should 
produce power series expansions for S-model three-point functions (for Y) 
whose coefficients agree cn with the which are derived from the numbers of 
rational curves on X. This is precisely the type of calculation pioneered by 
Candelas, de la Ossa, Green, and Parkes [12] in the case of the quintic three
fold. 

This first version of our mathematical mirror symmetry conjecture de
pends rather explicitly on the choice of a maximally unipotent (normal cross
ing) boundary point. And unfortunately, if we move from point to point 
along the boundary of 5, or if we vary the compactification S by blowing 
up the boundary, we can produce many such boundary points. On the other 
hand, if X is a mirror partner of Y for which the cone and convergence con
jectures hold, there are many framed A-variations of Hodge structure (with 
different framings) associated to X. In fact, given framings a and <x' which 
belong to rational polyhedral decompositions V and V, respectively, there is 
always a common refinement V" of these decompositions. Geometrically, the 
corresponding compactification V(V")/T is a blowup of both V(V)/T and 
V(V')/T. Analytic continuation on the common blowup V(V")/T from a 
point in the inverse image of V(a) to one in the inverse image of V(a') will 
give an isomorphism of the A-variations of Hodge structure. 

Each of the various maximally unipotent normal crossing boundary points 
will conjecturally lead to a mirror isomorphism. We wish to fit these various 
mirror isomorphisms together, thus removing the dependence of the conjec
tures on an arbitrary choice of boundary point. In fact, the mirror symmetry 
isomorphism is expected by the physicists to extend to an isomorphism be
tween the full conformal field theory moduli spaces, and so, presumably, to 
compactifications as well. Thus, the structure of the semi-toric compactifi
cations which is natural from the point of view of variation of complexified 
Kahler structure on X should be reflected in the structure of compactifications 
of the complex structure moduli space MY of Y. 

This philosophy suggests two things about the compactified parameter 
spaces S of complex structures on Y. First, there should be a compatibility 
between compactification points whose mirror families are associated to the 
same space X, and the same Kahler cone K. In fact, we should be able to 
extend our mathematical mirror symmetry conjecture to arbitrary maximally 
unipotent subsets of the boundary for any compactification, not just ones 
whose boundary is a divisor with normal crossings. And second, there should 
be some kind of minimal compactification of the coarse moduli space My 
of complex structures on Y, whose mirror compactified family would be the 
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Satake-Baily-Borel-type compactification of V/T. 
The compatibility between compactifications can be recognized by means 

of the flat connection Vunip which we used to identify maximally unipotent 
subsets of the boundary. We extend our mirror symmetry conjecture to the 
general case as follows. 

T H E MATHEMATICAL MIRROR SYMMETRY CONJECTURE (General Case) Let 
Y be a Calabi-Yau manifold with h2>°(Y) = 0, let w : y —» S be a family of 
complex structures on Y such that the Kodaira-Spencer map is an isomor
phism at every point, and let S C S be a partial compactification. To each 
maximally unipotent connected subset E of the boundary S—S there is associ
ated the following: 

1. a Calabi-Yau manifold X satisfying the cone and convergence conjec
tures, 

2 . a subgroup T C Aff(tf2(X,R)) whose translation subgroup L is a lattice 
of finite index in H2(X, Z)/torsion, 

3. a locally rational polyhedral decomposition V of a cone C+ (which coin
cides with the convex hull of C+ H L Q ^ that is invariant under the group 
T0 : = V/L, and 

4- a map fi from a neighborhood U of E in S to V(V)/T, determined up 
to constants of integration by the requirement that the flat connection 
Vtoric on V/T pulls back to Vunip on UOS, where Vunip is the maximally 
unipotent connection determined by E, 

such that 

a. for some complex structure on X, the interior C of C+ is contained 
in the Kàhler cone and TQ is contained in the group of holomorphic 
automorphisms, and 

b. fi induces an isomorphism between the geometric variation of Hodge 
structure over U fl S and the A-variation of Hodge structure associated 
to X. 

A priori, the map fx determined by compatibility of the connections would 
only be a meromorphic map; we are asserting that it is in fact regular, and a 
local isomorphism. 

There is one further refinement of this conjecture which could be made: 
we could demand that the map ¡1 also respect the quasi-canonical coordinates 
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determined by choosing integral bases g°,... ,gr. This would reduce the am
biguity in the choice of /x to a finite number of choices, but would require 
a compatibility among such integral quasi-canonical coordinates at various 
boundary points. 

Finally, suppose that Ady is the coarse moduli space for complex struc
tures on a Calabi-Yau variety Y such that /i 2 '°(Y)=0. (This coarse moduli 
space is known to exist as a quasi-projective variety, once we have specified a 
polarization, thanks to a theorem of Viehweg [53].) In this case, we conjecture 
the existence of a Satake-Baily-Borel-style compactification, as follows. 

T H E MINIMAL COMPACTIFICATION CONJECTURE There is a partial com
pactification (MY)SBB of the coarse moduli space Aiy with distinguished 
boundary points p i , . . . ,p*. which are maximally unipotent, such that the data 
associated by the mathematical mirror symmetry conjecture to pj consists of: 
(1) a Calabi- Yau manifold Xj (with a complex structure specified that deter
mines the group Aut(Xj) of holomorphic automorphisms and the Kahler cone 
Ki ofXj), (2) the group 

Tj = (tf 2(X,-,Z)/torsion) xi Aut(Xj). 

and (3) the locally rational polyhedral decomposition Vj which is the Satake-
Baily-Borel decomposition VSBB of the cone (K.j)+ (the convex hull of Kj D 
H2(Xj,Q)). 

A related conjecture has been made independently by Batyrev [6]. 

8 Mumford cones and Mori cones 

In the fall of 1979, Mori lectured at Harvard on his then-new results [36] on the 
cone of effective curves. In order to show that his theorem about local finite
ness of extremal rays fail when the canonical bundle is numerically effective, 
he gave an example. (A similar example appears in a Japanese expository 
paper he wrote a few years later, which has since been translated into En
glish [37].) The example was of an abelian surface with real multiplication, 
that is, one whose endomorphism algebra contains the ring of integers DK 
of a real quadratic field K. For such a surface X , the Neron-Severi group 
L := H^X{X) fl H2(X,Z) is a lattice of rank 2. The Kahler cone of X lies 
naturally in LR, and is an open cone /C bounded by two rays whose slopes 
are irrational numbers in the field K (cf. [38, 20]). Rays through classes of 
ample divisors [D] G L fl JC can be found which are arbitrarily close to the 
boundary, but the boundary is never reached. This phenomenon indicated 
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that Mori's results on the structure of the dual cone /C v C H2(X,R) could 
not be extended to the case of abelian surfaces. The picture Mori drew for 
this example was remarkably similar to figure 1. 

The Hilbert modular surfaces in fact serve as moduli spaces for abelian 
surfaces with endomorphisms of this type (cf. [20, Chap. IX]), although a bit 
more data must be specified, which determines the group T. Now Mumford's 
figure 1 was drawn in some auxiliary space being used to describe this "com
plex structure moduli space", while Mori's version of figure 1 depicted the 
Kahler cone in if 1 , 1 , and so is related to "complexified Kahler moduli" of the 
surfaces. The setting is not quite the same as the one in the present paper, 
since / i 2 ' 0 ^ 0. However, mirror symmetry for complex tori does predict that 
each cusp in the complex structure moduli space will be related to the Kahler 
moduli space for the abelian varieties parametrized by some fixfi/T, with the 
T determined by the cusp. (This is not completely clear from the literature; I 
will return to this point in a subsequent paper.) In fact, under this association 
the Mumford cone from figure 1 corresponds precisely to the (dualized) Mori 
cone. 

Mirror symmetry might have been anticipated by mathematicians had 
anyone noticed the striking similarity between these two pictures back in 
1979! 
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Miroirs et involutions sur les surfaces K3 

Claire Voisin* 

§0 - Introduction 

0.1. On propose dans ce travail une construction explicite de la "mirror 

symmetry" prédite par les physiciens et portée récemment à l'attention des 

mathématiciens par le travail de D. Morrison ([21]), pour un certain nombre de 

familles de variétés de Calabi-Yau, construites à l'aide de surfaces K3 munies 

d'une involution. Les numéros 0.2 à 0.5 sont une tentative de description des 

idées des physiciens sur le sujet (voir aussi [21]). 

0.2. La prédiction du phénomène de miroirs entre variétés de Calabi-Yau 

provient de la théorie des supercordes et des cr-modèles et de la recherche 

d'un modèle consistant mathématiquement et physiquement, rendant compte 

de différents types d'interactions, reflétées dans l'allure générale de l'action S, 

et quantifîable. L'action classique en théorie des cordes (se propageant dans 

une variété Riemannienne (M, g)) associe à une surface de Riemann avec bords 

(S, 7) et à une application <x M son énergie S(tp) wmmm 

les solutions classiques sont des extrémales de 5, par rapport à ip et 7. 

L'introduction de fermions (variables anticommutatives à considérer comme 

des sections tordues de <¿>*TM), permet d'ajouter à cette action des termes 

fermioniques, où interviennent la connexion de Levi-Civita de M, et la 

courbure de M. 

* Avec le support partiel du projet Science "Geometry of Algebraic 

varieties", Contrat SCI-0398-C(A) 

S. M. F. 
Astérisque 218** (1993) 273 
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L'action peut enfin être modifiée par l'ajout d'une terme du type 

S= JE OÙ UJ est une 2-forme fermée sur M. La somme de ces trois 

actions est invariante sous certaines transformations. L'action classique est 

invariante par difféomorphisme de E et changements conformes de métrique 

7. L'introduction des variables fermioniques permet de définir au moins 

localement la supersymetrie, et l'existence de deux supersymetries dont le 

supercommutateur engendre les transformations conformes, recherchée pour 

des raisons physiques, conduit à prédire l'existence d'une structure complexe 

sur M. 

Les physiciens cherchent à quantifier la théorie, c'est-à-dire à calculer des 

valeurs probables de certaines fonctionnelles (les "observables") sur l'espace 

des applications <p : E —• M (et d'autres données comme les variables 

fermioniques), ayant des valeurs fixées sur le bord de E. L'instrument 

principal est fourni par les intégrales de Feynman. 

Pour préserver les symétries de l'action lors de ce processus de quantifi

cation, les physiciens sont menés à imposer certaines conditions à la variété 

M, dont dimiR M = 10, et en supposant, dans une théorie à la Kaluza-Klein, 

que M = R4 x K avec K compacte de dimension 6, la préservation de la syper-

symétrie mène à imposer que (K,gx) soit une variété Kâhlerienne à courbure 

de Ricci nulle, c'est-à-dire une variété de Calabi-Yau. (Ce résultat qui résulte 

d'un calcul perturbatif au deuxième ordre, est d'ailleurs contredit par le calcul 

des termes d'ordre supérieur). 

En admettant la possibilité de quantifier rigoureusement la propagation 

des supercordes dans une variété de Calabi-Yau de dimension trois, on est 

amené à associer à la donnée d'une telle variété X, d'une forme de Kahler 

77 (correspondant à une métrique de Kahler Einstein) et d'une classe réelle À 

dans H2(X) (correspondant au terme ip*X de l'action), une théorie N = 2 

surperconforme des champs. a = 77 + iX est alors un element de H1 (fix) tel 

que Re a soit une classe de Kahler. 

0 .3. Gepner [14] a conjecturé que cette correspondance est bijective à 
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condition de ne considérer que les théories conformes à charges U(\) entières 

et à charge centrale c = 9. D'autre parc, il existe une involution naturelle 

sur l'espace des théories N = 2 surperconformes, qui consiste à considérer la 

même théorie conforme des champs sous-jacente, mais à changer le signe de 

certaines "charges" g, déterminées comme les valeurs propres d'un opérateur 

de l'algèbre super conforme, représentée sur l'espace de Hilbert de la théorie. 

Si X est une variété de Calabi-Yau, et a G H1 (fix)> l'espace tangent à 

la variété paramétrant les déformations de (X, a) se scinde naturellement 

en H1 (Tx) © H1 (Qx)- Witten [24] a expliqué comment construire un 

isomorphisme entre H1 (Tx) © H1 (fîx) et les champs primaires "chiraux" 

(correspondant à H1 (Tx)) ou "antichiraux" (correspondant à H1 (fîx)) de 

charge conforme h = 2 de la théorie conforme associée, qui décrivent l'espace 

tangent aux déformations (générateurs) de la théorie conforme. L'effet 

de l'involution mentionnée ci-dessus est le suivant: les champs primaires 

"chiraux" satisfont la condition h = 2g, tandis que les "antichiraux" satisfont 

h = — 2q. A supposer que la théorie superconforme obtenue par involution 

provienne d'une donnée (X',af), on doit donc avoir des isomorphismes 

H1 (Tx) ^ H1 (nx')^H1 (Qx) ^ H1 (TV); (X',af) est appelé le miroir de 

(X, a). Notons que les isomorphismes ci-desus doivent être obtenus comme la 

différentielle de l'application miroir, dont l'existence résulte de la conjecture 

de Gepner. 

0.4. Finalement, un des aspects les plus fascinants de cette application 

miroir réside dans la formule précise, annoncée par les physiciens, comparant 

l'accouplement de Yukawa sur H1 (Tx) et la forme d'intersection sur H1 (Qx') 

où (X',a') est le miroir de (X,a). L'accouplement de Yakawa sur H1 (Tx) 

est la forme cubique I/J donnée par l'application naturelle S3H1 (Tx) —> 

H3 (A3Tx)- Ce dernier espace est rendu isomorphe à C.par le choix d'une 

section de K®2- La formule est alors la suivante: soit u G H1 (Tx) et 

v G H1 (Qx1) l'élément correspondant à u par l'isomorphisme : H1 (Tx) — 
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Hx(Qx>)- Alors: 

(0.4.1) tb(u) 
IX' 

v3-
/:1я1->X 

e pi a'n(f) 
pi 

v 
3 

où la somme est effectuée sur toutes les composantes de l'ensemble des 

applications holomorphes / : P1 —• X, et où n(f) est un entier. Aspinwall 

et Morrison [4], ont montré, en utilisant la définition précise de n ( / ) (cf [24]) 

que n( / ) = 1 pour une immersion P1 C X' avec fibre normal 0{—1) © 0{—1), 

ainsi que pour les familles données par les revêtements ramifiés d'une telle 

courbe. 

0.5. Les exemples connus de phénomène de miroir sont essentiellement fournis 

par les intersections complètes "du type Fermât" dans les espaces projectifs 

anisotropes, et leurs quotients par des sous-groupes du groupe d'isomorphimes 

agissant sur celles ci en préservant "la" forme holomorphe. 

Cela tient à la construction de Gepner, qui constitue une des évidences 

pour la conjecture de Gepner, et qui produit une série de théories supercon

formes satisfaisant les conditions de 0.3, essentiellement obtenues par pro

duits tensoriels de modèles Ek (connus) formant une série discrète indicée 

par les entiers. Le kîeme modèle de la série discrète a une charge centrale 

Ck = 3k/k + 2. Pour obtenir, en composant les modèles Ekl , • • •, Ek5, une 

théorie conforme E(k\ de charge centrale c = 9, on doit imposer la condi

tion 3 
5 

Kki/{ki + 2) = 9, ce qui est équivalent au fait que l'hypersurface de 

Fermât M^) définie par 
5 

¿=1 

Xki+2 0 dans l'espace projectif inhomogène 

p(d / (*1 + 2)) , . - - , (d / (*5 + 2); où d = PPCM(ki + 2) est à fibre canon 

ique trivial. 

Gepner ^ suppose alors que E^ est la théorie conforme des champs 

En fait, Gepner n'a noté cette correspondance que pour les hypersur-

faces de Fermât dans l'espace projectif usuel. L'extension au cas anisotrope 

est due Greene-Vafa-Warner [16]. 
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associée à la propagation des cordes dans M^) et donne les justifications 

suivantes: H1 (TM^) et H1 (ftM{k)) ont la dimension de l'espace des champs 

primaires "chiraux" et "antichiraux" respectivement de charge conforme h = 2 

de E(k) (cf. 0.3). De plus Mç^ et E^) ont le même groupe d'automorphismes, 

représenté de façon isomorphe sur les générateurs de E^) et sur H1 (TM^) 

et H1 (QM ) . 

Enfin les sous-groupes agissant trivialement sur la (3,0)-forme de M^) 

d'une part, de façon compatible avec la supersymétrie d'autre part sont 

identiques. 

Dans [15], Greene et Plesser ont montré comment l'involution de 0.3 

peut-être réalisée concrètement sur les modèles E^) construits par Gepner, et 

ceux qui en sont déduits en prenant l'espace des invariants par un sous-groupe 

H des isomorphismes de E^) compatibles avec la super symétrie. La théorie 

conforme miroir est obtenue en prenant l'espace des invariants de E(Q par un 

sous-groupe iï7, dual natural de H. Cela suggère que le miroir géométrique 

(0.3) de M(k)/H (probablement munie de la forme a la plus naturelle du 

point de vue géométrique) est M^/H'. Roan [23] a montré rigoureusement 

que M(k)/H et M^)/H' admettent des désingularisations qui sont des variétés 

de Calabi-Yau et a exhibé un isomorphisme naturel: 

H1 TMW/H H1 ÏÏM(k)/H> 

0.6. Les variétés que l'on considère dans ce travail sont obtenues par 

désingularisation de quotients X = E x S/(j, i) où j est l'involution standard 

d'une courbe elliptique, de quotient E/j ~ P1, et i est une involution sur une 

surface K3 5, de quotient T = S/i rationnelle. 

En utilisant les résultats de Nikulin on montre comment (avec quelques 

exceptions) on peut associer à z, caractérisée par son action H(i) sur H2 (S, Z), 

une involution miroir H(i'). On construit dans la section 2 une correspon

dance bijective entre les structures complexes i invariantes marquées de S et 

les formes a invariantes sous H(i'), satisfaisant la condition (Rea)2 > 0. 
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Dans la première section on calcule les nombres de Hodge de X et ses 

accouplements de Yukawa. On voit facilement alors que X = E x S/(j,î) et 

X' = E x S'/(j, i'), où (S',i') est une surface K3 munie d'une involution i' 

agissant comme H(if) sur H2(5", Z), satisfont: 

b2(X) = h2>1(X') b2(X') = h2>1(X). 

De plus, la construction de la section 2, ainsi que la contruction des 

miroirs pour les courbes elliptiques, [10], fournissent l'application miroir 

(X, a) —• (X' ,a / ) , mais seulement sur un sous-espace de la famille paramé

trant les données (X, a). 

Dans la troisième section, on calcule le comportement asymptotique des 

accouplements de Yakawa de X, lorsque S dégénère, et l'on montre que le 

résultat obtenu confirme la formule 0.4.1, lorsque l'on fait tendre la partie 

réelle de a' vers l'infini. 

§1 - Construction de variétés de Calabi-Yau 

1.1. Soit S une surface K3 munie d'une involution i holomorphe, agissant 

par —1 sur la deux forme holomorphe w G H2>°(S). Le lieu fixe de i est 

alors contitué d'une union disjointe de courbes lisses Ci,*--,Cyv de genres 

respectifs gi,-' ,9N-

Par le théorème de l'indice de Hodge, et par la relation C2 = 2gi — 

2,C{Cj = 0, on voit qu'il existe au plus un entier i tel que gi > 1, et que si 

un tel entier existe, Cj est rationnelle pour j ^ i. Si d'autre part toutes les 

courbes Ci sont de genre 0 ou 1, on a les quatre possibilités suivantes: 

1.1.1. 

o) iV = 0 

i) Toutes les Ci sont rationnelles. 

ii) L'une des courbes Ci est elliptique et les autres sont rationnelles. 
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iii) N = 2 et C\, C2 sont elliptiques. 

En effet, notons T la surface quotient 5/z, U = T\ U Ci, et V = 5 \ U Ci. 

Notons (p : V —» C/, : 5 —• T les applications quotients. Par le théorème 

de Castelnuovo, T est rationnelle, donc simplement connexe, dès que N > 0. 

Supposons iV ^ 0; on a la suite exacte de faisceaux de Z/2Z modules sur U: 

(1.1.1) 0 - (Z/2Z)f/ - y*. ((Z/2Z)v) - (Z/2Z)t, -> 0, 

qui montre que Ker<y5* : H1(U,1/21) -f iï1(V,Z/2) est isomorphe à Z/2Z. 

Pax ailleurs on a le diagramme commutatif suivant de suites exactes de 

cohomologie relative : 

0 H1 {U,1/21) H° (Ci,l/22) OCT H2 (T, 1/21) 

wc 0 

0 Hl{V,l/22) )H° {Ci,!/21) 
oc s 

H2 (S,2/22) 

où les applications as et ar s'identifient par la dualité de Poincaré aux ap

plications ®H2 (Ci,2/22) -+ H2 (5,Z/2Z) et ®H2 (C,-,Z/2Z) -+ #2 (T,Z/2Z) 

induites par les inclusions de C% dans S et T. 

Ceci montre que le noyau <%T est de rang 1 et nécessairement engendré 

par 0 [d]. 

Si au moins deux des courbes d sont elliptiques, soit Ci et C2, elles 

sont homologues dans S, par le théorème de l'indice, donc aussi dans T, 

puisque H2(T,2) n'a pas de torsion, et [Ci] + [C2] est dans Ker a j . On a 

donc [Ci] + [C2] 

i 

[Ci] ce qui entraîne iii). 

1.2. Fixons une courbe elliptique i?, munie d'une involution j telle que le 

quotient E/j soit isomorphe à P1. Le lieu fixe de j est alors constitué de quatre 

points pi , • • • ,p4. Soit k = (j, i) l'involution agissant sur le produit E x S. 

k a pour lieu fixe les courbes disjointes pt x C5, r = 1, • • •, 4, s — 1, • • •, N. 
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Les variétés que l'on considérera sont obtenues par éclatement des quotients 

E x S Ik le long de 

(r,s) 

Pr X Cs, Ce que l'on notera: X = (E x S/fc). On a: 

1.3. Lemme: X est lisse, à fibre canonique trivial et est simplement connexe 

dès que N > 0. 

Démonstration: La lissité est facile à montrer; X peut-être définie de 

manière équivalente comme le quotient E x S/k de l'éclatement de E x S 

le long des courbes pr x Cs, par l'involution k agissant naturellement sur 

E x S. Comme t a au moins un point fixe 0 dès que N > 0, et agit 

par - 1 sur 71-1(1? x 5,0), on a ni(X) = 0. Donc H2(X,1) n'a pas de 

torsion et il suffit de montrer que le pull-back tp* (ci (Kx)) est nul dans 

H2(E x 5, Z) où cp : E x 5 —> X est l'application quotient. Soit D le diviseur 

exceptionnel de l'éclatement T : E x S —> E x S, on a <p*Kx = ^^xh ~ 

et Kcr— = T*KEXS + -D- Comme KEXS est trivial, on en déduit que (f*Kx 
xi/ X O 

est aussi trivial. 

1.4. Par le Lemme 1.3 on voit donc qu'on a, pour chaque type d'involution i 

comme en 1.1 (avec N > 0) un type de déformations de variétés de Calabi-Yau 

de dimension trois simplement connexe. La suite de cette section est consacrée 

à la description de la structure de Hodge, de l'accouplement de Yukawa, et de 

la forme d'intersection de ces variétés. 

1.5. On commence d'abord par calculer les nombres de Hodge de X. 

En utilisant la représentation X = Ex S/k, on voit que H2(X,Q) = 

H2(E x S,Q)+ est l'espace des invariants sous k de H2(É~x^S,Q). De 

même H3(X,Q) = H3(E x 5,Q)inv, cette égalité étant un isomorphisme de 

structures de Hodge. Il vient alors: 

1.6 Lemme: H2(X,Q,) est engendré librement par les classes des diviseurs 

exceptionnels Dr s = T~1 (pr x Cs), H2(E, Q) et H2(T,Q). De plus on a: 

rang #2(T, Q) = 10 + iV - N', où N' = 

Démonstration: k agit sur H2(E x 5, Q) 
(r,s) 

• [A . , . ] -Qeff2(s ,Q)e 
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H2(E,Q) en laissant fixe les [DriS], et comme (j, i) sur la somme H2(E) © 

H2(S), i agit trivialement sur H2(T), et l'espace des invariants sous i de 

H2(S,Q) est isomorphe à H2(T.Q). b»(T) = rang#2(T,Q) se calcule par la 

formule de Noether: On a x [ÇT) = 1 
c\{T) + c2{T) 

12 
avec C2 = b2 + 2. 

Enfin, le diviseur ) d de T est un membre du système linéaire |—2iïTx|, 

puisque 0 Ks = ¥>*#T + i 
2 r* Ci et que i/2(T, Z) est sans torsion; on 

a donc: \K% Ci 2 
T 

1 
2 *Ci 2 

5 2 C2 2 
S où dans le dernier 

terme Ci est considéré comme une courbe de S. Finalement comme les Ci 

sont disjointes et que Ks est trivial, on trouve: Ci 2 0î 2iV 

d'où A-2 
T AT,-Aret62(r) = 1 0 - Ä ' 2 10 + N - N'. 

Pour le calcul du nombre de Hodge h2yl(X) = dimiï1 (fî^) on a: 

1.7 Lemme: iJ2,1(X) est engendré librement par les jr,«* (r*s (H° (Sic,))) 

où rr^s : Dr^s pr x Cs est la restriction de r et jr,5 : Dr^s <^-> E x S est 
l'inclusion, et par H° (ÇiE) ® i ï 1 © H1 (OE) ® #° 

Démonstration: On a ff2'1^) = H2^(E x S)+ et 

H2^(ExS) 

(r.s) 
Jr,s r;)S ( t f ° ( f i c j H° (iiE) 

H1 (fis) H1 (OR) #° (ni) 

agit trivialement sur le premier terme et agit comme (j, i) sur les deux 

derniers. Comme j agit par —1 sur agit par —1 (8) -BT(i) sur 

H1(E) ® iï"2(5), ce qui donne immédiatement le résultat. 

1.8 Corollaire: On a b2(X) = 11 + 5N - N' et h2^(X) = 11 + 5N' - N. 

Démonstration: 

b2(X) = b2(E) + b2(T) + ${(r,s)} : 1 + 10 + N - N' + AN = 11 + 5N - N' 

h2>4X' 
r.s 

Kh°(nc.) + 1+Ä1(n5)" 4iV' + l + 10-iV+iV/ 11+5N'-N, 
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où l'égalité h1 (fis) 10-N+N' vient de h1 (fi5) = 20: h1 (nsy + b2(T), 

et du Lemme 1.6. 

1.9. La "mirror symmetry" Xi X2 est supposée échanger les nombres b2 et 

h2'1, i.e. b2{Xi) h2'1 (X2),b2(X2) Z*2'1 (Xx) et d'après le corollaire 1.8, 
on voit qu'à supposer que le miroir X2 de X\ = E x Si f j , i\ ) soit encore de 

la forme X2 = E x S2i ;'»*2 cela revient à échanger les nombres N et N', 

i.e.: N1=NLN2=N[ Ceci bien sûr n'est possible que si N[ > 0 (on exclut 

désormais le cas N = 0). On montrera dans la section suivante en utilisant les 

travaux de Nikulin, comment étant donné une involution i\ sur une surface 

Ks S\ agissant par —1 sur H fàs!) on Peut construire un second type i2 

d'involution sur une surface /^3, satisfaisant la même condition, à condition 

que Ni > 0 et à l'exception d'un cas (cf. 2.17), et telle que Ni = NUN{ = N2. 

1.10. On va décrire maintenant la forme d'intersection sur H2(X, Q), dans 

la base décrite en 1.6. Notons (d + a + ¡3) G #2(X,Q) ~ 

r,5 

(Dr,s)Q 

H2(T, Q) © H2(E, Q). On a alors: 

1.11 Lemme: (d + a + /3)3X = (d3)x + 3 {d2a)x + 3 {a2$)x. De plus 
pour d dr,sDrjS on a (d3)x ]d3D3 avec D3 = 8 - 8gs, et 

[à2«)x 2 :d2ryS(Cs-a)T. Enfin (a2(3)x = {a2)T-JE(3. 

Démonstration: Soit (p : E x S —» X l'application quotient, r : E x S —* 

ExS l'éclatement et pi , les projections de Ex S sur E et S respectivement. 

On utilise aussi la notation (p : S —> T pour l'application quotient. 

On a alors 

(d + a + (3fx 
1 
2 (¥>•(<* + « +exs 

1 

2 
( ^ d + pJ/J + p ^ a ) 3 . 

Comme est supporté sur les diviseurs exceptionnels de r et que les 

courbes éclatées sont contenues dans des fibres de pi , on voit facilement 

qu'on a les relations suivantes dans l'anneau de cohomologie de ExS: 

(PW? = o, V/3 G H2{E),p\l3-d : o, y/3 e H2(E) Vd supporté sur les 

diviseurs exceptionnels de r,d • {p^)2 = 0, V7 G iï2(S),Vd supporté sur 
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les diviseurs exceptionnels. Cela montre immédiatement la première assertion 

du Lemme. Comme les diviseurs exceptionnels sont disjoints on a d'autre 

part Dr,$ • DrfiSi 0 pour (r, s) t¿ (r')S') et donc (d ) x (DrfS) (^*,Dr,5) 
3 

4(DrfS) 4(DrfS) Dls-<*)x Finalement (DriS)x I 
2 

(<p*Dr<s)~ 

4(DrfS)g^~s où dans le dernier terme Dr^s est considéré comme le diviseur 

de E x S au dessus de pr x Cs. Le FIBRE normal de pr x Cs dans ExS étant 

égal à Oc, © Kc. on a Dr* P{Oc.®K£),Dr^B_ ODr, .(- l ) , soit 

(ör,ä)£xS {°Dr„{l)fDTs 2-2gs, et (A-, .)* = 8 - 8gs. 

Enfin (D2)S-a)x 1 

2 
(^*,Dr,5)2-p^o^*« 

EX5 
2 Dr,s • Vi О ExS 

2 P2* (A- ,*)2 * Oí 
S 

-2 Cs • (p*a s - 2 Cs • (p*a T où l'on a utilisé 

l'égalité 

P2* ( A , * ) — . -Cs dans H2(S). On a aussi (a2ß)x I 
2 {<p*af-4>*ß 

ExS 
1 
2 PÎ/J-(p5¥>*a)2 

ExS 
1 
2 

4(DrfS) 4(DrfS) 2 
1S Eß a2 T ce qui termine 

la preuve du lemme. 

1.12. On va calculer maintenant l'accouplement de Yukawa sur H1 (Tx)- Cet 

accouplement est une forme cubique dépendant du choix d'une section u non 

nulle de Kx, et peut se définir en termes de variations infinitésimales de struc

ture de Hodge de la façon suivante: la variation infinitésimale de structure 

de Hodge de X est décrite par une application cp = 
P+<Z=3 

<fP« : H1 (Tx) 

H4liì 

Horn H4liì<r) H4liì nv1 . Le composé <fP« : H1 ( donne alors 

une application xb : 1 (Tx) • Horn H3>°(X),H°>3(X) qui est la forme 

cubique cherchée moyennant l'isomorphisme Horn (H3>°(X),H°>3(X)) c 
donnée par UJ®2 . 

1.12.1. Par les résultats de Griffiths décrivant la variation infinitésimale de 

structure de Hodge en termes d'accouplements de Yoneda, on peut aussi 

définir i/; comme le produit S3H1 (Tx) —» H3 (A3Tx), le dernier terme étant 

isomorphe à C par la multiplication avec u;®2. 

1.12.2. On utilisera aussi la variante suivante: u fournit, via </?3,0 un 
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isomorphisme H1 (Q^) ~ H1 (Tx). La forme cubique ip, vue sur H1 (Q2X) 

est alors obtenue comme le produit S3 H1 fax) ~~> H3 (A3 fa*x)) sn^Yl de 

l'isomorphisme: u~l : H3 (A3 fa2x)) ~> H3 (Kx) ^ C. 

D'après le lemme 1.7 on a une décomposition naturelle: 

H1 (nx) 

(r,s) 
H°(nc.) H1 (Qs)~ H° (QE) Я 0 ( П | ) H° (QE) 

En utilisant l'isomorphisme H1 (Tx) ^ H1 (Q,2X) de 1.12.2, on obtient 
une décomposition naturelle: 

H1 (Tx) 

(r,s) 

H°(nc.) )Hl (Ts)+ H1 (TE). 

Dans cette décomposition, il est clair que le sous-espace W = H1 (Ts)+ffi 

H1 (TE) 

correspond aux déformations de X données par une déformation de E x S 

préservant l'involution k. 

Sur W', la variation de structure de Hodge ©<£p'9 préserve la décomposi

tion de la structure de Hodge de X en somme de H3 (E x 5)inv et 

(r,s) 
H1 (Cs), 

et l'on a donc: 2,1 
<P\W 

(¿/2,1 _F_ ^"2,1 OÙ '2 1 décrit la variation de structure 

de Hodge de 
wc 

pr x C5, lorque 5 varie infinitésimalement en préservant 

l'involution i et (p"2'1 décrit la variation de structure de Hodge de E x S 

lorsque E et S varient. 

Soit : 

tp'2*1 : W 

(r,s) 

Hom(H° ( f i e . ( O c . ) ) 

et v?"2'1 

W -» Horn H° (QE) H1 (fi5) # 1 (0e ; H1 (Cs), 
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H1 (0E) H1 (îîs) H° (ÇlE). H2 (Os) 

La flèche (p"2'1 décrit la restriction de l'accouplement de Yukawa à W, 

modulo l'identification donnée par w: 

W ~ H° (QE) H1 (fis)~ H1 (OE) 
H2 (Os) 

W* ~ H1 (OE) H1 (QsT H2 (Os) H2 (Os) 

par la relation: xb(u) = U»V2.1 («)(«) pour u E W. Finalement, si on écrit 

u = (uE,us) pour u Ç W, avec UE G H1 (TE) ,us € H1 (Ts)+, il est clair 

que ip(v,E,us) = ^ (UE-,US)I OÙ est l'accouplement de Yukawa pour la 

variété Ex S, restreint à H1 (TE) X H1 (TsV C fi"1 (TE* s). D'après 1.12.1 

on a: </>' : S'fpjff1 ( T * , ) ( T s ) ) (A3(ptTE(Bp*2Ts)} est donnée par 

le produit et on voit immédiatement que é' (UE,V>S) 3^1 (UE) ® ^2 (^tf) OÙ 

V>i (ti£?) ^UEEH1 (TE), V>2 (t*s) « | e я 2 (л2т5). On a donc montré: 

1.13 Lemme: Sur W', l'accouplement de Yukawa est décrit à un coefficient 

près par ij; {UE, US) = 3^i ^2 (us)> où rpi est une forme linéaire non nulle 

sur H1 (TE) et ip2 est une forme quadratique non dégénérée sur H1 (Ts)*. 

Si l'on choisit une 2-forme u>s € H2,0(S), fournissant un isomorphisme 

H1 (Ts)* H1 ( ¡^5 )" s'identifie à la forme d'intersection sur H1 (fis)". 

1.14. On revient à l'application <̂ '2,1 qui décrit les accouplements de Yukawa 

du type ift(w,r],y), pour w G W,rj G 

(r,s) 

H0(QCs),7 e H1 (Q2X) où V est 

la forme trilinéaire symétrique correspondant à la forme cubique Le fait 

que (Û 2,1 soit à valeurs dans 
(r,«) 

Horn ( # ° ( f icJ (OcJ ) est équivalent à 

l'annulation des termes ij)(w, 77, w;) où w G W, 77 G 

(r,s) 
i î ° (fics), et des termes 

ip(w,Vr,s,Vr's') pour w G VT,r?r,5 G #°(NPRXCS) (n,s) G F0(fiPr,xC8/) et 

( r , s ) ^ ( r ' , s ' ) . 

D'autre part, comme (p'2'1 décrit la variation de structure de Hodge d( 

s 
Cs lorsque S varie infinitésimalement (en préservant i), elle est obtenue 
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par le composé de la projection W —• H1 (Ts)+, de l'application v : 

H1 (Ts)+ 

s 

IH (Tcs), différentielle de l'application naturelle Def (5, i) — 

Def 

s 

cs , et de l'application décrivant la variation de structure de Hodge 

de 

S 

cs 
s 

H1 (Te,) 

S 

Hom(#° (Qc,)^1 (Oc,)). Il est bien 

connu que cette dernière flèche est duale de produit: 
s 

itf°(îic.)®2 

S 
#° (Qc,)^1 Finalement la flèche v : H1 (Ts)+ 

S 
ÌH1 (TCa) se dualise, 

modulo le choix d'une forme cjg G H2'0 (S), en une flèche: 

1.14.1. v' : ®H° (Q®2) -+ H1 (Qs)' qui permet de réécrire les accouple

ments ^{w, r/,7) sous la forme îp(w, 77,7) = (w, ^/(7?7))s Pour w £ H1 (Tg) ~ 

H1 (nsy 

•7,7 e © « " ( f W . ) . On utilisera dans la section 3 l'interprétation Suiv
ES) 

ante de l'application v : 

1.15 Lemme: Fixons u G H°(Kg),a G H° (—2KT) une équation pour 

C = UCS; pour P G H° (—2KT), la forme méromorphe à pôles d'ordre 

2 le long de UCS est sans résidus sur C. Sa classe dans H2(S,C) est en fait 

dans F1H2(S) , et son image dans H1 (ttg) ne dépend que de la restriction 

P\c £ ®H° (Q®2). Ceci fournit l'application v' à un coefficient près. 

Cette correspondance, qui est une variation due à Clemens ([8] de la 

construction de Griffiths [171 est décrite précisément dans [81. On résume 

ici l'argument: Pu, 
a 

étant antiinvariante sous i n'a pas de résidu sur C. Elle 

définit donc une classe dans i ï2(5, C). Comme elle est à pôle d'ordre au 

plus 2 le long de C, la théorie de la filtration par l'ordre du pôle pour la 

construction de la structure de Hodge mixte sur H2(S\C) montre que 

définit une classe dans F1H2(S,C)~, donc dans F1!!2^)'. Si P s'annule 

le long de C, n'a pas de pôle et définit un multiple de uo. Donc la classe 

de ^ dans H1 (£lg)~~ ne dépend que de P\q. Notons finalement que la suite 
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exacte 0 -> OT -2KT -> £^2 0 et i ï1 (OT) = 0 montrent la surjectivité 

de la restriction 11° (2KT) -> # ° (fig2)-

Il reste à montrer que l'application ainsi construite est bien égale à 

Mais il suffit pour cela de noter que P G H° (—2KT\C) détermine une 

déformation infinitésimale ep de C dans T, et donc une déformation in

finitésimale e'p i-invariante de 5; on a donc une application 

v" : H° (—2KT\C) —• H1 (T$)i . On peut montrer alors, comme dans le cas 

des hypersurfaces [7], que (p2>°(i/n\P)(UJ) est égale à la classe de Pu/a dans 

fi^fis)", où ^2'° : Hl(Ts)+ HomtiJ2 '0^) ,^1 (£)<?)") est la variation 

infinitésimale de structure de Hodge de S. 

Il reste alors à voir que v" : H° (-2KT]C) fi'1 (Ts)+ est duale de 

z/ : H1 (Ts)+ -f fi1 (Tc) (modulo le choix de LJ). 

1.15.1. On montre d'abord que v" est donné par le cobord associé à la suite 

exacte: 

1.15.2. 0 —• Ts <p'TT —• NCT —• 0. 

Considérons une déformation infinitésimale de C dans T : 

C c T x C 

Ce = SpecC[£]/e2 

correspondant à P G H° (NCT). 

La déformation infinitésimale 

Se g T x C f 

Ci 

de 5 qui lui est associée par v" est le revêtement double de T x C£ ramifié le 
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long de Ce. Le diagramme 

0 0 0 

0 Te Tscis Os 0 

0 <p*TT <P*TTXCC\T Os 0 

0 NCT NCT 0 

0 0 

ou la seconde ligne est scindée et où la classe d'extension de la première ligne 

est i>"(P), tandis que la section de NcT obtenue grâce au scindage est P, 

donne maintenant 1.15.1. En dualisant 1.15.2 on obtient : 

1.15.3. 0 -» <p*nE -^ns^ NCS* -» 0 

et l'on en déduit que le dual de v" est donné par l'application H1 (Ts) ^ 

Hx (Qs)~ —> H1 (Tc)+ induite par a, où o; est donné par le scindage 

^ s | c = NcS* © Qc- De façon équivalente, le dual de u" est l'application 

v'" : H1 (Ts)~ -» H1 (Tc) induite par la décomposition Ts\c ^Tc® NCS. 

1.15.4. On montre enfin l'égalité de v et v'": On considère une déformation 

infinitésimale 

Se 

C? 

Tc 

Ck 

Ce 

Ce 

, avec paramètre infinitésimaux u G 

H1 (Tc), v G H1 (Ts). On a le diagramme commutatif suivant: 
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0 Ts Tse\s Os 0 

0 Ts\c Tst\c Oc 0 

0 Тс Tce\c Oc 0 

où les classes d'extension de la première et dernière ligne sont respectivement 

v et u, et la flèche verticale T$e\c —• Tce\c es* donnée par le scindage naturel 

Tse\c — Tce\c © Ne S. On en déduit immédiatement que u = v'"(v), et que 

le lemme 1.15 est prouvé. 

Le calcul de l'accouplement de Yukawa se termine enfin par la preuve 

de: 

1.16. Lemme: La restriction de l'accouplement de Yukawa au sous-espace 

r,s 

H° (fie.) de H1 (n2x) ~ H1 (Tx) est nulle. 

Démonstration: On utilise la troisième description suivante de X. Soit 

E/j = P 1 , ^ ! : E —+ P1 l'application quotient, de lieu de branchement A = 

{Pi, ' ' 'Pi) C P . De même, soit T = (p2 : 5 —• T l'application quotient, 

ramifiée le long de C = UCS C T. L'application ((p1,(p2)ExS-+P1xT 

fournit une application ((pi,(f2) : E x S ^ P1 x T où E x S et P1 x T sont 

les éclatés de E1 x 5 et P1 x T respectivement le long de 

(г,*) 
Pr x Cs. 

Cette application descend en une application <p : X —> P1 x T et fait de 
X le revêtement double de Y = P1 x T, ramifié le long du transformé propre 

de A x T U P 1 x C On notera I l'évolution agissant sur X au dessus de Y. 

Comme Y est l'éclaté de P1 x T le long de 
(r,s) 

pr x Cs on a une inclusion 
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)if or* JJr,s ' r,s 
(r,«) 

Я°(Пс . ) H1 (n2Y), oÙ fr,s Er,s —*• y est l'inclusion du 

diviseur exceptionnel au dessus de pr x Cs et r'rs : ErfS —• Cs est la restriction 

de r ' : 7 P1 x T. On a alors: 

(r,s) 
jr,s* O TriS = if* O 

(r,s) 

7' or'*о т' 

(r,s) 
H°(QCa)^H' (fi2*). 

Soit r? E 
(r,a) 

# ° ( n c J ; alors 

(r,s) 
'Jr,5. OR*5(i/) 

3 

Q 
(r,s) 

7' or '* (»7) 

3\ 

dans H3 (A3 (fi2 ) où: <p* : H3 (A3 (fi2 )) H3 (A3 (fi3,)) est induite par 
(p* : ip*Cly —> fix-

Mais A3 (fi2,) K®2 et njA3(n2XY -KV © CV, et comme 

l'application (A3 (n2Y)) 1 . A3 (fi2,) s'annule doublement le long du lieu de 

ramification de 7r, on voit que l'application induite Л3 (СЦг) TT*(A3 (fi2x)) 
se factorise par A3 (fi2r) A 0 r , où a est l'équation du diviseur de ramifi

cation dans Y. Comme H3(Oy) = 0 l'application (p* H3 (A3 {Q2Y)) 
H3 (A3 (Q2X) est nulle. 

Utilisant la définition 1.12.1 de l'accouplement de Yukawa, on obtient 

donc le Lemme 1.16. 

L accouplement de Yukawa de X est maintenant complètement calculé, 

et les numéros 1.12 à 1.16 se résument de la façon suivante: 

1.17 Proposition: Soit (w + us + UE) e 

(r,s) 
я ° ( а д H1 (fi5)~ 

H1 (QE) H1 (Tx) où l'isomorphisme dépend du choix de us G H2,0(S), 

UE e H° (QE). Alors i\) (w + us + UE) 3(v'(w2)-us) 3 
E 

UP • 
's 

u% où 
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v' 

(r,s) 
H1 (Qs) H1 (Qs)~ est décrite en 1.14.1 et 1.15. 

1.18. Il y a évidemment une analogie entre la forme d'intersection cubique 

sur H1 (fix) (Lemme 1.11) et la forme cubique de la proposition 1.17. 

Dans la section suivante on construira le miroir X2 = E2 x S2/ J2,¿2 

de Xi Ex x Sly i b H et on montrera qu'on a: dimiî1(fÎT1) 

dimiî1 (Vts2)' 

dimiï1 (QT2) = dimiï1 ( f i s j " , et le rang du sous espace de H1 ( f i x j en

gendré par les diviseurs exceptionnels de X\ est égal au rang du sous espace 

de H1 (^x2) engendré par la cohomologie des diviseurs exceptionnels de X2. 

Cependant la forme d'intersection du Lemme 1.11, calculée sur H1 (fixj? 

n'est pas une spécialisation de l'accouplement de Yukawa sur H1 (^x2) ' ^ 

cause du terme en d3 qui est non nul. Dans la 3ème section de cet article, on 

suggère une interprétation possible de ce défaut, en spéculant sur la formule 

0.4.1. 

§2 - Miroirs 

2.1. On va utiliser dans cette section les résultats de Nikulin ([11], [1], [22]) 

sur les involutions i sur les surfaces K3 5, agissant par —1 sur la deux forme 

holomorphe LUS de S. L'involution i agit par une isométrie H(i) sur H2(S, Z) et 

H2(S, C), et par hypothèse la forme us est dans iif2(5, C)" . Par le théorème 

de l'indice de Hodge appliqué aux surfaces S et T = S/i (T est lisse, projective 

et H2,0(T) = 0), on voit que i?2(5, Z)~ muni de la forme d'intersection de 

S est de signature (2,6^ — 2). Par le théorème de Torelli pour les surfaces 

K3, et la surjectivité de l'application des périodes, on peut associer à chaque 

involution H(i) sur i ï2(5, Z) satisfaisant cette condition sur la signature de 

i î2" , et définie à conjugaison près par le groupe des isométries de i î2(5, Z) 

une famille de surfaces K3 St munies d'une involution i agissant par H(i) sur 

H2(S,2). 

2.1.1. On considère en effet D • u>€P(#2(S ,C)- ) 'LU - u = 0 et LU - LO > O] 
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et U C défini par la condition : $a G H2 (S, Q)~, a =̂  0 et a • u = 0. Alors 

U a deux composantes connexes isomorphes et chaque point t de U paramètre 

une surface K3 St, projective car H2 (S*,Z)+ est orthogonal à H2'°(St) donc 

de type (1,1), et contient un élément de self-intersection > 0. Comme St est 

projective, il existe une classe de Kâhler entière c G H2 (5*,Z) fl H1'1 (St) 

et comme u G U,c G i /2(5t ,Z)+. Comme H(i) agit trivialement sur 

H2 (5f, Z)+ , H(i) préserve c, et est donc une isométrie de structure de Hodge 

préservant une classe de Kâhler. Donc par [27], Th. 11.1, H(i) est induite 

par une involution i sur St. 

2.1.2. On travaillera en fait sur D, pour H(i) fixé. Les points de D\U 

correspondent à des surfaces K3 S munies d'une involution i' n'agissant pas 

comme H(i) sur H2(S, Z). Par exemple lorsque la courbe de ramification de 

l'application quotient St St/i acquiert un nœud, par une dégénération 

de Lefschetz, on peut construire une résolution simultanée de la famille 

(S^) mais l'involution agissant sur la fibre centrale n'a plus le même type 

topologique que it. Cela est dû au fait que l'espace total de la résolution 

simultanée est une petite résolution d'une variété de dimension trois avec un 

point double, et l'involution agissant sur cette variété de dimension trois ne 

se prolonge pas à la petite résolution; elle se prolonge en un isomorphisme de 

l'une des petites résolutions sur l'autre. 

Ceci étant dit, on voit que ces différentes familles sont essentiellement 

caractérisées par la classe de conjugaison de l'involution H(i) et le résultat de 

Nikulin que l'on utilisera est le suivant (cf [11],[22]): 

2.2 Théorème : 

i) La classe de conjugaison de H(i) (qui est déterminée par la classe 

de l'immersion primitive H2(S,Z)~ C H2(S,2) ne dépend que de la classe 

d'isométrie du réseau H2(S,~L)~ muni de la forme d'intersection induite. 

ii) Cette classe d'isométrie est sujette aux conditions: 

a) Sign H2(S,2)- (2 ,&2--2) 
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b) Le conoyau K de l'application H2(S,Z) —• H2(S,1) * donnée par 

la forme d'intersection est un groupe de 2-torsion. 

iii) La classe d'isométrie du réseau H2(S, Z)~ est déterminée par trois 

invariants fc,6) où frj = rang H2(S,Z)~, k = range z ^ et 6 G {0,1} 

est l'entier déterminé de la façon suivante: 

La forme d'intersection sur i72(5, Z)~ se prolonge uniquement en une 

forme quadratique à valeurs dans Q sur H2 (S, Z)~*. On peut construire 

alors une fonction quadratique q sur K à valeurs dans Q/2Z, en posant 

q(x) = q(x) (mod2Z). On pose 6 = 0 si q est à valeurs dans Z/2Z,£ = 1 

sinon. 

2.3. On revient maintenant à la situation géométrique (p : S —> T = S/i du 

§1. On rappelle que iV = nombre de composantes de la courbe de ramification 

et N' = somme des genres des composantes de cette courbe. On commence 

par calculer les invariants &7, A; en fonction des nombres N et Nf. On a: 

2.4 Lemme: 

i) b~ = 12-N + N' 

ii) k = 12 - N - N' 

Démonstration: 

i) a été montré en 1.6 (compte-tenu de b2 = 22 — fcj"). 

ii) 2k est le discriminant de la forme d'intersection induite sur H2(S, Z) , 

donc aussi le discriminant de la forme d'intersection induite sur i î2(5, Z)+. 

D'autre part, on a une suite exacte: 

(2.4.1) 0 - + # 2 ( T ) ^ # 2 ( S , Z ) + (Z/2Z)"-1 -+0 

En effet, reprenant la notation C 
N 

5=1 

Cs pour le lieu de ramification 
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de ip, et notant U = T\C, V = S\C, on a le diagramme commutatif suivant : 

H2 (S,1/22) c H2(T, 1/21) 

H2(V,1/21) 
0 

H2(U,1/21) H3(U,1/2T H3(V,1/21) 

H3(U,1/21) 0 

s 
H\CS,1/21) 

S 
Hl(Cs,l/21) 

0 0 

où la ligne du milieu est induite par la suite exacte 1.1.1. On en déduit 

immédiatement que le conoyau de (p* est égal au conoyau de 3, et comme 

H3(V, 1/21) et H3(U,1/21) sont de dimension (sur 1/21) N - 1, on a coker 

y?* ~ (1/21)N~1. D'autre part les applications de cp+ de 2.4.2 et (p* de 2.4.1 

sont reliées par la relation suivante: 

Considérons le composé 

tl>:H2(S,l) 
Poincaré 

H2(S,1)* H2(S,1) 
H1 (Qs) 

H2(T) 
Poincaré 

H2(T) 

alors la réduction de z/>mod2 est égale à Comme la flèche i î2(5, Z)* —• 

i î2(5, Z)+* est surjective et que l'on sait que (p* a un conoyau de 2-torsion on 

obtient immédiatement coker (p* ~ (1/21)N~1 et donc 2.4.1. est démontré. 

Sur H2(T) C #2(5,Z)+ la forme d'intersection de S est égale à 2 fois 

celle de T qui est unimodulaire. Donc son discriminant est égal à 2b2^T\ La 

suite exacte 2.4.1 montre alors que: discriï2(5, Z)+ = 2b2^ 2(̂N l \ ce qui 

donne k = 10 + N - N' - 2(N - 1) = 12 - N - N'. 

Les entiers N et N' déterminent donc b2 et k. Le Lemme suivant permet 

de construire topologiquement la "mirror symmetry" échangeant les nombres 

N et N' compte-tenu du théorème de Nikulin: 
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2.5 Lemme: Soit i une involution sur S agissant par (—1) sur H2,0(S) et 

d'entiers N,N',6 associés satisfaisant iV > 0, iV' > 0 et (N,N',6) ^ (5,1,0). 

Alors H2(S,~L) contient un plan hyperbolique. 

Démonstration: 

2.5.1. Supposons d'abord N' > 2. Soit L C H2(S, Z)" ® Z/2Z un sous espace 

isotropique maximal pour la forme d'intersection réduite modulo 2 (~) . Soit 

L C i ï2(5, Z)~ l'image réciproque de L par l'application de réduction mod2. 

La forme ( ) restreinte à L est divisible par 2, soit ( )|L = 2 ( )L et ( )L est 

unimodulaire. ( )L étant indéfinie et n'étant pas paire, (on peut toujours le 

supposer par un choix adéquat de L), ( )T est diagonale, soit dans une base 

convenable (e;), (x,x) L = x\ + x\ — 

i>2 
x\. Notons que de k = 1 2 - N - N ' > 0 

et N > 2 on tire iv < 10 et b2 > 4 ce qui montre bien que ( ) L est indemne. 

On voit alors facilement que l'ensemble {x G (x, x) L = 0} engendre modulo 

2 l'hyperplan {X^^T = 0mod2}. On en déduit qu'il existe x G L tel que 

(x, = 0 et l'image de x dans H2(S, Z)~ a une réduction mod 2 qui n'est pas 

dans Ker (~) car les éléments satisfaisant cette dernière condition engendrent 

un espace de codimension Nf > 2 dans L®Z/2Z. On peut supposer que x est 

primitif dans L, et alors il existe y G H2(S,~L)~ tel que = 1. Comme 

(y, y) est pair x et y engendrent un plan hyperbolique dans i î2(5, Z). 

2.5.2 Supposons maintenant N' = 1: de A: = 12 - TV - JV7 > 0 on tire N < 11. 

Si iV = 11 on a k = 0 et b~ = 2 et la forme d'intersection sur H2~ est paire, 

unimodulaire et définie positive, ce qui est absurde. Donc N < 10 et b2 > 3. 

Reprenons maintenant la construction de 2.5.1: on a L C H2(S,Z)~~ avec 

) L indéfinie de la forme x) L = x\ + x\ -

i>2 

sd 

2.5.3 Supposons qu'il existe x E L primitif tel que (x,x)L = 0 et x est 

divisible par 2 dans i î2(5, Z)~; alors x = 2y, et la projection de y dans 

H2(S, Z)" (g) Z/2Z n'est pas dans Ker (") donc il existe z G H2(S, Z)~ tel que 

(z,y) = 1 et comme en 2.5.1, i î2(5, Z)~ contient un plan hyperbolique. 

On sait d'autre part que le noyau de L ® Z/2Z —• H2(S,1)~ (g) Z/2Z 
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est de rang 1, représenté par un élément x = Ylxieî € ^> avec xi = 0 ou 1. 

Comme x = 2y,y G H2(S, Z)~ on a: (x,x) = 4 (y, y) = 2(x,x)r, et comme 

(y,y) est divisible par 2, on a (x,x)L divisible par 4. Si (x,^)^ = 0, on a fini 

par ce qui précède. Comme b2 = 13 — N < 12 on voit que (x,^)^ = —4 ou 

—8 sont les possibilités restantes. Si (x,x)L = —8, et x\ = x2 = 0 on prend 

xf = x + 2ei + 2e2 et alors (x', x')L = 0. 

Si (x,x)L = — 8 et x\ = 1 on prend x' = x + e\ et alors (x',x')L = 0. 

De même si #2 = l5#i = 0 . Dans tous les cas on est ramené à la situation 

2.5.3 et donc H2(S, Z)~ contient un plan hyperbolique. 

Supposons donc (x,x)L = —4. Si l'une des coordonnées Xi,x2 est nulle, 

soit # 1 , il suffit de prendre x1 = RR + 2ei, et alors (xf ,x') T = 0. Si x\ = x2 = 1, 

et l'une des coordonnées Xi,i > 2 de x s'annule, soit £3, il suffit de prendre 

x' = x + 2ei + 2e% pour obtenir (x1', RR')^ = 0. 

En conclusion, si 2.5.3 n'est pas satisfait, on doit avoir: toutes les 

coordonnées de x sont égales à 1. Comme (x,x)L = —4 on a donc rang 

L = 8, soit encore 12 - N + N' = 8 et N = 5. De plus on a: 

2.5.4. H2(S,Ï) est engendré par e\---e% et y I 
2 

8 

1 

e¿, la forme 

d'intersection sur iï"2(5, Z) étant donnée par (x,a;) = 2 X л ~\~ Х*2 
i>2 

xi 

dans la base (sur Q) de H2 (S, Q) donnée par les e¿ 

Le dual i î2(5, Z) * est engendré par les ! x,-eî tels que £¿ = 0mod2, 

et l'application x/J donnée par ( ) : i\) : Jï2(5, Z) —• i ï2(5, Z) * est 

déterminée par les conditions: 

W>(e¿) = 2e7*, pour i = l,2;^(e¿) = —2e* pour ¿ > 2. La forme 

( ) obtenue par prolongement de ( ) à H2(S,1) * est donc telle que 

j Xieì ? S Xieï)* 1 
4 1 

£^2 *^ 2 ^ z £̂2 *̂  2 ̂  z OÙ £¿ = 1, Z < 2, £2 = — 1? 
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i > 2. Ce qui donne encore xiei* xiei* 1 
2 X-^ ~\~ X*£ 

i>2 

x2i Mais 

;x,-ej e # 2 ( s , z ) ui 0mod2 x2 ~f" x2 
Z>2 

x2i 0mod2. 

Donc la fonction (x,x) est à valeurs dans Z/2Z et 6 est nul. 

Le cas peut être exceptionnel 2.5.4 est donc caractérisé par les invariants 

N = 5, N' = 1,6 = 0 et le lemme est démontré. 

2.6. Construction de la "mirror symmetry" topologique: 

Supposons que iï2(5, Z)~ contienne un plan hyperbolique P . Soit rp 

la réflexion par rapport à P , définie sur H2(S, Z) par la condition rp|p = 

Idp,rpip_L = —1dpi.. Considérons l'involution i' = rp o H(i). Pour i', on a 

#2 (S ,Z )+« ' = H2(S,2)~ H P 1 . Donc #2(S,Z)-(*)' a la signature correcte 

(2,62~^^ - 2). De plus, on a clairement = fc, S' = 6, où et 6' sont les 

invariants de 2.2 iii associés à z', puisque kf et <5' sont déterminés par la forme 

discriminante q de 2.2 iii, qui est la même pour H2(S, Z)~ et H2(S, Z)~ H P 1 , 

donc aussi pour H2(S,2)~ et iî2(5,Z)-<f"> = (#2(S,Z)" n P x ) x . 

Ecrivant = H (ii) pour une involution z'i agissant sur une surface 

K3 Si (cf 2.1), H(ii) agissant sur (-1) sur H2>°(Si), on a les entiers Ni et 

N[ définis comme en 2.3, pour (5i,z'i) et par le Lemme 2.4 appliqué à Si et 

S, on a: 

2.6.1: 
12-Ni+N[ =b~(Si) b+(S) + 2 = 12 + N-N' 

k(Si) k(S) = 12 - Ni - N{ = 12 - N - N' 

On en déduit immédiatement: Ni = N',N[ = N. 

On appellera (H2 (5i, Z), H (ii)) (ou par abus (5i , i i )) le miroir 

topologique de (H2(S,T.),H(Ï)) (ou par abus (5, i)): le théorème de Nikulin 

justifie ceci puisqu'il montre que la classe de conjugaison de H(ii) ne dépend 

pas du choix du plan P . Remarquons que l'opération (S,i) —* (Si, i i) est 

clairement involutive. 
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2.7. Cette construction montre aussi que le cas (N,N',6) = ( 5 , 1 , 0 ) est bien 

une exception au Lemme 2.5, compte-tenu de la classification complète des 

invariants (N,N',6) possibles données par Nikulin ([22]). En effet, d'une part 

il existe bien une involution d'invariants (5 , 1, 0 ) associés, d'autre part, il 

n'existe pas d'involution d'invariants ( 1 , 5, 0 ) , donc, par la construction 2.6, 

pour l'involution d'invariants associés (5 .1 .0) , H2(S,Z)~ ne contient pas de 

plan hyperbolique. 

2.8. Soit maintenant donnés (H2 (S i ,Z) ,H (ii)) et son miroir topologique 

(H2 (S2, Z) ,H (12)), où H (i\) et H (i2) satisfont la condition 2.2 ii) a): On 

va construire précisément un isomorphisme entre le domaine Di des périodes 

marquées pour Si, et l'ensemble D'2 des formes 77 G i?2(S2,C)+ telles que 

(Rer;)2 > 0 . 

2.9. Ce qu'on appelle domaine des périodes marquées pour (Si,i\) est 

l'ensemble Dx = {u G P(H2(SU C)")/a;2 = 0,uûJ > 0 } . Un point général 

de Di détermine une structure complexe sur Si, avec une involution ¿1 

agissant comme H(ii) sur i ï 2 ( S i , Z ) (cf 2 .1 .1) , ainsi qu'un marquage de 

(H2 ( S I , Z ) , H (H ) ) , mais d'après 2.1.2 ces données différent en général. Ceci 

étant noté, la construction est la suivante: 

2.10. Le plan hyperbolique P C H2 (S\)~ est fixé. P possède deux éléments 

a , /3 G Pi bien définis au signe près, tels que a2 = 2,/32 = —2, et a/3 = 0. 

Soit LJ G D\(UJ définie à un coefficient près); alors u £ P ® C car sinon on 

aurait : P ® R = (Recu^Imuj) C H2 (Si,R)~, ce qui contredit le fait que la 

forme d'intersection sur P®R est indéfinie, tandis que celle de (RETT>, Imo;) est 

définie positive. Notons C H2 (Si)" le sous-espace complexe de dimension 

trois engendré sur C par P et u. 

Comme la forme d'intersection de iï"2(Si,C)~ a une restriction non 

dégénérée sur P , se scinde en la somme directe orthogonale: Qu = P _L A, 

où A est la droite complexe fi P x . On a alors: 

2.11 Lemme: La forme d'intersection de i ï2 (S i ,C)~ , restreinte à Q^, est 

non dégénérée. 
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Démonst ra t ion : Soit u G P ® C, tel que u + u engendre A. Il suffît de 

montrer que (u + u)2 ^ 0. 

Comme co + u est orthogonal à P , on a: \fv G P, (UJ + U) -V = 0 = u>v + uv. 

En particulier (u + u)2 = u>2 + u2 + 2uu = — m2, puisque u2 = 0. 

Si (u; + u)2 = 0, w2 = 0, et donc u = \u', où A G C et u' G P ® R. 

On a w ^ O , car sinon u; serait orthogonale à P; ceci entraînerait que Reo; et 

Im<x> sont orthogonales à P , et contredirait le fait que la forme d'intersection 

de H2 (Si, R)", restreinte à P1 est la signature (1, b2 — 3), tandis qu'elle est 

définie positive sur (Reo;,Imu;). 

Maintenant, de uu + u2 = 0,IA2 = 0, on tire um7 = 0, avec u' réel ^ 0, 

d'où Reco • i / = 0 = Imcj.u' = 0, ce qui contredit le fait que u2 — 0, tandis 

que ( ) est définie négative sur l'orthogonal de (Reo;, Imu) dans H2 (Si)"". 

L'hypothèse {u + u)2 = 0 est donc absurde. 

2.12. Soit a' = ^ j a , / ? ' = ^ / 3 , et x € A tel que x2 = 1, où a,/3 sont définis 

au signe près en 1.10 et x est défini au signe près. 

(a', /?', x) fournissent une base de Q^, et on peut écrire: LO = \a' + /J,(3' + 

v\, où (A,//,*/) sont des coordonnées homogènes, pour P(QU). On 

puisque CJ ^ P (cî 2.20). On a alors: 

2.13. Lemme: Soit u G P(QW) telle que.u;2 = 0, soit rj = i X—u 
v 

x e A. 

Alors on a l'équivalence des deux conditions suivantes: 

i) ULÜ > 0 

ii) (Rerj)2 > 0 

Démonst ra t ion : Comme a' et ß' sont réels, on a w = Ac/ + /jl ß' + u x-

Comme x est orthogonal à P , qui est réel, x est orthogonal à P , et l'on a: 

2.13.1. 

oouo = AA — /i/i + i/i/xx 

u;2 = A2 - /i2 +1/2 = 0 
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Quitte à remplacer u par ^ et À par À' = ~, /i par //' = ^, on peut supposer 

u = 1. 

On a alors 77 = i(A' — //)X- 2.13.1 devient 

2.13.2. 

Ï)LJLJ = A'A - / / / / ' + XX 

ii)u;2 = À 2 - ,/2 + 1 = 0 

Maintenant Re 77 \{V + rj) i (¿(A' - / , ' )* - - Л')х) d'où 

(Re 7/)2 i ( - ( A ' - M')2 U - ü')2 + 2(X' - u')(X -Tt)yy). D'après 2.13. 

2 ii) on a (A' - n')(\ - Ji') 0 et il vient: 2(Rerç)2 (A' - /z')(A - Jt) 

_1 
1 

X'-u' 

X - P' 
A - 77 
A ' - / / + XX Utilisant 2.13.2 ii) sous la forme A' + /x' = 

- 1 
A -77 

il vient 2(Re77)2/(V-/iO(A,-/ïO R e ( ( A ' - / ^ ( V + /!')) +XX = 

AA - /i /i +XX = uuo. Le Lemme est donc prouvé. 

2.14. Notons finalement que 77 G A C H2 (SUC) fl P x = H2 (S2,C)+ ne 

dépend pas du choix de x à ±1 près, et ne dépend que du point projectif 

défini par u dans P ÇH2 (Si, C)~~) • On a donc bien construit une application 

Mi, clairement holomorphe: Mi : D\ ^ D2. Il reste à voir que M\ est un 

isomorphisme. On a d'abord: 

2.15 Lemme: Soit 77 G D2\ alors 772 ^ 0. 

Démonstration: Ecrivons 77 = Re 77 + ilm77; alors rj2 = 0 entraîne Re 77 • 

IïïiT? = 0, et (ReT?)2 = (IÏÏIT?)2. Comme (ReT?)2 > 0, si T?2 = 0,#2(S2,R)+ 

contient un plan réel sur lequel la forme d'intersection est définie positive, ce 

qui contredit le fait que la signature de H2 (S2,R)+ est (l,bJ(S2) — 1). Par 

l'isomorphisme H2 (S2,R) ~ H2 (Si,R)~ fl PL, voyons 77 G D2 comme un 

élément de iJ2(Si ,R)~, orthogonal à P . Soit l'espace de dimension 3 

complexe engendré par P et 77. Ecrivons enfin 77 = e\ avec e G C*, et x2 = 1 

(Lemme 2.15); Le Lemme suivant est évident: 
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2.16 Lemme: Pour e ^ 0 fixé, il existe un unique couple (À, /i) de complexes 

tels que À2 — fi2 + 1 = 0 et i(X — fi) = s. 

Posant alors uo = \af + /¿/3' + x, on note que le point projectif défini par 

u dans P(Qrj) ne dépend pas du choix de x> et satisfait J1 = 0, et uSU) > 0, 

par le Lemme 2.13. On a donc construit M f 1 : D2 —» D\. 

Echangeant Si et 52, on dispose de M2 : D2 —» £>'i et M^"1 : DJ —• D2. 

Le couple (Mi,M2~1) : Di x D[ —> D2 x D2 fournit une application "miroir" 

holomorphe et bijective. Ces résultats se résument de la façon suivante: 

Théorème: Soit Si une surface K3 munie d'une involution ii telle que 

H (ii) agit par (-1) sur H2,0 (Si). Supposons que les invariants (Ni^N[,6) 

associés satisfont iV{ > 0 et (Ni,N[,6i) ^ (5,1,0). Fixons un plan P 

hyperbolique dans H2 (Si, Z) . Alors il existe un miroir (H2 (S2, Z ) ,H (i2)) 

topologique de (H2 (Si, Z), H(¿1)), qui ne dépend pas du choix de P , et 

satisfait Â2 = N[,N2 = Ni,62 = ¿1, et un isomorphisme de domaines de 

périodes marquées: (Mi,M2_1) : Di x D[ —» D2 x D2 (qui dépend de P) . 

2.18 Remarques: 

a) Une direction possible d'investigations sur la structure de l'applica

tion miroir serait l'analyse de la compatibilité avec l'action des groupes 

orthogonaux, de manière à supprimer autant que possible le marquage. 

b) Il y a évidemment d'autres choix possibles pour Mil pour tout réel 

A ^ 0, on pourrait aussi bien définir Mi(w) = \Mi(w). Peut-être l'étude de 

a) fournirait elle des raisons pour privilégier l'une de ces applications. 

c) Comme noté en 2.1.2 il existe un ouvert U[ de J5i, avec Ui C U[ C Di 

(où Ui est défini en 2.1.1) sur lequel la structure complexe sur Si paramétrée 

par t G U[ est effectivement compatible avec une involution %i sur Si, agissant 

comme H(ii) sur H2 (Si,Z). Il serait intéressant de décrire précisément U[ 

et son image Mi (U[) C D2 pour comprendre le domaine de définition de 

l'application miroir géométrique (0.3, 2.2.1); il y a en effet une incertitude sur 

le domaine de définition de la forme a de 0.2, pour laquelle le miroir (Xf,af) 
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serait défini; la condition "Re a Kâhler" est probablement trop contraignante; 

cependant la condition (Rer;)2 > 0 de 2.8 est trop faible. 

(Cette dernière remarque suppose la lecture des numéros suivants, où 

l'on contruit à l'aide de 2.17 la "mirror symmetry" pour les variétés X de la 

section 1). 

2.19. On revient maintenant aux variétés de Calabi-Yau 

Xi = Ei x Si/ (ji^ii^ construites dans la section 1. On suppose que le 

miroir topologique de (Si, i i) existe. On supposera donné un marquage de 

2.19.1 Hd (Xu2) 

(Г,5) 
я 1 ( c „ z ; H1 (Ег] tf2(SbZ)-: 

incluant un marquage de chacun des termes intervenant dans cette décompo

sition. L'inclusion de 2.19.1 induit le Q isomorphisme de 1.5 : H3(X, Q) ~ 

H3(E x S, Q)lnv. De même on se donne un marquage de 

H2(XU1) H2(EU2) H2 (SbZ) 
(r,s) 

(Dr,s). 

2.20. L'application miroir a été construite explicitement pour les courbes 

elliptiques (cf. [10], [2]). Cette application que nous noterons (m^m^1) 

pour la distinguer de la précédente, est l'involution sur l'espace paramétrant 

la donnée d'une courbe elliptique E ~ C /r , où T = (ei,e2) est un réseau 

d'orientation positive dans C, et d'une classe de type (1,1) OLE telle que 

Re (fE OLE) > 0, simplement définie de la façon suivante: soit e2 = тех, r G C; 
alors Im r > 0 et j détermine E. D'autre part soit A = JE(XE- Alors Re A > 0 
et A détermine С*Е- On associe alors à (£ i , le couple (а#2, E2) , où E2 est 

définie par: r2 = i\i et OLE2 est définie par: A2 = JEAE2 = —iT\. On a utilisé 

la notation (m^m^1) par analogie avec l'application M, et pour souligner 

le fait que l'application miroir préserve la structure de produit de l'espace 

considéré ci-dessus en échangeant les facteurs. Ici mi (ri) = A2 = — iri , et 

m 2 = mi. 

2.21. On effectue maintenant la synthèse du théorème 2.17, et de la 

construction 2.20. 
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Donnons nous une deux forme sur X\ de la forme + as1 où 

Re JEaEi > 0 et (Rec^)2 > 0 (plus précisément as1 G M2 (U2) où U2 

est définie dans la remarque 2.1.8.c). Alors via m2l aE1 détermine une 

courbe elliptique marquée E2 , et via M2l asx détermine une surface K3 

marquée S2 munie d'une involution i2 agissant comme H (i2) sur H2 (S2,Z) 

qui est marqué. De même pour une structure complexe sur I i , on a la 

droite projective if3,0 (Xi) C H3 (Xi,C) qui détermine, grâce au marquage, 

les droites projectives H1*0 (Ei) C H1 (EUC) , et H2>° (Si) C # 2 ( S i , C ) ~ . 

Via mi et M\ on alors des formes a#2 G H1 (^E2)'> et as2 G H1 (Cls2) ? 

avec Re JE2aE2 > 0, (Reas2)2 > 0 d'où une deux forme OLE2 + &s2 sur 

X2. On définit le miroir de ( -Xi . a^ . a s , ) comme étant (X2,a^2,A52) avec 

X2 = E2 x S2/(j2,i2) où j2 est l'involution (-l)j52 - C /r2. 

2.22. Comme on a JV2 = N[ et N2 = N1, le lemme 1.8 montre que Xi 

et X2 satisfont b2(X1) = h2'1 (X2) et b2(X2) = /i2'1 (Xx). L'application 

miroir que l'on a construite ici est donc parfaitement conforme à la "mirror 

symmetry" prédite par les physiciens (0.3). On peut noter cependant que 

l'on n'a construit ici l'application miroir que sur un sous-espace H\ x K\ 

du produit { structure complexe marque sur X\\ x { formes de type (1, 1) 

sur X\ satisfaisant certaines conditions de positivité }, H\ étant l'ensemble 

des structures complexes pour lesquelles X\ est du type E\ X S i / ( j i , i i ) et 

Ki correspondant à l'ensemble des formes sur X\ de type C^E1 + as!- Cete 

application est à valeurs dans les sous-espace H2 x K2 correspondant pour 

x2. 

2.23. Si l'on tient pour vraie la conjecture sur l'existence de la "mirror 

symmetry", on peut imaginer que l'on a construit ici l'application miroir 

des physiciens, restreinte à un sous-espace du type H\ x K[, mais il est 

possible que K[ ne soit pas l'espace K\ considéré ci-dessus mais par exemple 

un translaté de K2 par une constante c(X\) G H1 (F^XI) supportée par les 

diviseurs exceptionnels de X\. On propose même dans la section suivante une 

valeur de c(X\) qui rendrait valide les prédictions des physiciens concernant 

la comparaison des accouplements de Yukawa et la forme d'intersection, en 

prenant la limite de 0.4.1 de façon adéquate. Mais ceci est très spéculatif et 
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il est peut-être préférable de considérer le problème suivant comme ouvert: 

2.24. Problème : A quel sous-espace de H1 (fîxi)? naturellement isomorphe 

à Ki, correspond (via le miroir des physiciens supposé égal au notre) le sous-

espace de l'espace des structure complexes sur X2 constitué des variété du 

type E2 x S2/(j2,i2)7 

§3 Accouplements de Yukawa et formes d'intersection. 

3.1. On se propose dans cette section de "tester" la formule 0.4.1 pour 

l'application miroir construite en 2.17, 2.21, au sens suivant: supposons que 

la formule 0.4.1 soit bien donnée par une série convergente; supposons aussi 

que OL' satisfasse: Rea ' est une forme de Kâhler; alors on doit pouvoir prouver 

que l'accouplement de Yukawa sur Xt := miroir de (X',ta'), où t est un réel 

positif tendant vers +oo, correctement normalisé, converge vers une forme 

cubique isomorphe à la forme d'intersection v —» Jx, v3 sur H1 (fix')- (Ce 

type de calcul a été aussi effectué dans [3] pour certaines variétés du type 0.5). 

3.2. On travaillera avec l'hypothèse naïve 2.23. Cela signifie qu'on sup

posera que le miroir (X2,<XE2 +£*s2) de (XI,ŒE1 +<*S i ) construit en 2.21 

s'identifie au miroir des physiciens (X2,a2) —• (Xi,ai), à condition de 

poser OL2 = aE2 + c*s2 + c(X2), ax = aEl + + c(Xi) où c(X2) 6 

H1 (ftx2) (resp .c(Xi) G H1 (Qxi)) est une constante supportée sur les di

viseurs exceptionnels de X2 (resp. de Xi) . A ce moment là on doit 

avoir la variante suivante de 3.1: Supposons a En > 0,Qfco > 0; alors poui 

t e R+,* -> + o o , e " J p i _ a # 2 + as2) + c(X2)Q dès que / : P1 -+ X2 n'est 

pas un revêtement d'une courbe rationnelle Pj.?5 C X2i fibre de l'une des 

applications : DrjS —> CVî<s de 1.7. On doit donc pouvoir prouver que 

l'accouplement de Yukawa sur Xij := miroir de (X2, t (a#2 + as2) + c(X2)) 

converge vers une forme cubique isomorphe à la forme sur H1 (ftx2)' 

(3.2.1) v 
]x2 

v3 

<n(fk,r,s) 

e 'pl Kr..«**)) 
'pi 

fk,r,sv 
3 

<n(fk,r,s) 

où fk,r,s est la composante de l'ensemble des applications holomorphes de P1 

dans X2 donnée par les revêtements ramifiés de degrés k de P* . Evidemment 
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il faut pouvoir donner un sens à la somme de cette série. On peut utiliser pour 

cela le résultat de Aspinwall et Morrison [4], et le lemme suivant : 

3.3 Lemme: Pour une déformation générique X2 de X2, et pour g(C2iS) > 

1, les courbes rationnelles obtenues par déformation de Pj:5 consistent en 

exactement 2g(C2yS) - 2 courbes rationnelles P1 C X2, de fibre normal 

NpiX^ ~ e>Pi(-i)©e>pi(-i). 

Démonstration: On reprend les notations de 1.16. X2 est la désingularisa-

tion du revêtement double de P1xT2, ramifié le long de la surface d'équation 

A2F2 = 0 où A2 G H°(Opi(4)) et F2 G H° (-2KT2). Soit C2 = \JC2jS. 

la courbe d'équation F2 = 0 dans T2. C2yS est une composante de C2. 

L'application composée: H° (~KT2) —> H° (Qc2) -* H° (Qc2,a) est surjec-

tive, et il existe donc G2 G H° (-KT2), telle que pour chaque s tel que 

g(C2yS) > 1 la restriction de G2 à C2,s ait exactement 2g(C2,s) — 2 zéros. 

Soit B2 G H° (Opi(4)) générique. On vérifie facilement que pour t G C assez 

petit, la surface d'équation A2F2 + tB2G2 est singulière seulement le long de 

A2 = F2 = G2 = 0 avec des singularités quadratiques ordinaires de rang 3 

(nœuds) aux points de p2^r x C2jS fl {G2 = 0} pour g(C2iS) > 1, et avec des 

singularités quadratiques ordinaires de rang 2 le long des courbes pr x C2yS> 

avec g(C2jS) = 0. On pose t = v et on considère la variété de dimension 

quatre W obtenue comme le revêtement double deP1 x T x A (A un petit 

disque, muni de la coordonnée v) ramifié le long de l'hypersurface d'équation 

•^2^2 + v2B2G2. Il n'est pas trop difficile de montrer que W admet une 

désingularisation VF, satisfaisant: 

i) les fibres de l'application naturelle W A donnée par la coordonnée 

v sont lisses; 

ii) pour v ^ 0 7T 1(v) est une désingularisation du revêtement double 

de P1 x T ramifié le long de la surface d'équation ^ i 5 ^ + v2B2G2, obtenue 

par éclatement des courbes singulières pr x C2iS avec C2 s rationnelle et par 

petite résolution des nœuds au dessus des points pr x C2,s fl {G2 = 0} pour 

0 ( C 2 . . ) > 1 . 
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iii) 7r 1(0) est isomorphe à X2. 

On a donc montré que dans 7r 1(V) les courbes Pj. s sont remplacées par 
les 2g(C2jS) — 2 courbes exceptionnelles de la petite résolution de Wv, pour 
g(C2,s) > i. 

3.4. Par le Lemme 3.3, et par le résultat de Morrison et Aspinwall, on peut 
faire alors n (fk,r,s) = 2g (C2,5) - 2 pour tout k > 1 et 2g (C2,s) > 1, dans la 
formule 3.2.1. On admettra que ceci reste vrai pour g (C2,s) = 0. 

On peut alors pour les valeurs adéquates de c(X2) assurant la conver
gence de la série, remplacer 3.2.1 par : 

гр'2 : г 
x2 

v3 

3.4.2 

r,5 
{2g(C2,s)-2)e r,8 1-e L, <=№) 

r,a pi 

3 

3.5. La forme ipf2 est facile à décrire dans la base 

xsv 
^2,r,s Q H2 (T2,Q) 

H2(E2,Q) de #2(X>,Q) compte-tenu de 0 
pi 

a 
'pi 

r,s 

/3, pour 

a G #2(T2,Q), /3 G H2(E2,Q), et 
fpi 

r, s 

[̂ 2,̂ ,5' 0, pour (r', s') 

(r>*)> pi 
r,s 

£>2,r,s] —2. Du Lemme 1.11, on tire immédiatement : 

:3.5.N 
rP'2(d + a + f3) 

K d3 
<r,s ur,s 

D2,r,s 
3 
X 8(2ff(C2,,) 2)e 

c(x2) 
1 - e r1 :3.5.N 

h3(d2a)x + 3(a2/% 

où d 

r,s 

AS D2,r,s 

3.6. D'après 1.11, on a l?2,r,s = 8 — 8g(C2^s), et l'on voit donc que le 
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premier terme s'annule pour e fri 
r,s 

c(X2) 
1-e NJH c(X2 

- ì , c'est-

à-dire e n1 
c{X2) 

— 1, soit (pi c(X2) in, ou encore: c(X2) 

iir/2 

r,5 
[£>2,r,5 

Pour cette valeur de la constante c(X2) l'accouplement ip2 prend la 

forme simplifiée : 

3.6.1 i/>'2(d + a + (3) = 3 (d2a)X2 + 3 (d2p)X2 

Or d'après la proposition 1.17 c'est précisément la forme générale 

de l'accouplement de Yukawa \j> pour X\, puisque l'on a dans la base 

ir<sl)H0(ücus') H1 ( f t s j - H1 (QEi ) de H1 (TXl ):xP(w + uSl+ uEl ) 

:3 W W + 3 
Si 

«EL 
5i 

, et que : 

rang 

(23f) 
D2,r,s C 47V 4iV{ rang 

(r,s) 

(Q5l)-

rang!/2 (T2,C; 10 + iV2 - rang H1 (Q5l)-

On continue désormais en supposant dans l'hypothèse 2.23 que c(X2) = 

ÌTT/2 

r,s 
D2,r,s-

3.7. Il reste maintenant à raffiner 3.6, en montrant que les accouplements ip2 

et if) deviennent bien isomorphes "à la limite", c'est-à-dire lorsque la structure 

complexe sur X\ dégénère, ou lorsque la forme as2 de X2 tend vers l'infini. 

On reprend d'abord les notations de §2, et on étudie la différentielle de 

Mi : Z?i —» Z?o (cf. 2.14), et sa compatibilité avec les formes d'intersection 

sur TDl{uj)=uLl(u) et TD'2(r9) H1 (fts2)+, où rj = Afi(cj). On a: 

3.8 Proposition: Soit rj = Mi(o;), et pour <GR+ soit u)t = M^l(tr]). Alors 

lorsque t tend vers +oo, ut converge vers a1'—¡3'', et convenablement multipliée, 

la différentielle (dM\)^t tend vers un isomorphisme (a' — (3')1-/ (a* — /3') ^ 
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H1 (fis, Г compatible avec les formes d'intersection. 

Démonstration: On reprend les notations de 2.10. 2.13. On a donc 
w, = XW + n'(3'+ X e P(QW) = P(Q„), et trt = . ( A i - u ' ) Y, avec: 
a;2-m;2 + i = o. 

Soit 77 = e\\ on a donc: \'t — [i\ = —its et \'t + //J = soit 

Л1 = 2 У1й - UE) EL /*« = 2 \Ш + U£ Lorsque t tend vers +00, — (7^) ut 

converge donc vers a — p . 

On calcule maintenant la différentielle dMi^) : du —> dr], avec du G 

u;±/ où ^X est l'orthogonal de u dans iî2 C)~. On a À' = u • a7, /i' = 

—u;-/3,et77 = z(À — // )x- En différent iant ces relations, on obtient: 

3.8.1 dcj = d\'a' + dfi'ß' + dx,d\' = du • a ' ,d / / = -du - /3', dr/ = 

t(dÀ' - d/i,)x + i(X' - n')dX; d'où: 

3.8.2 drj = i(d\' - dn')X + î(A' - ^)(du - dXW - < W ) - Soit ti = 
(fjif + A')(c/ + /3') + x £ alors l'espace engendré par u et l'orthogonal 

de Qu dans H2 (5i ,C) , est naturellement isomorphe à u^/u, et l'on a e 

appliquant 3.8.1 et 3.8.2. 

3.8.3 dM1{uj)(v) = - ti')v pour v G Q i , et 

dM1(w)(w) = z(A' - + i(u • ol + u • /3')x - i(A' - / / ) 

((и-a' Va'- и-в')-в') г(A^/i,)(^-((/i, + A , y + (iu,+A,)/3,)• 

Ceci fournit encore: 

3.8.4 1 dMlM(u) v, pour v G et 1 
0, ut 

•dM1(ü,)(u) и - (fi' + 
ХМа' + в'У 

Faisons maintenant rjt = trj avec t —> +00, et soit o;t = M, (r/tl 

On a alors Ai + /ii 1 
He 0, ut X, et par le calcul précédent 

2 uj^a' - ß ' . 
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lu4Z converge donc vers Y, WZ qui est naturellement isomorphe a 

У-ßTi 
(a'-ß' par l'inclusion [x,w¿ (a'-ß')X et par 3.8.4 i 

i(A'-M') 
dM1(LJt] 

converge vers l'isomorphisme composé: (a' — /3') / (a' — (3') ~ — 

H2(SUC)~ H PL = #2(S2,C+) ~ TD'2. Il est clair que cet isomor

phisme préserve les formes d'intersection sur ces espaces, induites par celle 

de H2 (5i ,C)~. La proposition 3.8 est donc montrée. 

3.9. La proposition 3.8 montre que la différentielle de l'application miroir, 

restreinte au sous-espace H1 ( T ^ ) © H1 (T^ )+ de H1 (TXl ) et à valeur dans 

H1(QE2) © H1 (Qs2) C H1 (Qx2) converge, à condition de prendre la 
limite dans le précisé en 3.8, vers une application transformant la limite de 

l'accouplement de Yukawa i\) de X \ , restreinte à H1 {TE1 ) © H1 (Ts1 ) , en 

l'accouplement x/>'2 de 3.6.1 sur H1 (QE2) ®HX (ns2)+, lorsque as2 "tend vers 

l'infini". 

Il reste maintenant à étudier le comportement asymptotique des ac

couplements de Yukawa du type xpfw^w^us.) (ici i\) est la forme trilinéaire 

associée à é, w € 

(Г,5) 
Н'{ПС113), uSl б Я ' ^ Г ) On ne fera pas cette 

étude en considérant des limites du type as2 —> tas2, t G R, t —> +oo, mais en 

construisant des dégénérations adéquates de Si; pour compléter ce travail il 

resterait encore à montrer qu'on peut réaliser la limite 3.8 et les limites 3.10, 

3.14 en même temps. De plus les propositions 3.13, 3.17, 3.19 ne donneront 

une confirmation du fait que %j) devient isomorphe à i\)'2 "à la limite" que dans 

les cas où C\ 

s 
C\i8 n'a pas de composantes rationnelles et sous des hy 

pothèses géométriques supplémentaires sur 7\. (cf. 3.20.1). On va d'abord 

étudier le comportement de l'application v' (1.14.1) lors d'une dégénération 

de Lefschetz de la courbe de ramification Ci C Ti, telle que la fibre centrale 

ait p nœuds imposant les conditions indépendantes à H° (—K^)- On utilisera 

pour cela le lemme 1.15. 

3.10. Soit Fi G H° (—2KTÏ ) définissant une courbe ayant p nœuds çi, • • •, qp 

imposant des conditions indépendantes à H° (—KT^)-
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Soit F{ G H° (~2KTl) telle que F{(qi) ^ 0 

Pour t petit, la courbe C\ d'équation F\ + tF[ est lisse; soit t = v2, 

et soit X —> T\ x A le revêtement double de T\ x A ramifié le long de la 

surface d'équation F\ + v2F{. X a des nœuds au dessus des points (#¿,0), 

et un choix de petite résolution en chacun des nœuds fournit une application 

lisse X ^ Ti x A. La fibre centrale Xo est la désingularisation minimale 

de XQ et admet une involution i\ dont le quotient est l'éclaté de Ti aux 

points qi. On a H2 X0,2 H2 Xv,2 mais sous cet isomorphisme on a : 

H2 xv,q 
ii 

H2 Xa.O 
il 

% 

[Eqi] Q où Eqi est la courbe exceptionnelle 

de Xo au dessus de gz. 

Ici i\ est l'involution générique de X\^v au dessus de T\. Sur A, on a 

le fibre vectoriel W1'1 de fibre H1^ ~ H1 ( î î - ) et le sous-fibré W1'1" défini 

sur A* par H\ï~ • H1 xv se prolonge naturellement en H1,1 C W1,1 

tel que Ti^ H1 Xo io i 
[Eqi] C, où [Eqi] est la classe de Eqi vue 

comme un élément de H1 (ftg ^ 

Soit (uv)v£A une section partout non nulle du fibre W2,0 sur A de 

fibre W2;° = H° (n2- V Pour P G (-2tfT), on définit une section <pP 

de W1'1 sur A* par (fp(v) = v'v(P), où est l'application z/' de 1.14.1, 

pour la courbe d'équation F\ + v2F[, et pour u = uv. Par le lemme 1.15, 

(fp(v) est la projection dans H1 
x 

de la classe de la forme méromorphe 

Puv/ (Fi + v2F[) sur Xv. On a le lemme suivant: 

3.11 Lemme: i) Si P s'annule en g;,Vz G {1, • • • <̂ p se prolonge 

holomorphiquement en 0. 

ii) De plus si P s'annule doublement en (fp(0) G H1 [tto ) , et 

^p(O) = V'Q(P), OÙ I/Q est l'application z/' de 1.14.1, pour la courbe normalisée 

T7j C XQ, qui est la courbe de ramification du revêtement double X0 —• ï \ , et 
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pour la deux forme wQ. (P\c° est alors considéré comme une section de Îîf^) 
i i c1 

iii) en général v<pp se prolonge holomorphiquement en 0, et il existe 

un isomorphisme naturel ©resgi H° (Oqi(-2KT)) H°(Oqi) tel que 

v(fP(0) 

i 

iesqi[Eqi\. 

Démonstration: Au voisinage de qi, on pose / i = F\/F[. On peut trouver 

des coordonnées locales x,y pour Ti, telles que f\ = —(x2 + y2). Alors, au 

voisinage de (ç2-, 0), X est décrit par l'équation u2 = — (x2 + y2) + v2, dans des 

coordonnées (u, x, y, v) paramétrant un ouvert de C4 centré en 0. La famille de 

formes méromorphes pcov/ (Fi + v2F[) fournit une famille continue de deux-

formes fermées sur les ouverts X\B fl XV, où B est un voisinage dans X de 

la surface de ramification 
i 

Cvx. Donc si (7v)u€A est une famille continue de 

classes d'homologie supportées en dehors de BC\XV, PUJV/ + v2F[) se 

prolonge continûment en 0, et J VPCJV/ (F\ + v2F[) tend vers 0 avec v. 

D'autre part, H2 (XV,Z)~ est engendré par les classes supportées sur 

XV\B fl XV (pour B petit) et les classes des sphères evanescentes S2.(^), 

décrites dans les coordonnées (u,x,y,v) par: u = vu0,x = vxo,y = vyo, avec 

ô,#Ch2/o réels et UQ + x% + y^ = 1. La limite de S2.(v) est égale à la classe 

de EQI dans H2(XQ,Z). S2.(V) est aussi homologue au contour suivant: on 

remplace S2.(v) par la réunion Tqi(v) de S2.(v) fl |i¿o| > \ et de l'ensemble 

{(u,x,y,v)/u = (v/2)eîd\x = ve%ex\,x\ réel, y = velQy\,y\ réel avec 0,0' G 

[0,7r] et e2î<9 (x2 + y2) = 1 — | e 2 ^ ' } , qui est une partie d'un fibre en cercle au 

dessus du cercle evanescent de C^, décrit par: u = 0, x = vari, y = vyi, #i , yi 

réels, et a;? + y? = 1. 7V(t0 est construit pour éviter l'ensemble {u = 0}. On 

vérifie facilement que, au voisinage de c¿, on a cvv DF dxAdv 
V 

où <p est une 

fonction non nulle. Il reste à montrer: 

3.11.1 i) si xj;(x,y) s'annule en 0, 
T9i(v) 

ibdx A dy 

u3 
a une limite finie quand v 

tend vers 0, nulle si é s'annule à l'ordre 2 

iii si =¿ 0 
T9¿(<>) 

vxbdx A cfy 

u3 
a une limite finie non nulle lorsque v 
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tend vers 0. 

3.11.2 i) peut se montrer en supposant que xp est homogène de degré 1 ou 2 en 

x et y. Comme les Tq.^ sont isomorphes par la multiplication par v, on voit 

immédiatement que dans le premier cas T4i(v) 
rudxAdv 

u3 
est constant, tandis que 

dans le second cas i 
V T4i(v) 

ifrdxAdy est constant. 

Pour 3.11.1 ii), on suppose xp = 1, alors v 
T4i(v) 

ipdx A dy 
u3 est constant. 

Pour voir que v 
DF 

dx A dy 

u3 
est non nul, on se place dans le quadrique 

projective de dimension deux Q d'équation U2 + X2 + Y2 = V2 dans P3 

de coordonnées homogènes (U,X,Y,V): elle contient la quadrique affine 

u2 + x2 + y2 = 1 et on vérifie que dxAdy 
ir 

engendre H1 (ÌÌQ)pnm, ce qui 

se montre par la construction 1.15 appliqué au revêtement double Q —> 

P2, (U, X, y, V) (X, y, V), tandis qu'il est bien connu que 52(1), donc T(l) 
engendre H2(Q,l)pr[m. 

Le Lemme 3.11 résulte de 3.11.1 de la façon suivante: 

i) si P s'annule en zéro Puv/ [F, + v2F[) a une limite finie pour jv 

supportée dans XV\B fl Xv, et aussi pour jv = Tqi(v); donc ^ se prolonge 

holomorphiquement en zéro. 

ii) si P s'annule doublement en zéro, on a lim 
T4i(v) 

Puv i i + v2F[ 

0 
Eu 

<PP(0) tandis que par la définition de uL (ci 1.15) on a lim 

lv 
PUv F1 + v2F[ 7o M O ) 

7o 
u3 pour (7v)vçA une famille 

continue de classes d'homologie supportées dans XV\B fl XV. Comme 

F v'o(P) = 0, on a donc <£>p(0) = ^ó(P). 

iii) l'isomorphisme Resqi est fourni par 3.11.1 ii) 

PF _ i 
2 

P/FKQÌ) V 
ÌT<li(v) 

dxAdv 
n3 

On a alors E.. MO) 
-2Resqi(P) T<li(v) 0 pour 7 supportée dans XQ\B fl XQ. Ce qui mon-
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tre 3.11. iii). 

3.12. On travaille encore avec les hypothèses et les notations de 3.10. On 

note Aw(respAv) le disque de coordonnées w(resp .v); soit p 

le revêtement double donné par v = w2. Sur Av on a la famille de courbes 

d Л Av de fibre C\. On a aussi les fibres T = R°TT* (fc* (-2KTl)), où 

k : Ci —> Ti est l'application naturelle, et W1,1 . Notons T1 le fibre vectoriel 

sur A„, défini comme le noyau de l'application d'évaluation composée de 

T -» Я " -2KTl\Co et de H° -2KTl\Co 
i 

(Oqi(-2KTl)) D'après 

3.11, l'application v1 = (v'v)veA* se prolonge en une application que l'on 

notera encore v1 : T1 —> Ti1,1 . On en déduit donc aussi une application 

v1 : p*^' —• (W1,1 ). Considérons maintenant sur A^ la famille p*Cx ^ AW! 

et soit Q le fibre vectoriel i?°7r™ (kw* ( - / ! » ) , où fcw = k o p : p*Cl -h 

TI. Notons le sous-fibré de G défini comme le noyau de l'application 

d'évaluation, composée de G —» H° (—KTI\C{) et de fi-0 f—^Ti|C°) 

Я0(О9<(-^Г1)). L'application naturelle donnée par le produit: p, : 

S2G —* />*̂ r induit alors une application: /i' : S2G' —» p*?7', et l'on a une 

application composée p!' = v' o / / : S2G' —• /^W1,1 . Pour w ^ 0, d'après 

1.14, on a pour 77,7 G ~ Я0 (ПРгХС-) et a G Wf^" - Я1 (QXJ' 
l'égahté: i/jw(rj, 7, a) = //'(77(8)7) £*, où ^ est la forme trilinéaire associée 

à l'accouplement de Yukawa sur X\,w := E\ x X ^ / (71,21 j . 

Les accouplements /in(^7o®7o) v ao, pour 770,70 G ^ et ao G 

H1 ) © S (Fg.) • C décrivent donc une limite des accouplements ipyj. 

Cette limite est complètement décrite dans la proposition suivante: 

3.13 Proposition. GQ est isomorphe à la somme directe GQ © où 

C " ~ K e r # ° -KT\co 
i 

{-I<T\qi) et pour r/o = r/o 4 
i 

otgi €G'o,où 

TJÖ G Gü et a9. G C, on a 

/4' ( *Л 4 4' (*Л 
i 

al • Ea 
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Démonstration. Choississons des éléments E H° (—K^) tels que 

fi(Qi) 7̂  = 0, pour i ^ j . Alors Q' admet une base de sections 

holomorphes donnée par w • pour i = 1, • • • ,p et 1 x g pour g E öo (on 

considère Q' comme un sous-fibré du FIBRE trivial H° (-K^) ® @Aw)> Go et 

(w • fi)0 donnent une base de Q'0. Pour g E Go,g2 s'annule doublement en G,-, 

Vi, et donc /1q (g2) = ^(g2) par 3.11. ii). Pour g E £/q > i = 1 • • -p,gfi s'annule 

en GJ, Vj, et donc par 3.11.i, lim v1 (wg • fi) = 0, soit (g • (wfi)Q) = 0. 
iy—• () 

De même, si i ^ j , /,-/-• s'annule en ç^, VA;, et donc lim z/' (v/,- • /7) = 0, 
in —•O 

soit fiö((wfi)Q (wfj)Q) = 0. Enfin on a pour i = 1, • • • ,p, ^ ( (u;/,-)® J = lim 
V / iü—•() w ' (/?) = Resg. (/2) •E'i par 3.11 .iii, ce qui montre 3.13, à condition de choisir 

de façon adéquate l'isomorphisme 

S 
(wfi)o • C'. 

I 

)(wfi)Cqi. 

3.14. On va maintenant considérer un type complètement différent de 

dégénérations de Si. On suppose dans ce qui suit que la courbe Ci de 

ramification de (p : Si —• ï \ n'a que des composantes elliptiques. Ci peut 

avoir une ou deux composantes dans ce cas, d'après 1.1.1, et dans la suite 

"cas i" et cas ii, signifient que la première, ou la seconde de ces conditions 

respectivement, est satisfaite. 

Dans le cas i), h° (—K^) = 1 et le diviseur de l'unique section a de 

—KTX est une courbe elliptique connexe, qu'on supposera lisse. Dans le cas 

ii), h° (—KT^) = 2, et le diviseur d'une section générique a de —î Xi est une 

courbe elliptique connexe et lisse, puisqu'en particulier chaque composante de 

Ci appartient à \—KTX |- Dans les deux cas on choisit a telle que V(a) =: Ea 

est lisse elliptique connexe et ne rencontre pas C\. Soit Fi E H° (—2/0^) une 

équation pour Ci. Soit A un disque de coordonnée t. La surface C d'équation 

a2 + tFi dans 7\ x A est lisse. Soit <p : X —• ï \ x A le revêtement double 

ramifié le long de C. X est lisse, 7R : X —> A est lisse au dessus de A*, pour A 

petit et ses fibres sont des surfaces S\ —• Ti comme ci-dessus. Pour t = 0, Xq 

est la surface à croisements normaux obtenue en récoltant deux copies de Ti le 

long de EG. Sur Xq l'involution de X agit en inversant les deux composantes 

deX0. 
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Pour t ^ 0, on reprend la notation v[ : H{ -2KTl\c\ H1 ( f i 
de 1.14; la proposition suivante décrit le comportement asymptotique de 

("«)«=Д.-

3.15 Proposition 

i) Le FIBRE Hl'1 sur A*, de fibre H\f ~ H1 (fi5;J s'étend en un FIBRE 

W1'1 sur A, tel que l'involution (i\)iaA* sur W1'1 s'étende en une involution 

il sur W1'1, et que la forme d'intersection (i{)t non dégénérée, donnée par la 

dualité de Serre sur Ti\'1 ~ H1 ^fisj^, s'étende en une forme d'intersection 

non dégénérée sur Wj'1, et H1Q1 , qu'on notera ( )0. 

ii) Pour P(t) une section holomorphe de H° (—2ÄTi) ® ^ A , telle que 

P(0) zà 0 soit un multiple non nul de <72,v!(P(t)) E H}'1 s'étend en une 

section holomorphe de H1'1 , et v'0(P(0)) satisfait: (^(F(0)) , ^(P(0)))o = 

0 X ( P ( 0 ) ) ^ 0 . 

Démonstration: (cf. [28]) On considère sur X le FIBRE vectoriel de rang 

2 fix/A (LogX0) := tïx (LogX0) /7r* (LogO)); En coordonnées locales 

X est décrit par u2 = a2 + tf, où a est une coordonnée sur 7\, w une 

coordonnée sur X: posant x = u — a,y = u + a on a donc xy = t. 

fix (Log XQ) est engendré localement par ^ et dz, où z est une coordonnée 

supplémentaire sur Ti, tandis que HA (LogO) est engendré par ~ . Donc 

fix (LogX0) /n*QA (LogO) est engendré par ^ , ^,dz, avec la relation + 

!f = 0. Pour t ^ 0, on a fix (LogX0)/7r*fiA (LogO),Xt - et sur A* 

on a W1,1 ~ i î 1 ^ (fix (LogX0) /7r*fiA (LogO)). On vérifie facilement que 

sur X0 ~ T\UE(TTi on a: fix (LogX0)/7r*fiA (LogO)|Tii ~ fiTji (LogE^) et 

fix (LogX0) /7r*fiA (LogO),T2 fi^2 (LogF^). On a donc une suite exacte: 

0 ^ ( f i x (LogXo) /7T*fiA (LogO))|Xo 
3.15. 

• fiTi (LogEa) QT2 (LogE«) • fiTl ( L o g ^ ) , ^ •0. 

Comme H° fiTi (Log Ev) : 0, on en déduit 

H°{üx (LogXo) TT*Qa (LogO)). 0. 
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Comme le faisceau dualisant de XQ est trivial et que le déterminant de 
nx (LogXo)/n*QA (LogO) est également trivial on a aussi 

H2 (Qx (LogXo) <n*QA (LogO))|Xo = 0 

donc H1 (nx (LogX0)1 Vf iA (LogO))|Xi est constant et 

и1-1 Л1 тт. (Qx (LogXo) 'TT*QA (LogO)) 

est localement libre et fournit l'extension cherchée de WÎ'1. Clairement 

l'involution i agissant sur X au-dessus Ti x A agit sur 

Qx (LogXo) ITT*QA (LogO) 

et donc aussi sur W1,1 

Finalement, comme le fibre dualisant relatif de X/A est trivial, 

et que R1*;* (Qx (LogX0) /n*QA (LogO)) est libre de fibre 

W};1 =H1 [px (LogXo) /TT*QA (LogO)|X< J , Vt G A, la dualité de Serre rela

tive fournit Ti1'1 ~ (W1'1)V. Ceci montre i), avec l'information supplémentaire 

suivante: 

3.15.2: Til'1 : H Qx (LogXo) 'n*nA (LogO)|JCo 

Pour montrer ii) on utilise la description suivante de v\ (cf. preuve d( 

1.15). Soit a C SI la courbe de ramification du revêtement double S\ —• T\ 

En utilisant l'application i\ qui agit sur ̂ ^ ^ t , on obtient une décompositioi 

canonique: 

3.15.3: fi* lr,t ~fic< © (TVtV ô: Wn«(-/rri)lc!) Ceci fournit une inclu

sion naturelle: H° (—2KT\ct \ —• H° (Qst ( — ) i c t ) ^ composée avec le 

cobord 

ô: Wn«( - / r r i ) l c ! ) H1 ( n « ) associée à la suite exacte: 0 —• fi^t 

ils* (-KTì)-+nst {-KTi\r, -> 0 fournit v[ 

Pour mettre cette construction en famille, on considère dans X la surface 

d'équation u = 0, lieu de ramification de <p : X —• 2\ x A. Cette surface est 
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clairement isomorphe à un voisinage de Ea dans Ti. L'involution i de X agit 

sur Qx (LogX0) /7T*£ÎA (LogO)^u=0j ce qui fournit une décomposition: 

3.15.4 Qx (LogX0) /7r*fiA (L°gO)|{w=o} — ¿1 © ¿2 où Li et L2 sont des 

fibres en droites sur {u = 0}. Par restriction à la courbe C\ d'équations 

u = 0, a2 + tFi = 0, 3.15.4 induit 3.15.3. Cependant on vérifie facilement 

que Li ~ OT1,L2 OT2, (et non pas L\ ~ -KT^^LI ~ i^rj? de sorte 

que la restriction de 3.15.4 à C\ ne fournit 3.15.3 que modulo l'isomorphisme 

OCT ~ —KTAC1 fourni par a G H° (—if 7̂ ). 

3.15.5 Considérons la courbe E^ C {u = 0} définie par a2 = 0. On peut 

aussi l'identifier à un diviseur de X0, faisant partie du système linéaire |—KTI \ 

sur X0, puisqu'elle est décrite par l'équation u = 0 dans Xo. Alors 3.15.4, 

restreint à E& , fournit: 

Qx (LogXo) x*nA (Log0)|£w OoO d'où une application: 

7o : H (-KTL) w H3 (üx (LogXo) 7R*nA (Log0)(-KTl))[Ew 

donnée par l'inclusion du premier facteur; finalement la suite exacte: 

0^(iix (LogXo) ir*nA (Log0)),v 
U [Qx (LogXo 7T*nA ÇLog0)(-KTl))ix-

(Qx (LogX0] TT*QA (Log0) (-ÜTTl - 0 

fournit 

d0:H° QX (LogXo) TT*Qa (LogOK - t f r , ) ,^ ) 

if1 fix (LogXo) /7T*fiA (LogO) (-ÜTTJIX, 

d'où finalement une flèche 

u'0=d0o j0 : H° -KT,Ew H' (Qx (LogXo), 7R*fiA (Log0)W 

qui par ce qui précède est la limite des flèches : 

v\ o a : H0 -KTl\ci 3 H3 
—2KTl\c* 

V, 
H 7T*f 
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3.15.6. On termine la preuve de 3.15. ii) 

Soit P(t) = aa2 + tO(t) une section de H° (~2KT,) ® OA. Alors 

P(t)\ci converge vers aa G H ~KTAEÍ2> On en déduit que lim 
t—o 

V4 P(t)\ci : "Ó(a<7). 

Notons que aa € Ker | -KT>\E?\ H°(-KTIÏE.) donc 

jo(acr) 6 Keriï0 (Qx (LogX0)/7r*fìA (LogO)(-^Tl))|£(T 

H° (Qx (LogX0; TT*Qa (LogO)(-^Tl))|Eff 

H3 (Qx (LogXo) 7T*fiA (LogO)(-^Tl))|£(T 

Notons j'Jaa) e H° (Qx (LogXo) n*QA ( L o g O ) W l'image de 

jo(oca) par cet isomorphisme. Considérons la suite exacte: (cf 3.15.1) 

0 Qx (LogXo) <ir*QA (LogOW 
3.15.7 

QTi (LogE^eQ^ ( L o g ^ ) (Qx (LogX0)/7T*QA (LogO)),^ 0. 

Elle donne 
d>0:H° (Qx (LogXo /TT*QA (Log0))|£ 1 

H1 (Qx (LogXo TT*QA (LogO))|Xo 

et il immédiat de montrer que 

do ojo(aa 9 S ( J S H ) 
dans H1 Qx (LogX0 7c*QA (LogO))|Xo 

On a donc: lim v't[p(t)\Ct^j = d'0 (j'Q(aa)). Comme il résulte de 

3.15.7 que d'Q est injective, on a 6'Q(jfQ(aa)) ^ 0, pour a 7̂  0. En

fin il est facile de vérifier que 6'0 (j'0(aa)) est de self intersection 0 dans 

H1 ((fix (LogXo)/7r*fiA (LogO)) |XJ pour ( )0 donnée par la dualité de 

Serre. Donc 3.15 (ii) est prouvé. 
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3.16. On utilise maintenant la proposition 1.17 et la proposition 3.15 pour 

étudier la limite des accouplements de Yukawa sur X\ := E\ x S\/ (ji,«î), 

du type Î/>(W,77,7) pour w e H1 ( f i^) ,77,7 G 0r#° (ftPrXcî), lorsque S{ 

dégénère comme en 3.14. On considère d'abord le cas i). On a d'abord en 

reprenant les notations précédentes, la conséquence immédiate suivante de 

1.17 et 3.15. 

3.17. Proposition: 

(Cas i) Soit (wt)teA une section holomorphe de W1,1 sur A. Soit a le 

générateur de H° (—KT,)'- alors o\Ct est un générateur de H° [Qc*] — 

(—KTl\ci^ pour t / 0, et donc a = (aPL<7, • • • ,aP4<7), pour aPr G C peut 

être considéré comme un élément de 0 r H° [OlprXct ) pour t ^ 0. On a alors 

lim ip(wt,a,a) = J2ral (WO,VQ(<72))0 où m G #0M, ^(a2) G Wj'1 est défini 

en 3.15. ii, et est non nul de self intersection 0. 

3.18. Le cas ii) est un peu plus compliqué: les courbes C{ ont alors 

deux composantes, et il est naturel si l'on veut obtenir une limite cor

recte de l'accouplement de Yukawa de x\, de les ordonner en passant à un 

revêtement double de A, c'est-à-dire à un disque A^, muni de p : A^ —• A 

donnée par t = w2. Alors l'équation a2 + tF\ peut s'écrire sous la forme 

(a + wcpi(w)) (a + w<p*z(w)) où <p2(w), <pi(w) G H° (—K^) sont holomorphes 

en w. Cf2 est la réunion de C™x (décrite par l'équation a + W(p\(w) G 

-H"0 (—KTX) et Ci 2 (décrite par l'équation a + W(p2(w)). 

Alors a + W(p2(w)\c^ est un générateur de HQ ктлс?л , et s'annule 
sur C12 de sorte qu'il est naturel de l'identifier à un générateur d 

HO 
1.1 

HO 
1,1 

HO 1̂,2 
HO aPr,S On a donc une trivial-

isation naturelle de 

(r,8) 

H° (nPr x crs) (où r G {1, • • •, 4}, s G {1, 2}, donnée 

par: 

a (CXpi l,LXp ,2, ' ' * ^p4,bŒP4,2 
(r,s) 

aPr,S a + w(ps,\c^sxPr 

où s' = 2 pour s = 1, s' = 1 pour 5 = 2. 
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La proposition 3.15 et la proposition 1.17 donnent alors immédiatement 
(avec les notations de 3.16): 

3.19. Proposition: (Cas ii) Soit (xt)*c\ une section holomorphe de W1,1 . 

Alors on a Um гИу*,а,a) 
ги-»0 (rvO 

aPi,s X0,^(^2; /О OÙ Um гИу*,а,a 

satisfait: v'0(a2) ф 0 et {v'0(a2), i/¿(<72))0 = 0 

3.20. On va maintenant rassembler les résultats 3.13 et 3.17, 3.19. On fera 

l'hypothèse suivante sur 7\: 

3.20.1 

i) Ci n'a pas de composantes rationnelles. 

ii) Si C\ a une composante de genre > 1 (donc C\ est connexe par 

(1.1), Ci admet une dégénération de Lefschetz sur une courbe Ci5o dont la 

normalisée C\p est elliptique et connexe. 

iii) Soit î \ la surface obtenue en éclatant les nœuds qi de Ci$\ alors 

l'unique section de —K^ définit une courbe lisse Ea. On a alors sous les 

hypothèses 3.20.1: 

3.21. Théorème: Si g(Çi) > 1, considérons une dégénération de Lefschetz 

de Ci comme en 3.20 ii; puis faisons dégénérer la courbe Ci5o sur 2Ea, comme 

en 3.14. Si Ci a deux composantes elliptiques, faisons dégénérer Ci sur 2Ea. 

Alors quitte à passer à un revêtement ramifié de la base de la dégénération, 

l'accouplement de Yukawa ip de X\ = Ei x Si/ ( j i , û ) admet une limite 

naturelle, qui est isomorphe (comme cubique) à la forme d'intersection 

corrigée sur H1 (Îîx2), et l'isomorphisme M : limif1 (Q2Xl) —• H1 (Qx2) 

qui transforme limxp en ^2 peut-être choisi de la façon suivante: 

- M induit: 

s 
Um гИу*,а,a 

s' 
(DrtS,)C,Vre { i , . . . , 4 } 

- M induit H° (nEl) ^ H1 (QEl) et H1 ~ H1 (Qs2V, le derniei 
isomorphisme étant compatible avec les formes d'intersection. 
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Démonstration: Dans le premier cas en faisant la synthèse de 3.13 et 3.17, 

on voit qu'il existe (après passage à un revêtement ramifié de la base), une 

limite naturelle de 

s 
)H°(QPrxCs) isomorphe à 

Щ-1 

»=1,C=1 
Cqi,r ф С • a, où 

(a) = H° -K9 une limite lim H1 ( î l ^ ) munie d'une forme d'intersection 

limite non dégénérée, et des classes Eqi,v'Q((T2) € Я1(П^1) satisfaisant 

El - -2(I/0(CT2)2 = 0 Х ( а 2 ) ф 0,Eqi.Eqj 0, Eqi • ̂ (a2) = 0 telles 

que: pour w G limff1 (fis,) ,V € 
r,s 

Н°(ПРгхС,),т1 (aqiir,ar), on 

ait (lim^)(«;,r|,r/) w 0, Eqi • 
r 

a¿v'(a¿ D'autre part 

(limip)(w + r¡ + UE 3(Umt/0(w,4,q) 3(w • w) x 7(иE) où 7 est une 

forme linéaire non nulle sur H° (JÌE) (cf. 1.17) 

Rappelons d'autre part la formule 3.6.1 qui décrit ф2 : V4(^ + X + P) = 
4d2x)x2 + 3(x,x)52 • L A pour ß e Н1(ПЕ),х e H^QsXid 

4 N 2 

r=l,s' = l 
dr,s'D2,r,s' •> avec la relation (Lemme 1.11) (d2x)x2 = 

- 2 
r' 

dis' CV-x с,-

Il reste simplement à noter que X\ a par hypothèse les invariants iVi = 

l,iV{, et X2 a donc les invariants N2 = N[,N2 = 1. Donc nécessairement 

la courbe C2 a une composante elliptique et N2 — 1 = N[ — 1 composantes 

rationnelles. 

L'existence d'un isomorphisme M transformant lim ̂  en ip2 et jouissant 

des propriétés énoncées dans le théorème 3.21 est alors claire: 

Supposons que la composante elliptique de C2 est la composante C2,N^ 

Il suffit alors de faire: 

a) M (lïliP) ^D2,r,i pour i 1,N[-1, M(aPr) ^D2,r,i 

b) M(Eqi) C2,i pour i l , - . . , iV; _ l , M{v'Q{a2)) ^D2,r,i 
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puis d'étendre l'application M construite en b) (Eqi, ^(cr2)) ~ (£2,1) en 

un isomorphisme M : lim (iJ1 ( f i ^ ) " ) —* H1 (fîs2)+ préservant les formes 

d'intersection. 

Le second cas se montre de façon similaire. 
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